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Die menschliche Vernunft hat das besondere Schicksal
in einer Gattung ihrer Erkenntnisse: daß sie durch
Fragen belästigt wird, die sie nicht abweisen kann;
denn sie sind ihr durch die Natur der Vernunft selbst
aufgegeben, die sie aber auch nicht beantworten kann,
denn sie übersteigen alles Vermögen der menschlichen
Vernunft.
In diese Verlegenheit gerät sie ohne ihre Schuld. Sie
fängt von Grundsätzen an, deren Gebrauch im Laufe
der Erfahrung unvermeidlich und zugleich durch diese
hinreichend bewährt ist. Mit diesen steigt sie (wie
es auch ihre Natur mit sich bringt) immer höher, zu
entfernteren Bedingungen. Da sie aber gewahr wird,
daß auf diese Art ihr Geschäfte jederzeit unvollendet
bleiben müsse, weil die Fragen niemals aufhören, so
sieht sie sich genötigt, zu Grundsätzen ihre Zuflucht
zu nehmen, die allen möglichen Erfahrungsgebrauch
überschreiten und gleichwohl so unverdächtig scheinen,
daß auch die gemeine Menschenvernunft damit im
Einverständnisse stehet. Dadurch aber stürzt sie
sich in Dunkelheit und Widersprüche, aus welchen
sie zwar abnehmen kann, daß irgendwo verborgene
Irrtümer zum Grunde liegen müssen, die sie aber
nicht entdecken kann, weil die Grundsätze, deren sie
sich bedient, da sie über die Grenze aller Erfahrung
hinausgehen, keinen Probierstein der Erfahrung mehr
anerkennen.
[I. Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, 1787]
1
Introduction
1.1 Historical background
To put the work presented in this thesis into a broader background, we very briefly summarise the historical
development of our knowledge concerning the structure of the Earth and the mechanisms that are respon-
sible for earthquakes.
18th and 19th century: The history of our seismologically derived knowledge about the deep interior of
the Earth probably starts in 1760 when J. Michell (1724-1793) first associated earthquakes with waves that
travel through the Earth’s crust with a speed of at least 20 miles per minute (Michell, 1760). Michell’s
observation that waves propagate through the Earth could be explained with the theory of elasticity that
was developed in the 18th and 19th centuries. A. L. Cauchy (1789-1857), S. D. Poisson (1781-1840), G.
G. Stokes (1819-1903) and many others studied the elastic wave equation. P waves and S waves travelling
with different speeds were identified as possible solutions. Between 1852 and 1858, R. Mallet (1810-1881)
and his son J. W. Mallet (1832-1912) measured the propagation speed of seismic waves using gun powder
explosions. They linked wave speed variations to variations of material properties. J. Mallet first deter-
mined epicentres by back-projecting seismic waves. In 1889, E. L. A. von Rebeur-Paschwitz (1861-1895)
accidentally recorded the first teleseismic earthquake in Potsdam (von Rebeur-Paschwitz, 1889) using a
horizontally swinging pendulum that was designed for astronomical measurements. The epicentre was in
Tokyo. Teleseismically recorded elastic waves are today’s principal source of information concerning the
deep Earth’s structure.
First half of the 20th century: The theoretically predicted P and S waves were first clearly identified
by R. D. Oldham (1858-1936) in 1900 (Oldham, 1900). Six years later he discovered the rapid decay of
P wave amplitudes at epicentral distances greater than 100◦. He correctly inferred the existence of the
Earth’s outer core (Oldham, 1906), the radius of which was accurately determined by B. Gutenberg (1889-
1960) in (1913). K. B. Zoeppritz (1881-1908) compiled traveltime tables for waves observed at teleseismic
distances (Zoeppritz, 1907), and he translated them into one-dimensional models of the Earth’s mantle.
Much of his visionary work was published by his colleagues L. Geiger and B. Gutenberg after he died at
the age of 26 (Zoeppritz & Geiger, 1909; Zoeppritz et al., 1912). In 1909 A. Mohorovičić (1857-1936)
studied regional earthquakes, and he observed two types of P waves (today’s Pn and Pg) and two types
of S waves (today’s Sn and Sg). He explained their traveltime curves with a discontinuity at 54 km depth
− the crust-mantle discontinuity that now bears his name (Mohorovičić, 1910). H. Jeffreys (1891-1989)
combined results from seismology and studies of Earth tides to conclude that "there seems to be no reason
to deny that the earth’s metallic core is truly fluid" (Jeffreys, 1926). Also in 1926, B. Gutenberg provided
the first seismological evidence for a low-velocity zone around 100 km depth − the asthenosphere (Guten-
berg, 1926). In 1936, I. Lehmann (1888-1993) observed unidentified P waves at large epicentral distances,
today’s PKIKP, and inferred the existence of the inner core (Lehmann, 1936). Another milestone in the
discovery of the Earth’s spherical structure was H. Jeffreys’ and K. Bullen’s (1906-1976) compilation of
travel time tables that were used to infer complete radially symmetric Earth models (Jeffreys & Bullen,
1940).
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1950 to present: The second half of the 20th century was marked by both the refinement of spherical
Earth models (Dziewonski et al., 1975; Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981; Kennett et al., 1995) and the
discovery of 3D heterogeneities through systematic tomographic approaches. Aki et al. (1976) were
among the first to use teleseismic data in a linearised tomography for regional 3D structure. The analysis
of nearly 700,000 P wave arrival time residuals allowed Dziewonski et al. (1977) to derive an early model
of large-scale heterogeneities in the deep mantle. Tomographic methods were used also to determine 3D
variations of seismic anisotropy (e.g. Montagner, 1985) and visco-elastic dissipation (e.g. Romanowicz,
1990). Increased data quality and data coverage contributed to the continuously improving resolution
of tomographic images that could then be linked to mantle convection (e.g. van der Hilst et al., 1997;
Ritsema & van Heijst, 2000), lithospheric deformation (e.g. Debayle & Kennett, 2000; Montagner, 2002),
chemical heterogeneities (e.g. Jordan, 1978; van der Hilst & Kárason, 1999) and the tectonic evolution of
continents (e.g. Zielhuis & Nolet, 1994; Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996).
Most seismological inferences concerning the structure of the Earth − including the existence of the inner
core, the asthenosphere and the major seismic discontinuities − are based on the simplifying assumption
that seismic waves can be represented by rays. This concept is closely related to geometrical optics. The
intensive use of ray theory (e.g. Červený, 2001) stems from its simplicity, its intuitive interpretation and
from the difficulty of finding solutions of the complete elastic wave equation for realistically heterogeneous
Earth models.
The limitations of ray theory in the context of seismic tomography have become a major concern during
the past two decades (e.g. Williamson, 1991; Williamson & Worthington, 1993; Spetzler et al., 2001). Ray
theory is valid when the length scales of 3D heterogeneities are small compared to the dominant wavelength.
This condition imposed an upper limit on the resolution of tomographic images that were derived from
ray theory. Efforts to overcome the limitations of ray theory − and thus to further improve the resolution
of tomographic images − include wave equation-based full waveform tomography (e.g. Bamberger et al.,
1982; Tarantola, 1988; Igel et al., 1996) and Fresnel zone inversion (e.g. Yomogida, 1992; Dahlen et al.,
2000). While Fresnel zone inversion and variants of it have already been applied to 3D problems (e.g.
Yomogida et al., 1992; Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2004) full waveform tomography has mostly been restricted
to 1D or 2D problems (e.g. Igel et al., 1996; Dessa et al., 2004).
The description of seismic sources is still to a much larger extent phenomenological than the description of
the Earth’s structure. Elastic parameters and density used to describe the properties of the Earth are physical
quantities that are by themselves meaningful. However, a moment tensor used to describe a seismic source
is a pure mathematical construction that can not be uniquely related to the actual physical processes that
excite seismic waves (Backus & Mulcahy, 1976). This is because a variety of source processes can generate
seismic wave fields that are identical or at least hardly distinguishable. Even the unique determination of
the moment tensor − which is one possible phenomenological source description − is difficult (Dziewonski
et al., 1981).
Efforts to reveal the details of rupture processes that excite large earthquakes started in the early 1980s.
Hartzell & Heaton (1983) parameterised the Imperial fault, California, by small subfaults to infer the
kinematic rupture history of a magnitude 6 earthquake that occurred in 1979. Their approach and variants
of it were used in many subsequent studies (e.g. Cotton & Campillo, 1995). Despite being a standard
method, kinematic source inversion has so far not been able to reveal the true physics of rupturing faults.
While this may partly be due to the inherent complexity of rupture processes, the non-uniqueness of
kinematic source inversions (e.g. Monelli & Mai, 2008) seems to be the principal limiting factor.
1.2 Objectives
The non-uniqueness in both seismic tomography and kinematic source inversions can only be reduced
through the incorporation of more information into the respective inverse problems. This can be achieved
by adding more data, i.e. by installing more seismic stations, or by increasing the amount of information
that is extracted from the seismograms.
The principal objective of this thesis is to follow the second approach, i.e., to develop methods that
allow us to extract as much information as possible from seismograms in order to improve the solutions of
structural and source inverse problems in seismology. For more specific and application-oriented statements,
we consider the structural and source inverse problems separately:
Structural inverse problem: We develop and apply a technique for full 3D seismic waveform inversion
on continental scales. This involves the following sub-projects (1) The numerical solution of the forward
problem, i.e. the elastic wave equation. (2) The definition of suitable misfit functionals that quantify
the difference between observed and synthetic seismograms in a physically meaningful and mathematically
favourable way. (3) The setup of an efficient algorithm for the minimisation of the waveform misfit. (4)
The selection and processing of data that cover our region of interest: the Australasian upper mantle. (5)
The solution of the tomographic problem itself. (6) The assessment of the tomographic resolution. (7)
The interpretation of the tomographic images in terms of tectonic processes and the thermochemical state
of the Australasian upper mantle.
We moreover explore the potential of a non-classical tomographic technique that is based on the combined
measurement of rotational and translational ground motions.
Source inverse problem: We develop a probabilistic kinematic source inversion that is based on numerical
solutions of the elastic wave equation, and we apply our method to the 1996, Bárdarbunga, Iceland,
earthquake that was caused by a volcanic caldera drop. For this we proceed as follows: (1) We construct
a 3D model of the Icelandic crust and upper mantle from 1D velocity profiles. (2) We assess the accuracy
of the 3D model using aftershock data. (3) Greens functions are then computed for all segments of the
caldera ring fault. (4) A random search of the model space provides marginal probability densities for all
finite fault parameters. (5) We finally interpret our results in terms of the caldera geometry and kinematics.
This work is intended to make a long-term contribution to some of the more general objectives of seismology:
1. monitor the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CNTBT),
2. infer the thermochemical state of the Earth,
3. put constraints on the current dynamics of the Earth,
4. provide insight into the history of the Earth in general and the history of plate tectonics in particular,
5. contribute to reliable tsunami and earthquake warnings
6. localise resources, including hydro-carbons and water,
7. assessment of seismic risk.
1.3 Thesis summary and structure
This thesis is intended to be self-supported in the sense that all major mathematical results are derived
within it.
Part I is dedicated to the numerical solution of the elastic wave equation using a spectral-element discreti-
sation of a spherical section. We briefly review the equations of motion, and we discuss the implementations
of radial anisotropy, visco-elastic dissipation and absorbing boundaries. This is followed by an introduction
to the spectral-element method and its application to the elastic wave equation. We proceed with a ver-
ification of the numerical solutions by comparing them to semi-analytical solutions for radially symmetric
Earth models. In the final chapter of Part I we develop a technique for efficient numerical surface wave
propagation that is based on long-wavelength equivalent models of the Earth’s crust.
The central theme of Part II is the development of a full waveform tomographic method and its applica-
tion. We start with the operator formulation of the adjoint method, which is the mathematical tool used to
compute partial derivatives of objective functionals with respect to Earth model parameters. We establish
a link between the adjoint method and seismic source representation; and we provide working formulas for
derivatives with respect to selected structural and source parameters.
The second chapter of Part II covers the definition of time-frequency waveform misfits that can be used to
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quantify the differences between observed and synthetic seismograms in a complete and physically reason-
able way. We derive adjoint sources corresponding to time-frequency misfits, and we establish connections
with other widely used seismological data functionals.
In our first application we perform a full waveform tomography for upper-mantle structure in the Aus-
tralasian region. The crust is implemented in the form of a long-wavelength equivalent model, and the
misfit minimisation is performed using a pre-conditioned conjugate-gradient algorithm. We assess the res-
olution of the tomographic images in various synthetic inversions, and we discuss the tomographic images
in terms of tectonic processes and thermochemical structure.
The incorporation of horizontal-component data requires us then to allow for radial anisotropy, and thus to
extend our full waveform tomographic method. Images of the 3D distribution of radial anisotropy provide
insight into the past and present deformation state of the Australasian upper mantle.
An exotic approach to seismic tomography is the subject of Part III. There we explore the potential of
combined measurements of rotational and translational ground motions to improve tomographic images.
For this we derive sensitivity kernels for the apparent shear wave speed, defined as the ratio of rms rotation
and rms velocity. The kernels are confined to the immediate vicinity of the receiver and do not extend to the
source, as do kernels for more classical measurements as cross-correlation time shifts or rms displacement.
We thus conjecture that measurements of the apparent shear wave speed may in the future be used to
obtain better resolved images of the Earth’s crust and uppermost mantle from teleseismic body wave data.
Part IV covers an interesting case of the source inverse problem: a finite-source inversion for a volcanic
earthquake. Bárdarbunga volcano, Iceland, erupted in September 1996, and the partial removal of magma
from the magma chamber triggered a caldera drop, thus generating an Mw = 5.6 earthquake. To study
this earthquake in detail, we derive a 3D model of the Icelandic crust and uppermost mantle from 1D
velocity profiles, and we verify this model using aftershock data for which the point source approximation
is justified. We then show that finite source effects are indeed detectable. Those are then exploited in
a probabilistic finite source inversion. This yields marginal probability densities for all source parameters,
including the dip of subfault segments, the rupture time and the relative magnitude of slip on the subfaults.
The results allow us to constrain for the first time the kinematics of a volcanic caldera drop.
Most parts of this thesis have been published in, accepted by or submitted to peer-reviewed journals. The
relevant articles are:
Fichtner, A., Igel, H., 2008. Efficient numerical surface wave propagation through the optimization of
discrete crustal models - a technique based on non-linear dispersion curve matching (DCM), Geophys. J.
Int., 173(2), 519-533.
Fichtner, A., Kennett, B. L. N., Igel, H., Bunge, H.-P., 2008. Theoretical background for continental and
global scale full waveform inversion in the time-frequency domain, Geophys. J. Int., 175(2), 665-685.
Fichtner, A., Kennett, B. L. N., Igel, H., Bunge, H.-P., 2009a. Spectral-element simulation and inversion
of seismic waves in a spherical section of the Earth, Journal of Numerical Analysis Industrial and Applied
Mathematics, 4, 11-22.
Fichtner, A., Igel, H., 2009. Sensitivity densities for rotational ground motion measurements, Bull. Seis.
Soc. Am., 99, 1302-1314.
Fichtner, A., Kennett, B. L. N., Igel, H., Bunge, H.-P., 2009. Full waveform tomography for upper-mantle
structure in the Australasian region using adjoint methods, Geophys. J. Int., in press.
Fichtner, A., Tkalčić, H., 2009. Insights into the kinematics of a volcanic caldera drop: Probabilistic finite
source inversion of the 1996 Bárdarbunga, Iceland, earthquake, Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., submitted.
Fichtner, A., Kennett, B. L. N., Igel, H., Bunge, H.-P., 2009. Full waveform tomography for radially
anisotropic structure: New insights into the past and present states of the Australasian upper mantle,
submitted.
The extension of the work on rotational ground motion measurements can be found in
Bernauer, M., Fichtner, A., Igel, H., 2009. Inferring Earth structure from combined measurements of
rotational and translational ground motions, Geophysics, in press.
These articles appear in only slightly modified form in the thesis. While this causes some redundancies, it
improves readability. Nearly all chapters can be read independently, without having to start from page 1.
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Part I
The Forward Problem:
Simulation of elastic wave
propagation through heterogeneous
Earth models
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Summary
The following chapters are concerned with the numerical solution of the elastic
wave equation in realistically heterogeneous Earth models. We start with an out-
line of the analytical setup which comprises the implementations of anisotropy,
attenuation and absorbing boundaries. We then proceed with the spectral-element
discretisation of the wave equation. A particularity of our spectral-element variant
is that it operates in a spherical section and in the natural spherical coordinates.
This results in a compact programme code that is ideally suited for the solution
of continental-scale tomographic problems. Comparisons with analytical solutions
establish the accuracy of our spectral-element method. In the final chapter of this
first part we develop a technique for the computation of long-wavelength equiva-
lent models of the Earth’s crust. The long-wavelength equivalent models allow us
to use a coarser grid spacing which leads to substantially reduced computational
costs.
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2
Analytical setup
This chapter is concerned with the mathematical description of seismic wave propagation in the Earth and
the derivation of equations that can be solved numerically in an efficient way. Following a brief review
of the elastic wave equation and its subsidiary conditions in section 2.1, we elaborate on the simulation
of anisotropy (section 2.2) and attenuation (section 2.3). We also cover the implementation and analysis
of absorbing boundaries within this chapter on the analytical setup, because their properties are relatively
independent from a particular numerical scheme. Chapter 3 on the numerical solution of the elastic wave
equation will then mostly be concerned with the spatial discretisation of the equations of motion.
2.1 The elastic wave equation
The propagation of seismic waves in the Earth can be modelled with the elastic wave equation
ρ(x)u¨(x, t)−∇ · σ(x, t) = f(x, t) ,
 2.1
that relates the displacement field u to the mass density ρ, the stress tensor σ and an external force
density f . A marvellous matter of fact! See for example Dahlen & Tromp (1998), Kennett (2001) or Aki &
Richards (2002) for detailed derivations of equation (2.1). The elastic wave equation as presented above
is a linearised version of the momentum balance equation, i.e., of Newton’s second law. It is valid under
the assumption that deviations from the reference configuration of the Earth are small. Furthermore, the
rotation of the Earth and its self-gravitation are omitted. These effects are negligible in the context of this
thesis where we are mostly concerned with oscillation periods that are shorter than 100 s. At the surface
δ⊕ of the Earth ⊕ the normal components of the stress tensor σ vanish; in symbols:
σ · er|x∈∂⊕ = 0 .
 2.2
Equation (2.2) is the free surface boundary condition. Both the displacement field u and the velocity field
v = u˙ are required to vanish prior to t = t0 when the external force f starts to act, i.e.,
u|t<t0 = v|t<t0 = 0 .
 2.3
For convenience we will mostly choose t0 = 0. To obtain a complete set of equations, the stress tensor σ has
to be related to the displacement field u. It is usually assumed that the rheology is visco-elastic, meaning
that the current stress tensor σ depends linearly on the history of the strain tensor ² = 12 (∇u+∇uT ):
σ(x, t) =
∞∫
−∞
C˙(x, t− t′) : ²(x, t′) dt′ .
 2.4
The fourth order tensor C is the elastic tensor. In the case of a perfectly elastic medium the elastic tensor
is of the form C(x, t) = C(x)H(t), where H is the Heaviside function. We then have σ = C(x) : ²(x, t).
The symmetry of ², the conservation of angular momentum and the relation of C to the internal energy
(e.g. Dahlen & Tromp, 1998) require that the components of C satisfy the following symmetry relations:
Cijkl = Cklij = Cjikl .
 2.5
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Moreover, the elastic tensor is causal:
C(t)|t<t0 = 0 .
 2.6
Equation (2.4) is − unlike the wave equation within its limits of validity − not a fundamental law of physics
but an empirical relation that has been found to describe a wide range of phenomena very well. It can be
regarded as a linearisation of a more general non-linear constitutive relation. Its validity is, in this sense,
restricted to scenarios where the strain tensor ² is a small quantity. The particular choices of C and its
time dependence will be the subjects of the following sections on attenuation and anisotropy.
2.2 Anisotropy
Anisotropy is the dependence of the elastic tensor on the orientation of the coordinate system. Its most
direct seismological expression is the dependence of seismic velocities on the propagation and polarisation
directions of elastic waves. It is thought to play a major role in the Earth’s crust and upper mantle.
Besides the splitting of shear waves, the Love wave-Rayleigh wave discrepancy is one of the principal seismic
observations that is directly related to anisotropy: A Love wave and a Rayleigh wave travelling in the same
direction usually exhibit different wave speeds as a consequence of their different polarisations. This led to
the inclusion of anisotropy with radial symmetry axis in the global reference model PREM (Dziewonski &
Anderson, 1981). In this model the anisotropy is limited to the upper 220 km.
Guided by these observations, we decided to implement anisotropy with radial symmetry axis. For such a
medium, there are only 5 independent elastic tensor components that are different from zero. They can
be summarised in a 6× 6 matrix (e.g. Babuska & Cara, 1991):
Crrrr Crrφφ Crrθθ Crrφθ Crrrθ Crrrφ
Cφφrr Cφφφφ Cφφθθ Cφφφθ Cφφrθ Cφφrφ
Cθθrr Cθθφφ Cθθθθ Cθθφθ Cθθrθ Cθθrφ
Cφθrr Cφθφφ Cφθθθ Cφθφθ Cφθrθ Cφθrφ
Crθrr Crθφφ Crθθθ Crθφθ Crθrθ Crθrφ
Crφrr Crφφφ Crφθθ Crφφθ Crφrθ Crφrφ

=

λ+ 2µ λ+ c λ+ c 0 0 0
λ+ c λ+ 2µ+ a λ+ a 0 0 0
λ+ c λ+ a λ+ 2µ+ a 0 0 0
0 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 µ+ b 0
0 0 0 0 0 µ+ b

 2.7
Love (1892) proposed an alternative parametrisation
Crrrr Crrφφ Crrθθ Crrφθ Crrrθ Crrrφ
Cφφrr Cφφφφ Cφφθθ Cφφφθ Cφφrθ Cφφrφ
Cθθrr Cθθφφ Cθθθθ Cθθφθ Cθθrθ Cθθrφ
Cφθrr Cφθφφ Cφθθθ Cφθφθ Cφθrθ Cφθrφ
Crθrr Crθφφ Crθθθ Crθφθ Crθrθ Crθrφ
Crφrr Crφφφ Crφθθ Crφφθ Crφrθ Crφrφ

=

CL FL FL 0 0 0
FL AL AL − 2NL 0 0 0
FL AL − 2NL AL 0 0 0
0 0 0 NL 0 0
0 0 0 0 LL 0
0 0 0 0 0 LL

 2.8
We chose to use the parametrisation from equation (2.7) because it easily allows us to model isotropy by
simply setting a = b = c = 0. Remember, that all components of the elastic tensor are functions of time,
t, and space, x. We can attach intuitive physical meaning to the quantities a, b and c. For this we consider
special solutions of the elastic wave equation:
2.2.1 Horizontally propagating SH and SV waves in spherical coordinates
Horizontally polarised S waves (SH waves) and vertically polarised S waves (SV waves) travel with different
speeds in horizontal direction when the medium is anisotropic with radial symmetry axis. An exact derivation
of the SH and SV wave speeds in spherical coordinates is difficult, but some approximations allow us to
obtain simple and useful formulas1. In spherical coordinates the exact and explicit expressions for ∇ · σ
and ² are
(∇ · σ)r = ∂rσrr + 1
r sin θ
∂φσφr +
1
r
∂θσθr +
1
r
(2σrr + σθr cot θ − σφφ − σθθ) ,
 2.9a
(∇ · σ)φ = ∂rσφr + 1
r sin θ
∂φσφφ +
1
r
∂θσθφ +
1
r
(3σrφ + 2σθφ cot θ) ,
 2.9b
(∇ · σ)θ = ∂rσrθ + 1
r sin θ
∂φσφθ +
1
r
∂θσθθ +
1
r
(3σrθ + σθθ cot θ − σφφ cot θ) ,
 2.9c
²rr = ∂rur ,
 2.10a
²rφ =
1
2
(
∂ruφ +
1
r sin θ
∂φur − 1
r
uφ
)
,
 2.10b
²rθ =
1
2
(
∂ruθ +
1
r
∂θur − 1
r
uθ
)
,
 2.10c
²φφ =
1
r
(
1
sin θ
∂φuφ + ur + uθ cot θ
)
,
 2.10d
²φθ =
1
2r
(
1
sin θ
∂φuθ − uφ cot θ + ∂θuφ
)
,
 2.10e
²θθ =
1
r
∂θuθ +
1
r
ur .
 2.10f
We restrict our attention to a small volume around (r, φ, θ) = (r0, 0, pi/2). Under this assumption we find
the approximations
∂φ ≈ r0∂y , ∂θ ≈ −r0∂z , ∂r ≈ ∂x .
 2.11
For waves at sufficiently high frequencies, the spatial derivatives of the σij in (2.9) dominate over the
terms where the σij enter undifferentiated. We may thus simplify the relations (2.9) and (2.10):
(∇ · σ)r ≈ ∂rr + 1
r0
(∂φσφr + ∂θσθr) ,
 2.12a
(∇ · σ)φ ≈ ∂rσφr + 1
r0
(∂φσφφ + ∂θσθφ) ,
 2.12b
(∇ · σ)θ ≈ ∂rσrθ + 1
r0
(∂φσφθ + ∂θσθθ) ,
 2.12c
1We could directly work in cartesian coordinates to obtain identical results for the different wave propagation speeds. It is,
however, instructive to derive the conditions under which the elastic parameters can be interpreted in terms of wave speeds
when the geometry is spherical.
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²rr ≈ ∂rur ,
 2.13a
²rφ ≈ 12
(
∂ruφ +
1
r0
∂φur
)
,
 2.13b
²rθ ≈ 12
(
∂ruθ +
1
r0
∂θur
)
,
 2.13c
²φφ ≈ 1
r0
∂φuφ ,
 2.13d
²φθ ≈ 12r0 (∂φuφ + ∂θuφ) ,
 2.13e
²θθ ≈ 1
r0
∂θuθ .
 2.13f
To derive expressions for the propagation speeds of horizontally travelling SH and SV waves, we have to
find plane wave solutions of equations (2.12a) to (2.13e). Strictly speaking this contradicts the assumption
that our Earth model is finite and that we consider only a small volume of it. However, we can expect the
resulting formulas to be physically reasonable if the spatial wavelength is small compared to the extensions
of the small volume to which the wavefront is confined.
SV waves (radial polarisation): For a horizontally travelling wave with purely vertical, i.e. radial,
polarisation we have
uφ = uθ = 0 , ∂r = 0 ,
 2.14
and
²rr = ²φφ = ²φθ = ²θθ = 0 .
 2.15
The non-zero strain components are
²rφ =
1
2r0
(∂φur) , ²rθ =
1
2r0
(∂θur) .
 2.16
For better readability, we replaced the ≈ sign by the = sign in the above equations. Since we are interested
only in the radial component of the displacement field, it suffices to consider the scalar wave equation
0 = ρ∂2t ur − (∇ · σ)r = ρ∂2t ur −
1
r0
(∂φσrφ + ∂θσrθ) .
 2.17
In the case of a non-dissipative medium we can introduce the relations
σrφ = 2(µ+ b)²rφ =
1
r0
(µ+ b)∂φur ,
 2.18
σrθ = 2(µ+ b)²rθ =
1
r0
(µ+ b)∂θur ,
 2.19
into equation (2.17). This gives
0 = ρ∂2t ur −
(µ+ b)
r20
(∂2φur + ∂
2
θur) ≈ ρ∂2t ur − (µ+ b)(∂2yur + ∂2zur) .
 2.20
With ux ≈ ur it follows that the propagation speed of SV waves is
vSV =
√
µ+ b
ρ
.
 2.21
SH waves (horizontal polarisation): We assume that the propagation direction is eθ and that the
polarisation direction is eφ. This translates to
ur = uθ = 0 ,
 2.22
and
∂r = ∂φ = 0 .
 2.23
(Equivalently, one may choose eφ as propagation direction and eθ as polarisation direction. The resulting
formula for the SH wave speed is the same because the medium is anisotropic with radial symmetry axis.)
The only non-zero strain tensor component is
²φθ =
1
2r0
∂θuφ .
 2.24
Again, we wrote = instead of ≈. It is implicit, that these are approximate relations only. The wave equation
for the φ−component of the displacement field is
0 = ρ∂2t uφ − (∇ · σ)φ = ρ∂2t uφ −
1
r0
∂θσθφ .
 2.25
Substituting
σθφ = 2µ²θφ =
µ
r0
∂θuφ
 2.26
into the wave equation (2.25) yields
0 = ρ∂2t uφ −
µ
r0
2
∂2θuφ ≈ ρ∂2t − µ∂2zuy .
 2.27
Hence, the SH wave speed is
vSH =
√
µ
ρ
.
 2.28
2.2.2 PH and PV waves in spherical coordinates
In an analysis similar to the one for SH and SV waves, one may consider P waves travelling in different
coordinate directions. We give the label ph to plane P waves travelling in horizontal direction, and the
label pv to plane P waves travelling in radial direction. Again, the obtained formulas are approximations
that are valid under the assumption that were discussed in the section on SH and SV waves.
PV waves: For a plane P wave travelling in radial direction we have
uφ = uθ = 0 ,
 2.29
and
∂φ = ∂θ = 0 .
 2.30
Following exactly the same steps outlined in the previous section gives the propagation speed of PV waves:
vPV =
√
λ+ 2µ
ρ
.
 2.31
PH waves: Choosing eφ as propagation direction gives
ur = uθ = 0 ,
 2.32
and
∂θ = ∂r = 0 .
 2.33
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As the resulting wave speed we find
vPH =
√
λ+ 2µ+ a
ρ
.
 2.34
Interestingly, the velocities of SH, SV, PH and PV waves specify only two of the three additional elastic
parameters necessary for anisotropy with radial symmetry axis, namely a and b. Also radially propagating
S waves do not allow us to find c, because they propagate with the velocity
√
(µ+ b)/ρ, just as SV
waves. In fact, using plane waves, c can be determined only from P waves that do not travel in exactly
radial or horizontal directions. Following Takeuchi & Saito (1972) and Dziewonski & Anderson (1981) we
incorporate c into a dimensionless parameter
η := (λ+ c)/(λ+ a) .
 2.35
2.3 Attenuation
The numerical implementation of attenuation is largely motivated by technical convenience and not so
much by the true physics of seismic wave attenuation in the interior of the Earth. Experimental studies
have been made with materials that are likely to be abundant in the Earth’s core and mantle, or with
structural analogues, e.g. low-carbon iron alloys, Fo90 polycrystals and CaTiO3 (Jackson, 2000). It was
found that these materials can be represented by the Andrade model. If the stress is a Heaviside function,
i.e., σ(t) = H(t), then the strain response of the Andrade model is
J(t) = Ju + βtn + t/η ,
 2.36
where β and η are material-specific parameters. The function J(t) is called strain relaxation function.
Unfortunately, the Andrade model is difficult to implement numerically. A more intuitive model that can
be represented by a simple superposition of springs and dashpots is the Burgers model (e.g. Jackson,
2000). Its strain relaxation is function given by
J(t) = Ju + δJ
(
1− e−t/τ
)
+
t
η
,
 2.37
with the material-specific parameters δJ , τ and η. For frequencies below 10 Hz, the Burgers model can
fit the data as well as the Andrade model. If the period T of the elastic waves is significantly smaller than
ηδJ , equation (2.37) may be simplified to
J(t) = Ju + δJ
(
1− e−t/τ
)
.
 2.38
This is the strain relaxation function of a standard linear solid. The above mentioned experiments usually
considered a single mineral phase. Since the Earth’s mantle is composed of several mineral phases, we
choose a superposition of standard linear solids. Our analysis roughly follows Robertsson et al. (1994).
Assume that σ,C and ² are representative of some particular components of σ,C and ², respectively. Then
a scalar version of the stress-strain relation is given by
σ˙(t) = (C˙ ∗ ²˙)(t) =
∞∫
−∞
C˙(t− t′)²˙(t′) dt′ .
 2.39
The spatial dependence has been omitted for brevity. As already discussed, we choose the stress relaxation
function or elastic tensor component C to be that of a superposition of N standard linear solids, i.e.,
C(t) := Cr
[
1− 1
N
N∑
p=1
(
1− τ²p
τσp
)
e−t/τσp
]
H(t) ,
 2.40
where τ²p and τσp are the strain and stress relaxation times of the pth standard linear solid, respectively.
The symbol H denotes the Heaviside function and Cr is the relaxed modulus. Equation (2.40) is very
general so that different sets of relaxation times can give almost the same relaxation function C(t). To
reduce this subjectively undesirable non-uniqueness we limit the number of free parameters. Following
the τ -method introduced by Blanch et al. (1995) we determine the relaxation times τ²p by defining a
dimensionless variable τ through
τ :=
τ²p
τσp
− 1 .
 2.41
This gives
C(t) = Cr
[
1 +
τ
N
N∑
p=1
e−t/τσp
]
H(t) .
 2.42
Differentiating (2.42) with respect to t and introducing the result into equation (2.39) yields
σ˙(t) = Cr(1 + τ) ²˙(t) + Cr
N∑
p=1
Mp ,
 2.43
where the memory variables Mp are defined by
Mp := − τ
Nτσp
∞∫
−∞
e−(t−t
′)/τσp H(t− t′) ²˙(t′) dt′ .
 2.44
The differentiation of (2.44) with respect to time yields a set of first-order differential equations for the
memory variables:
M˙p = − τ
Nτσp
²˙− 1
τσp
Mp .
 2.45
Anelasticity can thus be modelled by simultaneously sloving the momentum equation, a modified stress-
strain relation and a set of N ordinary differential equations for the memory variables Mp. The memory
variables are formally independent of the elastic parameter Cr. This formulation, proposed by Moczo
& Kristek (2005), gives more accurate results in the case of strong attenuation heterogeneities than the
classical formulation by Robertsson et al. (1994).
In seismology there has traditionally been more emphasis on the quality factor Q than on particular stress
or strain relaxation functions. The definition of Q is based on the definition of the complex modulus
C˜(ν) := i ν
∫ ∞
0
C(t) e−iνt dt ,
 2.46
with ν := ω + iγ. Then
Q(ω) :=
Re C˜(ω)
Im C˜(ω)
.
 2.47
When Im C˜(ω)¿ Re C˜(ω) then Q can be interpreted in terms of the maximum elastic energy Emax and
the energy that is dissipated per cycle, Ediss:
Ediss/Emax = 4piQ−1 .
 2.48
For our stress relaxation function defined in equation (2.42) we find
Q(ω) =
∑N
p=1
(
1 + ω
2τ2σpτ
1+ω2τ2σp
)
∑N
p=1
(
ωτσpτ
1+ω2τ2σp
) .  2.49
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Generalising equations (2.43) and (2.45) to the case of a three-dimensional and anisotropic medium with
radial symmetry axis is straightforward. The component-wise stress-strain relation in the absence of dissi-
pation is given by the following set of equations:
σrr = (κ− 2µ/3)(²rr + ²θθ + ²φφ) + 2µ²rr + c(²θθ + ²φφ)
 2.50a
σφφ = (κ− 2µ/3)(²rr + ²θθ + ²φφ) + 2µ²φφ + c²rr + a(²θθ + ²φφ)
 2.50b
σθθ = (κ− 2µ/3)(²rr + ²θθ + ²φφ) + 2µ²θθ + c²rr + a(²θθ + ²φφ)
 2.50c
σrφ = 2(µ+ b)²rφ
 2.50d
σrθ = 2(µ+ b)²rθ
 2.50e
σφθ = 2µ²φθ
 2.50f
We introduced the bulk modulus κ = λ + 23µ because it is − in contrast to the Lamé parameter λ −
physically interpretable.2 The transition to the dissipative medium is now made by analogy:
σ˙rr =
[
κr(1 + τκ)− 23µr(1 + τµ)
]
(²˙rr + ²˙θθ + ²˙φφ) + 2µr(1 + τµ)²˙rr + c(²˙θθ + ²˙φφ)
+ κr
N∑
p=1
(
Krrp +K
θθ
p +K
φφ
p
)− 2
3
µr
N∑
p=1
(
Mθθp +M
φφ
p
)
+
4
3
µr
N∑
p=1
Mrrp
 2.51a
σ˙φφ =
[
κr(1 + τκ)− 23µr(1 + τµ)
]
(²˙rr + ²˙θθ + ²˙φφ) + 2µr(1 + τµ)²˙φφ + c²˙rr + a(²˙θθ + ²˙φφ)
+ κr
N∑
p=1
(
Krrp +K
θθ
p +K
φφ
p
)− 2
3
µr
N∑
p=1
(
Mrrp +M
θθ
p
)
+
4
3
µr
N∑
p=1
Mφφp
 2.51b
σ˙θθ =
[
κr(1 + τκ)− 23µr(1 + τµ)
]
(²˙rr + ²˙θθ + ²˙φφ) + 2µr(1 + τµ)²˙θθ + c²˙rr + a(²˙θθ + ²˙φφ)
+ κr
N∑
p=1
(
Krrp +K
θθ
p +K
φφ
p
)− 2
3
µr
N∑
p=1
(
Mrrp +M
φφ
p
)
+
4
3
µr
N∑
p=1
Mθθp
 2.51c
σ˙rφ = 2µr(1 + τµ)²˙rφ + 2b²˙rφ + 2µr
N∑
p=1
Mrφp
 2.51d
σ˙rθ = 2µr(1 + τµ)²˙rθ + 2b²˙rφ + 2µr
N∑
p=1
Mrθp
 2.51e
σ˙φθ = 2µr(1 + τµ)²˙φθ + 2µr
N∑
p=1
Mφθp
 2.51f
For equations (2.51) we assumed that the parameters a, b and c are not involved in the dissipation of
elastic energy. The memory variables associated with µ − denoted by M ijp − and the memory variables
associated with κ − denoted by Kijp − are governed by the first-order differential equations
M˙ ijp = −
τµ
Nτσp,µ
²˙ij − 1
τσp,µ
M ijp
 2.52
K˙ijp = −
τκ
Nτσp,κ
²˙ij − 1
τσp,κ
Kijp
 2.53
The above description of anelasticity is computationally inexpensive compared to the spatial discretisation
of the equations of motion which account for the largest portion of the computational costs.
2There is, to the best of my knowledge, no physical interpretation of λ. The unphysical nature of this parameter becomes
most apparent through the fact that the Q factor associated with λ, denoted by Qλ, can be negative for positive Qµ and
Qκ. Thus, if there were a physical process, e.g. an elastic wave, that depended only on λ and ρ, then this process would go
hand in hand with a continuously growing elastic energy.
2.4 Absorbing boundaries
Restricting the considered spatial domain to only a part of the true physical domain in the interest of
computational efficiency, introduces unrealistic boundaries. If not treated adequately, the reflections from
the artificial boundaries dominate the numerical error. The most widely used solutions for this problem fall
into two categories: absorbing boundary conditions and absorbing boundary layers.
Absorbing boundary conditions are usually based on paraxial approximations of the wave equation. Early
applications of this technique to finite-difference modelling can be found in Clayton & Engquist (1977) or
in Stacey (1988). More recently, Komatitsch & Vilotte (1998) used a paraxial approximation in the context
of the spectral-element method. Along the artificial boundary the wave equation is replaced by one of its
paraxial approximations of order n, typically not higher than one or two. The reflection coefficient then
behaves as (sinφ)n, where φ is the angle of incidence. Absorbing boundary conditions therefore become
inefficient for large angles of incidence in general and for surface waves in particular. Moreover, they suffer
from numerical stability problems.
Absorbing boundary layers are regions near the unphysical boundaries where the wave field is artificially
attenuated in order to prevent reflections. Cerjan et al. (1985) proposed to multiply the wave field in
each time step with a Gaussian damping function. While this technique proves to be efficient for finite-
difference methods, it leads to unacceptably large boundary layers when high-order methods such as the
spectral-element method are used. Robertsson et al. (1994) suggested that the absorption could be
improved through physical dissipation, i.e., a very low Q inside the boundary layers. This, however, leads
to reflections from the boundary layer itself because low Q values effectively change the elastic properties
of the medium.
A comparatively efficient boundary layer technique was introduced by Bérenger (1994), who proposed to
modify the electrodynamic wave equation inside a perfectly matched layer (PML) such that the solutions
decay exponentially with distance, without producing reflections from the boundary between the regular
medium and the PML. Though originally designed for first-order systems of differential equations - such
as the elastodynamic equations in stress-velocity formulation (see e.g. Collino & Tsogka, 2001 or Festa &
Vilotte, 2005) - it has been shown that the method can be extended to second-order systems (Komatitsch
& Tromp, 2003). The classical PML approach leads to a new and generally larger system of differential
equations. Therefore, existing codes have to be substantially modified. This complication can be avoided
by using anisotropic perfectly matched layers (APML), studied for example by Teixeira & Chew (1997)
and Zheng & Huang (1997).
The principal drawback of the PML method and all its variants (including the APML method) is their
long-term instability - noted as early as 1996 by Hu, shortly after Bérenger’s original publication (1994).
This means that the solutions start to grow indefinitely when the simulations become very long. While
this undesirable property of the PMLs has often been silently ignored in the geophysical literature (see e.g.
Komatitsch & Tromp, 2003) it has been intensively studied in the applied mathematics community (e.g.
Nehrbass et al., 1996; Abarbanel & Gottlieb, 1997; Bécache et al., 2003). Suggestions on how to improve
Bérenger’s (1994) original PML method have been made for example by Hesthaven (1998), Lions et al.
(2002), Festa et al. (2005), Appelö & Kreiss (2006), Meza-Fajardo & Papageorgiou (2008) and Qasimov
& Tsynkov (2008). This list is far from being complete. Currently there seems to be no real alternative
to some PML variant plus repair work that suppresses the inherent instabilities. While this is neither very
elegant nor very efficient, it works sufficiently well.
We implemented a combination of the APML method and the method proposed by Cerjan et al. (1985).
The latter method alone is - as already mentioned - ineffective when high-order numerical schemes are
used. In our context, however, the multiplication of the dynamic fields by small numbers acts as a stabiliser
of the APMLs and not as an absorber. Using both methods simultaneously suppresses the instabilities - of
course at the expense of a decreased efficiency of the absorption. In the verification section we show that
small reflections may occur, but that this effect is usually not dramatic.
Since the method by Cerjan et al. (1985) is conceptually simple, we merely outline the APML method. We
roughly follow Zheng & Huang (2002) who applied the APML method to the finite-difference approximation
of the wave equation. We first introduce the principles of the APML technique. This will then be followed
by a stability analysis which at least clarifies the origins of the long-term instability of the APML method.
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2.4.1 Anisotropic perfectly matched layers (APML)
The elastic wave equation in the frequency domain is given by
iωρv(x, ω) = ∇ · σ(x, ω) + f(x, ω) ,
 2.54a
iωσ(x, ω) = Ξ(x, ω) : ∇v(x, ω) ,
 2.54b
iωu(x, ω) = v(x, ω) .
 2.54c
We introduced the symbol Ξ for the rate of relaxation tensor C˙ in equations (2.54). In a homogeneous
and isotropic medium and when external forces are absent, it is known to have plane wave solutions of the
form
u(x, ω) = A e−ik(ω)·x ,
 2.55
with either
A || k(ω) and ||k(ω)||2 = ρω
2
λ+ 2µ
=
ω2
v2P
(P-wave) or
 2.56a
A ⊥ k(ω) and ||k(ω)||2 = ρω
2
µ
=
ω2
v2S
(S-wave) .
 2.56b
Our goal is to modify (2.54) such that it allows for plane wave solutions that decay exponentially with
distance, say for example, in increasing z direction. For this, the cartesian coordinate z is replaced by a
new variable z˜ := z˜(x, γz(x)), such that the resulting solutions are
u(x, ω) = A e−ik(ω)·x e−f(γz)z ,
 2.57
for z > 0 and some function f that depends on the particular choice of γz. Choosing f(γz)|z<0 = 0 will
leave the solution in z < 0 unchanged. We use the coordinate transformation
z˜ :=
z∫
0
γz(x, y, z′)dz′ .
 2.58
Outside the perfectly matched layer, that is in our case for z < 0, we require z˜ = z or equivalently
γz(x) = 1. To obtain exponentially decaying plane waves also in the remaining coordinate directions, the
transformations x → x˜ and y → y˜ are defined analogously. Replacing the derivatives ∂x, ∂y and ∂z in
(2.54a) by the derivatives ∂x˜, ∂y˜ and ∂z˜, gives the following set of equations,
iωρvx = γ−1x ∂xσxx + γ
−1
y ∂yσyx + γ
−1
z ∂zσzx ,
 2.59a
iωρvy = γ−1x ∂xσxy + γ
−1
y ∂yσyy + γ
−1
z ∂zσzy ,
 2.59b
iωρvz = γ−1x ∂xσxz + γ
−1
y ∂yσyz + γ
−1
z ∂zσzz .
 2.59c
Note that the divergence in equation (2.54a) is interpreted as a left-divergence in equations (2.59). Mul-
tiplication by γxγyγz yields
iωγxγyγzvx = γyγz∂xσxx + γxγz∂yσyx + γxγy∂zσzx ,
 2.60a
iωγxγyγzvy = γyγz∂xσxy + γxγz∂yσyy + γxγy∂zσzy ,
 2.60b
iωγxγyγzvz = γyγz∂xσxz + γxγz∂yσyz + γxγy∂zσzz .
 2.60c
The products γiγj on the left-hand sides of (2.60) can be placed under the differentiation if γx depends
only on x, γy only on y and γz only on z. We may then write the new version of (2.54a) as
iωγxγyγzv = ∇ · σpml ,
 2.61
with the definition
σpml := γxγyγz
 γ−1x 0 00 γ−1y 0
0 0 γ−1z
 · σ = γxγyγzΛ · σ .  2.62
Since (2.54a) and (2.61) are very similar, the anisotropic perfectly matched layers can be implemented
with relative ease by slightly modifying pre-existing codes. It is noteworthy at this point that σpml is in
general not symmetric.
In the next step we consider the constitutive relation. Based on (2.54b) and (2.54c) we find
σpmlij = γxγyγzγ
−1
i σij = γxγyγzγ
−1
i
3∑
k,l=1
Ξijkl∂xkul .
 2.63
Again replacing ∂x, ∂y and ∂z by ∂x˜, ∂y˜ and ∂z˜, yields
σpmlij = γxγyγzγ
−1
i
3∑
k,l=1
Ξijklγ−1k ∂xkul .
 2.64
For convenience we define a new strain tensor ²pml as
²pmlkl := γxγyγzγ
−1
k ∂xkul ,
 2.65
which finally leads to our modified version of the wave equation:
iωργxγyγzvi =
3∑
j=1
∂xjσ
pml
ji ,
 2.66a
γiσ
pml
ij =
3∑
k,l=1
Ξijkl²
pml
kl ,
 2.66b
²pmlkl = γxγyγzγ
−1
k ∂xkul .
 2.66c
The source term in (2.66) is omitted because the PML region will usually be chosen such that the sources
are inside the regular medium and not inside the PML.
To demonstrate that exponentially decaying plane waves are indeed solutions of (2.66) we consider a
homogeneous and isotropic medium. For simplicity, we restrict the analysis to the case γx = γy = 1,
γz = const 6= 1. Assuming a plane wave solution of the form
u(x, ω) = A e−i(kxx+kzz) ,
 2.67
the problem reduces to finding the dispersion relation k = k(ω). The Christoffel equation resulting from
the combination of (2.66) with (2.67) is v2Pk2x + v2Sk2zγ−2z 0 (v2P − v2S )(kxkzγ−1z )0 v2S (k2x + k2zγ−2z ) 0
(v2P − v2S )(kxkzγ−1z ) 0 v2Pk2zγ−2z + v2Sk2x
 AxAy
Az
 = ω2
 AxAy
Az
 .  2.68
Non-trivial solutions exist only if either
k2x + k
2
zγ
−2
z = ω
2v−2P
 2.69a
or
k2x + k
2
zγ
−2
z = ω
2v−2S
 2.69b
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are satisfied. Equations (2.69a) and (2.69b) are the dispersion relations inside the PML. The resulting
plane wave solutions are
us(x, ω) = As e−iω(x sinφ+γzz cosφ)/vS , As ⊥ (kx, 0, kzγ−1z )T ,
 2.70a
for the S wave and
up(x, ω) = Ap e−iω(x sinφ+γzz cosφ)/vP , Ap || (kx, 0, kzγ−1z )T ,
 2.70b
for the P wave. The variable φ denotes the angle of incidence. One may now define the coordinate
stretching variable γz. There are in principle no restrictions other than γz = 1 outside the PML. We use
γz(x) := 1 +
az
iω
.
 2.71
Inserting (2.71) into (2.70) yields
us/p(x, ω) = As/p e−iω(x sinφ+z cosφ)/vS/P e−(az z cosφ)/vS/P .
 2.72
The exponential decay is therefore frequency-independent in the case of incident body waves. A frequency-
dependent decay can be expected for dispersive waves such as surface waves. However, waves with an angle
of incidence, φ, close to ±pi/2 will decay slower than waves with an angle of incidence close to 0. It should
be noted that the example of a homogeneous and isotropic medium with constant γz is oversimplified.
Since analytical solutions for more complex models are usually unavailable, the efficiency of the APML
technique must be tested numerically.
With the exception of the corners of the model3, the damping regions at the x, y and z boundaries do not
overlap. We therefore find
aiaj = a2i δij
 2.73
and
γxγyγz =
iω + ax + ay + az
iω
.
 2.74
The resulting equations of motion in the frequency domain are now
iωρ (iω + ax + ay + az)ui =
3∑
j=1
∂xjσ
pml
ji ,
 2.75a
(iω + ai)σ
pml
ij =
3∑
k,l=1
iω Ξijkl²
pml
kl ,
 2.75b
iω ²pmlkl = (iω + ax + ay + az − ak) ∂xkul .
 2.75c
Transforming into the time domain, finally yields
ρ ∂2t ui + ρ (ax + ay + az)∂tui =
3∑
j=1
∂xjσ
pml
ji ,
 2.76a
∂tσ
pml
ij + aiσ
pml
ij =
3∑
k,l=1
Ξijkl ∗ ∂t²pmlkl ,
 2.76b
∂t²
pml
kl = ∂t∂xkul + (ax + ay + az − ak) ∂xkul ,
 2.76c
3There is, to the best of my knowledge, no PML variant where the corners are treated adequately. In the corners two or
more PMLs overlap, and it is not immediately clear what the consequences are. In fact, numerical experiments show that
the instability tends to start in the corners. This suggests that PML methods might be improved substantially through the
construction of absorbing corners where elastic waves do indeed decay.
or in tensor notation:
ρ ∂2t u+ ρ tr(a) ∂tu = ∇ · σpml ,
 2.77a
∂tσ
pml + a · σpml =
t∫
−∞
Ξ(t− τ) : ∂t²pml(τ) dτ ,
 2.77b
∂t²
pml = ∂t∇u+ (I tr(a)− a) · ∇u ,
 2.77c
where a is defined as
a :=
 ax 0 00 ay 0
0 0 az
 .  2.78
The gradients in equation (2.77c) are left-gradients. The choice of γi as inversely proportional to ω leads to
relatively simple differential equations that can be marched forward in time explicitly. Different definitions
of γi generally result in temporal convolutions and therefore lead to integro-differential equations that are
more difficult to solve, at least in the time domain.
2.4.2 Stability analysis on the PDE level
In the previous section we have shown that exponentially decaying plane waves are solutions of the APML
equations (2.76). However, the variety of possible solutions in the APML region is larger than in the regular
medium. To determine all possible solutions and their properties we will transform equations (2.76) into
a set of independent autonomous systems. The eigenvalues of the system matrices then fully determine
whether a solution is stable or not.
Our principal finding will be that SH motion in the APML region is generally stable - at least on the PDE
level4. P and SV motion in the APML region can be unstable, depending on the wave number k and the
angle of incidence φ. The instabilities observed in the numerical implementation are therefore not mere
discretisation or programming errors but an inherent feature of the exact APML equations.
We consider a homogeneous, isotropic and non-dissipative APML medium with ax = ay = 0 and az 6= 0.
For convenience we drop the superscript pml that appears in equations (2.76) and (2.77). In the wave
number domain the system of PDEs (2.76) can be condensed into three autonomous systems, representing
independent SH-, SV- and P-waves:
d
dt
bSH = ASHbSH , bSH =

uy
vy
σxy
σzy
 , ASH =

0 1 0 0
0 −az iρ−1kx iρ−1kz
iµkxaz iµkx 0 0
0 iµkz 0 −az
  2.79
d
dt
bSV = ASV bSV , bSV = (ux, uz, vx, vz, sx, sz)
T
,
ASV =

0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 −az 0 1 0
0 0 0 −az 0 1
−v2Pk2xaz −v2Skxkzaz −v2Sk2z v2Skxkz 0 0
(2v2S − v2P)kxkzaz −v2Sk2xaz v2Skxkz −v2Sk2x 0 0

 2.80
4This does not exclude that a time-discretised version of the equations for SH motion can be unstable. In fact, it is
relatively straightforward to show that a central-difference discretisation of the autonomous system for SH motion is unstable
inside the PML region but stable in the regular medium.
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ddt
bP = APbP , bP = (ux, uz, vx, vz, sx, sz)
T
,
AP =

0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 −az 0 1 0
0 0 0 −az 0 1
−v2Pk2xaz −v2Skxkzaz −v2Pk2x −v2Pkxkz 0 0
(2v2S − v2P)kxkzaz −v2Sk2xaz −v2Pkxkz −v2Pk2z 0 0

 2.81
In the APML region the SV-wave depends on the P-wave speed vP, and the P-wave depends on the S-wave
speed vS. In the case of a regular medium, i.e. for az = 0, the non-zero eigenvalues of ASH and ASV
are ±ikvS, with k = |k|. The non-zero eigenvalues of AP in the regular medium are ±ikvP. Only purely
oscillatory motion is therefore expected for ax = ay = az = 0.
The general solution of an autonomous system db/dt = Ab is a linear combination of the particular
solutions
bij = eλit
nij∑
k=0
1
k!
tk (A− λiI)k aij ,
 2.82
where aij is a generalised eigenvector of order nij associated with the eigenvalue λi of the system matrix
A. From equation (2.82) we infer that the solutions of an autonomous system are stable when 1) the
real parts of the eigenvalues λi are negative, i.e. Reλi < 0, or 2) when Reλi = 0 and the geometric
multiplicity of λi is equal to its algebraic multiplicity.
The eigenvalues of the autonomous systems (2.79), (2.80) and (2.81) are the roots of the characteristic
polynomials
0 = λ4 + 2azλ3 + (a2z + v
2
Sk
2)λ2 + 2v2Sk
2
xaz λ+ v
2
Sk
2
xa
2
z ,
 2.83
0 = λ6 + 2az λ5 + (a2z + v
2
Sk
2)λ4 + (v2Sk
2 + v2Pk
2
x + v
2
Sk
2
x) azλ
3 + (v2P + v
2
S ) k
2
xa
2
zλ
2
+ v2Pv
2
Sk
2
xk
2azλ+ v2Sk
2
xa
2
z[v
2
Pk
2
x + (2v
2
S − v2P) k2z ] ,
 2.84
0 = λ6 + 2az λ5 + (a2z + v
2
Pk
2)λ4 + (v2Pk
2 + v2Pk
2
x + v
2
Sk
2
x) azλ
3 + (v2P + v
2
S ) k
2
xa
2
zλ
2
+ v2Pv
2
Sk
2
xk
2azλ+ v2Sk
2
xa
2
z[v
2
Pk
2
x + (2v
2
S − v2P) k2z ] ,
 2.85
that correspond to the matrices ASH , ASV and AP , respectively. We can invoke the Routh-Hurwitz
criterion to test whether Reλi < 0. The Routh-Hurwitz criterion states that the real parts of the roots of
the polynomial
0 = λn + an−1λn−1 + ...+ a1λ+ a0
 2.86
are negative if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled: 1) ak > 0 for k = 0, ..., n − 1 and 2) all
principal minors of the (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix
H :=

a1 a0 ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
a3 a2 a1 a0 ... ... ... ... 0
a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 a0 ... ... 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
a2n−3 a2n−4 ... ... ... ... ... ... an−1
 ,
 2.87
with am = 0 for m > n, are all positive. For the SH case, equation (2.83) gives
H(ASH) =
 2v2Sk2xaz v2Sk2xa2z 02az a2z + v2Sk2 2az
0 1 2az
 .  2.88
The corresponding principal minors are
det H(ASH) = 4v2Sk
2
xk
2
za
2
z > 0 , det H22(ASH) = 2v
4
Sk
2 > 0 , det H11(ASH) = 2v2Sk
2
xaz > 0 . 2.89
Since the coefficients of the characteristic equation (2.83) are all positive, the Routh-Hurwitz criterion is
satisfied. Thus, the APML solutions for pure SH waves are stable. However, both SV and P waves in the
APML region do not satisfy the Routh-Hurwitz criterion because the summand a0 = v2Sk2xa2z[v2Pk2x+(2v2S −
v2P)k
2
z ] in equations (2.84) and (2.85) is negative when k2z(v2P − 2v2S ) > v2Pk2x. The autonomous systems
for SV and P motion therefore have eigenvalues with a positive real part and corresponding solutions that
grow without bounds in time.
Figure (2.1) displays the maximum real parts of the eigenvalues corresponding to AP and ASV as a
function of az, k and the angle of incidence φ. The wave vector k and φ are related through
k = k
(
cosφ
sinφ
)
.
 2.90
Stable solutions for P and SV motion exist only for φ = pi/2 and φ = 3pi/2, i.e. for waves travelling exactly
in z-direction. The fastest growth can be expected for waves with an angle of incidence around φ = 0 and
φ = pi. The instability increases with increasing wave number k and with increasing az. This implies that
the APML method functions well for body waves that originate from a source that is far from the absorbing
layer. However, high-frequency components of Rayleigh waves in a shallow model are expected to generate
instabilities that need to be suppressed. This result is consistent with the numerical experiments by Festa
et al. (2005), even though they used a different PML variant.
Figure 2.1: Maximum real parts of the eigenvalues of AP and ASV as a function of az, the wave number
k and the angle of incidence φ.
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3
Numerical solution of the elastic wave equation
The elastic wave equation can not be solved analytically for realistically heterogeneous Earth models.
Approximate solutions based for example on ray theory or normal mode summations are not sufficiently
accurate when lateral variations of the medium properties are as strong as they are known to be in the
Earth’s thermal boundary layers.
Several methods have therefore been developed for the solution of the 3-D elastic wave equation. These
include, but are not limited to, finite-difference schemes (e.g. Igel et al., 2002; Kristek & Moczo, 2003),
their optimal operator variants (e.g. Takeuchi & Geller, 2000) and discontinuous Galerkin methods (e.g.
Dumbser & Käser, 2006). For seismic wave propagation on continental and global scales, the spectral-
element method (SEM) has proven to be a good compromise between accuracy and computational costs
(e.g. Faccioli et al, 1997; Komatitsch & Tromp, 2002). It requires a comparatively small number of grid
points per wavelength, and the vanishing of traction at the free surface is automatically accounted for by
solving the weak form of the equations of motion. The correct treatment of the free-surface condition
ensures the accurate simulation of surface waves.
In the following paragraphs we will first explain the general concept of the spectral-element method. The
mathematical tools needed can be found in Appendix A. We then derive the discrete version of the elastic
wave equation in the natural spherical coordinates.
3.1 General outline of the spectral-element method
3.1.1 Basic concepts in one dimension
We follow the classical approach and introduce the basic concepts of the spectral-element method with an
example in one dimension. For this we consider the scalar wave equation
ρ(x) ∂2t u(x, t)− ∂x(µ(x) ∂xu(x, t)) = f(x, t) ,
 3.1a
with x ∈ G = [0, L] and t ∈ [0, T ]. The displacement field u is subject to the free-boundary or Neumann
condition
∂xu(x, t)|x=0 = ∂xu(x, t)|x=L = 0 .
 3.1b
Analytic solutions of equations (3.1) often do not exist when the mass density ρ and the elastic parameter
µ are spatially variable. Therefore, we approximate the exact solution u(x, t) by a finite superposition of n
basis functions ψi (i = 1, ..., n) that depend only on space and not on time. We denote this approximation
by u¯(x, t):
u(x, t) ≈ u¯(x, t) =
n∑
i=1
ui(t)ψi(x) .
 3.2
The quality of this approximation depends on the choice of the basis functions ψi, the source term f and
the medium properties ρ and µ. Equation (3.2) transforms the original problem of solving the differential
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equation (3.1) into the simpler problem of finding the coefficients ui(t). For this, we substitute u¯ for u in
equation (3.1a), multiply by ψj and integrate over the interval G = [0, L]:∫
G
ψj(x) ρ(x) ∂2t
(
n∑
i=1
ui(t)ψi(x)
)
dx−
∫
G
ψj(x) ∂x
(
µ(x) ∂x
n∑
i=1
ui(t)ψi(x)
)
dx =
∫
G
ψj(x) f(x, t) dx . 3.3
Integrating by parts and using the Neumann condition (3.1b) gives
n∑
i=1
∂2t ui(t)
∫
G
ρ(x)ψj(x)ψi(x) dx+
n∑
i=1
ui(t)
∫
G
µ(x) ∂xψj(x) ∂xψi(x) dx =
∫
G
ψj(x) f(x, t) dx .
 3.4
Equation (3.4) is an algebro-differential equation that can conveniently be written in matrix notation:
M ∂2t u(t) +Ku(t) = f(t) ,
 3.5a
with the mass matrix
Mij =
∫
G
ρ(x)ψj(x)ψi(x) dx ,
 3.5b
the stiffness matrix
Kij =
∫
G
µ(x) ∂xψj(x) ∂xψi(x) dx ,
 3.5c
and the right-hand side
fi(t) =
∫
G
ψi(x) f(x, t) dx .
 3.5d
The vector u - not to be confused with the vectorial displacement field in the complete elastic wave equation
- comprises the expansion coefficients ui. The process of transforming the differential equation (3.1) plus
the approximation (3.2) into the algebro-differential equation (3.5) is know as Galerkin projection. It is
particularly noteworthy that the boundary condition (3.1b) is naturally contained in (3.5) and does not
require any additional work - as in finite-difference methods. What distinguishes the spectral-element
method among other numerical methods is 1) the choice of the basis functions ψi and 2) the integration
scheme used to solve the integrals that appear in the mass and stiffness matrices.
In the next step we decompose the domain G into ne disjoint subdomains Ge, called the elements. Equation
(3.4) then transforms to
n∑
i=1
∂2t ui(t)
ne∑
e=1
∫
Ge
ρ(x)ψj(x)ψi(x) dx+
n∑
i=1
ui(t)
ne∑
e=1
∫
Ge
µ(x) ∂xψj(x) ∂xψi(x) dx
=
ne∑
e=1
∫
Ge
ψj(x) f(x, t) dx .
 3.6
The disadvantage of equation (3.6) is that each expansion coefficient ui depends on the integrals over all
elements. We can circumvent this problem by choosing the basis functions ψi such that each of them is
supported by one element only. Equation (3.4) now holds element-wise:
N+1∑
i=1
∂2t ui(t)
∫
Ge
ρ(x)ψj(x)ψi(x) dx+
N+1∑
i=1
ui(t)
∫
Ge
µ(x) ∂xψj(x) ∂xψi(x) dx =
∫
Ge
ψj(x) f(x, t) dx ,
 3.7
with e = 1, ...,m. The basis functions ψi supported by the element Ge are now labelled with the indices
i = 1, 2, ..., N + 1. Continuity of u¯ between the elements has to be imposed explicitly. The integrals in
(3.7) can all be treated uniformly if we map each element Ge onto the standard interval [−1, 1] via an
element-specific transformation
ξ(e) : Ge → [−1, 1] , ξ(e) = ξ(e)(x) , x = x(ξ(e)) .
 3.8
Introducing this transformation into equation (3.7) gives
N+1∑
i=1
∂2t ui(t)
1∫
−1
ρ(x(ξ(e)))ψj(x(ξ(e)))ψi(x(ξ(e)))
dx
dξ(e)
dξ(e)
+
N+1∑
i=1
ui(t)
1∫
−1
µ(x(ξ(e)))
d
dξ(e)
ψj(x(ξ(e)))
d
dξ(e)
ψi(x(ξ(e)))
(
dξ(e)
dx
)2
dx
dξ(e)
dξ(e)
=
1∫
−1
ψj(x(ξ(e))) f((x(ξ(e))), t)
dx
dξ(e)
dξ(e) .
 3.9
At this point of the development we determine the basis functions ψi. We choose the N + 1 Lagrange
polynomials of degree N that have the corresponding Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre points (GLL points) as
collocation points, i.e., ψi(x) = `
(N)
i (x). This choice is motivated by a number of important results from
numerical analysis. We summarise them here and give brief derivations in appendix A.
(1) Using the GLL points for polynomial interpolation ensures that the absolute value of the Lagrange
polynomials `(N)i (x) is smaller than or equal to 1, for any polynomial order (see section A.2.3). This
means that Runge’s phenomenon can be suppressed.
(2) The GLL points are the Fekete points, i.e., they maximise the Vandermonde determinant (see sections
A.2.1 and A.2.4). Thus, numerical errors right at the collocation points will have the smallest possible
effect on the interpolated values between the collocation points.
(3) The Lebesque constant associated with the GLL points grows slowly − in practice logarithmically −
with increasing polynomial order (see section A.2.5). This implies that the interpolation error de-
creases much more rapidly with increasing polynomial order than in the case of equidistant collocation
points − at least when the interpolated function is well-behaved.
(4) The GLL points are the collocation points of the GLL quadrature (section A.3.2). One can therefore
apply the GLL quadrature formulas to obtain accurate approximations of the integrals in equation
(3.9) and a diagonal mass matrix.
Substituting `(N)i (ξ) for ψi(x(ξ)) in equation (3.9) gives
N+1∑
i=1
∂2t ui(t)
1∫
−1
ρ(x(ξ))`(N)j (ξ)`
(N)
i (ξ)
dx
dξ
dξ
+
N+1∑
i=1
ui(t)
1∫
−1
µ(x(ξ)) ˙`(N)j (ξ) ˙`
(N)
i (ξ)
(
dξ
dx
)2
dx
dξ
dξ
=
1∫
−1
`
(N)
j (ξ) f(x(ξ), t)
dx
dξ
dξ .
 3.10
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The superscript (e) is omitted in the interest of clarity. With the GLL quadrature formula (A.74) we can
approximate the integral in equation (3.10):
N+1∑
i,k=1
∂2t ui(t)wkρ(x(ξk)) `
(N)
j (ξk)`
(N)
i (ξk)
dx
dξ
+
N+1∑
i,k=1
wkui(t)µ(x(ξk)) ˙`
(N)
j (ξk) ˙`
(N)
i (ξk)
(
dξ
dx
)2
dx
dξ
≈
N+1∑
k=1
wk`
(N)
j (ξk) f(x(ξk), t)
dx
dξ
.
 3.11
The numerical integration in (3.11) is not exact because the integrands are not polynomials of degree
2N − 1 or lower. In the following developments we will replace ≈ by =, keeping in mind that this is an
approximation. Recalling the cardinal interpolation property of the Lagrange polynomials, we can simplify
(3.11):
∂2t uj(t) = −M−1j
N+1∑
i=1
Kij ui(t) +M−1j fj(t) ,
 3.12a
with
Mj = wjρ(x(ξj))
dx
dξ
,
 3.12b
Kij =
N+1∑
k=1
wkµ(x(ξk)) ˙`
(N)
j (ξk) ˙`
(N)
i (ξk)
(
dξ
dx
)2
dx
dξ
,
 3.12c
fj(t) = wj f(x(ξj), t)
dx
dξ
.
 3.12d
Certainly the most advantageous property of the spectral-element discretisation is the diagonality of the
mass matrix. It leads to an explicit formula for the second derivative ∂2t ui(t) that can easily be discretised.
The classical choice is the second-order finite-difference approximation that leads to the following update
formula:
ui(t+∆t) = 2ui(t)− ui(t−∆t)−∆tM−1j
N+1∑
i=1
Kij ui(t) + ∆tM−1j fj(t) ,
 3.13
where ∆t is the time increment.
3.1.2 Translation to the three-dimensional and elastic case
The translation to the three-dimensional and elastic case (equation 2.77) is made through the following
obvious generalisation of equation (3.2):
u(p)(x, t) ≈ u¯(p)(x, t) =
N+1∑
ijk=1
u
(p)
ijk(t)ψi(x
(1))ψj(x(2))ψk(x(3)) ,
 3.14
where x(1), x(2), x(3) denote the components of the position vector x, and where u(p) is the p−component of
the displacement vector u.1 Equation (3.14) already assumes that u(p) is considered inside an elementGe ⊂
R3, where it can be represented by (N + 1)3 basis functions. We treat the summands in equation (2.77)
1It is at this point unavoidable but in the interest of clarity to slightly modify the notation and to use u(p) instead of up
for the p−component of the displacement field. The same is true for the components of x and ξ.
individually in order to keep the treatment as readable as possible. First, we substitute the approximation
(3.14) into the expression ρ(x)u¨(p)(x, t), then multiply by the test function
ψqrs = ψq(x
(1))ψr(x(2))ψs(ξ(3))
 3.15
and integrate over the element Ge. This yields the Galerkin projection Gqrs[ρ ¨u(p)]:
Gqrs[ρu¨(p)] =
N+1∑
ijk=1
∫
Ge
ρ(x)u¨(p)ijk(t)ψi(x
(1))ψj(x(2))ψk(x(3))ψq(x(1))ψr(x(2))ψs(x(3)) d3x .
 3.16
In the next step we map the element Ge onto the reference cube Λ = [−1, 1]3, transform the integral
(3.16) accordingly and insert the Lagrange polynomials as basis functions:
Gqrs[ρu¨(p)] =
N+1∑
ijk=1
∫
Λ
ρ(ξ)u¨(p)ijk(t)`
(N)
i (ξ
(1))`(N)j (ξ
(2))`(N)k (ξ
(3))`(N)q (ξ
(1))`(N)r (ξ
(2))`(N)s (ξ
(3)) J(ξ) d3ξ .
 3.17
The symbol J in equation (3.17) denotes the Jacobian of the transformation Ge → Λ. Applying the GLL
quadrature rule to equation (3.17) yields the following simple expression:
Gqrs[ρu¨(p)] = ρ(ξqrs)wqwrwsu¨
(p)
qrs J(ξqrs) .
 3.18
As in the one-dimensional case, we obtain a diagonal mass matrix. Since the above procedure can easily
be repeated for the remaining terms in equation (2.77) that do not involve spatial derivatives, we shall now
consider the p−component of ∇ · σ: Invoking Gauss’ theorem and the free-surface condition, we find
Gqrs[(∇ · σ)(p)] = −
3∑
n=1
∫
Ge
∂
∂x(n)
[ψq(x(1))ψr(x(2))ψs(x(3))]σnp(x) d3x .
 3.19
The mapping from the element Ge to the reference cube Λ transforms equation (3.19) to
Gqrs[(∇ · σ)(p)] = −
3∑
nm=1
∫
Λ
∂ξ(m)
∂x(n)
∂
∂ξ(m)
[`(N)q (ξ
(1))`(N)r (ξ
(2))`(N)s (ξ
(3))]σnp(ξ) J(ξ) d3ξ ,
 3.20
where we already substituted the Lagrange polynomials for the general basis functions. Approximating the
integral in equation (3.20) via the GLL quadrature rule, results in a rather lengthly expression:
Gqrs[(∇ · σ)(p)] =−
3∑
n=1
N+1∑
i=1
wiwrws
∂ξ(1)
∂x(n)
˙`(N)
q (ξ
(1)
i )σnp(ξirs) J(ξirs)
−
3∑
n=1
N+1∑
i=1
wqwiws
∂ξ(2)
∂x(n)
˙`(N)
r (ξ
(2)
i )σnp(ξqis) J(ξqis)
−
3∑
n=1
N+1∑
i=1
wqwrwi
∂ξ(3)
∂x(n)
˙`(N)
s (ξ
(3)
i )σnp(ξqri) J(ξqri) .
 3.21
Expression (3.21) involves a sum over 9(N+1) terms which makes it computationally much more expensive
than (3.18). It remains to consider the Galerkin projections of ∇u, from which we easily derive the Galerkin
projections of ∇u˙ and (I tr(a)− a) · ∇u. For the (mn)−component of the tensor ∇u we have
Gqrs[(∇u)(mn)] =
N+1∑
ijk=1
ψq(x(1))ψr(x(2))ψs(x(3))
∂
∂x(m)
[u(n)ijk ψi(x
(1))ψj(x(2))ψk(x(3))] d3x .
 3.22
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Transforming equation (3.22) and inserting the Lagrange polynomials as basis functions gives
Gqrs[(∇u)(mn)] =
3∑
p=1
N+1∑
ijk=1
∫
Λ
u
(n)
ijk`
(N)
q (ξ
(1))`(N)r (ξ
(2))`(N)s (ξ
(3))
· ∂ξ
(p)
∂x(m)
∂
∂ξ(p)
[`(N)i (ξ
(1))`(N)j (ξ
(2))`(N)k (ξ
(3))] J(ξ) d3ξ .
 3.23
Then following the usual steps yields the Galerkin projection
Gqrs[(∇u)(mn)] = wqwrws J(ξqrs)
·
N+1∑
i=1
[
u
(n)
irs
∂ξ(1)
∂x(m)
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(1)
q ) + u
(n)
qis
∂ξ(2)
∂x(m)
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(2)
r ) + u
(n)
qri
∂ξ(3)
∂x(m)
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(3)
s )
]
. 3.24
The above equations are of general validity. They are useful when deformed elements are needed in order
to mesh a structural discontinuity or topography. In the context of this study, however, we are primarily
interested in wave propagation on continental scales where topography plays a minor role and where major
discontinuities are located at approximately constant depth.2 We can therefore work in a relatively small
spherical section and in the natural spherical coordinate system − at least as long as the spherical section
is sufficiently far from both the poles and the centre of the Earth. In the following section we derive the
discretised equations for this special case.
3.2 The spectral-element discretisation in the natural spherical
coordinates
We consider an element Ge in the natural spherical coordinates r, θ, φ:
Ge = [re,min, re,min +∆re]× [φe,min, φe,min +∆φe]× [θe,min, θe,min +∆θe] .
 3.25
Figure 3.1: a) Coordinate lines in a spherical section parameterised with the natural spherical coordinates
r, θ, φ. b) Illustration of the mapping from the element Ge to the reference cube Λ. See equation (3.26).
A spherical section with the coordinate lines corresponding to r, θ and φ is shown in figure 3.1a. In order
to obtain discrete equations that are as simple as possible, we remain in the spherical coordinate system
2The depth of crustal discontinuities can vary by several tens of kilometres. We can, however, treat this case without
deforming the elements accordingly (see chapter 5).
and map Ge to the reference cube Λ = [−1, 1]3 via the transformation3
θ =θe,min +
1
2
∆θe(1 + ξ(1)) ,
 3.26
φ =φe,min +
1
2
∆φe(1 + ξ(2)) ,
 3.27
r =re,max − 12∆re(1 + ξ
(3)) .
 3.28
This transformation is illustrated in figure 3.1b. The Jacobian corresponding to (3.26) is simply
J =
1
8
∆θe∆φe∆re .
 3.29
Note that J is constant within an element and that the Jacobian matrix is diagonal. We can now repeat
the steps from the previous section in order to obtain approximations for the Galerkin projections that
appear in the equations of motion (2.77).
By invoking Gauss’ theorem and the free-surface boundary condition, we find the following expression for
Gqrs[(∇ · σ)(p)]:
Gqrs[(∇ · σ)(p)] = −
∫
Ge
[∇(ψq(r)ψr(φ)ψs(θ)) · σ](p) d3x .
 3.30
Inserting the explicit formula for the gradient in spherical coordinates and the volume element d3x =
r2 sin θ dr dφ dθ into equation (3.30), gives
Gqrs[(∇ · σ)(p)] =−
∫
Ge
σrpr
2 sin θ
∂
∂r
[ψq(r)ψr(φ)ψs(θ)] dr dφ dθ
−
∫
Ge
σθpr sin θ
∂
∂θ
[ψq(r)ψr(φ)ψs(θ)] dr dφ, dθ
−
∫
Ge
σφpr
∂
∂φ
[ψq(r)ψr(φ)ψs(θ)] dr dφ dθ .
 3.31
Mapping Ge to Λ according to (3.26) and introducing the Lagrange polynomials as basis functions, results
in the rather lengthly expression
Gqrs[(∇ · σ)(p)] =− 2J∆re
∫
Λ
`(N)s (ξ
(1))`(N)r (ξ
(2)) ˙`(N)q (ξ
(3))σrpr2 sin θ dξ(1) dξ(2) dξ(3)
+
2J
∆φe
∫
Λ
`(N)s (ξ
(1)) ˙`(N)r (ξ
(2))`(N)q (ξ
(3))σφpr dξ(1) dξ(2) dξ(3)
+
2J
∆θe
∫
Λ
˙`(N)
s (ξ
(1))`(N)r (ξ
(2))`(N)q (ξ
(3))σθpr sin θ dξ(1) dξ(2) dξ(3) ,
 3.32
3The transformation 3.26 introduces − against common practice − a left-handed coordinate system inside the reference
cube. This is a result of the implementation of the discrete equations of motion in the spectral-element code SES3D, where
the vertical node index 0 of the vertical element layer with index 0 is chosen to coincide with the free surface. We keep here
the left-handed coordinate system in order to maintain the link with the SES3D code.
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that condenses considerably upon approximating the integrals with the GLL quadrature rule:
Gqrs[(∇ · σ)(p)] =− 2J∆rewswr
N+1∑
i=1
wi ˙`(N)q (ξ
(3)
i ) [σrpr
2 sin θ]ξsri
+
2J
∆φ
wswq
N+1∑
i=1
wi ˙`(N)r (ξ
(2)
i ) [σφpr]ξsiq
+
2J
∆θ
wrwq
N+1∑
i=1
wi ˙`(N)s (ξ
(1)
i ) [σθpr sin θ]ξirq .
 3.33
For Gqrs[(∇u)(mn)] we need the following explicit formulas for the vector left gradient in spherical coor-
dinates:
(∇u)(rr) = ∂
∂r
u(r) ,
 3.34a
(∇u)(θθ) = 1
r
(
∂
∂θ
u(θ) + u(r)
)
,
 3.34b
(∇u)(φφ) = 1
r
(
1
sin θ
∂
∂φ
u(φ) + u(r) + u(θ) cot θ
)
,
 3.34c
(∇u)(rθ) = ∂
∂r
u(θ) ,
 3.34d
(∇u)(θr) = 1
r
(
∂
∂θ
u(r) − u(θ)
)
,
 3.34e
(∇u)(rφ) = ∂
∂r
u(φ) ,
 3.34f
(∇u)(φr) = 1
r
(
1
sin θ
∂
∂φ
u(r) − u(φ)
)
,

 	3.34g
(∇u)(θφ) = 1
r
∂
∂θ
u(φ) ,
 3.34h
(∇u)(φθ) = 1
r
(
1
sin θ
∂
∂φ
u(θ) − u(φ) cot θ
)
.
 3.34i
Following the usual procedure for each component results in this set of Galerkin projections:
Gqrs[(∇u)(rr)] = 2J∆rewqwrwsr
2 sin θ|ξqrs
N+1∑
i=1
u
(r)
irs
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(3)
q ) ,
 3.35a
Gqrs[(∇u)(θθ)] = −Jwqwrwsu(r)qrsr sin θ|ξqrs −
2J
∆θe
wqwrwsr sin θ|ξqrs
N+1∑
i=1
u
(θ)
qri
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(1)
s ) ,  3.35b
Gqrs[(∇u)(φφ)] = −Jwqwrwsr sin θ (u(r)qrs + u(θ)qrs cot θ)|ξqrs
− 2J
∆φe
wqwrwsr|ξqrs
N+1∑
i=1
u
(φ)
qis
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(2)
r )
 3.35c
Gqrs[(∇u)(rθ)] = 2J∆rewqwrwsr
2 sin θ|ξqrs
N+1∑
i=1
u
(θ)
irs
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(3)
q ) ,
 3.35d
Gqrs[(∇u)(θr)] = Jwqwrwsr sin θ|ξqrsu(θ)qrs −
2J
∆θe
wqwrwsr sin θ|ξqrs
N+1∑
i=1
u
(r)
qri
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(1)
s ) ,
 3.35e
Gqrs[(∇u)(rφ)] = 2J∆rewqwrwsr
2 sin θ|ξqrs
N+1∑
i=1
u
(φ)
irs
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(3)
q ) ,
 3.35f
Gqrs[(∇u)(φr)] = Jwqwrwsr sin θ|ξqrsu(φ)qrs −
2J
∆φe
wqwrwsr|ξqrs
N+1∑
i=1
u
(r)
qis
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(2)
r )

 	3.35g
Gqrs[(∇u)(θφ)] = − 2J∆θewqwrwsr sin θ|ξqrs
N+1∑
i=1
u
(φ)
qri
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(1)
s ) ,
 3.35h
Gqrs[(∇u)(φθ)] = Jwqwrws r sin θ cot θ|ξqrsu(φ)qrs −
2J
∆φe
wqwrwsr|ξqrs
N+1∑
i=1
u
(θ)
qis
˙`(N)
i (ξ
(2)
r ) .
 3.35i
Inside an APML layer we require both Gqrs[(∇u)(ij)] and Gqrs[(∇v)(ij)] for the computation of the strain
rate tensor ∂²pml that appears in the APML version of the equations of motion (2.77). Via the modified
constitutive relation (2.77b) we can then compute the stress rate tensor ∂σpml, that can be integrated in
time with an explicit finite-difference scheme. The stress tensor σpml then enters the momentum equation
(2.77a) from which we obtain the displacement field u again through an explicit time integration.
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4
Verification
In the following paragraphs we assess the accuracy of the synthetic seismograms computed with the
spectral-element method by comparing them to analytical solutions of the elastic wave equation. Our
principal objective is to verify that the numerical errors are insignificant relative to the differences between
synthetic and observed seismograms that we will be concerned with in later chapters. An exhaustive
analysis of the numerical errors − based for example on the computation of time-dependent amplitude and
phase misfits as suggested by Kristeková et al. (2006) − is clearly beyond the scope of this study. Our
analysis will be brief in the interest of both pragmatism and the reader’s limited patience to see results.
We will work with a simple misfit criterion, namely the energy misfit defined by
E(x) :=
t1∫
t0
[u˙(x, t)− u˙0(x, t)]2 dt
t1∫
t0
u˙20(x, t) dt
,
 4.1
with u the numerical and u0 the analytical or reference solution.
4.1 Grid points per dominant wavelength in a homogeneous,
unbounded, isotropic and perfectly elastic medium
We derive an estimate for the number of grid points per dominant wavelength required to achieve a certain
level of energy misfit. For this we use the displacement field in an unbounded, isotropic, homogeneous and
perfectly elastic medium as a reference. The i-component of this displacement field, excited by a point
force in j-direction, is given by (see e.g. Aki & Richards, 2002)
ui(x, t) =
1
4piρr3
(3γiγj − δij)
r/vS∫
r/vP
τ s(t− τ) dτ
+
1
4piρv2Pr
γiγj s(t− r/vP)− 14piρv2Sr
(γiγj − δij) s(t− r/vS) .
 4.2
The coefficients γi are the direction cosines xi/r, and f is the source time function. To compute the
numerical solution we choose a computational domain with the spatial extension: 25◦ × 25◦ km × 2500
km. The source and the receivers are positioned such that contaminations from the imperfect absorbing
boundaries and the free surface can be neglected. The polynomial degree is 6, as in most of the applications
described in later chapters. We set vP = 8874 km·s−1 and vS = 4752 km·s−1, and the point source is
f(x, t) = (ex + ez) δ(x) s(t) ,
 4.3
with the source time function s chosen to be the first derivative of a Gaussian, sometimes referred to as
the Ricker wavelet:
s(t) =
d
dt
e−(t−tp)
2/t2s .
 4.4
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The dominant period of s is approximately 4.44·ts. It is noteworthy that different source time functions will
generally lead to different results. This is particularly true for functions with a broader frequency content.
One advantage of the Ricker wavelet is that the term dominant wavelength is well defined and meaningful.
For a receiver located 1000 km away from the source, the dependence of E on the number of grid points
per dominant wavelength is shown is figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Left: Energy misfit in % as a function of the number of grid points per dominant wavelength
for the P wave recorded at a distance of 1000 km from the source. The dominant period is 10 s. The misfit
decreases rapidly for values larger than 20, suggesting that approximately 20 grid points per wavelength
are needed for the proper representation of a P wave. Right: The same as on the left but for the S wave.
Approximately 15 grid points per wavelength are needed to reduce the energy misfit below 1%.
The plots suggest that approximately 20 grid points (or 3 elements) per dominant wavelength are needed in
order to properly represent a P wave. For S waves 15 grid points per dominant wavelength (or 2 elements)
can be sufficient. These results roughly agree with those of Komatitsch & Tromp (1999) who found that
the grid spacing should be set such that the "average number of points per minimum wavelength ... is
roughly equal to 5." In contrast to this, classical staggered grid finite difference schemes of fourth order
require approximately 40 grid points per dominant wavelength in order to achieve energy misfits below
10% (see e.g. Nissen-Meyer, 2001).
That the energy misfit of an S wave with the dominant period of 10 s increases approximately linearly
with distance, can be seen on the left of figure 4.2, where 12 grid points per dominant wavelength were
used. The order of magnitude of the energy misfit is roughly constant with distance. An overlay of the
θ-component seismograms corresponding to the misfit versus distance plot (figure 4.2, left) can be seen
in the right panels of figure 4.2. The analytic solutions are plotted in red and the numerical solutions
in black. Visually, the seismograms are identical. Interestingly, even the near field contributions are well
represented by the numerical solution. They appear as small precursors of the S waves at the smallest
epicentral distances and become negligible beyond 200 km.
The effective grid spacing in the diagonal directions is larger than in the directions parallel to one of the
coordinate axes. One may therefore expect larger numerical errors in the diagonal directions. Figure 4.3
however demonstrates that the opposite effect occurs. For S waves at an epicentral distance of 400 km
and a dominant period of 10 s (12 grid points per dominant wavelength), the energy misfit is largest when
the waves propagated parallel to the θ- or φ-coordinate axis (φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦). Local minima of the
energy misfit can be observed at angles of 20◦ and 45◦ away from the coordinate axis. An explanation of
this effect would require a more profound numerical analysis which is beyond the scope of this work. Also,
Figure 4.2: Left: Energy misfit versus epicentral distance for the vertical-component S wave with the
dominant period of 10 s and 12 grid points per dominant wavelength. The energy misfit increases approxi-
mately linearly with increasing epicentral distance. Right: Overlay plots of the numerical solutions (black)
and the analytical solutions (red) for the epicentral distances from 100 km to 1000 km in steps of 100 km.
The top panel shows the vertical-component S wave. For a better visual comparison, the same waveforms
corrected for the geometrical spreading are shown below.
Figure 4.3: Dependence of the energy misfit on the propagation direction.
the exact numbers of the energy misfit are of little practical importance. The significant result is that the
order of magnitude of E does not depend on the propagation direction of the elastic waves.
4.2 Attenuation
4.2.1 Construction of analytical solutions
In section 2.3 we discussed the physical description of anelasticity. Here we will focus on the numerical
errors introduced by the discretisation in space and time. Since the elastic energy loss associated with shear
motion is much stronger than for compressional motion, the emphasis will be on S-waves and the shear
quality factor Qµ. The analysis is based on the fact that one can obtain the waveforms in a dissipative
medium from the corresponding waveforms in a perfectly elastic medium. To show this, it suffices to
consider a one-dimensional wave equation, because the results translate to the three-dimensional elastic
case, at least when the medium is homogeneous.
In the perfectly elastic and homogeneous case, the one-dimensional wave equation is given by
ρ ∂2t u(x, t)− ∂xσ(x, t) = f(x, t) , σ(x, t) = µ∂xu(x, t) .
 4.5
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The corresponding equation for a visco-elastic rheology is
ρ ∂2t udiss(x, t)− ∂xσdiss(x, t) = f(x, t) , σ(x, t) =
t∫
−∞
µ(t− t′) ∂xu˙diss(x, t′) dt′ .
 4.6
In the frequency domain equations (4.5) and (4.6) take the forms
−ω2ρ u(x, ω)− µ∂2xu(x, ω) = f(x, ω)
 4.7
and
−ω2ρ udiss(x, ω)− µ(ω) ∂2xudiss(x, ω) = f(x, ω) ,
 4.8
respectively. The complex modulus µ(ω) is defined through
µ(ω) := iω
∞∫
−∞
µ(t) e−iωt dt .
 4.9
Note that µ(ω) is not the Fourier transform of µ(t). We will now construct udiss from the solution for u,
which is given by
u(x, t) = u0(x/c0 − t) , c0 =
√
µ/ρ
 4.10
in the time domain and by
u(x, ω) = e−iωx/c0
∞∫
−∞
u0(t) eiωt
 4.11
in the frequency domain. Now we define a filter function F (x, ω) through
F (x, ω) := eiωx/c0 e−iωx/c(ω) , c(ω) :=
√
µ(ω)/ρ .
 4.12
The application of the filter F (x, ω) to u(x, ω) gives
v(x, ω) := F (x, ω)u(x, ω) = u(x, ω) = e−iωx/c(ω)
∞∫
−∞
u0(t) eiωt .
 4.13
It is straightforward to show that v(x, ω) satisfies
−ω2ρ v(x, ω)− µ(ω) ∂2xv(x, ω) = F (x, ω)f(x, ω) .
 4.14
Hence, if the source is restricted to the point x = 0, then v = udiss. In a homogeneous medium we can
thus construct an analytic reference solution through the application of F (x, ω) to the S-wave part (4.2).
The particular form of F (x, ω) depends on µ(t). As already discussed, we have chosen a superposition of
standard linear solids, that is
µ(t) = µr
[
1 +
τ
N
N∑
p=1
e−t/τσp
]
H(t) .
 4.15
Hence, for µ(ω) we have
µ(ω) =
µr
N
N∑
p=1
(
1 +
iωττσp
1 + iωτσp
)
.
 4.16
4.2.2 Q models and relaxation times
The particular values of the relaxation times τ and τσp in equation (4.19) are often chosen such that they
produce a constant Q(ω) over a specified frequency range. Even though this may not be true in the Earth,
an almost constant Q model will be used here for the assessment of the numerical accuracy.
Blanch et. al (1995) described a method for the determination of τ in equation (4.19) such that
Qµ(ω) :=
Reµ(ω)
Imµ(ω)
.
 4.17
becomes approximately constant. It is however of limited usefulness because it relies on the knowledge
of the τσp. To circumvent this problem, we determined the relaxation times with a Simulated Annealing
algorithm (Kirkpatrick et. al, 1983). The following table summarises the numerical values of τ and τσp for
the case of 2 relaxation mechanisms and an almost constant Q over the frequency range from 0.02 Hz to
0.2 Hz. Figure 4.4 reveals that log10Q and log10 τ are almost exactly linearly related through
log10 τ = −1.0232 log10Q+ 0.5933 .
 4.18
Q τ τσ1 [s] τσ2 [s]
10 0.403 8.3491 1.0000
15 0.250 8.5910 1.0080
20 0.180 8.5938 1.0080
30 0.115 8.5872 1.0080
40 0.0860 8.8704 1.0170
50 0.0679 8.9548 1.0180
70 0.0481 9.0625 1.0224
100 0.0334 9.1129 1.0239
150 0.0221 9.1829 1.0268
200 16.597e− 3 9.2525 1.0310
300 11.034e− 3 9.2659 1.0289
500 6.6080e− 3 9.3139 1.0316
1000 3.2968e− 3 9.3185 1.0329
2000 1.6466e− 3 9.3227 1.0338
3000 1.0977e− 3 9.3334 1.0337
5000 0.6585e− 3 9.3279 1.0321
7500 0.4389e− 3 9.3419 1.0351
10000 0.3292e− 3 9.3236 1.0311
15000 0.2195e− 3 9.3346 1.0314
20000 0.1645e− 3 9.3367 1.0353
30000 0.1097e− 3 9.3330 1.0316
40000 82.257e− 6 9.3315 1.0348
50000 65.822e− 6 9.3273 1.0326
70000 43.882e− 6 9.3000 1.0280
Table 4.1: Relaxation times for a constant Q over the frequency range from 0.02 Hz to 0.2 Hz.
One may conclude that τ mainly determines the values of Q and the relaxation times τσ1 and τσ2 deter-
mine the frequency band over which Q is approximately constant. This result is of outstanding practical
importance because it implies that spatially variable Q models can essentially be described by the single
parameter τ , as long as the frequency range is defined. Figure 4.5 shows several realisations of Q(ω)
with τ and τσp from the previous table. Mostly, Q(ω) does not deviate more than 10 per cent from the
desired constant value, which seems sufficient because Q in Earth is mostly less well constrained. One
may of course improve the result by adding more relaxation mechanisms, as demonstrated in the following
paragraph. This however implies rapidly increasing computational costs and storage requirements.
In the chapters on waveform tomography, we work in the frequency range between 5 mHz (200 s) and
33 mHz (30 s). Numerical experiments indicated that three relaxation mechanisms with τσ1 = 1000 s,
τσ2 = 70 s, τσ3 = 5.25 s and log τ = −1.015 logQ+0.784 are a good compromise between accuracy and
efficiency.
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Figure 4.4: log10 τ as a function of log10Q.
Figure 4.5: Q(ω) in the frequency band from 0.02 Hz to 0.2 Hz for the case of two relaxation mechanisms.
In most cases Q(ω) does not deviate more than 10 per cent from the desired constant value Q0.
4.2.3 Effects of additional relaxation mechanisms
Besides the purely numerical limitations, the implementation of dissipation may itself be a source of errors.
Questioning the use of a superposition of standard linear solids does not seem reasonable, at least at
this point. This is because we lack a real alternative that is computationally feasible. Hence, we will
merely study the effects of adding more relaxations mechanisms. This may lead to a better Q = const
approximation.
The following table lists τ and the relaxation times τσp for different numbers of relaxation mechanisms
for an ideally constant Q value of 100 in the frequency band from 0.02 Hz to 0.2 Hz. The L2 distance
between the ideally constant Q = 100 the approximation Q(ω) is given in the ∆Q coulmn.
n τ τσ1 [s] τσ2 [s] τσ3 [s] τσ4 [s] τσ5 [s] ∆Q
2 0.0334 9.11 1.02 6.86
3 0.0451 10.28 1.26 0.10 6.65
4 0.0417 29.01 7.29 1.42 0.40 1.14
5 0.0493 32.06 8.83 1.97 0.46 0.11 0.78
Table 4.2: Dissipation parameters τ and τσp for an ideally constant Q value of 100 in the frequency band
from 0.02 Hz to 0.2 Hz. The right column gives the mean deviation of the constructed Q(τ, τσp, ω) from
100.
Increasing the number of relaxation mechanisms from 2 to 5 effectively decreases ∆Q by one order of
magnitude. Using 3 instead of 5 relaxation mechanisms has a comparatively small effect, at least inside
the frequency range of interest.
Figure 4.6 reveals that a higher number of relaxation mechanisms gives better constant Q approximations
for frequencies that are higher than the actual upper frequency limit of 0.2 Hz. In the case of 2 relaxation
mechanisms Q increases rapidly for ν > 0.02 Hz. However, 5 relaxation mechanisms give Q values of
approximately 100 even for frequencies that are higher than 0.4 Hz.
For lower frequencies the superposition of standard linear solids seems to perform poorly in general. As
the frequency approaches zero, Q generally tends to very large values, meaning that the low frequency
components of the wavefield in this model are generally not subject to visco-elastic dissipation.
Another interesting feature of the Q models presented in figure 4.6 is that Q generally tends to be larger
rather than smaller, at least outside the considered frequency band. Hence, even if the model becomes
inaccurate, the respective components of the wavefield spectrum are at least not lost due to excessive
dissipation.
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Figure 4.6: Q(τ, τσp, ω) for different numbers of relaxation mechanisms in the frequency band from 0.0
Hz to 0.4 Hz. The frequency band from 0.02 Hz to 0.2 Hz, for which Q(τ, τσp, ω) is constructed to be
approximately constant, is marked by blue lines. A red line indicates the ideal constant Q value of 100.
4.2.4 Numerical examples
To facilitate the calculation of analytical solutions, we again consider the homogeneous, isotropic and
unbounded medium for which the non-dissipative displacement field is given by equation (4.2). The phase
velocities are set to vP = 8.873 km·s−1 and vS = 4.751 km·s−1, respectively. The density is ρ = 3543.25
kg·m−3. A point source acts in θ-direction so that receivers positioned along the r-coordinate axis record
only shear motion. The time dependence of the source is given by equation (4.3). The dominant period is
10 s.
We restict the analysis to only one receiver at a distance of 1000 km from the source. This corresponds
to approximately 21 wavelengths of an S wave with a dominant period of 10 s. Even the effect of minor
visco-elastic dissipation (Q larger than 1000) should therefore be observable.
The S wave seismograms for Q = ∞, Q = 10000, Q = 1000 and Q = 100 are shown in figure 4.7.
Analytical solutions are plotted in red and numerical solutions in black. The decreasing amplitudes with
decreasing Q are clearly visible and the waveform errors are generally small. The precise energy misfits in
percent are given in the following table.
Q ∞ 10000 1000 100
E in % 4.22 4.20 4.04 2.10
Table 4.3: Energy misfits E in % for S waves recorded at a distance of 1000 km from the source for
different values of Q. The general trend is that the energy misfit decreases as Q decreases.
The general observation is that the energy misfit decreases as Q decreases, i.e., as visco-elastic dissipation
increases. One intuitive explanation for this result is that visco-elastic dissipation reduces the amplitudes
of high-frequency components stronger than the amplitudes of lower-frequency components. Since the
inaccurate representation of high-frequency components of the wavefield is primarily responsible for the
numerical errors, their elimination through low Q values will effectively improve the solution.
A important conclusion is that the first-order in time discritisation of the memory variable equation
∂tM
ij
p = −
τ
Nτσp
²˙ij − 1
τσpM
ij
p
 4.19
is generally sufficient for our purposes. The inaccuracies arising from this discretisation are negligible
compared to the inaccuracies that are due to the discretisation of the actual equations of motion.
Figure 4.7: S wave seismograms (x component) recorded at a distance of 1000 km from the source. The
analytical solutions are plotted in red and the numerical solutions in black. The agreement is generally
good and increases with decreasing Q. This effect is probably due to the elimination of high-frequency
components by low Q values.
4.3 Absorbing boundaries
For the verification of the absorbing boundaries, described in section 2.4, we limit ourselves to the case of
purely cartesian coordinates. The results for a spherical section are essentially the same.
Since it is hardly possible to make general statements about the effectiveness and properties of the absorbing
layers, we merely consider one numerical example: The wave field is computed in a box extending 1000 km
in x direction, 500 km in y direction and 500 km in z direction. All boundaries except the surface should
absorb the incident waves. The source is located at the depth of 30 km, so that strong surface waves are
excited. As noted by Festa et al. (2005) surface waves are particularly challenging because they are more
likely to generate instabilities in the perfectly matched layers than body waves.
That the combination of the APML (Zheng & Huang, 2002) and the multiplication by small numbers
(Cerjan et al, 1985) is stable for this particular example, can be deduced from figure 4.8 which shows
the evolution of the normalised kinetic energy. During the time of source activity - roughly the first 15 s
- the kinetic energy oscillates, probably because the very short spatial wavelengths of the early dynamic
fields can not be represented accurately. After the source ceased to be active, the kinetic energy stabilises
and is constant until the first P waves hit one of the boundary regions. The kinetic energy then drops
continuously. Around 250 s the last surface waves disappear and the kinetic energy decreases abruptly by
roughly 2 orders of magnitude. After 350 s essentially all the seismic energy has left the computational
domain and the normalised kinetic energy is reduced to values below 1 · 10−4.
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Figure 4.8: Kinetic energy normalised by its maximum value as a function of time. During the initial 15
s, that is when the source is active, the kinetic energy oscillates around high values - probably because
the short spatial wavelengths of the early displacement field can not be represented accurately. After the
source ceases to be active the kinetic energy stabilises and then starts to decrease rapidly shortly before
t = 50 s. Around t = 250 s the last surface waves leave the computational domain, as shown in figure
4.9. The kinetic energy then drops to values which are approximately 4 orders of magnitude smaller than
its maximum.
The qualitative behaviour of the wave field near the absorbing boundaries is illustrated in figures 4.9 and
4.10. They show snapshots of the y displacement field at various times. The horizontal slices (figure 4.9)
are dominated by the surface waves, the amplitudes of which are large compared to those of the body waves.
Until 150 s artificial reflections are barely visible. Starting at 200 s, however, a triangular tail develops
behind the surface wave train. This indicates that the effectiveness of the absorbing layers decreases as
the angle of incidence increases. This unphysical tail becomes more pronounced as the simulation time
proceeds, but it is then absorbed equally well as the physical part of the wave field. The extent to which
the development of the tail is due to the multiplication by small numbers - that we introduced in order to
stabilise the pure APML - is at this point hard to quantify. In any case, the same phenomenon can not
be observed along the bottom boundary (see figure 4.10), indicating that it is limited to or at least most
pronounced for surface waves.
4.4 A realistic example
We conclude the verification of the spectral-element solver with an example that is more realistic than the
previous ones that were chosen to be as simplistic as possible. The source located at 90 km depth near
the Solomon Islands and a station in eastern Australia. This source-receiver configuration and the radially
symmetric Earth model ak135 (Kennett et al., 1995) are shown in figure 4.11.
For the numerical solution we used elements that are 0.5o × 0.5o wide and 38 km deep. The Lagrange
polynomial degree is 6. This allows us to accurately model waveforms with periods as low as 7 s. A
comparison of the spectral-element and the semi-analytic solutions (Friederich & Dalkolmo, 1995) is shown
in figure 4.12. In general, the agreement between the two solutions is excellent. The difference seismogram,
plotted as 25 times amplified dashed line, is smallest for the early-arriving compressional waves. Surface
waves, appearing later in the seismograms, are more difficult to model due to their comparatively short
wavelengths. A remarkable detail are the well-modelled small-amplitude waveforms in the interval between
340 s and 500 s. They partly originate from reflections at the surface and the discontinuities located at
410 km and 660 km depth.
Figure 4.9: Snapshots of the y component of the displacement field, uy, at the depth of 30 km which
is also the source depth. The colour scales for the images at different times are scaled to the respective
maximum values of uy. Only the colour scale in last figure (t = 300) is scaled to ±8 · 10−4 m which are
the minimum and maximum values at t = 250 s. All images are dominated by the high-amplitude surface
waves. At t = 100 s some reflections from the unphysical boundary are barely visible. The triangular tail
appearing behind the surface wave train in the 200 s and 250 s snapshots is likely to be caused by imperfect
absorbtion in the boundary regions along y = 0 km and y = 500 km. This indicates that the effectiveness
of the absorption decreases in practice as the angle of incidence becomes small.
Figure 4.10: Snapshots of the y component of the displacement field, uy, on the y = const plane through
the source. The colour scales for the images at different times are scaled to the respective maximum values
of uy. Only the colour scale in the last figure (t = 300) is scaled to ±8 · 10−4 m as in figure 4.9. The
images show mostly S and surface waves which are efficiently absorbed by the perfectly matched layers at
the unphysical boundaries.
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Figure 4.11: Left: Source-receiver configuration. The distance between the source (◦) and station ARMA
(×) is 21.1o. Right: Radially symmetric Earth model ak135 [?] parameterised in terms of density and the
seismic P and S wave speeds.
Figure 4.12: Comparison of the semi-analytic solution (bold line) with the spectral-element solution (thin
line) for station ARMA, located at an epicentral distance of 21.1o from the epicentre. The difference
between the two solutions, amplified by a factor of 25 to enhance visibility, is plotted as a dashed line
below the seismograms. Also the magnified parts of the seismograms, between 340 s and 500 s, agree
remarkably well.
5
Efficient numerical surface wave propagation through
the optimization of discrete crustal models - A
technique based on non-linear dispersion curve
matching (DCM)
In the following paragraphs we present a method for reducing the computational costs of numerical surface
wave modelling. It is based on the smoothing of thin surface−near layers and discontinuities. Optimal
smooth models are found via a constrained non−linear matching of dispersion curves in the period range
of interest. The major advantages of our method are that it is independent of the numerical techniques
employed and that it does not require modifications of pre-existing codes or meshes. It is, moreover,
applicable in cases where the layer thickness is at the order of one wavelength and automatically yields
estimates of the appropriateness of the smoothed model. Even though our analysis is based on 1D media
we demonstrate with a numerical example that the dispersion curve matching can yield satisfactory results
when it is applied regionally to laterally heterogeneous models. Also in that case it can lead to considerable
reductions of the computational requirements.
5.1 Introduction
The simulation of seismic wave propagation through realistic Earth models is becoming increasingly feasible
and necessary as both data quality and computational resources improve. All numerical methods that find
approximate solutions of the wave equation rely on the replacement of a continuously defined Earth model
⊕ by a discrete model ⊕d. Due to this discretisation, small-scale structures from ⊕, such as thin layers
and discontinuities, can often not be represented accurately in ⊕d, unless the grid spacing is reduced. This
can lead to large numerical errors, especially in the surface wave trains. Our aim is therefore to deduce
discrete versions of models with thin layers and discontinuities that give accurate numerical solutions
without reducing the grid spacing.
For the discrete representation of discontinuities from ⊕ several method-specific solutions already exist.
All of them lead to an increase of the computational costs, the algorithmic complexity or both. Here we
will only mention two of many numerical techniques used for elastic wave propagation: 1) the spectral-
element method (SEM) and 2) the finite-difference method (FDM). The SEM (e.g. Priolo et al., 1994;
Seriani, 1998; Faccioli et al., 1997; Chaljub & Valette, 2004) is based on the weak form of the equations
of motion and a decomposition of the computational domain into disjoint elements. Inside the elements
the dynamic fields are approximated by high-order polynomials that are necessarily smooth. This implies
that material discontinuities need to coincide with element boundaries for the solution to be correct. If,
however, a discontinuity is located inside an element - due to limited computational resources, for example
- then the rapidly varying fields can not be represented accurately. The result of such an inaccurate model
discretization are unacceptably large numerical errors. A reduction of the grid spacing - either globally or
locally through non-conforming grids (e.g. Chaljub et al., 2003) - can in principle eliminate these errors.
However, the increasing computational costs can render this option impossible. Work by Kelly et al. (1976)
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indicated early on that the FDM also requires that material discontinuities be treated explicitly. The FDM
(e.g. Virieux, 1986; Igel et al., 2002) directly discretizes the strong form of the equations of motion by
replacing derivatives with difference quotients. Since the strong form of the wave equation is valid only
for continuously varying media, boundary conditions should be imposed explicitly along discontinuities in
order to achieve optimal accuracy (e.g. Moczo et al., 2002).
Thin layers present more general difficulties than isolated discontinuities because their width may be smaller
than the smallest computationally feasible grid spacing. Backus (1962) and Schoenberg & Muir (1989)
demonstrated that a stack of thin layers can be replaced by an equivalent slowly-varying Earth model.
Their analysis is based on the assumption that the widths of the individual layers are much smaller than
the dominant wavelength and that the elastic deformations can be treated as static. The equivalent
smooth Earth model was shown to be transversely isotropic even when the original stack of layers is
isotropic. The long-wavelength equivalence of smooth Earth models can clearly be used for the benefit of
numerical efficiency because modest variations of the model parameters neither require reductions of the
grid spacing nor additional algorithmic complexities. A concept similar to the one advocated by Backus
(1962) and Schoenberg & Muir (1989) is the homogenisation of the equations of motion with rapidly
varying coefficients (e.g. Stuart & Pavliotis, 2007; Capdeville & Marigo, 2007). This technique explicitly
yields a smoothed model by solving the so-called cell problem, composed of a partial differential equation
and a set of subsidiary conditions. Again, the solutions for the slowly-varying model are close to the correct
solution when the length scale of the variations in ⊕ is much smaller than the dominant wave length.
Here we present an alternative approach for constructing smoothed and long-wavelength equivalent Earth
models that can be discretised through direct sampling. This helps to overcome difficulties with the
discrete representation of discontinuities and thin layers as long as a pre-defined maximum frequency is
not exceeded. The construction of the smoothed Earth models is based on the matching of surface wave
dispersion curves corresponding to the original model ⊕ and a smoothed model ⊕s. This means that we
search in a pool of smooth models for the one that best reproduces the dispersion curves of Love and
Rayleigh waves in ⊕. The considered frequency band is the one for which a given grid can in principle yield
accurate numerical solutions. Body waves are not explicitly taken into account because in the considered
period range they are comparatively insensitive to crustal structure.
This chapter is organised as follows: First, we illustrate the effects of improperly implemented crustal
discontinuities on the quality of numerically computed surface waves. A slowly varying and long-wavelength
equivalent model is then presented in section 5.3. Subsequently, we elaborate on the methodology, covering
issues such as the construction of the smooth models, their dynamic stability and uniqueness. Finally, the
advantages and limitations of our method are addressed in the discussion.
The broader objective of our study is to contribute to the advancement of waveform tomography on
continental and global scales (e.g. Capdeville et al., 2005; Sieminski et al., 2007) for which accurately
modelled surface waves are indispensable.
5.2 Illustration of the Problem
We start by illustrating the effects of an improperly implemented crustal model on the accuracy of nu-
merically computed waveforms. The example is intended to serve as a motivation for the subsequent
developments and as a means for introducing concepts that we shall use throughout this study. To solve
the elastic wave equation numerically we employ the spectral-element method described in chapter 3. We
will henceforth refer to it as ses3d. Even though we focus our attention on the spectral-element method,
our principal results also apply to other techniques that solve the equations of motion by discretising the
computational domain.
First, we demonstrate the accuracy of the ses3d solutions by comparing them to semi-analytic solutions.
The Earth model is spherically symmetric with a homogeneous, single-layered crust. It is identical to PREM
(Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) below the depth of 30 km. The width of the elements is chosen such that
the crust is represented by exactly one layer of elements (figure 5.1). The black dots in figure 5.1 represent
the irregularly spaced Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre points which serve as grid points in the SEM.
Figure 5.1: Details of the vertical discretization of the homogeneous crust overlying PREM. Dots symbolize
the SEM grid points (Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre points) obtained by sampling the continuously defined model
plotted as a solid line. One layer of elements, each comprising 73 points, is used to represent the crust.
The vertical double line marks the boundary between the two upper layers of elements.
The source is located at 80 km depth and the cutoff period of the seismograms is 15 s. We compute
the reference seismograms using the programme package GEMINI, developed and described in detail by
Friederich & Dalkolmo (1995). It allows us to compute accurate waveforms for both body and surface
waves while keeping the computational costs low. The results for a receiver located at an epicentral distance
of 21.3o are shown in the top row of figure 5.2. Qualitatively, the GEMINI synthetics (dotted curve) and
the ses3d synthetics (solid curve) are in excellent agreement for all three components.
It is for our purposes important to assess the differences between the semi-analytic and the numerical
solutions also quantitatively. For this we closely follow the suggestions by Kristeková et al. (2006) and
consider envelope and phase misfits. The analysis is based on the time-frequency representation fˆ(ω, t) of
a time series f(t) defined as
fˆ(ω, t) :=
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
f(τ)hσ(τ − t) e−iωτ dτ ,
 5.1
where hσ denotes a positive window function. We have chosen hσ to be the Gaussian
hσ(t) = (piσ2)−1/4e−t
2/(2σ2) ,
 5.2
so that fˆ(ω, t) is the Gabor transform of f . The Gabor transform has the advantageous property of
maximizing the time-frequency resolution. A useful value for the parameter σ is the dominant wavelength
of the signal, that is in our case 15 s. The necessity of choosing a time window can be circumvented by
using the continuous wavelet transform instead of the Gabor transform (Kristeková et al., 2006). For our
purposes, however, the Gabor transform is fully sufficient. A detailed treatment of time-frequency analysis
can for example be found in Strang & Nguyen (1996). Denoting by uGi and u
s
i the i-components of the
GEMINI and the ses3d synthetics, respectively, their instantaneous phase difference φsi (ω, t)−φGi (ω, t) can
be expressed in terms of their time-frequency representations:
φsi (ω, t)− φGi (ω, t) = −i Ln
[
uˆsi (ω, t) |uˆGi (ω, t)|
uˆGi (ω, t) |uˆsi (ω, t)|
]
.
 5.3
The symbol Ln denotes the principal value logarithm, i.e. the branch where the phase ranges between −pi
and pi. A phase misfit Ep that quantifies phase differences as a function of time can then be defined as
E2p(t)|t∈Ik :=
∫∞
−∞ |uˆsi (ω, t)|[φsi (ω, t)− φGi (ω, t)] |t∈Ik dω
maxt∈Ik
∫∞
−∞ |uˆsi (ω, t)| dω
.
 5.4
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Figure 5.2: Top row: Comparison of synthetic seismograms computed with GEMINI (dotted curve) and
ses3d (solid curve) for the homogeneous crust model (figure 5.1) and a station at an epicentral distance
of 21.3o. The time intervals for which the envelope and phase misfits have been computed separately are
indicated by I1 (P wave arrivals), I2 (S wave arrivals) and I3 (surface wave train). Bottom rows: The
envelope and phase misfits, as defined in the text. The envelope misfit is mostly below 5 % and the phase
misfit rarely exceeds the value of 0.05 rad.
The phase misfit is evaluated separately in three intervals comprising the P arrivals (I1), the S arrivals
(I2) and the surface wave train (I3) (see figure 5.2). Large phase differences in high-amplitude waveforms
generate large phase misfits whereas equally large phase differences in low-amplitude waveforms produce
small values of Ep. The emphasis is therefore on the large amplitudes. In analogy to the definition of the
phase misfit one can define the envelope misfit Ee:
E2e (t) :=
∫∞
−∞[|uˆsi (ω, t)| − |uˆGi (ω, t)|]|t∈Ik dω
maxt∈Ik
∫∞
−∞ |uˆsi (ω, t)| dω
.
 5.5
Both, Ep and Ee are meaningful only when the two solutions are at least similar. Extreme differences
between uGi and u
s
i can not be quantified properly with Ep and Es. Note that the quantification of the
differences between the GEMINI and the ses3d solutions is not meant to be a quantification of one of
the method’s accuracy. It is instead intended to serve as a diagnostic tool and a detector of inaccuracies
that would sometimes be difficult to quantify by a purely visual comparison of seismograms. The phase
and envelope misfits for our initial example with the single-layered crust are plotted in the bottom rows of
figure 5.2. Outside the intervals I1, I2, I3 we do not compute misfits, which does not mean that they are
not there. Mostly the envelope misfits do not exceed 5% and the phase misfits are mostly below 0.05 rad.
This translates to a time shift of roughly 0.12 s, which is slightly more than the time step of 0.1 s used for
the SEM simulation.
The usefulness of the time-frequency domain misfits Ep and Ee as diagnostic tools becomes apparent
when we change the Earth model so that the crust now comprises two layers, as shown in figure 5.3. Two
discontinuities are now located inside the upper layer of elements. It would, in this particular example, be
possible to adapt the numerical grid to the new model by reducing the vertical grid spacing non-uniformly
so that one layer of elements coincides with each of the crustal layers. While this would in principle
be feasible, the case of multiple layers with varying thicknesses would clearly result in strongly increased
computational costs.
Therefore, we deliberately do not adopt this option. Instead, we use this example to illustrate and quantify
the numerical errors arising from such an improper model implementation. Since the rapidly varying
wavefield in the vicinity of the crustal discontinuities can not be represented by the smooth polynomials
Figure 5.3: Details of the vertical discretization of the crust comprising two layers. Dots symbolize the
SEM grid points (Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre points). Two discontinuities are now located inside the upper
layer of elements. There, the SEM displacement and stress fields are represented by smooth polynomials
even though the exact solution varies rapidly due to reflection and refraction phenomena. The double
vertical line marks the boundary between the two upper layers of elements.
inside the elements we can expect larger discrepancies between the GEMINI and the ses3d solutions. That
they indeed occur can be seen in figure 5.4. While the body waves remain largely unaffected, the phase and
envelope misfits in the surface wave train become unacceptably high. They reach values of 40% for the
envelope misfit and 1.0 rad for the phase misfit. The latter corresponds to time shifts of almost 3 s. Again,
we did not compute the misfits outside the intervals I1, I2, I3. In fact, for t > 750 s, the discrepancies
between the two solutions are so large that Ep and Ee are not meaningful anymore.
5.3 Can we find smooth crustal models?
We want to tackle the problem illustrated above by replacing the upper part of the original Earth model by
an equivalent smooth model. For this we exploit the fact that surface waves in a limited frequency range
do not uniquely determine an Earth model. That is, there is a non-empty set of Earth models all of which
produce surface wave solutions that differ from each other by less than a subjectively chosen small value.
From this set of models we can therefore choose one which is numerically advantageous, i.e., smooth.
To find such a smooth model one should focus on those aspects of the surface wave train that are most
important in the real data analysis and that facilitate the model construction. Therefore, we propose to
construct smooth Earth models by matching the surface wave dispersion curves of the original model with
the dispersion curves of models where the upper part is defined in terms of low-order polynomials. In the
general case, the smoothed models will be transversely isotropic (see Backus, 1962). The minimisation of
the dispersion curve misfit is done non-linearly by Simulated Annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983). In
order to improve the uniqueness of the smooth models we impose that they be close to the original Earth
model. Before delving into the methodological details, we first justify our approach by its results shown in
figures 5.5 to 5.8.
A slowly varying crustal model that reproduces almost exactly the surface wave dispersion curves from the
original model is displayed in figure 5.5. That the model is mildly anisotropic inside the upper layer of
elements can be seen from the differences between the wave speeds of SH and SV waves, and the wave
speeds of PH and PV waves. Here, PH refers to a horizontally travelling P wave and PV to a vertically
travelling P wave. Moreover, the parameter η (see e.g. Takeuchi & Saito, 1972; Dziewonski & Anderson,
1981 or the section on the methodology) is different from 1. For the fundamental modes of Love and
Rayleigh waves the mean difference in the phase velocities for the two models is less than 4 · 10−4 km/s in
the period range from 17 s to 67 s. Details of the dispersion curves and the associated misfits are shown in
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Figure 5.4: Top: Comparison of synthetic seismograms computed with GEMINI (dotted line) and ses3d
(solid line) for the two-layer crust model (figure 5.3) and a station at an epicentral distance of 21.3o.
While the inadequate implementation of the crust has little effect on the body waves, the surface waves
are severely affected. The ses3d surface waves notably differ from the semi-analytic GEMINI solution.
Bottom: Amplitude and phase misfits corresponding to the above seismograms. Misfit for t > 750 s are
not computed because the differences between uGi and u
s
i are too large to be properly expressible through
Ep and Ee.
figure 5.6. For both Love and Rayleigh waves the absolute phase velocity differences rarely exceed 1 · 10−3
km/s and are mostly below 0.5 · 10−3 km/s. The lower limit of the considered period range (17 s) has
been chosen such that it coincides with the shortest periods in the synthetic seismograms. Periods above
the upper limit (67 s) do not contribute significantly in the construction of the smooth models. They have
therefore been disregarded.
That the new model does indeed remove most of the discrepancies between the semi-analytic and the SEM
solution can be seen in figure 5.7. Both the envelope and the phase misfits are now close to the ones
observed in the case of the correctly implemented single-layered crustal model. This demonstrates that
the small dispersion curve misfit (figure 5.6) is indeed a reliable indicator of significantly smaller numerical
errors.
Since the construction of the slowly varying crustal model is based on an SA algorithm the result is
inherently non-unique. A whole family of models can be expected to produce essentially the same surface
wave dispersion characteristics, at least in a limited period range. This non-uniqueness can be reduced
significantly by requiring that the smooth model be close to the original one. This additional constraint
is also in the interest of accurately modelled amplitudes. In the context of our method, uniqueness is in
principle not required. It is, however, intuitively desirable. Moreover, the degree to which a parameter of
the smooth model is non-unique - despite additional constraints - sheds some light onto the physics of wave
propagation and the necessity of anisotropy. In figure 5.8 we display 20 smoothed models, all of which
produce average dispersion curve misfits below 7 · 10−4 km/s for both fundamental Love and Rayleigh
waves with periods between 17 s and 67 s. The smoothed SH wave speed profile is stronger constrained
than the PH wave speed because the latter is allowed to vary more widely while keeping the dispersion
curve misfit acceptably small. The density profile and the anisotropy (bottom row in figures 5.5 and 5.8)
are the least constrained.
Figure 5.5: Upper part of the original Earth model (dashed line) with two crustal layers (figure 5.3) and
the smoothed Earth model (solid line). The smooth model is slightly anisotropic with radial symmetry
axis. Therefore, the wave speeds of SH and SV waves do not coincide, just as the wave speeds of PH
and PV waves. Also, the parameter η (see e.g. Takeuchi & Saito, 1972 or Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981)
is different from 1. The smooth model is given in terms of 4th order polynomials. For Love waves with
periods between 16 s and 67 s, the average phase velocity misfit of the fundamental mode is 2.5 · 10−4
km/s. The corresponding misfit for Rayleigh waves is 3.9 · 10−4 km/s. Hence, the surface wave dispersion
curves for the original model and the smoothed model are practically indistinguishable between 16 s and
67 s. (See also figure 5.6.)
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Figure 5.6: Top: Dispersion curves for Love and Rayleigh waves for the original Earth model. Circles
denote the respective fundamental modes and crosses (×), triangles (C) and squares () represent the
higher modes. Bottom: Corresponding dispersion curve errors (smoothed minus original) that are due to
the smoothing of the crust are shown.
Figure 5.7: Top: Comparison of synthetic seismograms computed with GEMINI (dotted line) and ses3d
(solid line) for the same station considered in figure 5.4. The GEMINI seismograms were computed for the
Earth model with the layered crust (dashed lines in figure 5.5) and the ses3d seismograms were computed for
the corresponding smoothed model (solid lines in figure 5.5). The surface wave part is now well modelled.
Bottom: Corresponding envelope and phase misfits. Both misfits are significantly smaller than in the case
of the inaccurately implemented crust shown in figure 5.4. We did not compute misfits for t > 750 s in
order to be consistent with figure 5.4.
Figure 5.8: Display of 20 smoothed models found by jointly minimising dispersion curves and model
differences, as described in the text. The dashed lines represent the respective original models. All models
produce average dispersion curve misfits below 7 · 10−4 km/s for both fundamental Love and Rayleigh
waves with periods between 17 s and 67 s.
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5.4 Methodology
The modification of discrete Earth models for the benefit of numerical accuracy can be interpreted as the
optimisation of a discretised differential operator. Let us denote by Lijuj = fi a discretised version of
the wave equation Lu = f , where L (Lij) is the (discrete) wave equation operator, u (uj) the (discrete)
displacement field and f (fi) the (discrete) external force density. We are interested in finding Lij such
that uj is as close as possible to the exact solution u.
Generally, the discrete operator Lij depends on both the numerical method and the discrete version ⊕d of
the continuously defined Earth model ⊕. Since we wish to leave the numerical method unchanged, we are
left with the option of modifying ⊕d in order to improve the numerical solution.
Ideally, one would directly apply the numerical method - in our case the SEM - to a set of smoothed
discrete test models. One could then choose the discrete model that best satisfies the strong criterion that
the wave fields uj(⊕d) and u(⊕) be close to each other. In practice, however, exact solutions u(⊕) are
often unavailable and solving the discrete problem sufficiently many times is computationally too expensive.
Therefore, we propose to replace this strong and direct criterion by a weaker and indirect criterion: We
require that ⊕ and a smooth and continuously defined Earth model ⊕s produce essentially identical surface
wave dispersion curves in the period range of interest. Then ⊕s is sampled at the numerical grid points to
give the discrete model ⊕d. Since ⊕s is by construction slowly varying, it is represented accurately by ⊕d.
Consequently, the surface wave dispersion of the numerical solution uj(⊕d) is close to the surface wave
dispersion of the exact solution u(⊕) - assuming, of course, that the errors introduced by the numerical
method itself are comparatively small. This approach is justified by the observation that merely sampling
⊕ to obtain ⊕d leads to unacceptably large numerical errors mainly in the surface wave trains. That
dispersion curve matching indeed reduces the numerical errors significantly has already been demonstrated
by comparison with semi-analytic solutions.
We will give the details of our method in the following paragraphs, starting with spherically symmetric
Earth models. In the interest of completeness and clear symbolisms we briefly review the equations of
motion for Love and Rayleigh waves in a one-dimensional and transversely isotropic Earth model. We
then elaborate on the Simulated Annealing algorithm used for the minimisation of the differences between
two sets of dispersion curves and on the random generation of Earth models. Based on the algorithms
developed for spherically symmetric models we finally consider Earth models with lateral heterogeneities.
5.4.1 The equations of motion for Love and Rayleigh waves in laterally
homogeneous and radially anisotropic media
For the first part of the analysis we assume that the Earth model ⊕ is spherically symmetric. The com-
putation of surface wave dispersion curves in such a 1D medium is based on the equations of motion for
Love and Rayleigh waves. Since we are primarily interested in periods below 50 s the analysis will be in
Cartesian coordinates. As demonstrated by Backus (1962) the smoothing of thin layers leads to an ap-
parent anisotropy with vertical symmetry axis, even when the individual layers are isotropic. We therefore
consider a transversely isotropic medium with an elastic tensor given by
C =

czzzz czzyy czzxx czzyx czzzx czzzy
cyyzz cyyyy cyyxx cyyyx cyyzx cyyzy
cxxzz cxxyy cxxxx cxxyx cxxzx cxxzy
cyxzz cyxyy cyxxx cyxyx cyxzx cyxzy
czxzz czxyy czxxx czxyx czxzx czxzy
czyzz czyyy czyxx czyyx czyzx czyzy

=

λ+ 2µ λ+ c λ+ c 0 0 0
λ+ c λ+ 2µ+ a λ+ a 0 0 0
λ+ c λ+ a λ+ 2µ+ a 0 0 0
0 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 µ+ b 0
0 0 0 0 0 µ+ b
 .
 5.6
The elastic coefficients are chosen such that an anisotropic medium appears as a perturbation of an isotropic
medium in which a = b = c = 0. The elastic parameters λ, µ, a, b and c are related to the classical ones
A,C, F, L and N - introduced by Love (1892) - by A = λ+ 2µ+ a, C = λ+ 2µ, F = λ+ c, L = µ+ b
and N = µ. Moreover, we have ρv2ph = λ + 2µ + a, ρv
2
pv = λ + 2µ, ρv2sh = µ and ρv
2
sv = µ + b. The
dimensionless parameter η (see e.g. Takeuchi & Saito, 1972 or Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) is related to
λ, a and c via η = (λ+ c)/(λ+ a). Under the assumption of a vertically stratified medium, SH and P-SV
waves can be treated separately, leading to independent Love and Rayleigh waves, respectively. Following
Aki & Richards (2002) and Takeuchi & Saito (1972) we choose the ansatz
ux = 0 , uy = l1(k, ω, z) ei(kx−ωt) , uz = 0 ,
 5.7
for the plane Love wave displacement in the spatio-temporal frequency domain. The symbols k and ω
denote the horizontal wave number and the temporal frequency, respectively. Upon inserting (5.6) and
(5.7) into the non-dissipative elastic wave equation, we obtain a first-order system for the displacement-
stress vector l = (l1, l2)T :
d
dz
(
l1
l2
)
=
(
0 (µ+ b)−1
k2µ− ρω2 0
)(
l1
l2
)
.
 5.8
The solutions of equation (5.8) are subject to the boundary condition l2|z=0 = 0 (free surface) and the
radiation condition limz→∞ = 0. In analogy to (5.7) the plane Rayleigh wave displacement can be written
as
ux = r1(k, ω, z) ei(kx−ωt) , uy = 0 , uz = ir2(k, ω, z) ei(kx−ωt) .
 5.9
The corresponding displacement-stress vector r = (r1, r2, r3, r4)T is then determined by the first-order
system
d
dz

r1
r2
r3
r4
 =

0 k (µ+ b)−1 0
−k(λ+ c)(λ+ 2µ)−1 0 0 (λ+ 2µ)−1
k2ξ (λ+ 2µ)−1 − ρω2 0 0 k(λ+ c)(λ+ 2µ)−1
0 −ρω2 −k 0


r1
r2
r3
r4
 ,  5.10
with ξ := 4µ(λ + µ) + a(λ + 2µ) − c(2λ + c). The free surface conditions for the system (5.10) are
r3|z=0 = r4|z=0 = 0, and the radiation conditions are limz→∞ r1 = limz→∞ r2 = 0. Two independent
solutions for r can be obtained by starting the integration at a sufficiently large depth where r1 = r2 = 0
and by setting (r3, r4) = (1, 0) and (r3, r4) = (0, 1), respectively. Labelling these two solutions by r(1)
and r(2), the free surface condition transforms to
r
(1)
3 r
(2)
4 − r(2)3 r(1)4 |z=0 = 0 .
 5.11
The stress vectors r(1)3 , r
(1)
4 , r
(2)
3 , r
(2)
4 attain very large values, especially as the frequency increases. This
leads to inaccurate results because very large numbers need to be subtracted in order to find the zero in
equation (5.11). Therefore, the differential equation for the displacement-stress vector (5.10) is usually
re-written in terms of the six minors
R1 := r
(1)
1 r
(2)
2 − r(1)2 r(2)1 , R2 := r(1)1 r(2)3 − r(1)3 r(2)1 ,
R3 := r
(1)
1 r
(2)
4 − r(1)4 r(2)1 , R4 := r(1)2 r(2)3 − r(1)3 r(2)2 ,
R5 := r
(1)
2 r
(2)
4 − r(1)4 r(2)2 , R6 := r(1)3 r(2)4 − r(1)4 r(2)3 .
 5.12
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They can then be shown to satisfy the equations
d
dz
R1 = −(µ+ b)−1R4 + (λ+ 2µ)−1R3 ,
 5.13a
R2 = −R5 ,
 5.13b
d
dz
R3 = 2kR5 + (µ+ b)−1R6 − ρω2R1 ,
 5.13c
d
dz
R4 = 2k(λ+ c)(λ+ 2µ)−1R5 − [k2ξ (λ+ 2µ)−1 − ρω2]R1 − (λ+ 2µ)−1R6 ,
 5.13d
d
dz
R5 = −k(λ+ c)(λ+ 2µ)−1R3 − kR4 ,
 5.13e
d
dz
R6 = [k2ξ (λ+ 2µ)−1 − ρω2]R3 + ρω2R4 .
 5.13f
The free surface condition is now reduced to R6|z=0 = 0. To find the dispersion relations k = k(ω) we fix
ω and then determine the values of k for which solutions of the systems 5.8 and 5.13 with their respective
subsidiary conditions exist.
5.4.2 Non-linear dispersion curve matching by Simulated Annealing
Let us denote by ciL(ω,⊕) and ciR(ω,⊕) the frequency-dependent phase velocities of the ith mode of the
Love and Rayleigh waves in the Earth model ⊕ = (ρ, µ, λ, a, b, c). Our aim is to find a continuously defined
smooth model ⊕s = (ρs, µs, λs, as, bs, cs) such that
E =
n∑
i=0
αi
∫ ω2
ω=ω1
|ciL(ω,⊕)− ciL(ω,⊕s)| dω
 5.14
+
n∑
i=0
αi
∫ ω2
ω=ω1
|ciR(ω,⊕)− ciR(ω,⊕s)| dω + β || ⊕ − ⊕s ||M
is minimised. The misfit measure E includes the dispersion curve misfits for Rayleigh and Love waves in a
pre-defined frequency interval [ω1 ω2] and the relative L1 distance between the two models ⊕ and ⊕s. We
decided to use the L1 norm because it produced the best results in the numerical experiments. Typically, n
is 3 or 4. Including higher modes does not improve the results very much because they are mostly sensitive
to deeper structures. The numbers αi and β are weighting factors.
Including the term || ⊕ − ⊕s ||M , and therefore forcing the smooth model to be close to the original
model, serves a variety of purposes. Firstly, it reduces the non-uniqueness of the problem. Uniqueness is
in principle not required but still intuitively desirable. Keeping the differences between ⊕ and ⊕s as small
as possible is also important in the context of smoothing Earth models with lateral heterogeneities, as will
be discussed in section 5.4.5. In the presence of sources inside the smoothed region, one would in principle
have to modify the moment tensor. This complication can be avoided when || ⊕ − ⊕s ||M is small.
Minimizing E with respect to ⊕s is a non-linear problem that can be solved by a variety of standard
techniques. Since the calculation of surface wave dispersion curves in a 1D medium is computationally
inexpensive we decided to employ a Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm, introduced by Kirkpatrick et al.
(1983). In addition to being easy to implement, SA also offers the possibility to impose constraints on the
solution simply by means of the random model generation. Implementing constraints in a gradient-based
minimisation would be more involved. This is the case especially when the constraints are in the form
of inequalities, such as the ones deduced in section 5.4.4 (stability constraints). Moreover, there is no
guarantee that gradient methods lead to the global minimum.
5.4.3 Random model generation
The SA algorithm requires random test models that are compared with the currently best model. To
generate test models that serve their purpose we use two different parameterisations: In the lower part of
the model where smoothing is unnecessary we retain the original model parametrisation. In the upper part
of the model, however, we employ low-order piecewise Lagrange polynomials defined on the elements used
for the SEM simulations. The collocation points are the Gauss-Lobatto points. Therefore, the models vary
more rapidly near the edges of the elements than near the centre of the elements. This corresponds well
to the parametrisation of the displacement and stress fields.
Depending on the numerical method used, different sets of collocation points may work equally well or
better. For example, in the case of a classical finite-difference method with equally spaced grid points it
would be natural to choose equally spaced collocation points for a polynomial model representation.
Random models are then generated through the perturbation of the polynomial coefficients. To ensure that
the test models are physically reasonable we impose the following conditions: 1) The smoothed model and
the original model are identical at the surface. This restriction is motivated by the fact that the amplitudes
of seismic waves are very sensitive to the structure directly beneath the receiver. This worked well in our
example, but there are scenarios where this restriction can be impractical. One of them is a thin very
low-velocity layer at the top of the model (e.g. sediments). There one might rather set the velocity at the
surface equal to the velocity of a deeper layer with higher velocities. 2) There are no jumps at the element
boundaries. Hence, there are no additional discontinuities that may generate undesirable reflections. 3)
The smoothed mass density distribution is strictly positive, i.e., ρs > 0. 4) As we will demonstrate in the
next paragraph, we also need to impose µs ≥ 0, λs ≥ 0, |as| ≥ µs/2, |bs| ≥ µs/2 and |cs| ≥ µs/2 in order
to ensure that the smooth Earth model be stable.
5.4.4 Stability considerations
The parameters of the slowly varying Earth model can not be chosen arbitrarily. They have to satisfy a set
of conditions in order to be physically admissible. In addition to the obvious requirement that the smoothed
density distribution ρs be strictly positive (ρs > 0), the parameters λs, µs, as, bs and cs need to conform to
the stability criterion. Stability means that the Earth can either oscillate about its equilibrium configuration
(zero displacement) or that it can be slightly perturbed away from the equilibrium configuration without
changing the potential energy. A system that is physically unstable will not be numerically stable unless the
numerical error somehow compensates the physical instability. In mathematical terms stability is equivalent
to the requirement that the 6× 6 matrix Cs (equation 5.6) be positive semidefinite. The block structure
of Cs then implies that the inequalities µs ≥ 0 and µs + bs ≥ 0 must hold and that the 3× 3 submatrix
C˜s =
 λs + 2µs λs + cs λs + csλs + cs λs + 2µs + as λs + as
λs + cs λs + as λs + 2µs + as
  5.15
be positive semidefinite. Instead of computing the eigenvalues of C˜s we invoke Sylvester’s criterion which
states that a symmetric matrix is positive semidefinite if and only if all its principal minors are nonnegative.
After some algebraic manipulations we find that the complete set of inequalities that need to be satisfied
is
µs ≥ 0 , µs+bs ≥ 0 , λs+2µs ≥ 0 , λs+µs+as ≥ 0 , (λs+2µs)(λs+µs+as) ≥ (λs+cs)2 .
 5.16
Note that in the case of isotropy, that is for as = bs = cs = 0, the stability conditions reduce to µs ≥ 0
and −1 ≤ νs ≤ 1/2, where νs = λs/(2λs + 2µs) is Poisson’s ratio in the smoothed medium. It is for our
purposes convenient and sufficient to impose more restrictive conditions that automatically imply that the
inequalities (5.16) hold:
µs ≥ 0 , λs ≥ 0 , |as| ≤ µs/2 , |bs| ≤ µs/2 , |cs| ≤ µs/2 .
 5.17
The requirement that λs ≥ 0 is equivalent to saying that Poisson’s ratio be positive. This is a physically
reasonable assumption for Earth materials which are unlikely to be auxetic.
5.4.5 Heterogeneous Earth models
The very purpose of numerical wave propagation is the computation of wave fields in heterogeneous Earth
models for which analytic solutions are mostly unavailable. So far, however, our analysis has been restricted
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model L Ne Mem ∆t Nt Tmin
elements honouring discontinuities 9 km 97 · 106 2.10 GB 0.03 s 10000 5 s
long-wavelength equivalent model 28 km 5.2 · 106 0.26 GB 0.09 s 3300 15 s
Table 5.1: Technical details of the numerical simulations for the model honouring the crustal discontinu-
ities and the long-wavelength equivalent model. The values of the minimum periods are to some extent
subjective but chosen conservatively. The meaning of the symbols in the table header are: L =mean
element width, Ne =number of grid points, Mem =storage requirements for the model, ∆t =time step
length, Nt =number of time steps, Tmin =minimum period.
to purely spherically symmetric Earth models ⊕1D because dispersion curves can not be computed exactly in
the presence of lateral heterogeneities. A direct application of the DCM to an arbitrary model⊕ = ⊕1D+δ⊕
is therefore not possible. For the construction of smoothed models in the 3D case one has to make the
distinction between lateral heterogeneities that are large or small compared to the wavelength of the elastic
waves. We will consider the two cases separately:
Long-wavelength heterogeneities: In the case of long-wavelength lateral heterogeneities − present for
example in the crustal model Crust2.0 (Bassin et al., 2000) − the DCM can be applied regionally. This
approach is illustrated in a 3D example where the structural model is divided into an oceanic and a
continental part. In the continental crust the P and S wave speeds vary laterally by ±2.5% and ±5.0%,
respectively. Significant lateral variations occur over length scales of 1o (see figure 5.9). Since the model is
three-dimensional, we compute a reference solution using our spectral-element code ses3d. The thickness
of the oceanic crust and therefore also the width of the elements is 9.1 km. Also the boundary between the
upper and lower continental crusts is honoured. With this implementation we can simulate surface waves
with periods that are as short as 5 s − much shorter than the periods typically used in continental-scale
surface wave analysis. The details of this setup are summarised in table 1.
We construct the 3D long-wavelength equivalent model as follows: First, we compute a smooth crustal
model for the oceanic part and a smooth crustal model for the average continental part. Those, together
with the original model, are shown in figure 5.9. The width of the new elements is chosen to be 28 km,
which is equal to the depth of the lower continental crust. Hence, the wider elements do not honour the
discontinuities at the bottom of the oceanic crust and between the upper and lower continental crusts. In
the case of the oceanic crust there is nothing more to do because it does not vary laterally. The continental
crust is subdivided into regions where the S wave speed varies between −5% and −4%, −4% and −3%, ...,
+4% and +5%. (One might of course choose a different or finer regionalisation, depending on the problem
and the accuracy that one wishes to achieve.) In each of those regions we compute a new long-wavelength
equivalent model. As an additional constraint we impose that the individual smooth models for the different
regions be close to the long-wavelength equivalent model for the average continental crust. This ensures
that there are no abrupt lateral parameter changes in the complete model. Some of the technical details
of the long-wavelength implementation are also provided in table 1. The smooth model comprises 20
times less grid points than the original model that honours all discontinuities. A factor of approximately
10 lies between the storage requirements for the two models. (The long-wavelength equivalent model is
anisotropic with 6 parameters and the original model is isotropic with only 3 parameters.) Taking into
account that the time step in the smooth model is 0.09 s instead of 0.03 s in the original model, the
total reduction of the computational costs amounts to a factor of roughly 50. The price to pay is a larger
minimum period; 15 s instead of 5 s.
A collection of results from this numerical experiment are presented in figure 5.10. The top panel shows the
vertical displacement component of the reference seismogram recorded at the station indicated in figure
5.9. Prior to 175 s the amplitudes are multiplied by 10 in order to enhance the visibility of the P waves. The
cutoff period is 5 s, which is the minimum period allowed by the setup where all discontinuities coincide
with element boundaries. In the row below we compare the reference seismogram and the seismogram
Figure 5.9: a) S wave speed at the surface. At northern latitudes the crust is homogeneous. At southern
latitudes the S and P wave speeds in the crust vary by ±5% and ±3%, respectively. The source location
(lat = 3.7o, lon = 142.75o) is indicated by a star (?) and the receiver location (lat = −3.7o, lon = 141.5o)
by a plus sign (+). b) Models of the upper 40 km for northern latitudes. The original model is plotted
with dashed lines and the best long-wavelength equivalent model is plotted with solid lines. c) Average
models of the upper 40 km for southern latitudes. The original average model is plotted with dashed lines
and the average of the best long-wavelength equivalent models is plotted with solid lines.
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Figure 5.10: a) Vertical-component of the reference displacement field recorded at the station indicated in
figure 5.9. The cutoff period (low pass) is 5 s, which is also the minimum admissible period for the setup
with ≈ 9 km wide elements. Prior to 175 s the amplitudes are multiplied by 10 so that the visibility of the
P waves is enhanced. b) Top row: Comparison of the reference solution (dotted line) and the solution
for the long-wavelength equivalent model (solid line). Bottom row: Comparison of the reference solution
(dotted line) with the solution obtained by simply sampling the original model without implementing a
long-wavelength equivalent model (solid line).
for the long-wavelength equivalent model. The cutoff periods are 15 s, 20s, and 25 s, where 15 s is the
minimum period that we can achieve with the setup of the smooth model (≈ 28 km wide elements). For
each of the cutoff frequencies both numerical solutions agree well in both the body and surface wave trains.
This is, however, not the case when we compare the reference solution to the solution that we obtain by
merely sampling the original model without implementing a long-wavelength equivalent structure. The
bottom row of figure 5.10 gives an impression of the severity of this effect. As the cutoff period increases
the differences between the solutions naturally become smaller because the relative sensitivity of the surface
waves to shallow structure decreases. Interestingly, the DCM also leads to more accurately modelled P
waveforms. We defer the interpretation of the results for the 3D model to the discussion section.
Short-wavelength heterogeneities: When the heterogeneities are small compared to a wavelength we
propose to first apply the DCM to the spherically symmetric part ⊕1D of ⊕ in order to obtain its smooth
version ⊕1Ds . The lateral heterogeneities δ⊕ are then added to obtain the smoothed 3D model ⊕s =
⊕1Ds + δ⊕.
To demonstrate the validity of this approach we first introduce the bandpass filtered version uˆ of the
displacement field u. The pass band is assumed to be the one used for the DCM. We may therefore write
uˆ(⊕1D) DCM= uˆ(⊕1Ds ), where the symbol DCM= means equal to the extent permitted by the DCM approach.
For any two displacement fields uˆ(⊕1D) and uˆ(⊕1Ds ) satisfying the wave equations
ρs ∂
2
t uˆ(⊕1Ds )−∇ ·Cs : ∇uˆ(⊕1Ds ) = fˆ
 5.18
and
ρ ∂2t uˆ(⊕1D)−∇ ·C : ∇uˆ(⊕1D) = fˆ
 5.19
we then have, by construction,
uˆ(⊕1Ds ) DCM= uˆ(⊕1D) .
 5.20
In the next step we rewrite the wave fields for the heterogeneous Earth models uˆ(⊕1D+δ⊕) and uˆ(⊕1Ds +δ⊕)
in the following form:
uˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕) = uˆ(⊕1D) + δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕) ,
 5.21
uˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕) = uˆ(⊕1Ds ) + δuˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕) .
 5.22
Hence, we need to show that δuˆ(⊕1D+δ⊕) DCM= δuˆ(⊕1Ds +δ⊕) in order to ensure that uˆ(⊕1D+δ⊕) DCM=
uˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕). For this we introduce uˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕) into its corresponding wave equation:
(ρ1D + δρ) ∂2t [uˆ(⊕1D) + δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕)]−∇ · (C1D + δC) : ∇[uˆ(⊕1D) + δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕)] = fˆ .
 5.23
Eliminating a copy of the wave equation in the spherically symmetric model ⊕1D yields
ρ1D ∂2t δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕)−∇ ·C1D : ∇δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕)
=− δρ ∂2t [uˆ(⊕1D) + δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕)] +∇ · δC : ∇[uˆ(⊕1D) + δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕)] .
 5.24
The corresponding equation for uˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕) is
ρ1Ds ∂
2
t δuˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕)−∇ ·C1Ds : ∇δuˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕)
=− δρ ∂2t [uˆ(⊕1Ds ) + δuˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕)] +∇ · δC : ∇[uˆ(⊕1Ds ) + δuˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕)] .
 5.25
Substituting uˆ(⊕1Ds ) by uˆ(⊕1D) in equation 5.25 and using the Taylor expansion of δuˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕) gives
ρ1Ds ∂
2
t δuˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕)−∇ ·C1Ds : ∇δuˆ(⊕1Ds + δ⊕)
DCM= −δρ ∂2t [uˆ(⊕1D) + δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕) +∇⊕δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕) · (⊕1Ds −⊕1D) + ...]
+∇ · δC : ∇[uˆ(⊕1D) + δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕) +∇⊕δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕) · (⊕1Ds −⊕1D) + ...] .
 5.26
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The terms of order 2 and higher in equation 5.26, symbolically written as, ∇⊕δuˆ(⊕1D + δ⊕) · (⊕1Ds −
⊕1D) + ... can be neglected under the following circumstances: 1) The heterogeneities δ⊕ = (δρ, δC) are
small and 2) the 1D model ⊕1D is close to its smoothed version ⊕1Ds . If both conditions are satisfied, we
have uˆ(⊕) DCM= uˆ(⊕s), correct to order of δ ⊕ ·(⊕1Ds − ⊕1D). The DCM applied only to the spherically
symmetric part⊕1D of a laterally heterogeneous Earth model⊕ then yields a smoothed and long-wavelength
equivalent model ⊕s = ⊕1Ds + δ⊕.
5.5 Discussion
The advantages of the DCM technique: The principal advantage of the DCM technique is the one that
motivated its development: the reduction of both the computing time and the memory requirements for
numerical wave propagation. This reduction becomes particularly significant when the smallest wavelength
that one wishes to model is long compared to the thickness of a crustal layer. (See also the more detailed
discussion below.) A drastic example are long-period surface waves. It is for their simulation in principle
sufficient to work with a very coarse numerical grid. The presence of a thin crust, however, forces the grid
spacing to be locally very fine which leads to strongly increased numerical costs. They can be avoided
using the DCM technique.
In contrast to the averaging proposed by Backus (1962) the DCM does not rely on the assumption that the
thickness of the layers is orders of magnitude smaller than the smallest wavelength. In fact, the smallest
wavelength in our examples (≈ 60 km) is comparable to the thickness of the crustal layers (≈ 20 km).
Nevertheless, one might expect that Backus’ averaging technique can yield good results for body waves
because his analysis assumes a full space and because body waves traverse thin layers quickly.
Moreover, the DCM comes - by construction - with a measure of the appropriateness of the slowly varying
crustal structure, namely the dispersion curve misfit. This gives valuable information on the quality of the
numerical solutions without actually computing them - assuming of course that the numerical algorithm
does yield correct results in the case of a perfectly implemented Earth model.
Finally, the DCM sheds some light onto the non-uniqueness of inverse problems that are based on an
incomplete data set, i.e., waveforms in a limited period range. The SA applied to the dispersion curve
misfits for different models provides us with a range of models that would be acceptable solutions of an
inverse problem in which the dispersion curves for the original model serve as data. The variety of models
also indicates to what extent certain parameters are constrained and to what extent anisotropy is really
required in the smoothed models.
Reductions of computing time and memory requirements: The amount of computing time and mem-
ory requirements that one can potentially save by replacing thin layers by a smoothed and long-wavelength
equivalent structure depends strongly on both the numerical method and the Earth model. We will there-
fore provide only some crude estimates. First, we consider a purely isotropic grid, i.e., a numerical grid
where the spacing between two adjacent grid points, denoted by h, is equal in all coordinate directions.
This is typical for most finite-difference methods but also for the spectral-element method that we based
our examples on. We assume that h is chosen to be sufficiently small to permit the modelling of elastic
waves with a certain minimum wavelength λmin. The memory requirements Mc are proportional to h−3
and the computing time Tc is proportional to h−4, due to the stability condition. When thin crustal layers
force us to reduce the grid spacing to h˜ < h, then we find that Tc and Mc increase at least by a factor of
RT = (h/h˜)4 and RM = (h/h˜)3, respectively. Conversely, one can say that our method of smoothing thin
layers allows us to increase the grid spacing from h˜ to h so that the computing time and memory require-
ments are reduced by the factors RT = (h/h˜)4 and RM = (h/h˜)3, respectively. In more complicated cases
with less symmetric grids, RT and RM are harder to estimate. If we assume that the vertical grid spacing
hz can be locally different from the horizontal grid spacings then we find RM = p (hz/h˜z)1, where p is
the fraction of the model volume where the horizontal grid spacing would have to be reduced due to the
presence of thin layers. For the reduction of the computing time we have p (hz/h˜z)1 ≤ RT ≤ p (hz/h˜z)2,
depending on whether a reduction of the vertical grid spacing from hz to h˜z would require a reduction
of the minimum time step. Note that all these estimates are conservative because we disregarded factors
such as increased communication costs in parallel codes.
In the 3D model that we presented in section 5.4.5 the reduction of the computational requirements can
be estimated relatively accurately. The number of grid points is reduced from 97 Mio in the original model
that honors the crustal discontinuities to approximately 5 Mio in the model with a wider grid spacing. This
corresponds to a reduction of the storage requirements for the model itself: 2.1 GB versus 0.3 GB. Since
the grid spacing is increased by a factor of ≈ 3, we can increase the time step from 0.03 s to 0.09 s.
Combining all the effects, one would expect that the computing time decreases by a factor of ≈ 58, given
that the code scales perfectly. However, since the computing time usually increases super-linearly with the
model size, the number 58 can be considered a conservative estimate. It is important to keep in mind that
such statements are meaningful only in conjunction with an evalution of the numerical accuracy that one
gains or looses with a particular method. Also this example represents, in a certain sense, a worst-case
scenario. When methods allowing for local grid refinement are used, the reduction of the computational
costs will naturally be smaller.
The limitations of the DCM technique and its range of validity: As we have demonstrated in the
previous sections, the DCM is a useful technique that can help to reduce the computational requirements
for wave propagation significantly. Still, it is an approximation that, of course, comes with its limitations:
The most obvious one concerns the frequency content of the waves that one wishes to model. The higher
the frequencies are the more difficult it will be to find slowly varying models that reproduce the dispersion
curves of the original model acceptably well - given a fixed polynomial degree of the smoothed model. It
will, for example, not be possible to find an equivalent smooth model when high-frequency body waves
are considered. Fortunately, this limitation is usually not severe because the modelling of higher-frequency
waves automatically requires a refined numerical grid - irrespective of the Earth structure.
An estimate of the range of validity of the DCM technique − in terms of the frequency content of the
seismograms − can be obtained by determining the frequency range where the dispersion curves match
sufficiently well. The term sufficiently well is naturally subjective and depends on the numerical accuracy
that one wishes to achieve. In our initial example we chose a period band from 17 s to 67 s, where the
lower limit was determined by the shortes periods present in the seismograms. The upper limit was cho-
sen such that longer periods did not have a significant influence on the smooth-model construction. The
well-matching dispersion curves (see figure 5.6) served as an a priori indicator of the numerical accuracy
of the actual seismograms. Conversely, dispersion curves that do not match in the desired frequency band
would clearly suggest that the limitations of the DCM technique have been exceeded.
Sources located inside the smoothed part of the Earth model are potentially problematic because the cor-
responding moment tensor in principle needs modification. The error introduced by not doing so can be
minimised by designing the smooth model ⊕s so that it is close to the original one. Zero-order corrections
to the moment tensor in the smoothed model are given in the paper by Capdeville & Marigo (2007).
Amplitudes of elastic waves do not enter the construction process of the slowly varying Earth model. There
are three reasons for this: 1) Their calculation is much more involved than the calculation of dispersion
curves. The efficiency of an algorithm that incorporates amplitude information would therefore be inferior
to the efficiency of the DCM method. 2) Amplitudes are rarely used in seismological studies. Therefore, we
concentrated on the phase information. 3) Even though we do not take amplitudes into account explicitly,
they are well-modelled with the smoothed crustal structures. The reason for this is that phases and ampli-
tudes are sufficiently dependent. One constrains the other to some extent - at least in our examples. Still, it
can not be excluded that there are counter-examples. In such a case one would indeed have to incorporate
amplitude information into the smooth model construction, at the expense of higher computational costs.
The heart of the DCM technique is the construction of slowly varying, spherically symmetric Earth mod-
els. Matching dispersion curves for laterally heterogeneous models would be technically impractical. In
the case where the lateral heterogeneities are small compared to the dominant wavelength, we therefore
suggested to apply the DCM to the spherically symmetric part ⊕1D of a laterally heterogeneous model
⊕ = ⊕1D + δ⊕ in order to construct a smoothed model ⊕1Ds . The heterogeneities δ⊕ are then added to
the spherically symmetric ⊕1Ds to give ⊕s. Then we demonstrated that the so constructed model ⊕s will
lead to satisfactory results when ⊕1Ds is close to ⊕1D or when the lateral heterogeneities δ⊕ are small. The
first requirement can be satisfied by construction, possibly at the expense of a less perfect dispersion curve
matching. The second requirement is equivalent to saying that the heterogeneities act as scatterers. When
this is not true, then the DCM would have to be applied regionally. Note, however, that even if one of the
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requirements is not met, the method is still of first order - either in ||⊕1Ds −⊕1D || or in ||δ⊕||. When the
heterogeneities are wide compared to the dominant wavelength, the DCM can be applied regionally. We
illustrated this approach with an example in section 5.4.5. At least from a theoretical point of view there are
complications when the wavelength of the lateral variations are comparable to the dominant wavelength of
the displacement field. One then needs to evaluate carefully which one of the two approaches is preferable.
In any application the advantages and limitations of the DCM technique have to be weighted carefully.
When comparing real data with synthetics one has to ensure that the remaining inaccuracies - even after
the application of the DCM - are significantly smaller than the physical misfit between data and synthetics.
The 3D model from section 5.4.5: The model presented in section 5.4.5 is deliberately simplistic so that
it should in principle be reproducible with any numerical method. The geographical extension of the model
is comparatively small. This is because the computation of the reference solution for a setup honoring the
discontinuities is extremely costly. Limited computational resources are also the reason for which we did
not yet consider an ocean layer, even though this would be of great interest and relevance.
Care should be taken when it comes to the interpretation of numerical results of this type. What we
demonstrated is that the DCM applied to a 3D problem yields satisfactory results under given circum-
stances. This does not mean that the DCM performs equally well no matter what the circumstances are.
The numerical accuracy achievable with the DCM is, of course, not comparable with the accuracy that can
be achieved by correctly meshing all discontinuities and 3D structures (e.g. Komatitsch & Vilotte, 1998;
Dumbser et al., 2007) and by accepting much higher computational costs. Still, the DCM can make the
difference between usable and unusable synthetics.
Part II
The structural inverse problem I:
Full waveform inversion on
continental scales
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Summary
We present a theory for continental-scale full waveform inversion and its applica-
tion to the upper mantle in the Australasian region.
This is based on the adjoint method for which we derive a compact operator for-
mulation that can be applied to any type of partial differential equation, including
the elastic wave equation. It allows us to efficiently compute derivatives of seis-
mological data functionals with respect to Earth model parameters. We present
expressions for derivatives with respect to selected structural parameters, including
density and the SH, SV, PH and PV wave speeds in a radially anisotropic medium.
An extension of the adjoint technique provides derivatives with respect to the right-
hand side, i.e., the source.
The choice of the secondary observables used to solve the tomographic problem is
critical. While we wish to exploit as much waveform information as possible, we
must respect restrictions imposed by the physics of seismic wave propagation in a
heterogeneous Earth. We therefore propose to measure separate phase and enve-
lope misfits that we derive from the time-frequency representations of the observed
and synthetic seismograms. We derive the adjoint sources for measurements of the
phase and envelope misfits, and we discuss their relations to other commonly used
seismological data functionals. The phase misfit is particularly well suited for full
waveform tomography for a variety of reasons: (1) It is independent of the absolute
amplitude that is difficult to measure accurately and that depends very non-linearly
on the structure of the Earth. (2) The phase misfit is applicable to any type of
seismic waveform. This includes interfering phases and waveforms that can not be
classified in terms of standard seismological phases. (3) The phase misfit depends
quasi-linearly on the structure of the Earth which is advantageous for the solution
of iterative optimisation problems.
In a first application of our method, we infer the elastic structure of the upper man-
tle in the Australasian region from vertical-component seismograms in the period
range from around 150 s to 50 s. The waveform tomographic problem itself is posed
as an optimisation problem where we try to find an Earth model that minimises
the cummulative phase misfit. The optimisation problem is then solved using a
conjugate-gradient algorithm coupled with a restricted quadratic line search that
ensures that the envelope misfit also decreases without being explicitly involved
in the misfit functional. The resulting tomographic images allow us to reproduce
the observed waveforms in great detail. They moreover provide insight into the
evolution of the Australasian upper mantle and its thermochemical state.
The incorporation of horizontal-component data requires us to allow for radial
anisotropy. We repeat the full waveform inversion with an extended three-
component data set and periods as short as 30 s. This enables us to compute
tomographic images with unprecedented resolution. The distribution of radial
anisotropy reveals close links with intra-continental deformation, asthenospheric
flow and the pressure dependence of olivine’s dominant glide system.
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6
Operator formulation of the adjoint method
The adjoint method as a tool for the efficient computation of the partial derivatives of an objective func-
tional seems to have originated in the field of control theory. In control theory one considers an observable
u that is the output of a dynamical system. The behaviour of the system depends on an input that one
wishes to choose as a function of the currently observed output, so that the system operates optimally. In
mathematical terms optimality means that a problem-specific objective functional E = E(u) is minimal.
A change of the objective functional, i.e. of the degree to which the system operates optimally, can be
approximated by the derivative of E with respect to the input. This is where the adjoint method comes
into play.
The adjoint state for a hyperbolic differential equation, such as the wave equation, can for example be
found in the book by Jacques-Louis Lions (1968) on the optimal control of systems governed by partial
differential equations. Jacques-Louis Lions (1928-2001), himself a student of the famous Laurent Schwartz,
was certainly one of the most influential French mathematicians of the 20th century. He contributed sig-
nificantly to the transformation of the French mathematical school of thought which was by the end of
World War II still mostly abstract and theoretical but became then increasingly influenced by computer
science and engineering problems. It was one of Lions PhD students, Guy Chavent, who may have been
the first to use the adjoint method for the determination of distributed parameters. His thesis, entitled
Analyse Fonctionelle et Identification de Coefficients Répartis dans les Équations aux Dérivées Partielles
dates from 1971.
Probably one of the first geoscientific applications of control theory in conjunction with the adjoint method
was presented by Guy Chavent and his co-workers M. Dupuy and P. Lemonnier (1975). In the framework
of petroleum engineering they "determined the permeability distribution by matching the history of pres-
sure in a single-phase field, given flow production data." In order to highlight some of the basic concepts
still found in numerous modern applications, we briefly expand on their approach: Chavent, Dupuy and
Lemonnier considered a reservoir Ω with a permeable boundary ∂Ω from which a fluid was extracted at
NW production wells. The pressure p as a function of time and space was assumed to be governed by a
diffusion equation and influenced by a transmissivity coefficient b, a known storage coefficient a and the
production rate qi of the wells. The goal was to find the transmissivity of the reservoir by matching the
history of the computed pressure pc at the wells to the truly observed pressure history, denoted by p0. As
in optimal control theory, this was stated in the form of a minimisation problem involving an objective
functional, E(b, p0, pc), that quantifies the misfit between data, p0, and synthetics, pc, as a function of b.
Practically, the minimisation of E with respect to b was achieved using the steepest descent method. The
direction of steepest descent was obtained via the adjoint method. Finite differencing would have been
prohibitively expensive even though the discretised transmissivity model merely comprised 171 grid points.
Chavent also played a significant role in what is likely to be the first application of the adjoint method
for seismic imaging purposes. The Inversion of normal incidence seismograms by Bamberger, Chavent,
Hemons and Lailly (1982) was indeed set as an optimal control problem.
A particularly interesting special case arises when the objective functional E coincides with the actual
observable u. Then, the adjoint method becomes effectively a tool for linearising the forward problem
with respect to the model parameters. Though not explicitly using the adjoint method, Tarantola (1984a)
noted that the linearised seismic imaging problem set in a least-squares sense strongly resembles the clas-
sical Kirchhoff migration - at least when the medium is assumed to be acoustic, isotropic, homogeneous
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and unbounded. It is an interesting observation that Tarantola referred to the work of Bamberger et al.
(1982) only in his 1984 paper on The linearised inversion of seismic reflection data but not in any of his
subsequent publications on waveform inversion that became classics of the seismological literature. This
may be one of the reasons for which Tarantola is often thought to be the first who applied the adjoint
method in a seismic wave propagation context.
Since the mid 1980s, the adjoint method has been used in a variety of physical sciences, including me-
teorology (e.g. Talagrand & Courtier, 1987), ground water modelling (e.g. Sun, 1994) and geodynamics
(e.g. Bunge et al., 2003). A variety of seismological applications of the adjoint method may be found for
example in Tromp et al., 2005; Sieminski et al., 2007a,b; Liu & Tromp, 2008 or Stich et al., 2009.
There exist several approaches towards the adjoint method: Tarantola (1984b, 1988) and Tromp et al.
(2005) work with the Born approximation and reciprocity relations. Bunge et al. (2003) and Liu & Tromp
(2008) prefer a Lagrange multiplier method. In the following paragraphs we will develop an operator formu-
lation of the adjoint method. It is independent of a specific partial differential equation, and it highlights
the nature of the method by avoiding lengthly equations. After the general development, we will then
apply the adjoint method to the elastic wave equation.
6.1 General theory
We consider a physical observable u that depends on a space variable x ∈ G ⊂ R3, a time variable
t ∈ [t0, t1] ⊂ R and on some parameters p ∈ P , i.e.,
u = u(p;x, t) .
 6.1
The space P is supposed to contain all admissible parameters p, and the semicolon in equation (6.1)
indicates that u evolves in space and in time, whereas the parameters are assumed to be fixed for a
given realisation of u. For notational brevity we define a space U as the space containing all admissible
realisations of u, i.e., it is assumed that u ∈ U for all x ∈ G, for all t ∈ [t0, t1] and for all p ∈ P .
In seismology, we often ascribe to u the meaning of an elastic wave field. Hence, p may represent
parameters such as volumetric mass density ρ, the fourth-order elastic tensor C and some coefficients used
to describe the dissipation of elastic energy. The domain G, here assumed to be in R3, may for example
be the Earth.
Often it is not u itself, but a scalar objective function E with
E : U × P → R , E = E(u,p) ,
 6.2
that one wishes to consider. The objective function may be used to represent the measurement process,
i.e., the transition from the pure observable u to the measured values, or secondary observables that suit
a specific purpose (Cara & Lévêque, 1987). For example, if u is an elastic wave field then E may be
a functional that maps u to the arrival time a wave front at a certain position on the Earth’s surface.
Alternatively, the objective function may be used to quantify the difference between measurements and
synthetically generated data. Thus, E can play the role of a misfit functional. To keep the treatment
as general as possible, we will not consider - at least in this section - any particular interpretation of
E. Without any loss of generality, the objective function can be assumed to be representable by another
function e : U × P → R and a bilinear form
〈 . , . 〉R : R× R → R
 6.3
via the expression
E(u,p) = 〈1, e(u,p)〉R .
 6.4
Fraktur symbols are used for variables related to the objective functional in order to distinguish them from
other E’s and e’s that appear in the text. The choice of e and 〈 . , . 〉R depends on the particular problem
that one wishes to consider. Examples will follow.
In many applications such as sensitivity analysis or iterative minimisation schemes, the total derivative of
E with respect to the parameters p in a direction q ∈ P , plays a central role. We denote this quantity by
DpE(u,p)(q). Since u also depends on p we invoke the chain rule to evaluate this derivative, i.e.,
DpE(u,p)(q) = 〈1, ∂pe(u,p)(q)〉R + 〈1, ∂ue(u,p)(v)〉R ,
 6.5
where v is the total derivative of u with respect to p in the direction q,
v(p;x, t) := Dpu(p;x, t)(q) .
 6.6
The partial derivatives ∂ue and ∂pe are linear in the directions v and q, respectively. Therefore, they define
two new bilinear forms
〈 . , . 〉U : U × U → R , 〈 . , . 〉P : P × P → R ,
 6.7
such that
DpE(u,p)(q) = 〈q, ∂pe(u,p)〉P + 〈v, ∂ue(u,p)〉U .
 6.8
Equation (6.8) can be difficult because v = Dpu(q) is often hard to evaluate numerically. To approximate
this derivative by classical finite differencing techniques one needs to determine at least u(p+ q;x, t) for
each direction q. This, however, becomes infeasible in the case of numerically expensive forward problems
and large model spaces. Consequently, we may not be able to compute DpE unless we manage to eliminate
v from equation (6.8). For this purpose we assume that u is the solution of the operator equation
L(u,p) = f , with L : U × P → U
 6.9
and a given right-hand side f ∈ U . In seismology, L is usually a wave operator and f = f(x, t) is a
volumetric force density. It is important to mention that f is assumed to be independent of the parameters
p. If L is a differential operator it will be complemented by a set of subsidiary conditions. They can be
summarised by another operator equation
Ls(u,p) = s , with Ls : U × P → U ,
 6.10
and a given s ∈ U . Differentiating equation (6.9) with respect to p in the direction q ∈ P yields
DpL(u,p)(q) = ∂pL(u,p)(q) + ∂uL(u,p)(v) = 0 .
 6.11
The right-hand side vanishes and v appears as a consequence of the chain rule. By introducing an arbitrary
test function u† ∈ U we can apply the bilinear form 〈 . , . 〉U to equation (6.11):
〈u†, ∂pL(u,p)(q)〉U + 〈u†, ∂uL(u,p)(v)〉U = 0 .
 6.12
If the transposed operator
∂uL† : U × P × U → U , with 〈u†, ∂uL(u,p)(v)〉U = 〈v, ∂uL†(u,p)(u†)〉U
 6.13
exists, then we find
DpE(u,p)(q) = 〈q, ∂pe(u,p)〉P + 〈u†, ∂pL(u,p)(q)〉U + 〈v, ∂ue(u,p) + ∂uL†(u,p)(u†)〉U ,
 6.14
by adding equations (6.8) and (6.11). The derivative v can now be eliminated from (6.14) if a test function
u† can be found such that it satisfies
∂ue(u,p) + ∂uL†(u,p)(u†) = 0 .
 6.15
Equation (6.15) is referred to as the adjoint equation of (6.9). Usually, it is not possible to find the
transposed operator ∂uL† for arbitrary test functions u† ∈ U . Instead, u† will have to satisfy a set of
adjoint subsidiary conditions symbolised by the operator equation
L†s(u
†,p) = s† , with L†s : U × P → U
 6.16
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and a given s†. Together, equations (6.15) and (6.16) constitute the adjoint problem. Once a solution u†
of the adjoint problem has been found, the total derivative of E is given by
DpE(u,p)(q) = 〈q, ∂pe(u,p)〉P + 〈u†, ∂pL(u,p)(q)〉U .
 6.17
By construction, DpE can now be computed for any differentiation direction q ∈ P without explicitly
knowing of Dpu − A clear advantage that comes at the prize of having to find the transpose ∂uL† and a
solution of the adjoint problem.
6.1.1 Derivatives with respect to the right-hand side
Using the theory developed so far, we can compute the derivative of the objective function E with respect to
the parameters p, given that the adjoint problem can be solved. Equation (6.9) states that the observable
u does not only depend on p,x and t, but also on the right-hand side f . This can formally be expressed as
u = u(f ,p;x, t) .
 6.18
Hence, one may also ask how E changes as the right-hand side passes from f to f + g, with some g ∈ U .
After generalising E and e to
E : U × P × U → R , e : U × P × U → R , E(u,p, f) = 〈1, e(u,p, f)〉R ,
 6.19
this change is given by the quantity DfE(u,p, f)(g) correct to first order in ||g||. Invoking the chain rule
gives
DfE(u,p, f)(g) = 〈1, ∂f e(u,p, f)(g)〉R + 〈1, ∂ue(u,p, f)(w)〉R ,
 6.20
where w is the total derivative of u with respect to the right-hand side f in the direction g ∈ U . In
symbols:
w(f ,p;x, t) := Dfu(f ,p;x, t)(g) .
 6.21
Again, the presence of w in equation (6.20) is problematic. An approximation of w by means of finite
differencing requires to solve the potentially expensive forward problem at least once for every differentiation
direction g. The solution for this problem is the same as the one previously discussed; just with slight
modifications:
Since the partial derivatives ∂f e and ∂ue are linear in their respective differentiation directions, equation
(6.20) can be reformulated in terms of the bilinear form 〈 . , . 〉U as
DfE(u,p, f)(g) = 〈g, ∂f e(u,p, f)〉U + 〈w, ∂ue(u,p, f)〉U .
 6.22
In the next step we reconsider the forward problem. So far, the physical observable u was assumed to be
the solution of the two operator equations
L(u,p) = f , and Ls(u,p) = s .
 6.23
This is equivalent to considering u as the solution of
L˜(u,p, f) = 0 , and Ls(u,p) = s ,
 6.24
where L˜ is defined by
L˜(u,p, f) := L(u,p)− f .
 6.25
Differentiating L˜ with respect to f gives
Df L˜(u,p, f)(g) = ∂f L˜(u,p, f)(g) + ∂uL˜(u,p, f)(w) = 0 .
 6.26
Then applying the bilinear form 〈 . , . 〉U to equation (6.26) and to an arbitrary test function u† ∈ U , results
in
〈u†, ∂f L˜(u,p, f)(g)〉U + 〈u†, ∂uL˜(u,p, f)(w)〉U = 0 .
 6.27
Resubstituting the relations
∂f L˜(u,p, f)(g) = ∂fL(u,p)(g)− ∂f f(g) = −g ,
 6.28
∂uL˜(u,p, f)(g) = ∂uL(u,p)(w)− ∂uf(w) = ∂uL(u,p)(w) ,
 6.29
yields
〈u†, ∂uL(u,p)(w)〉U − 〈u†,g〉U = 0 .
 6.30
Again, we assume the existence of a transposed operator
∂uL† : U × P × U → U , with 〈u†, ∂uL(u,p)(w)〉U = 〈w, ∂uL†(u,p)(u†)〉U .
 6.31
Based on this assumption, equation (6.22) can be expanded to
DfE(u,p, f)(g) = 〈g, ∂f e(u,p, f)− u†〉U + 〈w, ∂ue(u,p, f) + ∂uL†(u,p)(u†)〉U .
 6.32
It is possible to eliminate w if we manage to find u† such that the adjoint equation
∂ue(u,p, f) + ∂uL†(u,p)(u†) = 0
 6.33
is satisfied. The total derivative of the objective function E with respect to the right-hand side f in an
arbitrary direction g then simplifies to
DfE(u,p, f)(g) = 〈g, ∂f e(u,p, f)− u†〉U .
 6.34
It is remarkable that the adjoint problem for the derivative with respect to f is the same as the one
needed for the derivative with respect to the parameters p. The computation of DfE reduces to a simple
application of the bilinear form 〈 . , . 〉U to the adjoint field u† and the differentiation direction g, which
may be interpreted as a perturbation of the right-hand side f .
6.1.2 The relation between the classical and the Fréchet derivative
We consider an element p from the parameter space P and assume that p depends on n scalars ai, with
i = 1, ..., n, i.e.,
p = p(a1, ..., an) =: p(ai) .
 6.35
The scalars ai are used to parameterise the elements of the model space P . As an example one may think
of p being a discretised distribution of the elastic tensor in the Earth. Then p is expressible in terms of
a certain number of scalars on each grid point. Given such a parametrisation of the model space, it is
natural to look for the classical derivative of the objective function with respect to the scalars ai, which is
d
dai
E(u,p) , p = p(ai) .
 6.36
The classical derivative d/dai has always the same direction, namely 1 ∈ R. It is, therefore, not explicitly
contained in the symbolism of equation (6.36). However, we can express the classical derivative in terms
of a Fréchet derivative because the latter is more general:
d
dai
E(u,p) = DaiE(u,p)(1) .
 6.37
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Invoking the chain rule gives
d
dai
E(u,p) = DaiE(u,p)(1)
=DpE(u,p)(Daip(ai)(1)) = DpE(u,p)(
d
dai
p(ai)) .
 6.38
Hence, the classical derivative of E with respect to the parametrisation coefficients ai is equal to the
Fréchet derivative of E with respect to the parameters p in the direction of (d/dai)p(ai), where d/dai
denotes the classical derivative.
A particularly simple case arises if the scalars ai are Fourier coefficients, meaning that we can find a basis
Π = {pi1, ...,pin} of the model space P such that every p ∈ P can uniquely be expressed as
p =
n∑
i=1
aipii .
 6.39
Then equation (6.38) simplifies to the expression
d
dai
E(u,p) = DpE(u,p)(pii) .
 6.40
Equation (6.38) and its special case (6.40) also hold for the derivative with respect to the right-hand side f .
One merely replaces p by f , because mathematically the right-hand side also plays the role of a parameter
that influences the observable u.
6.1.3 Sensitivity densities (Fréchet kernels)
In numerous applications the objective functional E(u,p) = 〈1, e(u,p)〉R takes the form of a volume
integral over the domain G where the physical process of interest takes places, e.g. the Earth. We then
have
E(u,p) = 〈1, e(u,p)〉 =
∫
G
e(u,p) dG .
 6.41
Expressing the derivative DpE(u,p)(q) in terms of the adjoint field u† yields
DpE(u,p)(q) =
∫
G
q · ∂pe(u,p) dG+
∫
G
u† · ∂pL(u,p)(q) dG .
 6.42
Since equation (6.42) holds for any differentiation direction q, it defines the volumetric sensitivity density,
or Fréchet kernel
δpE(u,p) = ∂pe(u,p) + u† · ∂pL(u,p) .
 6.43
The sensitivity density δpE is independent of the differentiation direction q and therefore often more
characteristic of a specific problem than DpE(q).
6.1.4 Bilinear operators
The adjoint method as formulated in the previous sections is general in the sense that it is valid for
non-linear operators L(u,p). When L(u,p) is bilinear, i.e. independently linear in both u and p, some
equations simplify substantially. Most importantly, the bilinearity implies ∂uL†(u,p)(u†) = L†(u†,p) and
∂pL(u,p)(q) = L(u,q). The adjoint equation (see equation 6.15) then reduces to
∂ue(u,p) + L†(u†,p) = 0 ,
 6.44
and the derivative of the objective functional (see equation 6.45) becomes
DpE(u,p)(q) = 〈q, ∂pe(u,p)〉P + 〈u†,L(u,q)〉U .
 6.45
The wave equation operator treated in the next section is bilinear.
6.2 Application to the elastic wave operator - A unified treat-
ment of the adjoint method and seismic source representa-
tion
6.2.1 Transpose of the elastic wave operator
For some x ∈ G ⊂ R3 and t ∈ [t0, t1] ⊂ R, the linearised conservation of momentum equation is given by
ρ(x) ∂2t u(x, t)−∇ · σ(u;x, t) = f(x, t) ,
 6.46
where ρ(x) > 0 is the initial mass density, u(x, t) is the elastic displacement field, σ(u;x, t) is the stress
tensor and f(x, t) is an external volumetric force density. The stress tensor σ(u;x, t) may be linearly
related to the gradient of the displacement field u(x, t) through the constitutive relation
σ(u;x, t) =
∞∫
τ=t0
Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ.
 6.47
This first-order approximation, known as Hooke’s relation, is valid for infinitesimally small displacement gra-
dients. The rate of relaxation tensor Ξ(x, t) = C˙(x, t) is a fourth-order tensor that is causal (Ξ(x, t)|t<0 =
0) and satisfies the symmetry relations Ξijkl = Ξjikl = Ξklij . The causality condition implies that the
integral in equation (6.47) effectively ranges from t0 to t, meaning that present stresses do not depend
on the future state of deformation. Inserting equation (6.47) into equation (6.46) allows us to express
the conservation of momentum in terms of an operator L, relating the fields ρ, u and Ξ to the external
volumetric force density f ,
L(u, ρ,Ξ;x, t) = f(x, t) ,
 6.48
L(u, ρ,Ξ;x, t) := ρ(x) ∂2t u(x, t)−∇ ·
t∫
τ=t0
Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ .
 6.49
Note that L is bilinear, i.e., independently linear with respect to u(x, t) and p := (ρ,Ξ). The elastic wave
operator has to be complemented by a set of subsidiary conditions, namely
u(x, t)|t=t0 = 0 ,
 6.50a
∂tu(x, t)|t=t0 = 0 ,
 6.50b
u(x, t)|x∈Γ1 = 0 ,
 6.50c
n · σ(u;x, t)|x∈Γ2 = 0 ,
 6.50d
where ∂G = Γ1∪Γ2 is the boundary of G ⊂ R3. Prescribed displacement discontinuities across an internal
surface Σ play an important role in seismic source representation. They can be used to model slip on a
fault which is the predominant source mechanism of tectonic earthquakes. Denoting by Σ+ the "+" side
of Σ and by Σ− its "−" side, we define
u(x, t)|x∈Σ+ − u(x, t)|x∈Σ− =: [[u(x, t)]]+−|x∈Σ .
 6.51
With this symbolism a displacement discontinuity across Σ may be written in the form
[[u(x, t)]]+− |x∈Σ = d(x, t).
 6.52
Normal tractions are assumed to be continuous across Σ. Transposes of a given operator always exist with
respect to a given bilinear form 〈 . , . 〉U . Here we choose
〈a,b〉U :=
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
a(x, t) · b(x, t) d3x dt
 6.53
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of an internal fault surface Σ across which a displacement discon-
tinuity occurs. The surface Σ is composed of a + side Σ+ and a − side Σ−. The corresponding normal
vectors are n+ and n−.
where a and b are arbitrary but sufficiently nice vector functions. This is the only bilinear form that is
relevant for the following applications. We are now interested in finding the transposed operator ∂uL†(u,p)
that determines the explicit form of the adjoint equation (6.15). Since L is linear in the displacement field
u, we have ∂uL†(u,p)(.) = L†(.,p). Hence, we need to find L†(.,p) such that
〈L(u,p),u†〉U = 〈L†(u†,p),u〉U ,
 6.54
or more explicitly
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
ρ(x)u†(x, t) · ∂2t u(x, t) d3x dt
−
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
u†(x, t) ·
∇ · t∫
τ=t0
Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ
 d3x dt
=
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
u(x, t) · L†(u†,p) d3x dt .
 6.55
Our goal is to isolate u so that it is not differentiated. We start with the time differentiation, i.e., with
the expression
〈ρ ∂2t u,u†〉U =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
ρ(x)u†(x, t) · ∂2t u(x, t) d3x dt .
 6.56
Repeated integration by parts yields
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
ρ(x) ∂2t u(x, t) · u†(x, t) d3x dt =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
ρ(x)u(x, t) · ∂2t u†(x, t) d3x dt
+
∫
G
ρ(x) ∂tu(x, t) · u†(x, t) d3x |t1t=t0 −
∫
G
ρ(x)u(x, t) · ∂tu†(x, t) d3x |t1t=t0 .
 6.57
We can now obtain the symmetry relation
〈ρ ∂2t u,u†〉U = 〈ρ ∂2t u†,u〉U ,
 6.58
by imposing upon u† the terminal conditions
u†(x, t)|t=t1 = ∂tu†(x, t)|t=t1 = 0 .
 6.59
It may be possible to formulate alternative constraints such that the last two summands in equation (6.57)
cancel. They would, however, comprise initial and terminal conditions for both u and u†. We now turn to
the spatial differentiation. For this, consider the expression
Υ := 〈∇ · σ(u),u†〉U =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
u†(x, t) ·
∇ · t∫
τ=t0
Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ
 d3x dt ,  6.60
Invoking the relation
∇ · [u†(x, t) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ)]
= u†(x, t) · [∇ · (Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ))] +∇u†(x, t) : Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ)
 6.61
and its counterpart
∇ · [u(x, τ) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t)]
= u(x, τ) · [∇ · (Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t))] +∇u(x, τ) : Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t) ,
 6.62
as well as the symmetries of Ξ, we find
Υ = Υ1 +Υ2 ,
 6.63
with
Υ1 :=
∫
G
t∫
τ=t0
t1∫
t=t0
u(x, τ) · [∇ · (Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t))] d3x dt dτ
 6.64
and
Υ2 =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
t∫
τ=t0
∇ · [u†(x, t) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ)] d3x dt dτ
−
∫
G
t∫
τ=t0
t1∫
t=t0
∇ · [u(x, τ) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t)] d3x dt dτ .
 6.65
Noting that
∫ t
τ=t0
∫ t1
t=t0
dt dτ =
∫ t1
t=τ
∫ t1
τ=t0
dt dτ allows us to transform Υ1:
Υ1 =
∫
G
t1∫
τ=t0
u(x, τ) ·
 t1∫
t=τ
∇ · (Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t)) dt
 d3x dτ
=
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
u(x, t) ·
 t1∫
τ=t
∇ · (Ξ(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ)) dτ
 d3x dt .  6.66
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This is already an expression of the form that we require. The term Υ2 can be modified using Gauss’s
theorem:
Υ2 =−
∮
Σ
t1∫
t=t0
t∫
τ=t0
n · [u(x, τ) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t)] d2x dt dτ
+
∮
Σ
t1∫
t=t0
t∫
τ=t0
n · [u†(x, t) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ)] d2x dt dτ
+
∮
∂G
t1∫
t=t0
t∫
τ=t0
n · [u†(x, t) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ)] d3x dt dτ
−
∮
∂G
t1∫
t=t0
t∫
τ=t0
n · [u(x, τ) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t)] d3x dt dτ .
 6.67
We can force the third and the fourth summands in equation (6.67) to vanish by requiring that the adjoint
field u† satisfies similar boundary conditions as the regular wave field u, namely
u†(x, t)|x∈Γ1 = 0 ,
 6.68a
t1∫
τ=t
Ξ(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ) dτ |x∈Γ2 = 0 .
 6.68b
The second integral can be eliminated by requiring u† to be continuous in G. Since stresses associated
with the displacement u are assumed to be continuous, the complete integrand of the second integral is
continuous in G, and in particular across Σ. We are left with the first integral. It can be written in terms
of the prescribed displacement discontinuity [[u]]+− = d:
Υ2 =−
∮
Σ
t1∫
t=t0
t∫
τ=t0
n · [u(x, τ) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t)] d2x dt dτ
=−
∫
Σ+
t∫
τ=t0
t1∫
t=t0
n+ · [u(x, τ) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t)] d2x dt dτ
−
∫
Σ−
t∫
τ=t0
t1∫
t=t0
n− · [u(x, τ) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t)] d2x dt dτ
=
∫
Σ
t∫
τ=t0
t1∫
t=t0
n− · [d(x, τ) ·Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇u†(x, t)]d2x dt dτ .
 6.69
We can now assemble equations (6.58), (6.66) and (6.69) to find
〈u†,L(u,p)〉U =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
ρ(x)u(x, t) · ∂2t u†(x, t) dt d3x
−
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
u(x, t) ·
∇ · t1∫
τ=t
Ξ(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ) dτ
 dt d3x
−
∫
Σ
t1∫
τ=t
t1∫
t=t0
n− · [d(x, t) ·Ξ(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ)] d2x dt dτ .
 6.70
In the absence of a displacement discontinuity, relation (6.70) suggests that the transposed operator of L
should be
L†(u†,p) = ρ(x) ∂2t u
†(x, t)−∇ ·
t1∫
τ=t
Ξ(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ) dτ ,
 6.71
with the subsidiary conditions
u(x, t)|t=t1 = 0 ,
 6.72a
∂tu(x, t)|t=t1 = 0 ,
 6.72b
u†(x, t)|x∈Γ1 = 0 ,
 6.72c
t1∫
τ=t
Ξ(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ) dτ |x∈Γ2 = 0 .
 6.72d
However, when displacement discontinuities are present then equations (6.71) and (6.72) do not define
the transpose of L, at least not for all x ∈ G. To see this more clearly, we manipulate the last integral in
(6.70). First, we make the transition to index notation which is more convenient here.:
∫
Σ
t1∫
τ=t
t1∫
t=t0
n− · [d(x, t) ·Ξ(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ)] d2x dt dτ
=
∫
Σ
t1∫
τ=t
t1∫
t=t0
n−j di(x, t) Ξijkl(x, τ − t)
∂
∂xk
u†l (x, τ) d
2x dt dτ .
 6.73
With the relation
∂
∂xk
u†l (x, τ) =
∂
∂xk
∫
G
u†l (ξ, τ) δ(x− ξ) d3ξ = −
∫
G
u†l (ξ, τ)
∂
∂ξk
δ(x− ξ) d3ξ
 6.74
we can transform equation (6.73) into a volume integral over G:
∫
Σ
t1∫
τ=t
t1∫
t=t0
n−j di(x, t) Ξijkl(x, τ − t)
∂
∂xk
u†l (x, τ) d
2x dt dτ
= −
∫
G
∫
Σ
t1∫
τ=t
t1∫
t=t0
n−j di(x, t) Ξijkl(x, τ − t)u†l (ξ, τ)
∂
∂ξk
δ(x− ξ) d3ξ d2x dt dτ .
 6.75
By defining the body force equivalent
fΣl (x, t) := −
∫
Σ
t∫
τ=t0
n−j di(ξ, τ) Ξijkl(ξ, t− τ)
∂
∂xk
δ(ξ − x) d2ξ dτ ,
 6.76
equation (6.75) condenses to
∫
Σ
t1∫
τ=t
t1∫
t=t0
n−j di(x, t) Ξijkl(x, τ − t)
∂
∂xk
u†l (x, τ) d
2x dt dτ =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
u†l (x, t) f
Σ
l (x, t) d
3x dt .
 6.77
Introducing (6.77) into (6.70) and making use of the definition of L† from equation (6.71) gives
〈u†,L(u,p)〉U = 〈u,L†(u†,p)〉U − 〈u†, fΣ〉U .
 6.78
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The body force equivalent fΣ is confined to Σ, meaning that it is nonzero only for x ∈ Σ. Hence, we could
eliminate the term 〈u†, fΣ〉U from equation (6.78) by restricting the volume integral to G \ Σ. We then
have
〈u†,L(u,p)〉′U = 〈u,L†(u†,p)〉′U
 6.79
with the new bilinear form
〈a,b〉′U =
∫
G\Σ
t1∫
t=t0
a(x, t) · b(x, t) d3x dt ,
 6.80
and the subsidiary conditions for u and u† given in equations (6.50) and (6.72), respectively. In practice,
the restriction to G \Σ means that we can not measure a misfit directly on the fault surface Σd, at least,
when we wish to use the adjoint method.
6.2.2 Seismic source representation of slip on a fault
We conclude this section with a demonstration of the physical meaning of the body force equivalent fΣ
that we defined for purely mathematical convenience: Assume that the displacement field u is not excited
by an external force density f and that it is entirely due to the prescribed displacement on the fault surface
Σ. Equation (6.78) the reduces to
〈u, f†)〉U = 〈u†, fΣ〉U ,
 6.81
where we already substituted L†(u†,p) = f†. Equation (6.81) holds for any adjoint source f†, and in
particular for
f†(x, t) = δ(x− ξ) δ(t− τ) ei .
 6.82
The solution of the adjoint equation is then the adjoint Green’s function, i.e.,
u†(x, t) = g†i (ξ, τ ;x, t) .
 6.83
Substituting equation (6.82) and (6.83) into equation (6.81) yields and expression for the i−component
of the displacement field u:
ui(x, t) =
∫
G
t1∫
τ=t0
fΣ(ξ, τ) · g†i (x, t; ξ, τ) d3ξ dτ .
 6.84
We can eliminate the adjoint Green’s function from (6.84) because of the spatial reciprocity relation
g†ij(x, t; ξ, τ) = gji(ξ, τ ;x, t) (see equation B.18). The symbol gij denotes the j− component of the
Green’s function gi. Finally, we find
ui(x, t) =
∫
G
t1∫
τ=t0
fΣj (ξ, τ) gji(ξ, τ ;x, t) d
3ξ dτ .
 6.85
This relation has the form of a representation theorem, i.e., an expression of the field u in terms of an integral
over the source times a Green’s function. The body force equivalent fΣ can therefore be interpreted as an
external force density that is equivalent to and consistent with the prescribed displacement discontinuity
across the fault Σ.
6.3 Derivatives with respect to selected structural parameters
The most general expression for the derivative of an objective function E(u,p) with respect to the model
parameters p is
DpE(u,p)(q) = 〈q, ∂pe(u,p)〉U + 〈u†, ∂pL(u,p)(q)〉U .
 6.86
Since the first summand on the left-hand side of equation (6.86) depends primarily on the particular
definition of e, we will concentrate on the second summand. For the elastic wave operator it is explicitly
given by
〈u†, ∂pL(u,p)(q)〉U =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
ρ′(x)u†(x, t) · ∂2t u(x, t) d3x dt
−
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
u†(x, t) ·
∇ · t∫
τ=t0
Ξ′(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ
 d3x dt .  6.87
The differentiation direction is q := (ρ′,Ξ′). Equation (6.87) can be rewritten as
〈u†, ∂pL(u,p)(q)〉U =−
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
ρ′(x) ∂tu†(x, t) · ∂tu(x, t) d3x dt
−
∫
∂G
t1∫
t=t0
 t∫
τ=t0
u†(x, t) ·Ξ′(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ
 d2x dt
+
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
 t∫
τ=t0
∇u†(x, t) : Ξ′(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ
 d3x dt .  6.88
The surface integral in (6.88) vanishes when we restrict the perturbations to the interior of G.
6.3.1 Perfectly elastic and isotropic medium
We consider a perfectly elastic and isotropic medium. Perfect elasticity means that present stresses do not
depend on past deformation. This is expressed mathematically through the time localisation of the elastic
tensor:
Ξ(x, t) = Ξ(x) δ(t) .
 6.89
Unless perturbations from perfect elasticity to anelasticity are considered, we also have
Ξ′(x, t) = Ξ′(x) δ(t) .
 6.90
Assuming that perturbations Ξ are confined to the interior of G, it follows that
〈u†, ∂ΞL(u,p)(Ξ′)〉U =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
∇u†(x, t) : Ξ′(x) : ∇u(x, t) d3x dt .
 6.91
In an isotropic medium the components of the elastic tensor Ξ are
Ξijkl = λδijδkl + µδikδjl + µδilδjk .
 6.92
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The symbols λ and µ denote the Lamé parameters. Substituting (6.92) into (6.91) gives
DpE(u)(q) = DρE(u)(ρ′) +DΞE(u)(Ξ′)
= DρE(u)(ρ′)|λ,µ +DλE(u)(λ′)|µ,ρ +DµE(u)(µ′)|λ,ρ ,
 6.93a
with
DρE(u)(ρ′)|λ,µ = −
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
ρ′ ∂tu† · ∂tu d3x dt ,
 6.93b
DλE(u)(λ′)|µ,ρ =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
λ′(∇ · u)(∇ · u†) d3x dt ,
 6.93c
DµE(u)(µ′)|λ,ρ =
∫
G
t1∫
t=t0
µ′[(∇u†) : (∇u) + (∇u†) : (∇u)T ] d3x dt .
 6.93d
The subscripts in equations (6.93) denote the free parameters that are kept constant in the differentiation.
We may obtain the physically more interpretable Fréchet derivatives for ρ, λ and µ by essentially dropping
the spatial integration:
δρE(u)|λ,µ = −
t1∫
t=t0
∂tu† · ∂tu dt ,
 6.94a
δλE(u)|µ,ρ =
t1∫
t=t0
(∇ · u)(∇ · u†) dt ,
 6.94b
δµE(u)|λ,ρ =
t1∫
t=t0
[(∇u†) : (∇u) + (∇u†) : (∇u)T ] dt .
 6.94c
Equations (6.94) confirm the intuitive expectation that δλE(u)|µ,ρ vanishes for pure shear waves, while
both shear and compressional waves contribute to δµE(u)|λ,ρ. Depending on personal preference and
numerical convenience, one may rewrite some of the above equations in terms of the regular strain tensor
² = [(∇u) + (∇uT )]/2 and the adjoint strain tensor ²† = [(∇u†) + (∇u†)T ]/2. For this we can use the
relations
(∇ · u)(∇ · u†) = (tr ²) (tr ²†) ,
 6.95
(∇u†) : (∇u) + (∇u†) : (∇u)T = 2(∇u†) : ² = 2(∇u†) : ²− (∇u†)T : ²+ (∇u†)T : ²
= [(∇u†) : ²+ (∇u†)T : ²] + [(∇u†) : ²− (∇u†)T : ²]
= 2²† : ² .
 6.96
The last equality holds because the dot product of a symmetric tensor and an anti-symmetric tensor
vanishes.1
Based on equations (6.94) we easily derive formulas for the Fréchet kernels with respect to other parameters,
such as the bulk modulus, κ = λ + 2µ/3, the S wave speed, vS =
√
µ/ρ or the P wave speed, vP =√
(λ+ 2µ)/ρ. Defining ρ, κ and µ as free parameters, we find the following set of kernels:
δρE|κ,µ = δρE ,
 6.97a
δκE|ρ,µ = δλE ,
 6.97b
δµE|ρ,κ = δµE− 23δλE .
 6.97c
1To obtain this result, one may alternatively write equation 6.91 in terms of the regular and adjoint strain fields.
Equations (6.97) are based on the requirement that
DpE(u)(q) = DρE(u)(ρ′)|λ,µ +DλE(u)(λ′)|µ,ρ +DµE(u)(µ′)|λ,ρ
= DρE(u)(ρ′)|κ,µ +DκE(u)(κ′)|µ,ρ +DµE(u)(µ′)|κ,ρ ,
 6.98
where the small perturbations (ρ′, λ′, µ′) and (ρ′, κ′, µ′) are related through
 ρ′µ′
κ′
 =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 2/3 1
 ρ′µ′
λ′
 .  6.99
In (6.97) we dropped the dependence on u and the indicators of the independent variables on the right-
hand side of the equations, keeping in mind that the Fréchet kernels δρE, δµE and δλE are those defined
in (6.94). We will adhere to this notation throughout the remainder of this chapter. With ρ, vP and vS as
free parameters we have
δρE|vS,vP = δρE+ (v2P − 2v2S ) δλE+ v2S δµE ,
 6.100a
δvSE|ρ,vP = 2ρvS δµE− 4ρvS δλE ,
 6.100b
δvPE|ρ,vS = 2ρvP δλE .
 6.100c
6.3.2 Perfectly elastic medium with radial anisotropy
We follow the notation introduced in section 2.2 and summarise the elastic tensor of an anisotropic medium
with radial symmetry axis in the form of a 6× 6 matrix:

Crrrr Crrφφ Crrθθ Crrφθ Crrrθ Crrrφ
Cφφrr Cφφφφ Cφφθθ Cφφφθ Cφφrθ Cφφrφ
Cθθrr Cθθφφ Cθθθθ Cθθφθ Cθθrθ Cθθrφ
Cφθrr Cφθφφ Cφθθθ Cφθφθ Cφθrθ Cφθrφ
Crθrr Crθφφ Crθθθ Crθφθ Crθrθ Crθrφ
Crφrr Crφφφ Crφθθ Crφφθ Crφrθ Crφrφ

=

λ+ 2µ λ+ c λ+ c 0 0 0
λ+ c λ+ 2µ+ a λ+ a 0 0 0
λ+ c λ+ a λ+ 2µ+ a 0 0 0
0 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 µ+ b 0
0 0 0 0 0 µ+ b

 6.101
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After some tedious but straightforward algebraic manipulations we find the following set of Fréchet kernels
with respect to ρ, λ, µ, a, b and c:
δρE|λ,µ,a,b,c = −
t1∫
t=t0
∂tu† · ∂tu dt ,
 6.102a
δλE|ρ,µ,a,b,c =
t1∫
t=t0
(tr ²†)(tr ²) dt ,
 6.102b
δµE|ρ,λ,a,b,c = 2
t1∫
t=t0
²† : ² dt ,
 6.102c
δaE|ρ,λ,µ,b,c =
t1∫
t=t0
(²†φφ + ²
†
θθ)(²φφ + ²θθ) dt ,
 6.102d
δbE|ρ,λ,µ,a,c = 4
t1∫
t=t0
(²†rθ²rθ + ²
†
rφ²rφ) dt ,
 6.102e
δcE|ρ,λ,µ,a,b =
t1∫
t=t0
[²†rr(²φφ + ²θθ) + ²rr(²
†
φφ + ²
†
θθ)] dt .
 6.102f
The Fréchet kernels with respect to the Love parameters A,C, F, L and N are
δρE|A,C,F,L,N = δρE ,
 6.103a
δAE|ρ,C,F,L,N = δaE ,
 6.103b
δCE|ρ,A,F,L,N = δλE− δaE− δcE ,
 6.103c
δFE|ρ,A,C,L,N = δcE ,
 6.103d
δLE|ρ,A,C,F,N = δbE ,
 6.103e
δNE|ρ,A,C,F,L = δµE− 2δλE− δbE+ 2δcE .
 6.103f
Fréchet kernels for the seismologically more relevant parameters vSV, vSH, vPV, vPH and η (see section 2.2)
can also be expressed as linear combinations of the kernels in equations (6.102):
δρE|vSH,vSV,vPH,vPV,η = δρE+ v2SHδµE+ (v2PV − 2v2SH)δλE+ (v2PH − v2PV)δaE+ (v2SV − v2SH)δbE
+ [2(1− η)v2SH + ηv2PH − v2PV]δcE
= δρE+ ρ−1(µδµE+ λδλE+ aδaE+ bδbE+ cδcE) ,
 6.104a
δvSHE|ρ,vSV,vPH,vPV,η = 2ρvSH[δµE− 2δλE− δbE+ 2(1− η)δcE] ,
 6.104b
δvSVE|ρ,vSH,vPH,vPV,η = 2ρvSVδbE ,
 6.104c
δvPHE|ρ,vSH,vSV,vPV,η = 2ρvPH(δaE+ ηδcE) ,
 6.104d
δvPVE|ρ,vSH,vSV,vPH,η = 2ρvPV(δλE− δaE− δcE) ,
 6.104e
δηE|ρ,vSH,vSV,vPH,vPV = ρ (v2PH − 2v2SH) δcE = (λ+ a) δcE .
 6.104f
Equations (6.104) can be simplified in the case of an isotropic reference medium where vSH = vSV = vS,
vPH = vPV = vP and η = 1:
δρE|vSH,vSV,vPH,vPV,η = δρE+ v2SδµE+ (v2P − 2v2S )δλE ,
 6.105a
δvSHE|ρ,vSV,vPH,vPV,η = 2ρvS(δµE− 2δλE− δbE) ,
 6.105b
δvSVE|ρ,vSH,vPH,vPV,η = 2ρvSδbE ,
 6.105c
δvPHE|ρ,vSH,vSV,vPV,η = 2ρvP(δaE+ δcE) ,
 6.105d
δvPVE|ρ,vSH,vSV,vPH,η = 2ρvP(δλE− δaE− δcE) ,
 6.105e
δηE|ρ,vSH,vSV,vPH,vPV = ρ (v2P − 2v2S ) δcE .
 6.105f
The comparison of equations (6.105) and (6.100) yields two interesting relations between the Fréchet
derivatives with respect to vPV, vPH, vSV, vSH, vP and vS in the case of an isotropic background medium:
δvPE|ρ,vS = δvPHE|ρ,vSH,vSV,vPV,η + δvPVE|ρ,vSH,vSV,vPH,η ,
 6.106
δvSE|ρ,vP = δvSHE|ρ,vSV,vPH,vPV,η + δvSVE|ρ,vSH,vPH,vPV,η .
 6.107
Equations (6.106) and (6.107) imply that nearly vanishing Fréchet kernels with respect to vP and vS may
be composed of significantly non-zero Fréchet kernels with respect to vPV, vPH, vSV and vSH. Certain P
and S wave sensitivities can become alive when the model is allowed to be anisotropic. An example of
this phenomenon was found by Dziewonski & Anderson (1981) who noted that the P wave sensitivity
of fundamental mode Rayleigh waves with periods around 120 s is restricted to the uppermost 100 km.
Sensitivities with respect to the PH and PV wave speeds, however, are large down to 400 km depth but
opposite in sign.
Anisotropy in the Earth is generally small. It can therefore be advantageous to directly invert for anisotropy,
rather than computing the anisotropy a posteriori, say by subtracting vSH and vSV. This may be achieved
by adopting the following parameterisation, that is similar to the one used by Panning & Romanowicz
(2006):
v¯2S =
2
3
v2SV +
1
3
v2SH ,
 6.108a
v¯2P =
1
5
v2PV +
4
5
v2PH ,
 6.108b
ξS =
v2SH
v2SV
,
 6.108c
ξP =
v2PH
v2PV
.
 6.108d
The parameter η and density ρ remain unchanged, so that the total number of variables is again 6. In
equations (6.108), v¯S and v¯P denote the equivalent isotropic S and P velocities, respectively. We note that
there is no universally accepted parameterisation of anisotropy in the seismological literature. Each has
its advantages and disadvantages. Following the usual procedure, we find this set of Fréchet kernels for
v¯S, v¯P, ξS and ξP:
δv¯SE|ρ,η,v¯P,ξS,ξP =
2ρ
v¯S
[
v2SHδµE− 2v2SHδλE+ (v2SV − v2SH) δbE+ 2v2SH(1− η) δcE
]
,
 6.109a
δv¯PE|ρ,η,v¯S,ξS,ξP =
2ρ
v¯P
[
v2PVδλE+ (v
2
PH − v2PV) δaE+ (ηv2PH − v2PV) δcE
]
,
 6.109b
δξSE|ρ,η,v¯S,v¯P,ξP =
ρv4SV
3v¯2S
[2δµE− 4δλE− 3δbE+ 4(1− η) δcE] ,
 6.109c
δξPE|ρ,η,v¯S,v¯P,ξS =
ρv4PV
5v¯2P
[5δaE+ (4 + η) δcE− 4δλE] .
 6.109d
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The Fréchet kernels for ρ and η are the same as in equations (6.104). In an isotropic reference medium,
equations (6.109) condense to the following expressions:
δv¯SE|ρ,η,v¯P,ξS,ξP = 2ρvS(δµE− 2δλE) ,
 6.110a
δv¯PE|ρ,η,v¯S,ξS,ξP = 2ρvPδλE ,
 6.110b
δξSE|ρ,η,v¯S,v¯P,ξP =
1
3
ρv2S (2δµE− 4δλE− 3δbE) ,
 6.110c
δξPE|ρ,η,v¯S,v¯P,ξS =
1
5
ρv2P(5δaE+ 5δcE− 4δλE) .
 6.110d
Note that the kernels in equations (6.110a) and (6.110b) are, as expected, the same as those for vS and
vP in an isotropic medium (equations (6.100b) and (6.100c)).
6.4 Derivatives with respect to the moment tensor components
and the point source location
We assume that the displacement field u is excited by displacement discontinuity in a perfectly elastic and
isotropic medium. The force density f , i.e. the right-hand side of the wave equation, is then equal to the
body force equivalent fΣ given in equation 6.76. For a point-localised displacement field, the body force
equivalent simplifies to
fΣ(x, t) = −∇ · [M δ(x− ξ)] ,
 6.111
where ξ is the point source location, and the components of the moment tensor M are
Mij = µ (nidj + njdi) .
 6.112
It then follows from equations (6.34) and (6.38) that the derivative of the objective functional E with
respect to the moment tensor components is given by
d
dMij
E(u) = −2
t1∫
t=t0
²†ij(ξ, t) dt ,
 6.113
and the derivative with respect to the source location is
d
dξi
E(u) = −M :
t1∫
t=t0
d
dξi
²†(ξ, t) dt .
 6.114
The derivatives with respect to the source parameters thus do not involve volume integrals. Only the
adjoint strain tensor at the source location ξ and its spatial derivatives are needed.
7
Theoretical background for continental and global scale
full waveform inversion in the time-frequency domain
In this chapter we propose a new approach to full seismic waveform inversion on continental and global
scales. This is based on the time-frequency transform of both data and synthetic seismograms with
the use of time and frequency dependent phase and envelope misfits. These misfits allow us to provide a
complete quantification of the differences between data and synthetics while separating phase and amplitude
information. The result is an efficient exploitation of waveform information that is robust and quasi-linearly
related to Earth structure. Thus, the phase and envelope misfits are usable for continental and global scale
tomography, i.e., in a scenario where the seismic wave field is spatially undersampled and where a 3-D
reference model is usually unavailable. Body waves, surface waves and interfering phases are naturally
included in the analysis. We discuss and illustrate technical details of phase measurements such as the
treatment of phase jumps and instability in the case of small amplitudes.
The Fréchet kernels for phase and envelope misfits can be expressed in terms of their corresponding adjoint
wave fields and the forward wave field. The adjoint wave fields are uniquely determined by their respective
adjoint source time functions. We derive the adjoint source time functions for phase and envelope misfits.
The adjoint sources can be expressed as inverse time-frequency transforms of a weighted phase difference
or a weighted envelope difference.
In a comparative study we establish connections between the phase and envelope misfits and the following
widely-used measures of seismic waveform differences: 1) cross-correlation time shifts, 2) relative rms
amplitude differences, 3) generalised seismological data functionals and 4) the L2 distance between data
and synthetics used in time-domain full-waveform inversion.
We illustrate the computation of Fréchet kernels for phase and envelope misfits with data from an event
in the West Irian region of Indonesia recorded on the Australian continent. The synthetic seismograms are
computed for a heterogeneous 3-D velocity model of the Australian upper mantle with a spectral-element
method. The examples include P body waves, Rayleigh waves and S waves interfering with higher-mode
surface waves. All the kernels differ from the more familar kernels for cross-correlation time shifts or
relative rms amplitude differences. The differences arise from interference effects, 3-D Earth structure and
waveform dissimilarities that are due to waveform dispersion in the heterogeneous Earth.
7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 State of the art and summary of previous work
In recent years, developments in both theoretical seismology and numerical mathematics have led to sub-
stantial progress in seismic tomography. It is today widely accepted that wave propagation effects such as
multi-pathing, scattering or wave front healing are important in the three-dimensional Earth (Williamson,
1991; Williamson & Worthington, 1993; Spetzler et al., 2001). Theories and methods that allow us to
account for such phenomena in seismic tomographies, and to go beyond classical ray theory, have been
developed by several authors (e.g. Bamberger et al., 1982; Tarantola, 1988; Yomogida, 1992; Marquering
et al., 1998; Dahlen et al., 2000, Zhao et al., 2000). The evidence that the results of seismic tomography
do indeed improve when finite-frequency effects in 3-D media are included is steadily increasing (Yoshizawa
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& Kennett, 2004; Zhou et al., 2005; Boschi, 2006; Chen et al., 2007a). Moreover, the amount of data
that we can exploit has grown immensely thanks to efficient numerical techniques that enable us to sim-
ulate global seismic wave propagation through realistic Earth models (e.g. Seriani, 1998; Komatitsch &
Tromp, 2002; Dumbser et al., 2007; de la Puente, 2007). We could, in principle, use complete seismic
waveforms for the purpose of seismic tomography. Yet, full-waveform tomography has so far been limited
to regional-scale problems (e.g. Bamberger et al., 1982; Igel et al., 1996; Dessa et al., 2004; Chen, 2007a).
Full waveform tomography on a global scale - as envisioned by Capdeville et al. (2005) - has not been
achieved to date. An important part of the problem is the definition of suitable seismic waveform misfits.
In this paper we propose an alternative approach to full-waveform inversion that is applicable on continen-
tal and global scales. It is based on the formulation of phase and envelope misfits in the time-frequency
domain. We are able to provide a complete quantification of waveform differences and to separate infor-
mation that is quasi-linearly related to structure (phase) from information that is non-linearly related to
structure (amplitude). The phase misfit introduces a transmission tomography component that is crucial
on continental and global scales where the distribution of sources and receivers is sparse – in contrast to
exploration scenarios characterised by spatial over-sampling. Moreover, our approach does not rely on the
isolation of particular phases and it naturally combines body and surface wave analysis.
Full-waveform inversion based on numerical solutions of the wave equation was initiated in the early 1980’s
(Bamberger et al., 1982; Tarantola, 1984a,b) in the context of 1-D and 2-D seismic exploration problems.
Numerical solution of the wave equation, e.g. with a finite-difference scheme, automatically includes all
types of waves in the synthetic seismograms even when the Earth model is complex. In order to exploit
this wealth of information, time-domain full waveform inversion attempts to minimise the objective func-
tional
∑N
r=1
∫
[u(xr, t)−u0(xr, t)]2 dt, i.e. the cumulative L2 distance between the complete data u0 and
the complete synthetics u recorded at N receivers denoted by xr. The pure frequency-domain approach
proposed by Pratt (1999) is analytically equivalent to the pure time-domain method but offers numerical
advantages in 2-D exploration scenarios. The minimisation problem needs to be solved iteratively due to
the high computational costs involved in the numerical solution of the wave equation. Algorithms that
have proved to be efficient include the method of steepest descent (e.g. Tarantola, 1984a,b; Gauthier et
al., 1986) and variants of the conjugate gradient method (e.g. Mora, 1987, 1988; Tape et al., 2007).
One of the theoretical cornerstones of full-waveform inversion is the adjoint method, originally developed in
the context of optimal control theory (Lions, 1968) and introduced to geophysics by Chavent et al. (1975).
The adjoint method allows us to compute the gradient of any differentiable misfit functional by solving the
forward problem (e.g. the wave equation) and its adjoint problem only once. The simplicity of calculations
makes the adjoint method much more efficient than the approximation of the gradient by finite differences,
which is practically infeasible when the model space comprises a large number of elements. Applications
of the adjoint method are not limited to seismology (e.g. Tarantola, 1988; Tromp, 2005), but can also be
found in several other branches of the Earth sciences, including meteorology (e.g. Talagrand & Courtier,
1987), ground water modelling (e.g. Sun, 1994) or mantle dynamics (e.g. Bunge et al., 2003).
The advantages and disadvantages of time-domain full-waveform inversion become apparent through its
close relation to diffraction tomography. In diffraction tomography (Devaney, 1984; Wu & Toksöz, 1987)
the scattered wave field, i.e. the difference ∆u(t) = u(t) − u0(t), is linearly related to the spectrum of
the heterogeneity that caused the incident wave field to be scattered. This relationship is reminiscent of
the well-known projection slice theorem from X-ray tomography. Diffraction tomography yields accurate
images even of small-scale structural heterogeneities – but only when the following conditions are satisfied:
1) The background structure is so close to the true structure that the remaining differences are small com-
pared to the dominant wavelength, i.e., the Born approximation holds. 2) The heterogeneity is illuminated
from all directions (Mora, 1989).
Diffraction tomography is qualitatively equivalent to the first iteration in a time-domain full-waveform in-
version – an interpretation confirmed by the comparison of numerical results (Gauthier et al., 1986; Wu &
Toksöz, 1987; Mora, 1988). This suggests that time-domain full-waveform inversion works under condi-
tions that are similar to those given above for diffraction tomography. However, meeting those conditions
is problematic when the Earth is studied on continental or global scales.
A sufficiently accurate reference model is usually unavailable at length scales exceeding several tens of
kilometres. This is due to the nature of the tomography problem with limited data. Even 1-D models of
the whole Earth (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981; Morelli & Dziewonski, 1993; Kennett et al., 1995) can
differ by several percent, especially in the upper mantle and near discontinuities. The 1-D density structure
of the Earth has rather limited constraints (Kennett, 1998). There are three immediate consequences of
this dilemma. Firstly, the remaining differences between any presently available Earth model and the true
Earth can often not be treated as scatterers. Secondly, the observed waveform residuals at periods above
several seconds are mostly due to transmission and interference effects. Thirdly, time-domain full-waveform
inversion on continental or global scales is highly non-linear.
The data coverage necessary for diffraction tomography or time-domain full-waveform inversion is not
achievable in a 3-D Earth. Vast regions of the Earth’s surface are practically inaccessible, and sufficiently
strong sources are confined to a few seismogenic zones. Strong reflectors that could in principle improve
this situation (Mora, 1989) are not present in the Earth’s mantle. As a result time-domain full-waveform
inversion can not work on continental or global scales, unless very long period data is used (Capdeville et
al. 2005).
Nevertheless, it remains desirable to extract as much waveform information as possible and to use nu-
merical solutions of the wave equation in tomography because they allow us to correctly account for
3-D Earth structure. A milestone towards this goal was Luo & Schuster’s (1991) realisation that phase
information needs to be included explicitly in the objective functional. Separating phases from ampli-
tudes is required in order to overcome the excessive non-linearity introduced by the objective functional∑N
r=1
∫
[u(xr, t)− u0(xr, t)]2 dt. Luo & Schuster’s method was based on the estimation of delay times by
cross-correlating data and numerically computed synthetics – a technique reminiscent of ideas expressed
earlier by Dziewonski et al. (1972), Lerner-Lam & Jordan (1983) or Cara & Lévêque (1987) in the context
of surface wave analysis. The cross-correlation approach was further formalised by Gee & Jordan (1992)
and then directly applied to data by Zhou et al. (1995) and Chen et al. (2007a). It was also used for the
computation of finite-frequency delay time kernels (Dahlen et al., 2000; Tromp et al., 2005; Liu & Tromp,
2008; Sieminski et al., 2007a,b).
Waveform cross-correlation is a successful and robust technique. However, its applicability is limited to
scenarios where single phases are clearly identifiable and where data and synthetics have essentially iden-
tical waveforms. In a case where two different phases interfere, the cross-correlation technique may not
yield accurate delay time information for either of them. A similar effect arises when data and synthetic
waveforms are not only time shifted but distorted with respect to each other – a well-known phenomenon
in the Earth where waveforms disperse due to the presence of heterogeneities. As a consequence of these
limitations, potentially useful and robust information about the Earth’s structure may remain unexploited
by cross-correlation measurements.
7.1.2 Objectives and outline
The principal objective of this paper is to propose a parameterisation for waveform misfit that overcomes
the problems of time-domain full-waveform inversion yet has a wider range of applicability than pure
measurements of cross-correlation time shifts. In more detail, the proposed waveform misfits are designed
to fulfil the following requirements: 1) Applicability in the context of continental- and global-scale waveform
inversion; 2) Full quantification of seismic waveform misfit in a suitable frequency range between ω0
and ω1, i.e., data=synthetics for ω ∈ [ω0, ω1] in the hypothetical case of zero misfit; 3) Separation of
phase and amplitude information; 4) Relaxation of the requirements on waveform similarity needed for the
measurement of pure cross-correlation time shifts; 5) Possibility to analyse complete wave trains including
body waves, surface waves and interfering phases.
The seismic waveform misfits proposed in the following sections are based on a seismogram analysis in
the time-frequency plane. This approach closely follows suggestions by Kristeková et al. (2006) and it is
reminiscent of classical surface-wave analysis (e.g. Dziewonski et al., 1972). Representing both data and
synthetics in time-frequency space naturally introduces phase and envelope misfits. They fully characterise
the time dependence of the misfit spectrum.
We start our development with the definition of the phase and envelope misfits that we will then use
throughout this paper. Much emphasis will be on the technical details of phase difference measurements and
the required degree of waveform similarity. Subsequently, we will derive the adjoint sources corresponding
to measurements of phase and envelope misfits. This will be followed by a comparison of our results with
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those obtained for other widely-used objective functionals, including cross-correlation time shifts (e.g. Luo
& Schuster, 1991), rms amplitudes and the generalised seismological data functionals (GSDF) by Gee &
Jordan (1992). We will emphasise the conceptual similarity between the GSDFs and the time-frequency
misfits. In section 7.5 we will then present sensitivity kernels for phase and envelope misfits between
real data and spectral-element synthetics. The examples include P waves, surface waves and S waves
that interfere with higher-mode surface waves. The advantages and disadvantages of our method will be
discussed in the final section of this paper. There we will also address possible inverse problem strategies
involving phase and amplitude misfits. In a follow-up paper we will demonstrate the use of our method in
waveform inversion on continental scales and in particular on the Australian continent.
7.2 Seismic waveform misfits in the time-frequency domain
Seismic tomography allows us to infer Earth structure from the misfit between data and synthetics. The
success of a seismic tomography depends, among other factors, on the completeness of the misfit quan-
tification, the separation of phases and envelopes and on the exploitation of both time and frequency
information. We therefore propose to characterise the temporal evolution of the frequency content of data
and synthetics. This leads to naturally separated phase and envelope differences that depend on time and
frequency. The resulting phase and envelope misfits are then complete descriptions of the waveform misfit
between data and synthetics that can be used in a tomographic study exploiting seismic waveforms.
7.2.1 The definition of phase and envelope misfits
We denote by u0i (x
r, t) the ith component of a real seismogram recorded at the position x = xr and by
ui(xr, t) the corresponding synthetic. For notational brevity we will omit dependencies on xr wherever
possible. We can analyse how the frequency content of the data evolves with time by computing the
Fourier transforms of u0i (t) multiplied by a sliding window function h(t− τ), centred around τ . In symbols
u˜0i (t, ω) = Fh[u
0
i ](t, ω) :=
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
u0i (τ)h
∗(τ − t) e−iωτ dτ .
 7.1
The imaginary unit, i :=
√−1, is written in bold face in order to distinguish it from the index variable
i. Using the complex conjugate h∗ instead of h is a common convention to which we shall conform
throughout this paper. Equation (7.1) defines a time-frequency representation of the data. A possible
choice for h is the Gaussian (piσ)−1/4 e−t
2/2σ2 , in which case u˜0i (t, ω) is referred to as the Gabor transform
of u0i (t). In analogy to (7.1) we define the time-frequency representation of the synthetics ui(t) as
u˜i(t, ω) = Fh[ui](t, ω). Both, u˜0i and u˜i can be written in exponential form:
u˜0i (t, ω) = |u˜0i (t, ω)| eiφ
0
i (t,ω) , u˜i(t, ω) = |u˜i(t, ω)| eiφi(t,ω) .
 7.2
These relations define the envelopes |u˜0i (t, ω)| and |u˜i(t, ω)| and the corresponding phases φ0i (t, ω) and
φi(t, ω), with −pi < φ0i , φi ≤ pi. We now obtain envelope misfits Ee and phase misfits Ep in the form of
Ln norms of the envelope difference |u˜i| − |u˜0i | and the phase difference φi − φ0i , respectively:
Ene (u
0
i , ui) :=
∫
R2
Wne (t, ω)[|u˜i(t, ω)| − |u˜0i (t, ω)|]n dt dω ,
 7.3a
Enp (u
0
i , ui) :=
∫
R2
Wnp (t, ω)[φi(t, ω)− φ0i (t, ω)]n dt dω .
 7.3b
The symbols We and Wp denote positive weighting functions that we will discuss in the following sections.
The envelope difference |u˜0i | − |u˜i| represents time and frequency dependent discrepancies between the
amplitudes of u0i and ui. It is a more informative measure of amplitude differences than the time-domain
difference u0i −ui because it does not generate large misfits when u0i and ui are similar and merely slightly
time-shifted. An alternative to the measurement of the envelopes themselves is the measurement of logarith-
mic envelopes, i.e., the replacement of Ee as defined in equation 7.3a by Ene =
∫
Wne [log(|u˜i|/|u˜0i |)]n dt dω.
Logarithmic envelopes may be more linearly related to Earth structure than the pure envelopes. With the
exception of section 7.3.5 we will nevertheless continue to consider the pure envelopes because this will
keep the following developments more readable. The transition to logarithmic amplitudes is mostly triv-
ial. The phase difference ∆φi = φi − φ0i can be interpreted in terms of a time shift ∆t at frequency ω:
∆φi = ω∆t. The quantity ∆φi is physically meaningful only when it takes values between −pi and pi,
i.e., when data and synthetics are out of phase by less than half a period. The same condition arises when
arrival time differences are estimated by waveform cross-correlation. Sufficient waveform similarity can be
achieved by filtering both data and synthetics or their respective time-frequency representations.
Throughout this paper we shall use the window function h(t) = (piσ)−1/4 e−t
2/2σ2 , i.e., the Gabor trans-
form. This choice is convenient and also advantageous from a theoretical point of view because it maximises
the time-frequency resolution (see for example Strang & Nguyen, 1996 and Appendix C.2). We will sug-
gest suitable values for the parameter σ in section 7.2.2. Equation (7.1) represents not the only possible
characterisation of data or synthetics in time-frequency space. Alternatively, one could employ a wavelet
transform instead of a windowed Fourier transform (e.g. Kristeková et al., 2006). We defer a discussion
of this issue to section 7.6.
7.2.2 Technical details of phase measurements
While envelope measurements are conceptually straightforward, phase and phase difference measurements
are more complicated. The reasons are: 1) The phases φi and φ0i can be discontinuous. The discontinuities
map into the phase difference ∆φi, at least when it is computed by directly subtracting φ0i from φi. 2)
Even the smallest wave field perturbation can in principle lead to strong variations of the phase. This effect
is most pronounced when the signal amplitude is comparatively small or even zero. Therefore, a suitable
weighting function Wp needs to be applied. We will address these issues in the following paragraphs.
Phase jumps and the practical implementation of phase difference measurements
A fundamental complication related to the measurement of the phase difference ∆φi = φi−φ0i arises from
the discontinuities in the phases φi and φ0i . For a given time t the discontinuities of φi and φ
0
i generally
occur at different frequencies ω. Since the phase jumps from −pi to pi, or vice versa, have different
locations on the frequency axis, the difference ∆φi can reach values of ±2pi, even when the signals ui and
u0i are almost in phase. Unwrapping φi and φ
0
i along the frequency axis for each time does not resolve
the problem. This is because the number of phase jumps within the frequency interval of interest generally
varies with time. Hence, while removing the phase jumps on the frequency axis, an unwrapping procedure
produces jumps on the time axis.
Under the assumption that data and synthetics are indeed nearly in phase we can circumvent this obstacle
as follows: First, we note that for a fixed time t the time-frequency representations u˜0i and u˜i are the
Fourier transforms of the functions f0t (τ) := u0i (τ)h
∗(τ − t) and ft(τ) := ui(τ)h∗(τ − t), respectively.
Now, let the correlation function of ft and f0t , denoted by c(f0t , ft)(τ), be defined through
c(f0t , ft)(τ) :=
∫
R
f0t (t
′)ft(t′ + τ) dt′ .
 7.4
For the Fourier transform of c(f0t , ft) we then find
F1[c](ω) =
1√
2pi
∫
R
c(f0t , ft)(τ) e
−iωτ dτ =
√
2pi u˜i(t, ω) u˜0i (t, ω)
∗
=
√
2pi|u˜i||u˜0i | ei(φi−φ
0
i ) = |F1[c]| ei(φi−φ0i ) .
 7.5
The phase difference ∆φi = φi − φ0i can therefore be expressed as
∆φi = −i Ln
(
F1[c]
|F1[c]|
)
.
 7.6
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This means that for a specific time t the phase of the Fourier transformed correlation function coincides
with the phase difference between the time-frequency signals u˜i and u˜0i . In those regions of time-frequency
space where u0i and ui are nearly in phase, (7.6) will give phase differences that range between −pi and pi.
Discontinuities, as produced by directly subtracting φi from φ0i are then avoided.
When data and synthetics are, however, out of phase, discontinuities appear even when (7.6) is used for
the computation of the phase difference ∆φi (See section 7.2.2 for an example). This indicates a level of
waveform dissimilarity between data and synthetics that needs to be tamed either by filtering ui(t) and
u0i (t) or by applying a suitable weighting function Wp to the time-frequency representations u˜i and u˜
0
i .
The necessary condition for the stability of phase measurements
Phase measurements are further complicated by the fact that even the smallest wave field perturbation can
lead to strong variations of the phase unless a reasonable weighting function Wp is chosen. Choosing for
example Wp(t, ω) = 1 will lead to an erratic behaviour of the weighted phase difference Wp∆φi in cases
where |u˜0i | is zero or small compared to the noise.
We shall now deduce classes of phase weighting functions Wp that lead to robust measurements. Our
development is based on stability arguments. Assume that the signal u(t) – which is either u0i (t) or ui(t) –
is perturbed by ∆u(t). This small change will lead to a perturbation of the weighted phaseWpφ(u) so that
it becomes Wpφ(u+∆u) =Wpφ(u)+Wp∆φ(u+∆u). Our goal is to find a weighting function Wp such
that any small perturbation ∆u induces a weighted phase change Wp∆φ that is bounded by C ||∆u||2,
where C <∞ is a constant:
||Wp∆φ||2 ≤ C ||∆u||2 , ∀∆u with ||∆u||2 ¿ ||u||2 .
 7.7
Since ||∆u||2 is small compared to ||u||2 we may approximate Wp∆φ with a Taylor series truncated after
the linear term:
Wp∆φ
.=Wp
dφ
du
(∆u) ,
 7.8
where (dφ/du)(∆u) denotes the functional derivative of φ in the direction of ∆u. The symbol .= means
’correct to first order’. In what follows we will replace .= by = in the interests of simplicity. For the linear
operator dφ/du we find
dφ
du
(∆u) = −i d
du
ln
(
u˜
|u˜|
)
(∆u) = −i
(
1
u˜
du˜
du
− 1|u˜|
d|u˜|
du
)
(∆u) = Im
(
1
u˜
du˜
du
(∆u)
)
.
 7.9
From the definition of u˜ (see equation 7.1) we obtain
du˜
du
(∆u) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
(∆u)h∗(τ − t)e−iωτ dτ = ∆u˜ .
 7.10
Hence, du˜/du is just equal to Fh. Combining equations (7.8) to (7.10), and invoking Plancherel’s formula
(see appendix C.2) yields an estimate for ||Wp∆φ||2:
||Wp∆φ||2 ≤ ||Wp/u˜||2 ||∆u˜||2 = ||h||2 ||Wp/u˜||2 ||∆u||2 .
 7.11
Based on our definition of a stable measurement, we can conclude that stability requires the quantity
||Wp/u˜||2 to be bounded by a finite constant. This stability condition puts constraints on the properties
of the weighting function Wp. The most straightforward choice is Wp = |u˜| because then we have
||Wp∆φ||2 ≤ ||h||2||∆u||2 , and the constant C from the stability definition (7.7) is equal to ||h||2. This
window function emphasises those parts of the seismogram that have large amplitudes and frequencies
close to the dominant frequency. However, phases corresponding to low-amplitude waves with frequencies
that are not close to the dominant one are down-weighted. This behaviour is reminiscent of the well-known
amplitude effect in time shift estimates by cross-correlation. A direct implication of the large-amplitude
dominance is that different arrivals in a seismogram need to be considered separately when Wp = |u˜| is
used as weighting function. Otherwise, phase information from lower-amplitude arrivals will be practically
lost. The large-amplitude dominance of Wp = |u˜| can be reduced by choosing
Wp = log(1 + |u˜|)/max
ω,t
log(1 + |u˜|) .
 7.12
This weighting function also satisfies the criterion that ||Wp/u˜||2 be bounded. In addition to the options
proposed above, one might use Wp as a noise filter or as a means for emphasising specific seismic phases,
e.g. small-amplitude core phases.
Suitable choices for the Gaussian window parameter σ
The choice of the parameter σ in the Gaussian window h(t) = (piσ2)−1/4 e−t
2/2σ2 influences the time-
frequency representations of both data and synthetics. The technical details of the measurement process,
represented by σ in our case, affect the outcome of the measurement. Optimising this outcome has always
played a central role in time-frequency and spectral analysis. In classical surface wave analysis, for example,
σ is usually tuned to render measurements of group arrival times as easy as possible (Cara, 1973; Nyman
& Landisman, 1977). Another example of measurement optimisation comes from multi-taper methods,
which are designed to provide spectral estimates that are as free as possible from the effects of windowing
functions (Thomson, 1982).
In the case of full-waveform tomography the situation is slightly different from the ones encountered in
classical surface wave or multi-taper analysis. The measurements, namely phase and envelope misfits, are
extracted from time-frequency representations, and those time-frequency representations have, by design,
a free parameter: σ. This parameter makes the subjectivity inherent in any measurement rather explicit.
In principle, we can not exclude a priori a certain value for σ as long as it results in a physically meaningful
measurement, and as long as we interpret the results accordingly.
We can, however, tune σ such that it produces results that are in agreement with our physical intuition and
experience. In this sense, we suggest choosing σ such that the mathematically defined phase difference
∆φi is interpretable in terms of the intuitive meaning of a phase difference: a time shift between two
associated oscillations in the data and the synthetics. A suitable value for σ is then the dominant period
of the data. Choosing σ to be several times smaller than the dominant period, gives narrow Gaussian
windows that can not capture time shifts between two cycles that span many such windows. Conversely,
a value for σ that is several times larger than the dominant period, leads to Gaussian windows that are so
wide that the resulting phase difference can no longer be associated to a specific cycle. In the case where
the dominant period varies strongly with time, one may use a time or frequency dependent window h. We
discuss this issue in section 7.6.
A conceptual example
This example is intended to illustrate some of the concepts arising from the measurement of phase differ-
ences, and is intended to provide a compromise between realistic and reproducible results. As test signals
we use the following analytically defined, dispersed wave trains:
u(x, t) =
∫ 2pi/15
2pi/50
ω cos[ωt− ωx/c(ω)] dω , c(ω) = (4− ω − ω2) km/s ,
 7.13a
u0(x, t) =
∫ 2pi/15
2pi/50
ω cos[ωt− ωx/c0(ω)] dω , c0(ω) = (3.91− 0.87ω − 0.8ω2) km/s ,
 7.13b
with the epicentral distance x = 1500 km and σ = 25 s. Both u(t) and u0(t) are shown in the upper left
of figure 7.1. The dispersion curves c(ν) and c0(ν) with ν = ω/2pi, are displayed in the upper right of
figure 7.1. A visual comparison of u(t) and u0(t) indicates that u(t) is advanced relative to u0(t) prior to
t ≈ 500 s. For later times u(t) is delayed. This delay develops into a phase shift of −pi relative to u0(t)
around t = 620 s. All of these features map into the weighted phase misfit Wp∆φ (lower left of figure
7.1), where the weighting function Wp is set to Wp = log(1 + |u˜0|)/maxω,t log(1 + |u˜0|) .
The phase advance of u(t) is most pronounced between 400 s and 450 s where the amplitudes, and therefore
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Figure 7.1: Upper left: Time-domain signals u0(t) plotted in black and u(t) plotted in red. Upper
right: Dispersion curves c(ν) and c0(ν) in the frequency range that contributes to u(t) and u0(t). (See
equations 7.13.) Lower left: Weighted phase difference Wp∆φ as a function of time t and frequency ν.
The weighting function is Wp = log(1 + |u˜0|)/max log(1 + |u˜0|). Vertical lines indicate the times when
the signals are in phase and phase shifted by −pi, respectively. The bold line traces the extremal weighted
phase differences for a given frequency. Those values are plotted separately in the lower right (red line).
The weighted phase difference is compared with the phase difference −ωx/c(ω) + ωx/c0(ω) plotted in
black.
Wp, are largest. The phase advance disappears at t = 520 s where the two signals u(t) and u0(t) are
exactly in phase. This is indicated by a vertical line in figure 7.1. Subsequently, Wp∆φ becomes negative,
meaning that the phase of u(t) is smaller than the phase of u0(t). This delay of u(t) at later times and
higher frequencies is very pronounced. Nevertheless, the values of Wp∆φ do not drop below −1.0 because
Wp tends to suppress phase differences associated with smaller-amplitude signals. For t ≈ 620 s the two
signals are exactly out of phase, therefore producing a discontinuity in the weighted phase difference. This
discontinuity corresponds to a cycle skip, meaning that one oscillation cycle of u(t) can not be associated
uniquely with an oscillation cycle of u0(t). The cycle skip is synonymous with inadequate waveform
similarity. For the weighted phase difference to be physically meaningful, the late-arriving and incoherent
oscillations need to be excluded - either by filtering u(t) and u0(t) or by tapering in the time-frequency
domain.
The effect of the phase weighting function Wp on the phase difference measurement is illustrated in figure
7.2. The unweighted phase difference ∆φ is not well-defined at frequencies higher than 1/15 Hz due to the
vanishing envelopes |u˜| and |u˜0| (see the definitions of the test signals in equations 7.13). Numerical errors
are the most likely reason for the rapid variation of ∆φ beyond 1/15 Hz. From the phase weighting function
we expect to suppress the erratic behaviour at frequencies where |u˜| and |u˜0| are small, i.e. in this example
beyond 1/15 Hz. In the frequency range where the envelopes of data and synthetics are significantly
different from zero, the phase weighting function should be close to unity. As already discussed in section
7.2.2, one of many possible choices is Wp = log(1+ |u˜0|)/maxω,t log(1+ |u˜0|). This function is displayed
in the centre of figure 7.2 for t = 450 s. Applying Wp to the unweighted phase difference leads to a
well-defined weighted phase difference Wp∆φ displayed in the right panel of figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: Left: Unweighted phase difference ∆φ at t = 450 s. Centre: Phase weighting function
Wp = log(1+ |u˜0|)/max log(1+ |u˜0|) at t = 450 s. Right: Windowed phase difference Wp∆φ at t = 450
s.
7.3 Sensitivity kernels for envelope and phase misfits
Seismic tomography is an optimisation problem. We seek Earth models that minimise a given misfit
criterion. When the solution of the forward equations for a large number of models is computationally
feasible, the optimisation problem can be treated probabilistically (Press, 1968; Trampert et al., 2004).
Otherwise, we rely on linearisations or gradient methods for non-linear optimisation. In this paper, we
restrict our attention to the latter case because we assume that the number of model parameters is large
and that the elastic wave equation is solved numerically. The following paragraphs are therefore devoted
to the computation of sensitivity kernels for envelope and phase misfits with respect to Earth model
parameters. We can then obtain gradients by projecting the sensitivity kernels onto the space of model
basis functions (e.g. Tarantola, 2005).
7.3.1 A brief review of the adjoint method
We base the computation of sensitivity kernels for phase and envelope misfits on the adjoint method (e.g.
Lions, 1968; Chavent et al., 1975) because it leads to elegant expressions in a rather uncomplicated way,
and because its numerical implementation is straightforward. An alternative to the adjoint method is the
scattering-integral method (Chen et al., 2007b) that can be more efficient when the number of sources is
much larger then the number of receivers. To establish a consistent notation, but also in the interest of
completeness, we shall re-derive or at least state some well-known results concerning the adjoint method
in the context of elastic wave propagation. These may for example be found in Tarantola (1988) or Tromp
et al. (2005). We shall employ to the operator formulation of the adjoint method developed by Fichtner
et al. (2006).
We assume that u(x, t) is an elastic displacement field related to a set of model parameters m(x) and
an external force density f(x, t) via L(u,m) = f , where L represents the wave equation operator. More
explicitly one may write
L(u,m) = ρ(x) ∂2t u(x, t)−∇ ·
∫ t
−∞
C(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ = f(x, t) .
 7.14a
The model parametersm comprise the mass density ρ and the rate of relaxation tensor C, i.e.,m = (ρ,C).
In addition to equation (7.14a) the displacement field u is required to satisfy the initial and boundary
conditions
u|t=0 = ∂tu|t=0 = 0 , and n ·
∫ t
−∞
C(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ |x∈∂⊕ = 0 ,
 7.14b
where ∂⊕ denotes the free surface of the Earth model ⊕. At this point we neglect possible internal
discontinuities. They have been treated for example by Liu & Tromp (2008). We represent the process of
measuring the wave field u or extracting information from it through an objective function E(u), which we
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assume to be expressible in the form of a time integral E(u) =
∫ t1
t0
²[u(xr, t)] dt, with a suitably chosen
function ²(t) = ²[u(xr, t)]. The time t0 represents the beginning of the measurement and t1 is the time
when the measurement ends. Given u as a function of time at the receiver position x = xr, E(u) may
for example return cross-correlation time shifts (e.g. Luo & Schuster, 1991) or rms amplitudes (Dahlen
& Baig, 2002) of seismic phases. The adjoint method provides an expression for the Fréchet kernel or
sensitivity kernel δmE which is the volumetric density of the derivative of E with respect to the model
parameters m. In its most general form, this expression is
δmE =
∫
R
u† · ∂mL(u,m) dt ,
 7.15
where ∂mL denotes the partial derivative of the operator L with respect to the model parameters. Differ-
entiating with respect to ρ, for example, gives ∂ρL(u,m) = ∂2t u. The adjoint field u† is defined through
the adjoint wave equation L†(u†,m) = −∂u²(t) δ(x− xr) with
L†(u†,p) = ρ(x) ∂2t u
†(x, t)−∇ ·
∫ ∞
t
C(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ) dτ = −∂u²(t) δ(x− xr)
 7.16a
and the subsidiary conditions
u†|t=t1 = ∂tu†|t=t1 = 0 , and n ·
∫ ∞
t
C(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ) dτ |x∈∂⊕ = 0 .
 7.16b
Equation (7.16) is still of the wave equation type, and it can therefore be solved with the same algorithms
used for the solution of the regular wave equation. However, the adjoint field satisfies terminal conditions,
meaning that both u† and ∂tu† vanish at the time t = t1 when the measurement ends. For this reason the
adjoint equation is usually solved backwards in time. The adjoint source f†(x, t) = −∂u²(t) δ(x− xr) is a
point source acting at the receiver location xr. The conceptual simplicity of the adjoint method is due to
the fact that the adjoint source time function s†(t) = −∂u²(t) fully determines the solution of the adjoint
equation, and that the adjoint operator L† is independent of the misfit functional. From a theoretical point
of view, the computation of sensitivity kernels therefore reduces to the computation of the adjoint source
time function that corresponds to a given misfit measure. In the case of an isotropic and non-dissipative
medium described in terms of the mass density ρ and the Lamé parameters µ and λ, the three sensitivity
or Fréchet kernels are
δρE = −
∫
R
∂tu† · ∂tu dt ,
 7.17a
δµE =
∫
R
[(∇u†) : (∇u) + (∇u†) : (∇u)T ] dt ,
 7.17b
δλE =
∫
R
(∇ · u†)(∇ · u) dt .
 7.17c
Expressions for Fréchet kernels with respect to other parameters, the S wave speed or the P wave speed,
for example, can be derived from equations (7.17). A special case arises when E(u) is equal to the ith
component of the displacement field, ui(xr, τ). We then have ²(t) = δ(t− τ) ei ·u(xr, t), and the source
term of the adjoint equation (7.16a) becomes −∂u²(t)δ(x−xr) = −ei δ(t−τ)δ(x−xr). This implies that
the corresponding adjoint field u† is equal to the negative adjoint Green’s function for a single force that
points in the i−direction, acts at time τ and that is located at xr. In symbols: u†(x, t) = −g†i (xr, τ ;x, t).
The Fréchet kernel δmui(xr, τ) is therefore given by
δm ui(xr, τ) = −
∫
R
g†i (x
r, τ ;x, t) · ∂mL[u(x, t),m(x)] dt .
 7.18
With this result in mind we can now continue with the computation of sensitivity kernels for phase and
envelope misfits. As equations (7.15) and (7.16) suggest, it is sufficient to find the adjoint source time
functions corresponding to the different misfits. They will then determine the adjoint wave field u† from
(7.16) and therefore also the sensitivity kernels from (7.15).
7.3.2 Adjoint source time function for the envelope misfit
We start the derivation of the adjoint source time function corresponding to measurements of the envelope
misfit by differentiating the envelope misfit Ee, as defined in (7.3a), with respect to the model parameters
m:
DmEe = E1−ne
∫
R2
Wne Dm|u˜i| (|u˜i| − |u˜0i |)n−1 dt dω .
 7.19
The symbol Dm denotes the functional or Fréchet derivative in the direction of a model perturbation m′,
i.e. DmEe = (dEe/dm)(m′). At this point, we keep the development as general as possible and therefore
do not specify any particular model parameter. In later applications the model parameter vector m may
be replaced by the shear velocity, density, Q or any other quantity that enters the wave equation. We also
leave the window function h that appears in the time-frequency transform (7.1) unspecified. In the interest
of a simplified notation we omit the dependencies on xr, t, ω, m and m′ whenever they are not needed
to understand the formulas. For Dm|u˜i| in (7.19) we substitute (C.5) given in appendix C.1 and find
DmEe = E1−ne Re
∫
R2
Wne (|u˜i| − |u˜0i |)n−1
u˜i
|u˜i| Dmu˜
∗
i dt dω ,
 7.20
where Re(z) denotes the real part of a complex-valued expression z. Writing (7.20) in terms of the
volumetric sensitivity densities δmEe and δmu˜i yields
DmEe =
∫
R3
m′ ·δmEe d3x = E1−ne Re
∫
R2
Wne (|u˜i|−|u˜0i |)n−1
(
u˜i
|u˜i|
∫
R3
m′ · δmu˜∗i d3x
)
dt dω .
 7.21
The volumetric sensitivity density, i.e. the Fréchet kernel, δmEe can therefore be expressed in terms of the
volumetric sensitivity density δmu˜∗i as follows:
δmEe = E1−ne Re
∫
R2
Wne (|u˜i| − |u˜0i |)n−1
u˜i
|u˜i|δmu˜
∗
i dt dω .
 7.22
The quantity δmu˜∗i is the Fréchet kernel of the time-frequency representation u˜
∗
i and can be written in
terms of the Fréchet kernel δmui. The latter is then expressible through the adjoint Green’s function g
†
i ,
as suggested by (7.18). This sequence of substitutions is summarised in appendix C.1, and leads to the
following expression for δmEe:
δmEe =− E
1−n
e√
2pi
Re
∫
R2
Wne (t, ω)[|u˜i(t, ω)| − |u˜0i (t, ω)|]n−1
×
[
u˜i(t, ω)
|u˜i(t, ω)|
∫
R2
g†i (x
r, τ ;x, t′) · ∂mL[u(t′)]h(τ − t)eiωτ dτ dt′
]
dt dω .
 7.23
In order to generate the canonical form δmEe =
∫
u†e,i · ∂mL[u] dt′, already introduced in equation (7.15),
we define the adjoint field for envelope measurements as follows:
u†e,i(x, t
′) =− E
1−n
e√
2pi
Re
∫
R
g†i (x
r, τ ;x, t′)
×
∫
R2
Wne (t, ω)[|u˜i(t, ω)| − |u˜0i (t, ω)|]n−1
(
u˜i(t, ω)
|u˜i(t, ω)|
)
h(τ − t) eiωτ dt dω dτ .
 7.24
A closer look at the integrals in (7.24) reveals that the adjoint source time function s†e,i corresponding to
the adjoint wave field u†e,i is
s†e,i(τ) = −
E1−ne√
2pi
Re
∫
R2
Wne (t, ω)[|u˜i(t, ω)| − |u˜0i (t, ω)|]n−1
[
u˜i(t, ω)
|u˜i(t, ω)| h(τ − t)e
iωτ
]
dt dω .
 7.25
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The subscripts in s†e,i indicate that the envelope measurement is made on the ith component of the
displacement field; they do not symbolise vector components. Equation (7.25) implies that the adjoint
wave field is formally given by
u†e,i(x, t
′) =
∫
R
s†e,i(τ)g
†
i (x
r, τ ;x, t′) dτ .
 7.26
In practice, equation (7.26) is not used because it is difficult to compute numerical Green’s functions and to
convolve them at every point in space with the source time function. Instead, we compute the adjoint wave
field u†e,i numerically by solving the adjoint wave equation (7.16) with the adjoint source time function
−∂u²(t) equal to s†e,i(t). We can simplify equation (7.25) considerably by writing it in terms of the inverse
time-frequency transform (see appendix C.2):
s†e,i(τ) = −E1−ne ReF−1h
[
Wne (|u˜i| − |u˜0i |)n−1
u˜i
|u˜i|
]
(τ) .
 7.27
Expression (7.27) states that the adjoint source time function for envelope misfits is simply the inverse
time-frequency transform of the (n − 1)th power of the envelope difference (|u˜i| − |u˜0i |)n−1 times the
weighting function Wne u˜i/|u˜i|.
7.3.3 Adjoint source time function for the phase misfit
Our strategy for the derivation of the adjoint source time function for the phase misfit is identical to the
one used in the previous paragraph. First, we differentiate the phase misfit Ep, defined in equation (7.3b),
with respect to the model parameters m:
DmEp = E1−np
∫
R2
Wnp Dmφi (φi − φ0i )n−1 dt dω .
 7.28
For Dmφi we substitute
Dmφi = −iDm ln
(
u˜i
|u˜i|
)
= i
(
1
|u˜i| Dm|u˜i| −
1
u˜i
Dmu˜i
)  7.29
and replace Dm|u˜i| by (C.5), given in appendix C.1. Reordering the terms yields
DmEp = iE1−np
∫
R2
Wnp (φi − φ0i )n−1
(
u˜i
2|u˜i|2Dmu˜
∗
i −
u˜∗i
2|u˜i|2Dmu˜i
)
dt dω
= −E1−np Im
∫
R2
Wnp (φ− φ0i )n−1
(
u˜i
|u˜i|2 Dmu˜
∗
i
)
dt dω .
 7.30
The symbol Im(z) denotes the imaginary part of a complex valued quantity z. We now make the transition
from the derivatives DmEp and Dmu˜i to their respective volumetric densities:
DmEp =
∫
R3
m′ ·δmEp d3x = −E1−np Im
∫
R2
Wnp (φi−φ0i )n−1
(
u˜i
|u˜i|2
∫
R3
m′ · δmu˜∗i d3x
)
dt dω .
 7.31
Changing the order of the integration provides an expression for the sensitivity density δmEp in terms of
the sensitivity density δmu˜i:
δmEp = −E1−np Im
∫
R2
Wnp (φi − φ0i )n−1
(
u˜i
|u˜i|2 δmu˜
∗
i
)
dt dω .
 7.32
As demonstrated in appendix C.1, we can write δmu˜i, and therefore its complex conjugate, in terms of the
ith adjoint Green’s function g†i (x
r, τ ;x, t′):
δmEp =
E1−np√
2pi
Im
∫
R2
Wnp (t, ω)[φi(t, ω)− φ0i (t, ω)]n−1
×
[
u˜i(t, ω)
|u˜i(t, ω)|2
∫
R2
g†i (x
r, τ ;x, t′) · ∂mL[u(t′)]h(τ − t) eiωτ dτ dt′
]
dt dω .
 7.33
This expression reduces to the canonical form δmEp =
∫
u†p,i · ∂mL[u] dt′ by defining the adjoint field for
the phase measurement as follows:
u†p,i(x, t
′) =
E1−np√
2pi
∫
R3
Wnp (t, ω) [φi(t, ω)− φ0i (t, ω)]n−1
×
[
u˜i(t, ω)
|u˜i(t, ω)|2 g
†
i (x
r, τ ;x, t′)h(τ − t) eiωτ
]
dτ dt dω .
 7.34
From equation (7.34) we can deduce the adjoint source time function s†p,i(τ) that generates the adjoint
wave field u†p,i(x, t
′). It is given by
s†p,i(τ) =
E1−np√
2pi
Im
∫
R2
Wnp (t, ω)[φi(t, ω)− φ0i (t, ω)]n−1
[
u˜i(t, ω)
|u˜i(t, ω)|2 h(τ − t) e
iωτ
]
dt dω .
 7.35
By using the inverse time-frequency transform F−1h (appendix C.2), we can condense (7.35) to the following
expression:
s†p,i(τ) = E
1−n
p ImF
−1
h
[
Wnp (φi − φ0i )n−1
u˜i
|u˜i|2
]
(τ) .
 7.36
The equation (7.36) closely resembles (7.27), which provides the adjoint source time function for envelope
misfit measurements, with the phase difference (φi − φ0i )n−1 playing the role of the envelope difference
(|u˜i| − |u˜0i |)n−1. Note that the term in square brackets is well-defined despite the factor |u˜i|−2: Since
n ≥ 2 the term Wnp /|u˜i|2 is bounded because of the stability requirement for phase measurements.
7.3.4 Adjoint source time functions for envelope and phase misfits based
on velocity or acceleration seismograms
Often, seismic data come in the form of velocity or acceleration seismograms that can not be integrated –
due to the presence of long-period seismic noise, for example. It can therefore be convenient to measure
phase and envelope misfits directly for velocities or accelerations. In those cases the adjoint source time
functions that we already found for displacement seismograms need to be modified. Since the derivation
of the adjoint source time functions for velocity and acceleration measurements closely follows the scheme
introduced in the previous paragraphs, we merely state the results. First, assuming that all envelopes,
phases and corresponding misfits are measured from the velocities vi = u˙i, v0i = u˙
0
i , we have
s†e,i(τ) = E
1−n
e ∂τ ReF
−1
h
[
Wne (|v˜i| − |v˜0i |)n−1
v˜i
|v˜i|
]
(τ) ,
 7.37
s†p,i(τ) = −E1−np ∂τ ImF−1h
[
Wnp (φi − φ0i )n−1
v˜i
|v˜i|2
]
(τ) .
 7.38
For measurements made from the accelerations ai = u¨i, a0i = u¨
0
i we find in a similar way
s†e,i(τ) = −E1−ne ∂2τ ReF−1h
[
Wne (|a˜i| − |a˜0i |)n−1
a˜i
|a˜i|
]
(τ) ,
 7.39
s†p,i(τ) = E
1−n
p ∂
2
τ ImF
−1
h
[
Wnp (φi − φ0i )n−1
a˜i
|a˜i|2
]
(τ) .
 7.40
It is important to note that while being potentially convenient from a purely observational point of view,
velocity and acceleration measurements tend to pose numerical problems. The adjoint source time functions
in equations (7.37) and (7.39) are proportional to the second and fourth derivatives of ui, respectively.
The resulting adjoint fields will therefore have higher dominant frequencies than the adjoint fields based
on displacement measurements. This is from a numerical point of view disadvantageous because higher
frequencies require a finer discretisation and higher computational costs.
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7.3.5 Adjoint source time function for measurements of logarithmic en-
velopes
We mentioned in section 7.2.1 that it can be advantageous to measure logarithmic rather than pure
envelopes, i.e., to use an envelope misfit defined through Ene =
∫
Wne [log(|u˜i|/|u˜0i |)]n dt dω. For com-
pleteness we therefore give the adjoint source time function corresponding to this objective functional,
without derivation,
s†e,i(τ) = −E1−ne ReF−1h
[
Wne (log |u˜i|/|u˜0i |)n−1
|u˜0i |u˜i
|u˜i|2
]
(τ) .
 7.41
7.4 Interrelations between objective functionals and their asso-
ciated adjoint sources
When the signals ui and u0i , the window h and the weighting functions Wp and We fulfill certain require-
ments, then the time-frequency misfits yield the same numerical results as other objective functionals that
already found wide-spread use in seismology. Moreover, the associated adjoint sources and Fréchet kernels
are then identical. In the following paragraphs we will establish relations between the time-frequency misfits
and 1) measurements of cross-correlation time shifts, 2) measurements of rms amplitude differences, 3)
generalised seismological data functionals (Gee & Jordan, 1992) and 4) time-domain full-waveform inver-
sion. The comparisons will highlight similarities that occur under well-defined circumstances, and point
out when significant differences between objective functionals are to be expected. The comparisons will
also facilitate the interpretation of the Fréchet kernels shown in section 7.5. The following analyses assume
that the phase and envelope misfits are the L2 norms of the corresponding time and frequency dependent
phase and envelope differences (n = 2).
7.4.1 Phase misfits and cross-correlation time shifts
The estimation of time shifts between data and synthetics via cross-correlation is a classical tool in surface
wave analysis (Dziewonski et al., 1972), which was translated to waveform inversion by Luo & Schuster
(1991) to bridge the gap between the highly non-linear time-domain full waveform inversion (e.g. Gauthier
et al., 1986) and ray-based travel time tomography. The concept has been directly applied to data (e.g.
Zhou et al., 1995) and is used to derive finite-frequency delay time kernels (e.g. Dahlen et al., 2000; Tromp
et al., 2005).
Cross-correlation time shifts and phase misfits yield identical values when data and synthetics are exactly
time-shifted. This means that for a given datum u0i (t), the synthetic is ui(t) = u
0
i (t−∆t). Furthermore,
the window function h is required to vary much more slowly than the data and synthetics, and the phase
weighting function Wp must be equal to |u˜0i |/||v0i ||. For the time-frequency representation of ui we then
find
u˜i(t, ω) =
1√
2pi
∫
R
ui(τ)h∗(τ − t) e−iωτ dτ = e
−iω∆t
√
2pi
∫
R
u0i (τ)h
∗(τ − t+∆t) e−iωτ dτ
≈ e−iω∆t u˜0i (t, ω) .
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The phase difference therefore is ∆φ = φ − φ0 = −ω∆t. Invoking Plancherel’s formula allows us to
estimate the phase misfit Ep:
E2p =
∫
R2
W 2pω
2∆t2 dω dt = ||v0i ||−2∆t2
∫
R2
|ωu˜0i |2 dω dt
≈ ||v0i ||−2∆t2
∫
R2
|v˜0i |2 dω dt = ||v0i ||−2∆t2
∫
R
|v0i |2 dt = ∆t2 .
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Hence, under these specific assumptions, the phase misfit is equal to the time shift ∆t that one could also
measure by cross-correlation. The adjoint source time function for phase misfits also reflects this similarity
to cross-correlation time shift measurements. Introducing Ep = ∆t and Wp = |u˜0i |/||v0i || into (7.36) yields
s†p,i(t) = E
−1
p ImG
−1
[
W 2p (φi − φ0i )
u˜i
|u˜i|2
]
(t)
= −||v0i ||−22 ImG−1
[
ω|u˜0i |2
u˜i
|u˜i|2
]
(t) ≈ −||v0i ||−22 ImG−1 [ωu˜i] (t)
≈ ||v
0
i ||−22√
2pi||h||2
Im ∂t
∫
R2
iu˜i(τ, ω)eiωt h(t− τ) dω dτ = ||vi||−22 u˙i(t) .
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A comparison with (C.23) shows that s†p,i is identical to the adjoint source time function s
†
cc,i corresponding
to the measurement of time shifts via cross-correlation of data and synthetics. To obtain this result we
needed to assume that the data u0i and the synthetics ui are related through ui(t) = u
0
i (t −∆t), which
means that they need to have identical waveforms. In practice, this condition is rarely met due to dispersion
in the heterogeneous Earth with resulting waveform distortions. Consequently, the Fréchet kernels for cross-
correlation and phase misfit measurements will generally be different.
7.4.2 Envelope misfits and rms amplitude differences
The relative rms amplitude misfit between real and synthetic waveforms is defined through the equations
E2rms =
(A−A0)2
(A0)2
=
∆(A0)2
A2
,
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A =
(∫
R
u2i dt
)1/2
= ||ui||2 , A0 =
(∫
R
(u0i )
2 dt
)1/2
= ||u0i ||2 ,
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where ui and u0i are assumed to be already windowed to a particular phase or a specific part of the
seismogram. Tibuleac et al. (2003) demonstrated that Erms for P waves contains information about the
Earth’s structure. The corresponding sensitivity kernels have been derived by Dahlen & Baig (2002). The
envelope and the rms amplitude misfits are identical under the unrealistic condition that the data u0i and
the synthetics ui are exactly scaled, i.e., ui = γu0i with a real number γ. Using the envelope weighting
function We = ||u0i ||−12 then yields E2rms = E2e = ∆A2/(A0)2. Consequently, the corresponding adjoint
source time functions s†e,i and s
†
rms,i are also identical:
s†e,i(t) = s
†
rms,i(t) = −
sign∆A
||u0i ||2||ui||2
ui(t) .
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In practice, the assumptions under which Erms equals Ee are rarely satisfied because of the time dependence
of amplitude variations (see section 7.5 for examples involving real data). Thus, the corresponding Fréchet
kernels will mostly not be identical.
7.4.3 Generalised seismological data functionals
Generalised seismological data functionals (GSDFs) were introduced by Gee & Jordan (1992) as a means
of extracting and separating phase and amplitude information from seismic waveforms. They have recently
been used by Chen et al. (2007a) for the imaging of crustal structure in the Los Angeles region. GSDFs are
the formalisation of ideas expressed earlier by Lerner-Lam & Jordan (1983) and Cara & Lévêque (1987).
The development is based on the concept of an isolation filter f(t) which is a processed version of the
synthetic waveform u(t), e.g. a windowed and filtered synthetic P wave. The correlation of the isolation
filter with the data u0(t), denoted by c(u0, f), is first localised in time by windowing and then localised
in the frequency domain by narrow-band filtering around a chosen frequency ωi. The modified correlation
function FiWc(u0, f) may then be approximated by a Gaussian wavelet with half-width σ−1s and centre
frequency ωs:
FiWc(u0, f)(t) ≈ g(t) = Ae−σ2s(t−t0g)2/2 cos[ωs(t− t0p)] ,
 7.48
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where the quantities t0p and t0g are interpreted as phase and group delays, respectively. Repeating the same
procedure for the correlation of the isolation filter f(t) with the synthetic seismogram u(t) defines the
phase and group delays tp and tg. Two of the four GSDFs are then defined through
∆tp = tp − t0p and ∆tg = tg − t0g .
 7.49
These are the differential phase and group delays, respectively. We do not consider the remaining two
GSDFs. We can relate the phase difference ∆φ to the GSDFs ∆tp and ∆tg when the isolation filter f(t) is
a well-separated phase that arrives at some time t = T and that does not interfere with other phases. The
correlation of f(t) with u(t) is then effectively an auto-correlation. This implies tg = tp = 0, ∆tp = t0p
and ∆tg = t0g. If we furthermore assume that Wc(u0, f) does not need to be filtered severely in order to
be representable by a Gaussian wavelet, then we have
c(f0T , fT )(t) ≈Wc(u0, f)(t) ≈ Ae−σ
2
s(t−t0g)2/2 cos[ωs(t− t0p)] ,
 7.50
where c(f0T , fT ) is the correlation of the data and synthetics windowed by h(t−T ) (see equation 7.4). The
phase of c(f0T , fT ) is equal to the phase difference ∆φ(T, ω). Since the Fourier transform of the Gaussian
wavelet in (7.48) and (7.50) is
g˜(ω) =
√
2pi
2σs
e−(ωs−ω)/2σ
2
s eiωst
0
p−it0g(ωs−ω) ,
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we can infer the following relation:
∆φ(T, ω) ≈ ωs∆tp + (ω − ωs)∆tg .
 7.52
The phase difference ∆φ mixes phase and group delay information. It nevertheless completely quantifies
both through ∆tp = ∆φ(T, ω = ωs)/ωs and ∆tg = ∂∆φ(T, ω)/∂ω.
Conceptually, the time-frequency misfits and the GSDFs are closely related. When measured at a series of
frequencies the GSDFs quantify frequency-dependent phase and amplitude discrepancies. Thus, minimising
the complete collection of GSDFs is similar to jointly minimising the phase and the envelope misfits. When
the data and synthetics are too dissimilar, the processed correlation function FiWc(u0, f) may not resemble
a Gaussian wavelet. It is then possible to expand FiWc(u0, f) into a Gram-Charlier series with − at least
in theory − infinitely many parameters (Gee & Jordan, 1992). In this sense the GSDFs can be infinite-
dimensional and complete along the time axis, just as the time-frequency misfits Ep and Ee.
7.4.4 The relation of envelope and phase misfits to time-domain full-waveform
inversion
Luo & Schuster (1991) established a link between time-domain full-waveform inversion and wave equation
traveltime inversion based on cross-correlation time shifts (section 7.4.1): Assuming that small velocity
perturbations lead to small time shifts, time-domain full-waveform inversion and wave-equation traveltime
inversion are essentially identical. This suggests that an iterative minimisation based on cross-correlation
time shifts might combine the advantages of transmission and diffraction tomography.
We can show a similar link between the phase misfit and the L2 misfit ||u − u0||22 used in time-domain
full-waveform inversion. By analogy with the approach taken by Luo & Schuster (1991) we assume that
the differences between the real Earth and the model Earth are so small that u˜i and u˜0i only differ by a
small phase shift ∆φi. For the phase weighting function Wp we choose Wp = |u˜0i |. A Taylor expansion
truncated after the linear term then gives
∆u˜i = u˜i − u˜0i = |u˜0i | ei(φ
0
i+∆φi) − |u˜0i | eiφ
0
i = i∆φi u˜0i .
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By invoking Plancherel’s relation, we find that the phase misfit Ep is then equal to the L2 norm of
∆ui = ui − u0i :
E2p =
∫
R2
W 2p ∆φ
2
i dω dt =
∫
R2
|∆u˜i|2 dω dt =
∫
R
∆u2i dt = ||∆ui||22 .
 7.54
Since the misfit measures are equal, the corresponding adjoint sources are also identical. The term small
is problematic when it is used to quantify differences between Earth models. In fact, when the model
differences are small, it is equally justifiable that the phase differences vanish and that only the amplitudes
of data and synthetics vary by a factor of say γ > 0, i.e., u˜i = γu˜0i . Choosing We = 1, we find in that
case that the envelope misfit Ee is equal to the L2 norm of ∆ui:
E2e =
∫
R2
W 2e (γ − 1)2|u˜0i |2 dω dt =
∫
R2
W 2e |∆u˜i|2 dω dt =
∫
R2
|∆u˜i|2 dω dt =
∫
R
∆u2i dt = ||∆ui||22 . 7.55
In practice, both amplitude and phase differences will be observed even when the model Earth is close to
the real Earth. It is therefore generally not possible to equate time-domain full-waveform inversion with
waveform inversion in the time-frequency domain when the model differences are deemed small.
7.5 Data examples
7.5.1 Earth model and data
To illustrate the computation of sensitivity kernels for time-frequency domain misfits with a real data
example, we choose an event that occurred on June 12, 1993 in the West Irian region of Indonesia (see
figure 7.3). The earthquake location is latitude: −4.37o, longitude: 135.12o, depth: 15 km. The CMT
solution is visualised in figure 7.3. Unprocessed velocity seismograms, recorded at station CTAO (latitude:
−20.09o, longitude: 146.25o, ∆ = 19.02o) are plotted in the left column of figure 7.3. Instead of integrating
both data and synthetics, we decide to work with velocities rather than with displacements.
The Earth model used to compute the synthetic seismograms is an over-smoothed version of the S velocity
model derived by Fishwick et al. (2005) on the basis of a surface wave tomography (figure 7.3). The model
shows lateral velocity variations down to 350 km. The 1-D background model is ak135 (Kennett et al.,
1995). Based on the analysis of refracted waves (Kaiho & Kennett, 2000), we set the lateral P wave speed
variations equal to 2/3 of the S wave speed variations and disregard any lateral variations in density. This
model is intended to be an initial model for a waveform tomography. It reproduces the data sufficiently
well and therefore justifies the use of the time-frequency domain misfits Ee and Ep. Instead of classical
tomographies one may alternatively use initial models that are based on geodynamic modelling (Schuberth
et al., 2008). We computed all synthetic seismograms with a spectral-element method described in Fichtner
& Igel (2008) and implemented on a cluster with 160 processors (Oeser et al., 2006).
7.5.2 Surface waves
In the interest of simplicity, we restrict our attention to the vertical component, even though all components
should ideally be used in a waveform tomography. The surface wave data and synthetics are low-pass filtered
with a cutoff frequency of 0.02 Hz (50 s). A comparison of the data and the synthetic surface wave train
are shown on the left of figure 7.4.
For the time-frequency analysis we choose σ = 50 s, i.e. the cutoff frequency. The weighting function for
the phase difference is Wp = log(1 + |v˜0z |)/max log(1 + |v˜0z |), and for the envelope difference we choose
We = ||v0z ||−12 . The weighted phase misfit, shown in the centre of figure 7.4, is dominated by negative
values that are due to the overall phase delay of the synthetic relative to the data wave train. However,
there are also slightly positive values of the phase difference near the onset of the wave train. The weighted
envelope difference is more complex than the phase difference, as one can see on the right of figure 7.4.
For frequencies below 0.01 Hz the envelope difference is generally positive, meaning that the synthetic
is larger than the data. Around the dominant frequency of 0.02 Hz the envelope misfit agrees well with
the visual analysis: smaller amplitudes of the synthetic prior to 650 s followed by larger amplitudes of the
synthetic that persist until around 800 s.
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Figure 7.3: Left: Unprocessed velocity seismograms of the West Irian event (June 12, 1993) recorded at
the permanent station CTAO, located in NW Australia. The CMT solution is visualised in the lower right
of the BHZ channel recording. Centre: Model of the S wave velocity β at the depth of 100 km. The
maximum lateral variations ∆β reach 10% of the background value. The source and receiver locations are
plotted as a circle (•) and a square (), respectively. Right: The same as in the centre but at the depth
of 200 km. The lateral variations are smaller than at 100 km depth and finally vanish below 350 km.
Figure 7.4: Left: Comparison of vertical-component surface wave trains, low-pass filtered with a cutoff
frequency of 0.02 Hz (50 s). The synthetic is plotted in black and the data in red. Centre: Weighted
phase difference in time-frequency space. Both positive and negative phase differences are observable.
Right: Weighted envelope difference in time-frequency space.
Figure 7.5: Left: Horizontal slice through the sensitivity kernel δβEp at the surface. The kernel corresponds
to the phase difference shown in the centre of figure 7.4. It therefore contains contributions from the entire
pass band up to 50 s. Centre: Horizontal slice through the gradient of the phase misfit Ep with respect to
the shear wave speed. The model basis functions are blocks that are 1o× 1o wide and 10 km deep. Right:
Normalised steepest descent direction obtained by multiplying the negative gradient by a covariance matrix.
The covariance matrix introduces a horizontal correlation length of 100 km and a vertical correlation length
of 20 km.
The phase and envelope differences translate to adjoint source time functions (equation 7.37) that we use
to compute sensitivity kernels for Ep and Ee with respect to the shear wave speed β. The results are
shown in the left columns of figures 7.5 and 7.6, respectively. Effectively, the kernels contain contributions
from the entire pass band up to 50 s. The complexity of both kernels is due to (1) the complexity of the
phase and envelope differences in time-frequency space, (2) the three-dimensional structure of the Earth
model and (3) the radiation pattern of the source. While both kernels attain comparatively large values in
the vicinity of the ray path, pronounced side lobes also appear.
The significance of the side lobes in the context of a gradient-method-based misfit minimisation can be
evaluated by computing the gradients and the steepest descent directions that correspond to the different
kernels. The gradient is the projection of the kernel onto the space of model basis functions, and the
direction of steepest descent equals the negative gradient multiplied by a covariance matrix. Choosing –
for the purpose of illustration – the model basis functions to be blocks that are 1o × 1o wide and 10 km
deep produces the gradients shown in the centres of figures 7.5 and 7.6. The side lobes with an oscillation
period of 1o and less disappear so that the gradients are dominated by the two central lobes. Multiplying
the negative gradients by a covariance matrix that introduces a horizontal correlation length of 100 km and
a vertical correlation length of 20 km yields the steepest descent directions shown in the right columns of
figures 7.5 and 7.6. The covariance matrix acts as a smoothing operator and therefore removes oscillations
at length scales smaller than the correlation length. In this particular example only the two central lobes
of the sensitivity kernels are relevant for an iterative misfit minimisation based on gradient methods. This
is, however, not a general statement because the characteristics of the steepest descent direction depend
strongly on the actual waveform misfits, the set of basis functions and the regularisation via the covariance
matrix.
The Fréchet kernels displayed in figures 7.5 and 7.6 can not be compared directly to those derived for
example by Marquering et al. (1998), Friederich (1999), Zhou et al. (2004) or Yoshizawa & Kennett
(2005) on the basis of semi-analytic solutions of the elastic wave equation. The reason for the lack of
comparability arises mostly from the different measurement techniques, different notions of phase and
amplitude and the intrinsic data dependence of our kernels. Nevertheless, the nature of wave propagation
ensures that all kernels are qualitatively similar in shape, regardless of the measurement details: slowly
oscillating structural sensitivity around the geometrical ray path corresponding to the first Fresnel zone and
rapidly oscillating off-path sensitivity corresponding to the higher Fresnel zones.
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Figure 7.6: The same as figure 7.5 but for the envelope misfit Ee.
Figure 7.7: Left: Comparison of vertical-component P wave trains, low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency
of 0.04 Hz (25 s). The synthetic is plotted in black and the data in red. Centre: Weighted phase difference
in time-frequency space. Right: Weighted envelope difference in time-frequency space.
7.5.3 Body waves
We consider, as an example, vertical-component P and S wave forms. The unfiltered data are shown in
the centres of figures 7.9 and 7.10. At the epicentral distance of 19◦ the P waveform is composed of
various phases associated with reflection and refraction from the 410 and 660 km discontinuities. The
surface-reflected phase PnPn does not yet have a clearly separate identity but appears as a lower-frequency
tail of the composite P wave train. Matters are more complicated in the case of the S wave train. In
addition to upper-mantle reflections and refractions there are also higher-mode surface waves interacting
with the direct S wave.
For our analysis we have applied a low-pass filter to the waveforms with a cutoff frequency of 0.04 Hz
(25 s). The time-domain P and S waveforms together with their respective phase and envelope misfits
are displayed in figures 7.7 and 7.8. The weighting functions We and Wp are the same as in the section
on surface waves. In both cases the data are delayed with respect to the synthetics for all times and
frequencies, therefore producing generally positive phase differences (centres of figures 7.7 and 7.8). This
is in agreement with the visual impression. The characteristics of the envelope misfits, shown on the right
Figure 7.8: The same as figure 7.7 but for the S wave train.
Figure 7.9: Left/Centre Left: Horizontal slice at 371 km depth and vertical slice through the envelope
misfit kernel for the P wave train. Centre: Unprocessed vertical-component velocity seismogram comprising
the P arrival. Right/Centre Right: Horizontal slice at 371 km depth and vertical slice through the phase
misfit kernel for the P wave train. The kernels in this figure correspond to the envelope and phase differences
shown in figure 7.7. They contain contributions from the entire pass band up to 25 s.
of figures 7.7 and 7.8 are more complicated.
P wave Fréchet kernels: The Fréchet kernels for the P wave with respect to the P wave speed α can be
seen in figure 7.9. They contain contributions from the complete pass band up to 25 s. Both the envelope
misfit and the phase misfit kernels show a broad central zone surrounding the geometrical ray path. The
outer lobes are not as pronounced as in the surface wave case. The kernels are comparatively simple
because the P wave form is a well-pronounced single peak, despite the interference of several phases inside
the analysed time window. The minimum along the ray path is reminiscent of the seemingly paradoxical
zero observed in other types of phase delay kernels (Woodward, 1992; Yomogida, 1992; Marquering, 1999).
It can be interpreted in terms of in-phase scattering on the ray path.
The filtered data and synthetic P wave forms shown on the left of figure 7.8 are similar, though not
identical. In consequence, from our comparison of misfit functionals in section 7.4, the phase misfit kernel
should be qualitatively similar to cross-correlation time delay kernels (Dahlen et al., 2000; Liu & Tromp,
2008). Similarly, the envelope misfit kernel should qualitatively resemble the rms amplitude kernels of
Dahlen & Baig (2002). Figure 7.9 confirms this conjecture.
S wave Fréchet kernels: Figure 7.10 displays the Fréchet kernels corresponding to the S waveform. The
kernels for both the phase and the envelope misfit differ largely from the P wave kernels. The complexity
of the S wave kernels results from the complexity of the S wave train (see figures 7.8 and 7.10) inside the
considered time window. The Earth model ak135 (Kennett et al., 1995) predicts four distinct S phases,
the SnSn phase and the PcP phase to arrive between 470 s and 530 s (Knapmeyer, 2004). The situation
is further complicated by the presence of higher-mode surface waves. At periods around 25 s, these phases
interfere with the S wave train and cannot be separately distinguished. Consequently the sensitivity kernels
become a superposition of the kernels corresponding to each single phase plus the higher-mode surface
waves. The P wave train between 260 s and 280 s is also composed of several phases including PnPn.
Nevertheless, the P wave form (see figures 7.7 and 7.9) is clearly dominated by one single peak which leads
to a comparatively simple sensitivity kernel.
Both the complex interferences and the dissimilarity of data and synthetics add to the fact that the phase
misfit kernel shown in figure 7.10 does not resemble cross-correlation time delay kernels (Dahlen et al.,
2000; Liu & Tromp, 2008). Also, the envelope misfit kernel differs from rms amplitude kernels (Dahlen &
Baig, 2002). This reflects the fact that different measurement techniques yield different kernels.
We abstain from a more detailed analysis of the sensitivity kernels because most statements would not be
general due to the strong dependence of the kernels on the actual data, the model Earth and the source
characteristics.
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Figure 7.10: The same as figure 7.10 but for the S wave train.
7.6 Discussion
Advantages of the time-frequency domain misfits in the context of structural inverse problems:
The principal advantage of the time-frequency domain misfits is their ability to extract the maximum
amount of waveform information and to separate this information into two parts: the phase which is
quasi-linearly related to Earth structure and the envelope which can be highly non-linearly related to Earth
structure. This makes the time-frequency misfits usable in continental and global scale tomography, i.e.,
in a scenario where the seismic wave field is spatially undersampled and where the background structure is
insufficiently well known.
The computation of the time-frequency misfits does not require the isolation of particular phases or the
extraction of any secondary observables. It is applicable to body waves, surface waves and interfering wave
trains. Seismic phases that are of specific interest, e.g. small-amplitude core phases, can be emphasised
through the weighting functions Wp and We.
The phase and envelope misfits are physically meaningful quantifications of seismic waveform differences.
This is not always the case when the time-domain L2 norm
∑N
r=1
∫
[u(xr, t)−u0(xr, t)]2 dt is used instead.
The latter can be interpreted as the energy of the scattered wave field, however, only when the remaining
structural heterogeneities can indeed by treated as scatterers. The time-domain L2 norm can be large
even when data and synthetics are similar but slightly time-shifted. This contributes to the excessive non-
linearity of time-domain full waveform inversion. Phase and envelope misfits avoid this deficiency.
The phase and envelope misfits together fully quantify waveform differences, i.e. data=synthetics in the
hypothetical case of zero phase and zero envelope misfit. In this sense, the maximum amount of waveform
information is extracted. A structural inverse problem based on both time-frequency misfits is a full
waveform inversion.
Disadvantages: The time-frequency domain misfits Ep and Ee share one disadvantage with all other
measures of seismic waveform differences: they are meaningful only when data and synthetics are similar
to some degree. There is currently no technique that allows us to compare largely dissimilar waveforms
in a physically meaningful way. This may be due to the practical need to linearise tomographic problems,
but also to our insufficient understanding of wave propagation in complex media and our rather inflexible
physical intuition. (In fact, linearisability and physical intuition often seem to coincide.) Our intuition
favours a comparison of waveforms by associating oscillation cycles in the data with oscillation cycles in
the synthetics. This is problematic when data and synthetics are too dissimilar, i.e., when there are no
cycles to be associated. In the context of a structural inverse problem this difficulty can be circumvented
by inverting for lower frequencies first and by then including successively higher frequencies. The general
success of this strategy seems obvious but strictly speaking is based on conjecture. When data and synthetic
waveforms are too dissimilar only Monte Carlo methods will be generally successful. The choice of the
misfit functional is then likely to be of lesser importance.
As other measures of full waveform differences, the phase and envelope misfits are relatively sensitive to
noise and modelling errors. The influence of noise can be reduced by using the weighting functions Wp
and We as filters that suppress frequency bands where the noise is particularly high. Still, full waveform
inversion − in any of its variants − is a tomographic method that relies on high-quality data and that is
unlikely to be efficient when the quality of the recordings is too low. Modelling errors can be minimised by
using sophisticated numerical methods that correctly account for 3-D Earth structure and the physics of
wave propagation.
The wavelet transform and time-adaptive window functions: A disadvantage of the time-frequency
transforms (Gabor transforms) as defined in (7.1) is that the width of the sliding window h does not
depend on time or frequency. In some applications such dependence might be desirable. In the case of a
strongly dispersed surface wave train, for example, one may wish to sample the longer-period part with a
broader window and the late-arriving part with a narrow window. More generally, h should be broad for
low frequencies and comparatively narrow for high frequencies.
This well-known draw back of the Gabor transform is the principal motivation for its replacement by a
continuous wavelet transform, studied for example by Kristekovà et al. (2006). Indeed, the continuous
wavelet transform, CWT , with the Morlet wavelet ψ at reference frequency ω0, defined through
CWT [u(xri )](ω, t) :=
1√|ω0/ω|
∫
R
u(xr, t)ψ∗
(
τ − t
ω0/ω
)
dτ , ψ(t) := pi−1/4 eiω0t e−t
2/2 ,
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would solve this problem while being conceptually very close to the windowed Fourier transform. Due to
this similarity most of the results derived in the previous sections remain almost unchanged when Fh is
replaced by CWT . Hence, if a particular data set requires a more sophisticated time-frequency transform,
pre-existing data analysis codes can be modified with ease.
In our case, where the data are body and surface wave trains recorded at epicentral distances beyond
15◦, we found the Gabor transform to be sufficient. The reason for this is that we can compare data and
synthetics only in a frequency range where they are close, i.e., phase shifted by less than ±pi. This is,
unfortunately, only true for comparatively low frequencies, even when a 3-D Earth model is used for the
computation of the synthetics. Therefore, while improving the quality of the time-frequency representa-
tions, a continuous wavelet transform does not necessarily improve the quantification of the misfits that
one can use in a seismic waveform tomography.
Computational aspects: Equation (7.15) implies that the regular wave field u(x, t) and the adjoint wave
field u†(x, t) need to be known simultaneously in order to compute the sensitivity kernel via the time
integral δmE =
∫
R u
† · ∂mL(u,m) dt. In practice δmE is computed during the solution of the adjoint
equation, which runs backwards in time due to the terminal conditions (7.16b). The regular wave field is
then made available through one of the following three approaches: (1) The final state of the regular wave
field, u(x, t1) is stored and then marched backwards in time together with the adjoint wave field. This
is possible when the medium is non-dissipative. (2) The regular wave field is stored at sufficiently many
time steps during the solution of the regular wave equation and then loaded during the solution of the
adjoint equation. This method is applicable in the case of dissipative media. While being time-efficient it
has very high storage requirements. (3) Checkpointing algorithms provide a balance between storage and
time efficiency (e.g. Griewank & Walther, 2000; Charpentier, 2000). The regular wave field is stored at
a smaller number of time steps, called checkpoints, and solved from there until the current time of the
adjoint calculation is reached. For the sensitivity kernels presented in this paper we used approach (2), i.e.,
the storage of the complete regular wave field.
While the computation of the sensitivity kernels is conceptually simple, a full waveform tomography based
on the adjoint method is still a major challenge. Sensitivity kernels need to be computed for a large number
of data and several iterations may be necessary to achieve a satisfactory misfit reduction. The computa-
tional costs can be reduced by computing composite kernels for all data corresponding to one source (Tape
et al., 2007). When the number of sources outnumbers the number of receivers, the scattering integral
formulation by Chen et al. (2007a,b) can be more efficient than the adjoint method.
A strategy for full waveform inversion using time-frequency misfits: A time-frequency domain full
waveform inversion is likely to be most efficient when the phase and envelope misfits are minimised itera-
tively, e.g. with a conjugate gradient method. During the first iterations the emphasis should be on the
phase misfit of longer-period waveforms in order to keep the problem as linear as possible. The envelope
misfit can then be upweighted successively, depending on the already achieved waveform similarity and
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the data quality. With increasing number of iterations higher frequencies can then be taken into account.
Under which circumstances the envelope misfit may be used to discern variations of Q from elastic structure
still requires further investigations.
8
Full waveform inversion for upper-mantle structure in
the Australasian region
Following the methodological developments of the previous chapters, we now present a full seismic waveform
tomography for upper-mantle structure in the Australasian region. Our method is based on spectral-element
simulations of seismic wave propagation in 3-D heterogeneous Earth models. The accurate solution of the
forward problem ensures that waveform misfits are solely due to as yet undiscovered Earth structure,
thus leading to more realistic tomographic images. To reduce the computational costs, we implement a
transversely isotropic long-wavelength equivalent crustal model. This allows us to use a coarser mesh that
is not required to follow crustal discontinuities.
We quantify the differences between the observed and the synthetic waveforms using time-frequency misfits.
Their principal advantages in the context of continental- and global-scale full waveform inversion are the
separation of phase and amplitude misfits, the exploitation of the complete waveform information and a
quasi-linear relation to 3-D Earth structure. Fréchet kernels for the time-frequency misfits are computed
via the adjoint method. We propose a simple data compression scheme and an accuracy-adaptive time
integration of the wave fields that allows us to reduce the storage requirements of the adjoint method by
almost two orders of magnitude.
To minimise the waveform phase misfit, we implement a pre-conditioned conjugate gradient algorithm.
Amplitude information is incorporated indirectly by a restricted line search. This ensures that the cumulative
envelope misfit does not increase during the inversion. An efficient pre-conditioner is found empirically
through numerical experiments. It prevents the concentration of structural heterogeneity near the sources
and receivers.
We apply our waveform tomographic method to ≈ 1000 high-quality vertical-component seismograms,
recorded in the Australasian region between 1993 and 2008. The waveforms comprise fundamental- and
higher mode surface and long-period S body waves in the period range from 50 s to 200 s. To improve
the convergence of the algorithm, we implement a 3-D initial model that contains the long-wavelength
features of the Australasian region. Resolution tests indicate that our algorithm converges after around 10
iterations and that both long- and short-wavelength features in the uppermost mantle are well-resolved.
There are clear indications of non-linear effects in the inversion procedure: Large-amplitude anomalies can
generally be recovered more accurately than smaller-amplitude anomalies with the same geometry.
After 11 iterations we fit the data waveforms acceptably well; with no significant further improvements
to be expected. During the inversion the total fitted seismogram length increases by 46%, providing a
clear indication of the efficiency and consistency of the iterative optimisation algorithm. The resulting SV
wave speed model reveals structural features of the Australasian upper mantle with great detail. There
appear clearly separated fragments within the Precambrian cratons. A pronounced low-velocity band along
the eastern margin of the continent can be clearly distinguished against Precambrian Australia and the
micro-continental Lord Howe Rise. The transition from Precambrian to Phanerozoic Australia (the Tasman
Line) appears to be sharp down to at least 200 km depth. It mostly occurs further east of where it is
inferred from gravity and magnetic anomalies. Also clearly visible are the Archean and Proterozoic cratons,
the northward continuation of the continent and anomalously low S wave speeds in the upper mantle in
central Australia.
This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first application of non-linear full seismic waveform tomography
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to a continental-scale problem.
8.1 Introduction
8.1.1 State of the art and summary of previous work
The crust and upper mantle of the Australasian region have been the object of seismological studies since
the 1940s when de Jersey (1946) inferred crustal thickness values from Rayleigh wave dispersion and
PP/P amplitude ratios. Observations of P and S arrivals from nuclear explosions indicated early on that
the Precambrian central and western parts of the continent have fast seismic wave speeds, whereas the
Phanerozoic east has slower wave speeds (Bolt et al., 1958; Cleary, 1967; Cleary et al, 1972). Those results
were confirmed and extended by the analysis of surface wave dispersion (Bolt, 1957; Bolt & Niazi, 1964;
Goncz & Cleary, 1976). Data from the SKIPPY portable array – operated between 1993 and 1996 by the
Australian National University (van der Hilst et al., 1994) – enabled the construction of tomographic im-
ages with unprecedented resolution. Deep cratonic roots in the centre and west, a pronounced low-velocity
zone around 140 km depth in the east and a sharp contrast between Precambrian and Phanerozoic litho-
sphere were clearly imaged using surface wave tomography (Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996; Simons et al.,
1999; Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2004; Fishwick et al., 2005, Fishwick et al., 2008a,b). Significant azimuthal
anisotropy has been shown to exist in the uppermost mantle under Australia by Debayle & Kennett (2000)
and Simons et al. (2002). Constraints on the locations of seismic discontinuities and the attenuation
structure were obtained through the analysis of body wave arrivals (e.g., Gudmundsson et al., 1994; Kaiho
& Kennett, 2000).
The quality of the tomographic images has improved continuously thanks to increasing data coverage
and data quality, technological developments and advancements in theoretical and numerical seismology.
While de Jersey (1946) analysed seismograms from three stations, broad-band data from several hundred
recording sites in the Australasian region are available today. The theoretical developments of the past two
decades have led to an evolution from high-frequency ray theory to more realistic models of seismic wave
propagation in complex structures. Several authors have derived Fréchet kernels for measurements at finite
frequencies (e.g. Yomogida, 1992; Friederich, 1999; Dahlen et al., 2000; Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2005),
which have been successfully incorporated into seismic inverse problems (e.g. Friederich, 2003; Yoshizawa
& Kennett, 2004; Sigloch et al., 2008). Progress in numerical seismology enables us to simulate the prop-
agation of seismic waves through realistic Earth models with unprecedented accuracy (e.g. Faccioli et al.,
1997; Komatitsch & Tromp, 2002; Dumbser & Käser, 2006). We could now, in principle, use complete
waveforms for the solution of tomographic problems. However, full waveform tomography on a global scale
– as envisioned by Capdeville et al. (2005) – has not been achieved to date.
This is in contrast to applications in engineering and exploration seismology where full waveform inversion
has been used, at least in 2-D, since the early 1980’s (Bamberger et al., 1982; Crase et al., 1990; Igel et al.,
1996; Pratt & Shipp, 1999; Bleibinhaus et al., 2007). While the equations of motion are scale-independent,
at least within the macroscopic world, there are nevertheless fundamental differences between local and
global tomography that explain this discrepancy: (1) Engineering and exploration problems can often be
reduced to dependence on just one or two dimensions. The computational costs are therefore compara-
tively moderate. (2) On smaller scales, seismograms are strongly affected by the scattering properties of
the Earth. On larger scales, however, the transmission properties primarily determine the character of a
seismogram in general, and the phases of seismic waves in particular.
The recognition that phase information must be extracted explicitly from seismograms is of fundamental
importance for the success of a transmission-dominated waveform tomography. Luo & Schuster (1991)
therefore proposed to quantify phase differences by cross-correlating observed and synthetic seismograms.
A similar approach was taken by Gee & Jordan (1992) who introduced generalised seismological data func-
tionals as frequency-dependent measures of waveform differences. Both concepts have been used recently
for 3-D tomography in southern California (Chen et al., 2007; Tape et al., 2009).
In this study we apply time-frequency (TF) misfits as defined by Fichtner et al. (2008b) using Gabor trans-
forms of the observed and synthetic seismograms. These misfit measures allow us to quantify independent
phase and envelope differences as a function of both time and frequency. The most notable advantages
of the TF misfits in the context of regional- to global-scale tomography are the separation of phase and
amplitude information, the applicability to any type of seismic wave and a quasi-linear relation to Earth
structure.
The combination of the above developments – increased data quality and volume, efficient numerical
wave propagation and the construction of suitable misfit measures – forms the basis of the full waveform
tomography for the Australian upper mantle presented in this paper.
8.1.2 Objectives and outline
The primary objectives of this study are: (1) The implementation of an efficient algorithm for regional- to
continental-scale full waveform tomography. This includes the accurate solution of the forward problem in
realistic Earth models, the physically meaningful quantification of waveform differences, the computation of
Fréchet kernels and the iterative solution of the non-linear misfit minimisation problem. (2) The assessment
of the resolution capabilities of the full waveform tomography algorithm for our data set in the Australasian
region and the identification of non-linear effects. (3) The computation and interpretation of full waveform
tomographic images of the Australian upper mantle. (4) Comparisons of the results with previous studies
based on more restrictive approximations.
Our development starts with the solution of the forward problem through a spectral-element method that
operates in a spherical section. We emphasise the implementation of crustal structure and the design of
long-wavelength equivalent crustal models that allow us to reduce the numerical costs substantially. We
then provide a brief review of the definition of the TF misfit functions and two examples that illustrate
their application in the context of full waveform tomography. In section 8.3.2 we address the computation
of Fréchet kernels for the TF misfits via the adjoint method. To increase the numerical efficiency of
the kernel calculations, we propose a simple data compression scheme and an adaptive scheme for the
time increment for the integration of the combined forward and adjoint wave fields, designed to preserve
suitable accuracy. The centrepiece of the misfit minimisation is the pre-conditioned conjugate gradient
(PCG) algorithm that we introduce in section 8.3.3. Special features of this PCG algorithm are the design
of an empirical pre-conditioner, and a restricted line search method that allows us to implicitly incorporate
amplitude information that does not enter the inversion directly. The description of the technical and
theoretical aspects is followed by specific applications. Section 8.4 is dedicated to data selection and
processing, the construction of the initial model and the resolution analysis. In later sections, we present
full waveform tomographic images of the upper mantle in the Australasian region that we obtained after
11 iterations with the PCG algorithm. Following the evaluation of the final waveform fit, we conclude with
an interpretation of the tomographic images and a comparison with previous studies.
8.2 Solution of the forward problem
One of the principal advantages of our waveform inversion method is the accurate solution of the forward
problem in laterally heterogeneous Earth models. High accuracy is particularly important for surface waves
that are mostly sensitive to strong material contrasts in the Earth’s upper thermal boundary layer, the
lithosphere. A precise solution ensures that the misfit between data and synthetics is primarily caused
by the differences between the mathematical model Earth and the real Earth. Since numerical errors can
largely be neglected, we can hope to obtain tomographic images that are more realistic than those obtained
from approximate solutions that do not take the complete physics of seismic wave propagation into account.
Analytical solutions of the wave equation are not available for realistic 3-D heterogeneous Earth models.
We therefore have to find fully numerical solutions, and we will place emphasis on spatial discretisation
and implementation of crustal structure.
8.2.1 Discretisation of the equations of motion
Several methods have been developed for the solution of the 3-D elastic wave equation, each being well
suited for particular problems. These methods include, but are not limited to, finite-difference schemes (e.g.
Igel et al., 2002; Kristek & Moczo, 2003), their optimal operator variants (e.g. Takeuchi & Geller, 2000)
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Figure 8.1: Left: Coordinate lines in a spherical section parameterised with the natural spherical coordi-
nates r (radius), θ (colatitude), φ (longitude). Right: Illustration of the mapping from the element Ge to
the reference cube Λ. See equation (8.2).
and discontinuous Galerkin methods (e.g. Dumbser & Käser, 2006). For seismic wave propagation on
continental and global scales, the spectral-element method (SEM) has proven to be a working compromise
between accuracy and computational efficiency (e.g. Faccioli et al, 1997; Komatitsch & Tromp, 2002). The
SEM requires a comparatively small number of grid points per wavelength, and the vanishing of traction
at the free surface is automatically accounted for by solving the weak form of the equations of motion.
The correct treatment of the free-surface condition ensures the accurate simulation of surface waves that
make up more than 90% of the wave forms in our data set.
We have implemented an SEM variant that operates in a spherical section, as shown on the left of figure
8.1. Both, visco-elastic dissipation and anisotropy can be modelled. The unphysical boundaries of the
spherical section are treated with the anisotropic perfectly matched layers technique (APML) proposed by
Teixeira & Chew (1997) and Zheng & Huang (1997). To circumvent the inherent long-term instability of
all PML variants, including the APML, we successively replace the perfectly matched layers by Gaussian
tapers (Cerjan et al., 1985). An important aspect of our implementation is that we keep the natural
spherical coordinates θ (colatitude), φ (longitude) and r (radius). This means, in mathematical terms,
that the Ne ∈ N elements are defined by
Ge = [θe,min, θe,min +∆θ]× [φe,min, φe,min +∆φ]× [re,min, re,min +∆r] , e = 1, ..., Ne ,
 8.1
with constant increments∆θ, ∆φ and∆r. The transformations fromGe to the reference cube Λ = [−1, 1]3
are then defined by the equations
θ = θe,min+
1
2
∆θe(1+ξ) , φ = φe,min+
1
2
∆φe(1+ζ) , r = re,min+
1
2
∆re(1+η) , (ξ, ζ, η) ∈ Λ .
 8.2
The geometry of the transformation Ge → Λ is visualised in figure 8.1. Note that this transformation
is possible only because the spherical section excludes both the centre of the Earth and the poles. The
principal advantages of this SEM approach are numerical efficiency and conceptual simplicity, which is
of outstanding importance in the development stage of a new methodology. Inside the reference cube,
the dynamic fields are approximated by Lagrange polynomials that are collocated at the Gauss-Lobatto-
Legendre points. For the waveform tomography we use the polynomial degree 6 and elements that are
1.2◦×1.2◦×40 km wide. The time integration is based on an explicit second-order finite-difference scheme,
and we solve the discrete equations in parallel in 126 processors (Oeser et al., 2006).
8.2.2 Implementation of crustal structure
Seismograms at periods of 30 s and above are dominated by surface waves that are sensitive to the structure
of the crust while not being able to resolve its characteristic features: the strenghts and locations of
discontinuities. A realistic crustal structure is thus required as part of the initial model. The implementation
of realistic crustal structures is, however, complicated by both geophysical and technical problems:
Geophysical aspects: The crustal structure in the Australasian region has mostly been estimated from
reflection/refraction profiles (e.g. Lambeck et al., 1988; Klingelhoefer et al., 2007) and receiver functions
(Shibutani et al., 1996; Clitheroe et al., 2000; Chevrot & van der Hilst, 2000). Three-dimensional crustal
models can therefore only be obtained by interpolation that may not capture the strong lateral variations
found along some isolated seismic lines (Lambeck et al., 1988). Receiver functions are most strongly
influenced by discontinuities and strong gradient zones, and in some circumstances there is a significant
trade-off between the depth of an interface and the average elastic properties above it (Ammon et al.,
1990). Coincidence of refraction and receiver function studies in Australia is limited, but there is good
agreement as to the nature of the crustal profile where it does exist.
The determination of 3-D crustal structure constitutes an inverse problem with non-unique solutions, and
so we are forced to make a choice that includes subjective decisions. We have implemented the crustal
structure from the model crust2.0 (Bassin et al., 2000; http://mahi.ucsd.edu/Gabi/rem.html), that is
displayed in the centre of figure 8.2. The principal advantage of this model is that statistical inference
is used to provide plausible vertical profiles in regions without direct control. However, there are some
notable discrepancies between crust2.0 and models obtained directly by the inversion of receiver functions
(e.g. Clitheroe et al., 2000). These may arise from different parameterisations and inconsistent definitions
of the seismological Moho in regions where there is a broad transition instead of a clear crust/mantle
discontinuity (e.g. central Australia; see Collins et al., 2003). We try to reduce the limitations of the
assumed crustal structure by allowing the inversion scheme to modify the shallow parts of the model.
Technical aspects: Most crustal models, including crust2.0, contain thin layers separated by discontinuities
in the medium properties. A layer is thin when the dominant wavelength of the elastic waves is much larger
than the layer thickness. Thus, the oceans and most crustal layers are thin for a wave with a period of 30
s which corresponds to a wavelength on the order of 100 km.
To achieve high numerical accuracy, thin crustal layers need to be honoured by the spectral-element
mesh, meaning that element boundaries must coincide with the structural discontinuities. This results in
elements that are several times smaller than the minimum wavelength. In practice, however, one element
per minimum wavelength is sufficient to represent an elastic wave (Komatitsch & Tromp, 1999). Thin
layers therefore substantially decrease the numerical efficiency.
In order to reduce the computational costs, we substitute the original crustal structure from crust2.0 by
a smooth long-wavelength equivalent (SLWE) crust. This allows us to employ larger elements because
there are no discontinuities to be honoured. The details of the SLWE model construction are described in
Fichtner & Igel (2008); this approach is conceptually similar to the homogenisation technique of Capdeville
& Marigo (2007, 2008). Examples of SLWE profiles for a continental and an oceanic crust are shown in
the left and right panels of figure 8.2, respectively.
The 3-D SLWE crustal model for the Australasian region is constructed as follows: (1) For the set of
5o × 5o grid cells across the area of interest we compute a SLWE version of the original crustal profile.
This is done by matching the dispersion curves of the original and the SLWE profiles. The fundamental
and first three higher modes in the period range from 15 s to 100 s are included in the fitting procedure.
In general, the SLWE models are anisotropic with vertical symmetry axis (Backus, 1962), and the degree
of anisotropy depends on the layer thickness and the vertical velocity contrasts. For the continental profile
in figure 8.2 (left) the anisotropy is weak. This means that the parameter η (Takeuchi & Saito, 1972;
Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) is close to 1 and that the wave speed differences vSH − vSV and vPH − vPV
are several orders of magnitude smaller than the individual wave speeds vSH and vPH. In contrast to this,
the anisotropy in the oceanic SLWE model, shown in the right panel of figure 8.2, is comparatively strong
because of the large velocity jump at the bottom of the thin ocean layer. (2) The SEM solutions for the
individual SLWE profiles have been compared with semi-analytical solutions (Friederich & Dalkolmo, 1995)
for the corresponding original crustal profiles. For periods longer than 25 s we find that the numerical
errors introduced by the SLWE approach are negligibly small compared to the differences between observed
and synthetic seismograms. (3) A smooth 3-D crustal model is constructed by interpolating the individual
SLWE profiles.
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Figure 8.2: Centre: Map of the crustal thickness in the Australasian region, according to the model
crust2.0 (Bassin et al., 2000; http://mahi.ucsd.edu/Gabi/rem.html). Within the continent, the crustal
thickness varies between 25 km and more than 50 km. Left: Profiles of ρ, vSH, vPH, vSH − vSV, vPH − vPV
and the dimensionless parameter η (Takeuchi & Saito, 1972; Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) from the
surface to 90 km depth for a location in NW Australia. The original profile from crust2.0 is plotted with
dashed lines and the long-wavelength equivalent model with solid lines. The long-wavelength equivalent
model is only mildly anisotropic. Right: The same as on the left but for a location in the Tasman Sea
where the water depth is approximately 4.5 km. A significant amount of anisotropy is required in the
long-wavelength equivalent model in order to match both Love and Rayleigh waves.
8.3 Theoretical aspects of the non-linear inverse problem solu-
tion
8.3.1 Definition of phase and envelope misfits in the time-frequency do-
main
One of the central questions in full waveform inversion is a suitable choice of the misfit functional that
quantifies the differences between observed and synthetic waveforms. The misfit functional must extract
as much information as possible while conforming to the specifics of the physical problem.
Some of the most important information about the Earth’s structure is contained in the phases of waveforms
with comparatively small amplitudes, a classical example is provided by P body waves. Phase differences
between models are known to be quasi-linearly related to wave speed variations, and so are well-suited for
an iterative, gradient-based misfit minimisation. In contrast, the dependence of amplitudes on variations
in the medium properties is frequently highly non-linear. An iterative inversion algorithm may therefore
converge slowly or not at all; see Gauthier et al. (1986) for an example. Amplitudes depend strongly on the
local geology near receivers that may not be well controlled. Information about the deeper Earth can thus
be masked by shallow structures such as hidden sedimentary basins. Source inversions for the properties
of smaller tectonic earthquakes are often not sufficiently well constrained to warrant the use of amplitudes
in structural inverse problems.
In the frequency range used for continental- and global-scale waveform tomography, seismograms are mostly
affected by the transmission properties of the Earth and only to a lesser extent by its diffraction properties.
The transmission properties manifest themselves in the time- and frequency-dependent phases of seismic
waveforms.
In consequence, we conclude that phases and amplitudes need to be separated and weighted depending
on their usefulness for the solution of a particular tomographic problem. One approach that allows us
to extract full waveform information while meeting the requirement of phase and amplitude separation
consists in the construction of independent phase and envelope misfits, as suggested by Fichtner et al.
(2008) :
For seismograms recorded at the position x = xr we express the i-component of an observed record by
u0i (x
r, t), and the corresponding synthetic seismogram by ui(xr, t). In the interest of notational brevity
we will omit the index i and the dependencies on xr wherever possible. We map the data into the
time-frequency domain using the windowed Fourier transform
u˜0(t, ω) = Fh[u0](t, ω) :=
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
u0(τ)h(τ − t) e−iωτ dτ ,
 8.3
with h(t) = (piσ)−1/4 e−t
2/2σ2 and σ set approximately equal to the dominant period of the considered
waveform. In analogy to (8.3) we define the time-frequency representation of the synthetics, u(t), as
u˜(t, ω) = Fh[u](t, ω). Both, u˜0 and u˜ can be written in exponential form:
u˜0(t, ω) = |u˜0(t, ω)| eiφ0(t,ω) , u˜(t, ω) = |u˜(t, ω)| eiφ(t,ω) .
 8.4
Equations (8.4) define the envelopes |u˜0(t, ω)| and |u˜(t, ω)| and the corresponding phases φ0(t, ω) and
φ(t, ω). They allow us to introduce an envelope misfit, Ee, and a phase misfit, Ep, in the form of weighted
L2 norms of the envelope difference |u˜| − |u˜0| and the phase difference φ− φ0, respectively:
E2e (u
0, u) :=
∫
R2
W 2e (t, ω)[|u˜(t, ω)| − |u˜0(t, ω)|]2 dt dω ,
 8.5a
E2p(u
0, u) :=
∫
R2
W 2p (t, ω)[φ(t, ω)− φ0(t, ω)]2 dt dω .
 8.5b
The positive weighting functionsWe andWp act as filters in the time-frequency domain. They allow us (1)
to exclude phase discontinuities, (2) to select and weigh particular waveforms and (3) to suppress seismic
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Figure 8.3: Left: Vertical-component velocity seismograms from an event in the Loyalty Islands region
recorded at the stations BLDU (top; latitude: −30.61o, longitude: 116.71o) and CAN (bottom; latitude:
−35.32o, longitude: 148.99o). The data are plotted as solid lines and the synthetics as dotted lines. Both
data and synthetics are low-pass filtered with the cutoff frequency fc = 0.02 Hz. Centre: Weighted phase
differences, Wp(ω, t)∆φ(ω, t), corresponding to the seismograms on the left. Contour lines are plotted at
multiples of 20% of the maximum value. Right: Weighting functions Wp(ω, t) that were used to compute
the weighted phase differences ∆φ(ω, t).
noise. Functional forms of We and Wp that proved to be useful in both real and synthetic inversions are
We(t, ω) =WT (t)WF (ω) ,
 8.6a
Wp(t, ω) =WT (t)WF (ω) log(1 + |u˜0(t, ω)|)/max
t,ω
log(1 + |u˜0(t, ω)|) .
 8.6b
In equations (8.6) the symbols WT and WF denote Gaussian time and frequency windows, respectively.
They are chosen manually for each recording. The effect of the logarithm in (8.6b) is to increase the
relative weight of small-amplitude waveforms. Body wave arrivals may need to be up-weighted individually.
More technical details concerning the measurements of phase and envelope misfits can be found in Fichtner
et al. (2008).
Figure 8.3 illustrates the measurement of the phase misfit for vertical-component waveforms from an event
in the Loyalty Islands region (March 25, 2007; latitude: −20.60o, longitude: 169.12o, depth: 41 km)
recorded at the stations CAN (latitude: −35.32o, longitude: 148.99o) and BLDU (latitude: −30.61o,
longitude: 116.71o). The position of both stations is shown in figure 8.4. The advance of the observed
waveforms with respect to the synthetic waveforms at station BLDU (figure 8.3, top left) maps to a phase
difference that is positive throughout the time-frequency range of interest (figure 8.3, top centre). Particular
regions in the time-frequency space are emphasised or suppressed through the weighting function plotted in
the upper right panel of figure 8.3. At station CAN, both a phase advance (positive phase difference) and
a phase delay (negative phase difference) can be observed. The middle column of figure 8.3 highlights the
fact that the phase misfit is a multi-frequency measurement. It includes, in our case, frequencies between
≈ 5 · 10−3 Hz and ≈ 3 · 10−2 Hz.
We note that the time-frequency misfits can equally be defined for velocity or acceleration seismograms.
Throughout this study, velocity seismograms are being used.
Figure 8.4: Horizontal slices at 100 km depth through the Fréchet kernels δβEp (left), δαEp (centre) and
δρEp (right). A yellow circle indicates the position of the epicentre in the Loyalty Islands region. The
kernels with respect to the P velocity, δαEp, and density, δρEp, attain small absolute values, compared to
the kernel with respect to the S velocity, δβEp. This implies that 3-D P velocity and density variations can
not be constrained in the inversion. Note that the colour scales are different.
8.3.2 Computation of sensitivity kernels and gradients via the adjoint
method
An iterative misfit minimisation based on gradient methods requires the computation of misfit sensitivity
kernels, or Fréchet kernels, with respect to the model parameters. This can be done either through the
scattering integral method (Chen et al., 2007a,b) or the adjoint method (e.g. Lions, 1968; Tarantola,
1988, Tromp et al., 2005), that we decided to implement and that proved to be efficient in as diverse fields
as seismology (e.g. Sieminski et al., 2007a,b; Liu & Tromp, 2008; Stich et al., 2009), geodynamics (e.g.
Bunge et al., 2003) or meteorology (e.g. Talagrand & Courtier, 1987). Details concerning the application
of the adjoint method to the phase and envelope misfits defined in section 8.3.1 can be found in Fichtner
et al. (2008).
Horizontal slices through the sensitivity kernels corresponding to the phase misfit measured at station BLDU
(figure 8.3) are shown in figure 8.4. Since the measurement is dominated by shear waves, the sensitivities
with respect to the P wave speed, α, and density, ρ, are small compared to the sensitivity with respect
to the S wave speed, β. Both lateral P wave speed and density variations are therefore unlikely to be
resolvable. Significant sensitivity far from the geometrical ray between source and receiver can generally
be observed. This, and the complexity of the sensitivity kernels, is due to the length of the analysed time
window and the frequency band limitation of the waveforms.
The gradient of the misfit functional is obtained by projecting the Fréchet kernels onto a set of basis
functions. In this study we use regular blocks that are 1o × 1o wide and 10 km deep. This parameterisa-
tion allows us to capture the details of the Fréchet kernels, and it reflects the expected maximum spatial
resolution.
The computation of sensitivity kernels via the adjoint method requires that the regular wavefield − prop-
agating forward in time − and the adjoint wavefield − propagating backward in time − be simultaneously
available. In the presence of visco-eleastic dissipation or absorbing boundaries, we are therefore forced to
save the complete regular wavefield at intermediate time steps. The resulting amount of data can easily
exceed conventional storage capacities. Checkpointing algorithms (e.g. Griewank & Walther, 2000; Char-
pentier, 2000) store the regular wave field at a smaller number of time steps, called checkpoints, and solve
the forward problem from there until the current time of the adjoint calculation is reached. The storage
requirements are thus reduced at the expense of significantly increased computation time. To keep the
computation time as short as possible while reducing the storage requirements we adopt the following two
measures:
Data compression: In the spectral-element approach, used to solve the forward problem, the dynamic
fields are represented in terms of N th order Lagrange polynomials. Since neighbouring elements share grid
points, the storage requirements are proportional to N3. This can be reduced by storing lower-order poly-
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nomial representations of the forward dynamic fields that are then re-converted to N th degree polynomials
during the adjoint calculation. A reduction of the polynomial degree from 6 to 4 results in a compression
ratio of 3.4 with no significant deterioration of the sensitivity kernels.
Accuracy-adaptive time increment: The regular wavefield needs to be stored at a sufficient number
of intermediate time steps in order to ensure the accurate representation of the principal features of the
sensitivity kernels., i.e. of the sensitivity contributions in the different Fresnel zones. We derive an estimate
of the storage time interval as a function of the dominant period T and the index of the highest-order
Fresnel zone that we wish to take into account.
For this, let dm be the width of the mth Fresnel zone. We can expect the sensitivity kernel to be accurate
on length scales similar to dm when the regular wave field is stored at least once while propagating over the
distance dm. Hence, an optimistic estimate of the maximum possible storage interval is ts = dm/β, where
β is a representative S wave speed. This means that the regular wave field needs to be stored at least
every n = ts/∆t = dm/(∆t β) time steps, where ∆t is the time increment. The value of ∆t is dictated
by the stability condition ∆t ≤ c∆xmin/αmax, with the Courant number c, the maximum P wave speed in
the model, αmax, and the minimum grid spacing, ∆xmin. An approximation of ∆t in terms of β and the
dominant period T is
∆t ≤ c ∆xmin
αmax
≈ c λ
10αmax
≈ cβT
10αmax
,
 8.7
where λ is the dominant wavelength. Equation (8.7) is based on the assumption that the minimum grid
spacing, ∆xmin is approximately equal to one tenth of the dominant wavelength, λ. Combining (8.7) and
the average width of the mth Fresnel zone
dm ≈ 14
√
βT`(
√
m−√m− 1) ,
 8.8
yields the following estimate for n:
n <
5
2
αmax
c
√
`
Tβ3
(
√
m−√m− 1) ,
 8.9
where ` denotes the length of the ray path. Using suitable parameter values: αmax = 10 km/s, c = 0.1,
` = 1000 km, T = 50 s, β = 4 km/s and m = 2 gives n < 58. For our inversion we use n = 20, meaning
that the regular wave field is stored every 20 time steps. This allows us to accurately represent sensitivity
contributions in the higher-order Fresnel zones. Equation (8.9) is a rule of thumb that is derived under
simplistic assumptions. The resulting estimates for the storage interval, n, prove useful in the context of
our particular application. Nevertheless we recommend that the Fréchet kernels for any n ' 10 be verified
through comparison with the results for n = 1.
It is the combined effect of data compression and accuracy-adaptive time integration that can reduce the
storage requirements by almost two orders of magnitude. This is essential for the applicability of the adjoint
method for 3-D problems.
8.3.3 Optimisation scheme
We cast our formulation of full waveform tomography in the form of a nonlinear optimisation problem. For
the time being, we focus our attention on the minimisation of the phase misfit Ep only. While surface wave
amplitudes have been used for tomography (e.g. Yomogida & Aki, 1987) both their structural information
content and the nature of the coupled source/structure inverse problem still require further investigations
(Ferreira & Woodhouse, 2006). Therefore, we merely require that the envelope misfit, Ee, does not
increase from its value for the initial model during the inversion. In mathematical terms the optimisation
problem may be written as:
find an Earth model mopt such that Ep(mopt) = min
m
Ep(m) , and Ee(mopt) ≤ Ee(m(0)) ,
 8.10
where m(0) denotes the initial model. The size of the model space and the computational costs of the
forward problem solution prohibit the use of Monte Carlo methods for minimisation, and we thus rely on
a gradient-based algorithm as described below.
Preconditioned conjugate-gradient (PCG) algorithm
To solve the optimisation problem (8.10) we employ a preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method
(Fletcher & Reeves, 1964; Alt, 2002; Quarteroni et al., 2002). Denoting bym(k) and P (k) the Earth model
and the preconditioner in the kth iteration, the general iterative procedure is as follows:
(i) Initialisation: Choose an initial model m(0). Set the iteration index k to 0 and the initial search
direction, d(0), to
d(0) = −P (0)∇E(0)p (m(0)) .
 8.11a
(ii) Update: Find an efficient step length, σ(k), (see section 8.3.3 for details) and set
m(k+1) =m(k) + σ(k) P (k) d(k) .
 8.11b
(iii) Search direction: Compute the next search direction, d(k+1), according to
β(k) =
||P (k)∇E(k+1)p (m(k+1))||2
||P (k)∇E(k)p (m(k))||2
, d(k+1) = −P (k)∇E(k)p (m(k+1)) + β(k)d(k) .
 8.11c
(iv) Iteration: Set k := k + 1 and go to (ii).
We elaborate on the construction of the preconditioner, P (k), in section 8.3.3. The requirement Ep(mopt) ≤
Ep(m(0)) from (8.10) is met via a restricted line search for the step length, σ(k), as described in section
8.3.3.
From a purely theoretical point of view, the iteration terminates when ∇E(k)p (m(k)) = 0 for some iteration
index k. In practice, however, this exact termination criterion is never met. We therefore stop the iteration
when further updates do not lead to significant changes in the model or improvements of the data fit. This
subjective choice for our particular case leads to termination after 11 iterations.
In the course of the iterative misfit minimisation, we successively decrease the upper cutoff period from
100 s in the first iteration, to 50 s in the final, i.e. the 11th, iteration. This introduces a dependence of
the phase misfit, Ep, on the iteration index, k, that is accounted for in the notation of equations (8.11a)
and (8.11c). There are two positive effects of this well-known strategy (e.g. Pratt, 1999). Firstly, the
quasi-linear dependence of the phase misfit on Earth model perturbations can be maintained by choosing
the current frequency such that the phase misfits are sufficiently small. Secondly, there is a larger number
of waveforms for which a valid phase misfit can be computed. Starting immediately with the broadest
possible frequency band would result in waveform discrepancies that are too large for a phase misfit to be
meaningful (Fichtner et al., 2008).
Restricted line search: acceptance and rejection criteria
To ensure a reasonably fast convergence of the PCG algorithm, an efficient step length, σ(k), needs to be
determined for each iteration. The optimal step length satisfies the acceptance criterion
Ep(m(k) + σ(k) P (k) d(k)) = min
σ
Ep(m(k) + σ P (k) d(k)) .
 8.12
Since we can assume the misfit functional Ep(m) to be approximately quadratic in m near the optimum
mopt, we can estimate the optimal step length with a parabolic line search. For this search we fit a quadratic
polynomial in the trial step length σ through the phase misfit for the models m(k), m(k) + σ1 P (k) d(k)
and m(k) + σ2 P (k) d(k). The trial step lengths σ1 and σ2 are chosen based on physical intuition and
experience from synthetic inversions. An approximation of the optimal step length is the value of σ where
the parabola attains its minimum.
The algorithm described so far, constructs a monotonically decreasing sequence of phase misfits, Ep(m(k)),
given that the acceptance criterion (8.12) is met for each iteration. To enforce the second optimisation
criterion from equation (8.10) that the envelope misfit Ee does not increase from its initial value, we
restrict the line search for an efficient step length. We therefore introduce the rejection criterion
Ee(m(k) + σ(k) P (k) d(k)) ≤ Ee(m(k)) ,
 8.13
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and we require that σ(k) satisfies the acceptance criterion (8.12) while being subject to the rejection criterion
(8.13). Thus, the rejection criterion may lead to the rejection of a choice of step length that is optimal in
the unconstrained sense. The algorithm terminates when an optimal step length in the constrained sense
can not be found, i.e., when the phase misfit can not decrease without increasing the envelope misfit.
To implement the rejection criterion we extend the quadratic fitting procedure for the phase misfit to
the envelope misfit. Moreover, we iteratively determine amplitude station and receiver corrections, closely
following the approach taken by Tibuleac et al. (2003).
The acceptance/rejection criterion concept allows us to indirectly incorporate secondary data that may
yield additional information. This strategy can be interpreted in a broader inverse problem context as a
weak form of joint inversion.
Preconditioning
In the vicinity of the global minimum, the convergence rate of a preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm
is proportional to [
√
cond(PHP ) − 1]/[√cond(PHP ) + 1], where cond(.) is the condition number and
H is the Hessian of the misfit functional Ep (e.g. Quarteroni et al., 2002). We omit any dependence
on the iteration index, in the interest of clarity. The objective of the preconditioner is therefore to force
the product PHP as close as possible to the unit matrix, I. For P = H−1/2 we have [
√
cond(PHP )−
1]/[
√
cond(PHP ) + 1] = 0, meaning that the convergence is superlinear.
Pratt et al. (1998) demonstrated that the full Hessian can be computed efficiently when the forward
problem is solved in the frequency domain. This approach is, however, computationally too expensive for
3-D elastic time-domain solvers, such as the spectral-element method described in section 8.2.1. As an
alternative, one may use an approximate Hessian, as in the Gauss-Newton method.
We base the construction of the preconditioner, P, mainly on experience from synthetic inversions in both
2-D and 3-D. Our objective is to design P such that it reduces the excessively large sensitivities in the
vicinity of the sources and receivers. Our approach is conceptually similar to the one taken by Igel et al.
(1996) who corrected the sensitivity kernels for the geometric spreading of the regular and adjoint wave
fields.
For the seismic source with index s (s = 1, ..., Ns), we denote the regular wavefield by us(x, t) and the
adjoint wavefield by u†s(x, t). All adjoint sources corresponding to the event s contribute to u†s(x, t). We
define the temporal maxima of us(x, t) and u†s(x, t) as functions of the position x:
Ms(x) := max
t
|us(x, t)| , M†s (x) := max
t
|u†s(x, t)| .
 8.14
Based on (8.14) we furthermore define
Qs(x) := q
Ms(x)−minxMs(x)
maxxMs(x)−minxMs(x) +1 , Q
†
s(x) := q
† M
†
s (x)−minxM†s (x)
maxxM
†
s (x)−minxM†s (x)
+1 ,
 8.15
where q and q† are empirically determined scalars. For our specific problem we empirically find q = 10 and
q† = 1 to be optimal. The function Qs is a measure of the amplitude of the regular wavefield that ranges
between 1 and q. Similarly, Q†s is proportional to the amplitude of the adjoint wavefield, and it ranges
between 1 and q†. From (8.16) we compute
Ps(x) :=
1
Qs(x) +Q
†
s(x)
.
 8.16
The action of the preconditioner P upon the gradient ∇Ep is now defined in terms of the gradients of the
phase misfit for each individual event, ∇Ep,s,:
P ∇Ep :=
Ns∑
s=1
Ps∇Ep,s .
 8.17
Figure 8.5: Horizontal slices at 40 km depth through the preconditioner P (left), the gradient ∇Ep
(centre) and the preconditioned gradient P ∇Ep (right) for the Loyalty Islands event from section 8.3.2.
The preconditioner, P , is characterised by small values at the source and the various receivers on the
Australian continent. Its effect on the misfit gradient, ∇Ep, is to emphasise sensitivity contributions
between source and receiver, while reducing the sensitivity in the vicinity of the source and directly at the
receivers.
Figure 8.5 illustrates the effect that P has on the pure gradient, ∇Ep. The preconditioner (figure 8.5,
left) attains relative small values in the source region and in the vicinity of the receivers that are visible as
isolated gray areas. Sensitivity contributions between the source and the receivers are therefore enhanced
at the expense of reduced sensitivity near the source and the receivers. This prevents the optimisation
scheme (8.11) from converging towards a local minimum where nearly all structural heterogeneities are
located in the source or receiver regions.
An additional positive effect of the preconditioning is that it introduces a natural data weighting scheme.
Data from areas with a comparatively high station density are down-weighted relative to data with a sparser
station coverage.
8.4 Setup of the waveform tomography - data, initial model and
resolution analysis
8.4.1 Data selection and processing
Since the full waveform misfits are quite susceptible to noise and computational resources are finite, we
have adopted the following data selection criteria: (1) The estimated signal-to-noise ratio in the frequency
band from 7 mHz to 20 mHz is required to be higher than 20. This ensures that the waveform misfit is
dominated by the discrepancies between the mathematical model and the Earth. (2) The adjoint method
for the computation of sensitivity kernels is efficient only when a large number of recordings per event
is available; we therefore accept only those events with more than 10 high-quality recordings in the Aus-
tralasian region. (3) The event magnitude is required to be smaller than Ms6.9; this choice allows us to
neglect finite-source effects in seismogram modelling. (4) After the first iteration we furthermore exclude
any events where neither a relocation nor an additional full moment tensor inversion lead to satisfactory
waveform fits.
Our final data set comprises 1075 vertical-component seismograms from 57 events that occurred between
1993 and 2008. Approximately 70% of the data were recorded at permanent stations operated by Geo-
science Australia, IRIS and GEOSCOPE. The remaining 30% originate from the SKIPPY, KIMBA, QUOLL
and TASMAL experiments, undertaken by the seismology group at the Australian National University. All
selected recordings contain prominent fundamental-mode surface waves that we used in the inversion. To
this we added 306 waveforms from long-period S body waves and higher-mode surface waves. The ray
coverage for the fundamental-mode surface waves is good throughout the eastern part of the continent
and decreases towards the west, as shown in the left panel of figure 8.6. We did not include events from
the Ninety-East and Indian ridges to the west that would have improved the coverage in Western Australia
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Figure 8.6: Left: Ray coverage for the 1075 fundamental mode surface waves. Epicentres and stations
are marked by red plus signs and green dots, respectively. Right: The same as on the left but for the 306
recordings of higher-mode surface and long-period S body waves.
at the expense of a substantially enlarged numerical model and the need for more extensive computational
resources. The higher-mode and S body wave coverage is acceptable in Eastern Australia but poor in the
west (figure 8.6, right). We therefore do not expect good resolution below 400 km depth.
Our data set differs from those used in previous surface wave studies (e.g. Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996;
Simons et al., 1999, 2002; Debayle & Kennett, 2000; Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2004; Fishwick & Kennett,
2005) in that it contains mostly recordings from permanent stations, many of which were not operational
prior to 2006. The improved permanent station coverage allows us to invert a comparatively large number
of high-quality waveforms with dominant periods > 60 s.
Throughout this study, we work with velocity rather than with displacement seismograms. For the first iter-
ation, all data are band-pass filtered between 100 s and 1000 s. In the course of the inversion, as described
in detail in section 8.3.3, we successively decrease the lower cutoff period to 50 s. This procedure ensures
that the quasi-linearity of the misfit functional with respect to Earth model perturbations is maintained.
8.4.2 Initial model
To ensure the fast convergence of the iterative optimisation algorithm and the efficiency of a parabolic line
search (see section 8.3.3), we implement an initial model that already contains the very long wavelength
features of the Australasian upper mantle. The S wave speed variations, shown in figure 8.7, are a smoothed
version of the surface wave tomogram by Fishwick et al. (2005). Based on the results obtained by Kaiho
& Kennett (2000), who studied refracted body waves, we set the initial P wave speed variations to 0.5
times the initial S wave speed variations. There are no lateral density variations in the initial model. This
restricted model is justified by the negligible sensitivity of our measurements to 3-D P wave speed and
density perturbations (see figure 8.4). The radially symmetric reference model, referred to as BGAMSV, is
shown in the rightmost panel of figure 8.7. It was found by trial and error perturbations from an isotropic
variant of PREM without the 220 km discontinuity. The Q model is from PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson,
1981). We present a brief discussion on the dependence of the tomographic images on the initial model in
section 8.7.
8.4.3 Non-linear resolution analysis
One of the major advantages of the use of the full waveform modelling scheme for 3-D varying media is that
we are able to carry out resolution analysis incorporating genuine 3-D velocity structure. No approximations
are required in the construction of the artificial data. The reconstructions of the input models therefore
provide realistic estimates of the resolution capabilities of our full waveform tomographic method.
A set of anomalies are introduced into the 1-D background model (figure 8.7 - rightmost panel), and full
Figure 8.7: Horizontal slices through the initial S wave speed variations at 100 km, 200 km and 300 km
depth. Clearly visible are the very long wavelength features of the Australasian region: (1) higher than
average velocities in western and central Australia and (2) lower than average velocities in eastern Australia
and the adjacent Tasman and Coral Seas. The model is radially symmetric beyond 350 km depth. For easier
comparison the colour scale is the same as for the tomographic images in figure 8.10. In the rightmost
panel we show our 1-D reference model, BGAMSV, compared to the global models AK135 (Kennett et al.,
1995) and PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981).
calculations are made using the realistic path distribution and the source mechanisms for the real events.
The model is then attempted to be recovered using the algorithm described above. We do not use a 3-D
inital model for the synthetic inversions in order to obtain a conservative resolution estimate, and to avoid
biases introduced by potentially too accurate initial models.
In a first series of tests the input model, shown in the upper left of figure 8.8, consists of a 3◦ × 3◦
chequer-board pattern superimposed onto a high-velocity patch in central and western Australia. This is
intended to mimic the positive anomalies found in the Precambrian parts of the continent. The anomalies
are centred around 100 km depth, and their maximum amplitudes are variable: ±3% for model SI01a,
±6% for model SI01b and ±9% for model SI01c. We present the outcomes of the inversions after 10
iterations in the remaining panels of figure 8.8.
Both the long- and short-wavelength structures of the input model are well recovered in all three scenarios.
This result highlights the advantages of the TF phase misfit as opposed to the L2 norm used in diffraction
tomography, where only short-wavelength features can be recovered (e.g. Gauthier, 1986). The amplitudes
of positive chequer-board anomalies generally seem to be less well recovered than their neighbouring
negative anomalies – a phenomenon for which we can currently not provide a definite explanation.
There is a clear non-linear effect in the sense that the quality of the reconstructions improves when the
amplitudes of the perturbations are increased while keeping their geometry constant. The input pattern
for SI01c, with maximum perturbations of ±9%, can be reconstructed more accurately than for SI01a,
where the maximum perturbations are ±3%. This is in contrast to linearised ray tomography. An intuitive
explanation might be that small-amplitude perturbations essentially translate to phase shifts only. Larger-
amplitude perturbations, however, lead to both phase shifts and substantial waveform distortions. In the
latter case, the waveforms therefore seem to contain more information even though the geometry of the
anomalies has not changed. This additional waveform information seems to improve the resolution.
After 10 iterations, the synthetic waveforms and the artificial data are practically identical. This implies that
the imperfections seen in the reconstructions in figure 8.8 are mostly the result of insufficient data coverage
and the frequency band limitation. Potential algorithmic problems such as an insufficient exploitation of
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Figure 8.8: Summary of the resolution tests for shallow structures. Horizontal and vertical slices through
the input structure are shown in the upper left part of the figure. The maximum amplitudes of the
perturbations are ±3% for the synthetic inversion SI01a (top right), ±6% for SI01b (bottom left) and
±9% for SI01c (bottom right).
Figure 8.9: Resolution test for deeper structures. Horizontal and vertical slices through the input structure
are shown in the left part of the figure. The maximum amplitudes of the perturbations are ±6%. The
result is displayed in the right panel.
waveform information or slow convergence do not seem to play a significant role.
To assess the resolution of deeper structures, we place a 8◦×8◦ chequer board pattern around 280 km depth.
The results are summarised in figure 8.9. The principal features can be recovered, though less optimally
than in the case of shallower heterogeneities, presented in figure 8.8. This is a direct consequence of the
relative sparcity of higher-mode surface wave and long-period body wave data. Due to vertical smearing,
the amplitudes of the recovered heterogeneities are mostly too small.
We conclude that above 200 km depth the resolved length scale is about 3◦ horizontally and 50 km
vertically. Below 250 km. this increases to about 10◦ and 100 km, respectively.
8.5 Results
We have applied the non-linear optimisation scheme described in section 8.3 to our waveform data set for
the Australasian region. In the 11th iteration we observed improvements of the data fit of less than 5%
and maximum changes in the SV wave speed of less than 0.05 km/s, and therefore terminated the iterative
Figure 8.10: Horizontal slices through the tomographic model AMSV.11 at depths between 80 km and
400 km. The colour scale saturates at SV wave speed variations of ±8%. The maximum perturbations at
80 km, 110 km, 140 km and 170 km depth are ±10.4%, ±9.6%, ±8.8% and ±8.4%, respectively. Below
200 km depth, lateral variations are generally less than ±8%.
misfit minimisation.
The resulting SV velocity model, AMSV.11, is presented in figures 8.10–8.12. In the vertical slices we
do not show the upper 50 km, where our use of the long-wavelength equivalent crustal model prohibits a
direct interpretation of the images.
Above 250 km depth, the long-wavelength structure of AMSV.11 is dominated by the high wave speeds
of Precambrian Australia and the low wave speeds of Phanerozoic Australia and the Tasman and Coral
Seas. This is in agreement with previous studies (e.g. Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996; Simons et al.,
1999, 2002; Debayle & Kennett, 2000; Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2004; Fishwick & Kennett, 2005). Notable
discrepancies exist below 300 km depth and on length scales of less than 1000 km; these arise from the
use of different data sets and methodologies. The maximum velocity perturbations of AMSV.11 relative to
the 1-D reference model (rightmost panel in figure 8.7) are around ±10% in the upper 100 km, compared
to ±5% in the initial model. Below 250 km depth the lateral variations reduce to at most ±5%.
We now analyse the improvement of data fit achived using the non-linear waveform inversion scheme, and
then make a detailed interpretation of the tomographic images and a comparison with previous results.
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Figure 8.11: Vertical slices through the tomographic model AMSV.11 at different latitudes between 10oS
and 35oS in steps of 5o. The depth interval between the surface and 50 km depth is not shown because
the long-wavelength equivalent crustal model prohibits a direct interpretation of the heterogeneities in this
interval.
Figure 8.12: Vertical slices through the tomographic model AMSV.11 at different longitudes between
120oE and 160oE in steps of 5o. As in figure 8.11 we do not show the upper 50 km of the model.
8.5.1 Waveform fit
A convenient measure of the global improvement achieved through the waveform fit is provided by the
phase misfit distributions for the initial model and the final model after 11 iterations (figure 8.13).
At the first iteration we were able to use 865 time windows where a clear correspondence between data and
synthetic waveforms was observable. The total time window length of the fitted portions was 61.3 h. A
histogram of the phase misfit in the first iteration, normalised with respect to the product of the epicentral
distance and the individual time window length, is shown in the upper left panel of figure 8.13. Most nor-
malised phase misfits are below 0.4, and the mean is 0.22. The lower left panel of figure 8.13 displays the
geographical distribution of the normalised phase misfit, with ray path segments plotted around their ray
path centres for each of the 865 source/receiver pairs. The length of each segment is proportional to the
length of the ray and its colour indicates the corresponding normalised phase misfit. This figure provides
a rough estimate of where the initial model deviates most from the real Earth – in Northern Australia and
north of New Zealand.
In the course of the successive iterations of the inversion scheme, the phase misfit decreased continuously.
The increasing similarities between data and synthetics allowed us to add new time windows and to increase
the length of time windows that we had used in the first iteration already. The total time window length of
the fitted segments in the final iteration is 89.8 h (+46%), distributed over 1100 individual time windows.
The progressive improvement in the amount of data that can be explained by the updated models from
successive iterations provides a clear indication of the efficacy and consistency of the inversion procedure.
In order to make a direct comparison of the phase misfits at the first iteration and after the final iteration
comparable, we analyse the normalised phase misfits after the 11th iteration using just the time windows
employed at the first iteration. The results are displayed in the central column of figure 8.13. The mean
normalised phase misfit has dropped from 0.22 to 0.10, and there is no indication of any geographical region
where the tomographic model deviates more than average from the true Earth. Plots of the normalised
phase misfit distributions, computed with the increased number of time windows after 11 iterations are
shown in the right column of figure 8.13.
A more detailed view of the data fit is provided by figures 8.14–8.16. Figure 8.14 shows the data and
synthetic waveforms for an event in the Maluku Island region. The data are plotted as solid black lines,
the predictions from the initial model as dashed black lines and the predictions from the final model as red
lines. All the synthetic waveforms corresponding to the initial model are late by 10 s and more, indicating
that the initial model is too slow north of Australia. This is in agreement with the ray segment plot in the
lower left panel of figure 8.13. The final predictions generally agree well with the data.
Waveforms for an event south of Vanuatu, for which the ray paths are mostly oriented east-west, are
shown in figure 8.15. At stations MSVF, NOUC and SNZO the data are well predicted by the initial model,
suggesting that it is already adequate in the South Fiji Basin. As for the Maluku Islands event (figure
8.14), the final synthetics reproduce the data waveforms well, though any visual inspection is necessarily
subjective. From a more complete analysis of the waveform fits we conclude that azimuthal anisotropy is
not required in order to reproduce the data waveforms. This is supported by the examples given in figures
8.14 and 8.15, where the data are fit equally well despite the different ray path orientations.
Since usable recordings of higher-mode surface waves and long-period S body waves are comparatively
rare, we display a collection of such time segments from a variety of events in figure 8.16, along with the
synthetic waveforms after the 11th iteration.
8.6 Interpretation and comparison with previous studies
8.6.1 Tectonic setting
We briefly review the tectonic evolution of the Australasian region in order to provide the stage for the
following interpretation of the tomographic images. For this we essentially follow Myers et al. (1996),
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Figure 8.13: Top left: Distribution of phase misfits for the initial model, normalised with respect to the
product of the individual time window length and the epicentral distance. The mean value is 0.22 and the
total analysed time window length is 61.3 h. Bottom left: Ray path segments are plotted around the
ray path centres for each source/receiver pair that contributed to the 1st iteration. The length of each
segment is proportional to the total ray path length and its colour indicates the corresponding normalised
phase misfit. This figure provides a rough estimate of where the initial model is most inadequate. Centre:
The same as in the left column but after the 11th iteration and with the same time windows used for the
1st iteration. The mean normalised phase misfit has dropped to 0.10. From the ray segment plot we infer
that the remaining phase misfit is geographically evenly distributed. This suggests that there is no region
where the discrepancies between the real Earth and the tomographic model are anomalously large. Right:
The same as in the central column but including the new time windows that successively became usable
in the course of the iteration. After 11 iterations the total time window length has increased by 46% to
89.8 h.
Figure 8.14: Waveform comparison. Data are plotted as thick black lines, final predictions as thin red
lines and initial predictions as dashed black lines. Seismograms are for an Mw = 6.7 event that occurred
February 20, 2007 in the Maluku Island region (latitude: −0.91o, longitude: 127.17o). Ray paths and
station locations are indicated in the lower right corner. The comparison of initial and final fits reflects the
velocity increase in northern Australia during the inversion.
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Figure 8.15: Waveform comparison. Data are plotted as thick black lines, final predictions as thin red
lines and initial predictions as dashed black lines. Seismograms are for an Mw = 6.2 event that occurred
September 3, 1994 south of Vanuatu (latitude: −21.16o, longitude: 173.80o). Ray paths and station
locations are indicated in the lower right corner. The initial fit at stations MSVF, NOUC and SNZO is
similar to the final fit, indicating that the initial model is already adequate in and around the South Fiji
Basin.
Figure 8.16: Waveform comparison for a selection of recordings where higher-mode surface waves or S
body waves are visually distinguishable. Data are again plotted as thick black lines, final predictions as
thin red lines and initial predictions as dashed black lines.
Figure 8.17: Map of major surface geologic features in the Australasian region.
Crawford et al. (2003), and Müller et al. (2000). The principal geologic features of Australasia are shown
in figure 8.17.
Between 2500 and 1950 Ma, Archean continents were fragmented, leading to the formation of indepen-
dent crustal blocks, such as the Pilbara and Yilgarn cratons that are well exposed in Western Australia.
Several older crustal fragments were assembled between 1950 and 1700 Ma, forming the North and South
Australian cratons. The Yilgarn and Pilbara cratons joined to form the West Australian craton during the
Capricorn Orogeny. After a period of accretion and intra-cratonic deformation, the North, South and West
Australian cratons collided around 1300 Ma to 1000 Ma and formed an early part of the supercontinent
Rodinia. Subsequently, an intra-cratonic basin developed over the junction of the North, South and West
Australian cratons. This basin was fragmented during the breakup of Rodinia in the Late Proterozoic
between 750 and 540 Ma.
The Late Neoproterozoic and Phanerozoic evolution of eastern Australia was marked by repeated cycles of
(1) the separation of continental ribbons during extensional events, (2) the subsequent initiation of sub-
duction, (3) the formation of intra-oceanic arcs, (4) their return and accretion to the continental margin
and (5) post-collisional extension and magmatism. This led to the successive formation of the Delame-
rian, Lachlan and New England Fold Belts, which together constitute the Tasman Fold Belt System in
south-eastern Australia. Present-day witnesses of this continuing sequence of processes are three marginal
basins: the Tasman Sea, the New Caledonia Basin and the Loyalty Basin. They are separated by two
micro-continental ribbons: the Lord Howe Rise and the New Caledonia-Norfolk ridge that separated from
Australia between 120 and 95 Ma. The Coral Sea started to open around 64 Ma, and the spreading between
the Lord Howe Rise and Australia ceased by 52 Ma.
In the course of the break-up of Pangea, East Antarctica detached from south Australia during the Creta-
ceous, opening the Southern Ocean. The Early Cretaceous separation of Greater India from south-western
Australia resulted in the opening of the central Indian Ocean. During most of the Cenozoic, Australia
moved northward, approaching the Melanesian Arc system.
The current tectonic development of the Australasian region is marked by subduction and collision processes
along its active boundaries. The continental regions of Australia are tectonically quiet are characterised by
modest seismicity and diffuse small-volume Cenozoic volcanism.
8.6.2 Structural elements of the upper mantle in the Australasian region
The dominant feature of the S wave speed model is the relatively high velocities beneath the Precambrian
regions of western and central Australia for depths below 130 km. High S wave speeds in the uppermost
mantle fit well with surface cratonic components. Easternmost Australia and the adjacent Coral and Tas-
man Seas are characterised by a pronounced low-velocity zone; this is centred around 140 km depth and
is not present under the Precambrian components of the Australian lithosphere. Both the extent and the
location of the low-velocity zone agree well with the results of previous surface wave studies (e.g. Goncz &
Cleary, 1976; Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996; Fishwick et al., 2005). Above 140 km depth, the lower than
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average velocities under the Coral and Tasman Seas are interrupted by comparatively high S wave speeds
along the Lord Howe Rise and the New Caledonia-Norfolk ridge.
Below the Tasman Sea an approximately circular negative anomaly becomes clearly visible at depths greater
than 200 km. This anomaly continues to exist as an isolated feature to depths of more than 350 km, where
the interpretation of smaller-scale features becomes difficult. The coincidence of this low-velocity anomaly
with the present-day location of the Tasmanid hotspot (McDougall & Duncan, 1988) suggests a predom-
inantly thermal origin. A similar, though less pronounced and extended feature exists in southeastern
Australia slightly north of the Newer Volcanic Province.
Extended high-velocity anomalies are the dominant features below 300 km. The comparatively low res-
olution at those depths does not allow us to interpret the details of the lateral wave speed variations.
Nevertheless, the broad high-velocity regions can be considered robust because they are clearly required
to explain the long-period body and higher-mode surface wave data. We hypothesise that the elevated
velocities under the Coral Sea and north of New Zealand are caused by the fossil slabs of the Melanesian
and Tonga-Kermadec subduction systems (DiCaprio et al., 2009).
We now examine the structural elements revealed by the waveform inversion in more detail
Low-velocity zone beneath the eastern margin of the continent: A prominent feature in the tomo-
graphic images is a low-velocity band along the eastern margin of the Australian continent, which is most
pronounced above ≈ 130 km depth where it can be clearly distinguished against the higher velocities of the
micro-continental Lord Howe Rise. The lowered seismic wavespeeds disappear below 250 km. The lowest
velocities, −7%, occur between 20oS and 32oS. Around 250 km depth and 35oS, the low-velocity band
connects eastwards to the Newer Volcanic Province in southern Victoria. This connection then appears as
an isolated low-velocity anomaly below 300 km depth. In remarkable agreement with Zielhuis & van der
Hilst (1996), this band is interrupted around 30oS, 152oE by a region of zero velocity perturbation that
develops into a high-velocity anomaly below ≈ 250 km depth. This location corresponds to the southern
part of the New England Fold Belt, primarily composed of Permian forearcs and accretionary wedges, and
it is also characterised by strong negative magnetic and gravity anomalies (e.g. Wellman, 1998).
The low-velocity band coincides with a zone of increased seismicity (Leonard, 2008) and a variety of other
independent geophysical phenomena that suggest a thermal influence and the presence of partial melt:
Cenozoic volcanism (Johnson, 1989), increased seismic attenuation (Mitchell et al., 1998; Abdulah, 2007)
and steep xenolith paleo-geotherms (Cull et al., 1991). It is, however, only in southeastern Australia where
the low velocities correlate with an increased electrical conductivity (Lilley et al., 1981) and heat flow values
around 80 mW/m2 that are in excess of the global average for Paleozoic basement, which is close to 60
mW/m2(Cull, 1982; Pollack et al., 1993). The absence of a broad heat flow anomaly along much of the
eastern continental margin is consistent with the model by Finn et al. (2005) who propose that subduction
along the East Gondwana margin caused a metasomatical alteration of the subcontinental lithospheric
mantle and therefore a decrease of its melting point. This would allow melt generation at relatively low
temperatures. The seismic signature may thus be influenced by melting and the presence of volatiles rather
than by temperature alone.
Precambrian to Phanerozoic transition (Tasman Line): The Tasman Line is defined as the bound-
ary between Precambrian and Phanerozoic Australia. Its surface location is constrained by outcrops in
northeastern and southeastern Australia. In central eastern Australia there is no general consensus on the
nature and location of the Tasman Line. It may coincide with the western limit of the Early Paleozoic
(450-340 Ma) Thomson Orogen as inferred from gravity and magnetic anomaly maps (Wellman, 1998)
or it may consist of several lineaments associated to various tectonic events (Direen & Crawford, 2003).
In our tomographic images, the transition from high S wave speeds in western and central Australia to
low S wave speeds in eastern Australia generally occurs east of any of the recent Tasman Line definitions,
at least above 200 km. This is in agreement with previous results (e.g. Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996;
Debayle & Kennett, 2000; Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2004; Kennett et al, 2004; Fishwick et al., 2005,2008b).
The sharpest lateral contrast appears around 200 km depth, where the east-west velocity anomaly varies
from +7% to −7% over a horizontal interval of around 500 km. Below 200 km depth, the contrast is
less pronounced, and the low-velocity region extends further west in southern Australia. One possible
explanation for the offset between the Tasman Line and the fast-to-slow transition in the uppermost man-
tle is that Proterozoic basement – characterised by anomalously fast wave speeds – extends further east
than indicated by outcrops and magnetic and gravity data that are mostly sensitive to shallow crustal
structure. For southeastern Australia, this interpretation is supported by Os isotopic data from xenoliths
which require that Proterozoic basement extends up to 400 km east of the Tasman Line (Handler et al.,
1997). However, in other cratonic areas of the world there is a closer correspondence between the inferred
Precambrian/Phanerozoic surface boundary and the high-to-low velocity contrast in the uppermost mantle.
Examples are the Baltic Shield (e.g. Zielhuis & Nolet, 1994), the Canadian Shield (e.g. Frederiksen et al.,
2001) or the Kaapvaal craton (e.g. Chevrot & Zhao, 2007).
Archean and Proterozoic cratons: Above 120 km depth the high resolution of the tomographic images
reveals several clearly separated fragments within the Precambrian cratons that are distinguished by S
velocity perturbations in excess of +8%: the Yilgarn and Pilbara Blocks (West Australian craton), the
Kimberley block, the Pine Creek inlier, the McArthur basin and the Mount Isa inlier (North Australian
craton), the Gawler craton and the sediment-covered Curnamona block (South Australian craton). The
velocities in central Australia increase to approximately +7% below 140 km depth. This creates a com-
paratively homogeneous high-velocity region under central and western Australia where the association of
smaller high-velocity patches to surface-geological features is not possible. Below depths around 250 km,
the high-velocity perturbations decrease to less than +5%, suggesting that the subcontinental lithospheric
mantle, in the seismological sense, is confined to the upper 250 km. Both, the depth extent of the sub-
continental lithospheric mantle (≈ 250 km) and the velocity perturbations found within it (> 8%) are
consistent with results from the Baltic Shield (e.g. Zielhuis & Nolet, 1994), the Canadian Shield (e.g.
Frederiksen et al., 2001) and the Kaapvaal craton (e.g. Chevrot & Zhao, 2007).
The high-velocities below Archean and Proterozoic continents are commonly interpreted as low-temperature
regions where the thermally induced negative buoyancy is compensated by basalt-depletion (Jordan, 1975,
1978). A compositional contribution to the high S velocities was also suggested by van Gerven et al.
(2004) who studied relative density-to-shear velocity profiles derived from surface wave tomography and
gravity anomalies.
Substantial differences exist between surface wave tomographic images at depths greater than about 250
km (e.g. Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996; Simons et al., 1999; Debayle & Kennett, 2000; Yoshizawa &
Kennett, 2004; Fishwick et al., 2005). While, for example, Simons et al. (1999) do not observe higher than
average velocities in the Kimberley region, clear positive anomalies of the order of 4% appear in the images
of Debayle & Kennett (2000), Fishwick et al. (2005), Fishwick & Reading (2008) and in those presented
in figure 8.10. There is also no general consensus concerning the exact depth of different Precambrian
elements. To some extent, the lack of agreement at greater depth can be explained by differences in the
forward problem solutions and the inversion strategy. The biggest factor is, however, the higher-mode
surface and long-period body wave coverage, which is generally poor. An interpretation of smaller-scale
structures below 250 km depth should therefore be done with caution until the tomographic images from
different research groups converge.
Northward-continuation of the continent: In the tomographic images shown in figures 8.10 and 8.12
we observe an extension of the high velocities of the North Australian craton offshore under the Arafura
shelf. A broad high-velocity region under the Timor and Arafura Seas is present to depths of at least 300
km. This suggests that the North Australian craton has a northward continuation that locally reaches into
New Guinea, and that it influences the seismic properties below the subcontinental lithospheric mantle.
The high-velocity region in northern Australia is consistent with observations of refracted body waves by
Kaiho & Kennett (2000) who found S-velocity variations of around 3% at depths between 260 km and
410 km. Furthermore, a series of body wave studies (Dey et al., 1993; Gudmundsson et al., 1994; Kennett
et al., 1994) consistently revealed a strongly attenuative zone (Qs ≈ 100) at depths between 200 km and
400 km in northern Australia, that is not accounted for in the initial model. Since increased dissipation
leads to additional phase delays at longer periods, the high velocities under northern Australia are likely to
be underestimated.
Lowered S wavespeeds in the uppermost mantle in central Australia: A consistent feature of recent
models for S wave speed beneath Australia is a zone of slightly lowered seismic wave speed in a band
across central Australia linking to the zone between the Pilbara and North Australian cratons (e.g. Kaiho
& Kennett, 2000; Fishwick et al, 2005). This result is confirmed with the waveform inversion. By 130 km
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depth the wavespeeds in this region are fast compared with the reference model, which implies a strong
gradient in seismic wavespeeds that is difficult to reconcile with petrological models. The last tectonic
activity in this region was associated with the Alice Springs orogeny ending around 300 Ma. Crustal struc-
ture is complex with abrupt changes in thickness associated with pronounced gravity anomalies (Wellman,
1998).
8.7 Discussion
Forward problem solutions: The correct solution of the equations of motion in realistically heterogeneous
Earth models is both the most significant advantage and disadvantage of the full waveform tomography
method that we have used.
The numerical solution of the seismic wave equation, ensures that the differences between observed and
synthetic seismograms are indeed the result of yet undiscovered Earth structure. The occurrence of artefacts
in the tomographic images that are due to simplifications of the wave propagation process can thus be
avoided. The advantages of the full waveform method are particularly important for strongly heterogeneous
regions of the Earth, such as the thermal boundary layers or ocean-continent-transitions.
The number of events we have used in the inversion was limited by the available computational resources.
However, the comparatively small number of seismograms are in part compensated by extracting as much
waveform information as possible, e.g. through the application of the TF misfits.
Time-frequency misfits: The TF misfits as defined by Fichtner et al. (2008) and reviewed in section 8.3.1
have several advantages in the context of full waveform inversion: (1) the separation phase and envelope
information, (2) the applicability to any type of seismic wave, (3) a quasi-linear relation to Earth structure
and, most importantly, (4) the use of complete waveform information.
There are, however, two disadvantages that the TF misfits share with any other measure of full waveform
differences, such as the classical L2 norm or the generalised seismological data functionals (Gee & Jordan,
1992). Firstly, the comparatively high susceptibility to noise, and secondly the difficulty of assessing noise
effects on the misfit measures and the tomographic images. Since the amount of data in full waveform
tomography is small, we can reduce the influence of noise only by choosing data of exceptional quality.
The phase misfit is meaningful only when the observed and synthetic waveforms are sufficiently close to
avoid phase jumps. This criterion is usually satisfied when the phase differences are less than pi/2. To ensure
that no phase jumps occur, useful time windows need to be chosen in each seismogram. We currently
pick and weight the time windows manually – a process that is unavoidably subjective, but efficient in the
sense that it allows us to incorporate a trained seismologist’s experience that can greatly accelerate the
convergence of the minimisation algorithm. An alternative to manual window selection has recently been
proposed by Maggi et al. (2009).
Dependence on the initial model: Tomographic images generally depend on the choice of the initial
model, and our full waveform tomographic method is no exception. One can, however, argue that this
dependence can be weaker in a non-linear iterative inversion than in a linearised inversion: When the initial
model, m(0), is outside the basin of attraction of the true solution, then both an iterative non-linear and a
linearised inversion will produce incorrect results that depend on m(0). Otherwise, the non-linear iterative
inversion closely approaches the true solution irrespective of the actual location of m(0) within the basin of
attraction. It therefore depends, at least in this case, less on the initial model than the linearised inversion
that can not approach the true solution arbitrarily closely due to the non-linearity of the problem.
Resolution: Thanks to the accurate modelling of seismic wave propagation in a 3-D heterogeneous Earth,
the tomographic images presented in section 8.5 can be considered more realistic than similar images
obtained using more restricitve methods. The effect of full wavefield modelling on the resolution of
the tomographic images is less certain. Concerning the comparison between ray tomography and finite-
frequency tomography, arguments both in favor (e.g. Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2004; Montelli, 2004; Chen et
al., 2007a) and against (e.g. Sieminski et al., 2004; van der Hilst & de Hoop, 2005; Trampert & Spetzler,
2006) a higher resolution of the latter have been presented.
There are several reasons for the absence of a general consensus on this issue: Most importantly, the
resolution increase of finite-frequency and full waveform tomography, if present, is not always visually
obvious. This is a subjective but nevertheless powerful impression. An objective comparison of resolution
capabilities is difficult because realistic tomographies are computationally expensive, and because there
is no universally valid definition of resolution for deterministic non-linear inverse problems. Our limited
computational resources merely allow us to consider a small number of synthetic inversions – typically
chequer-board tests – that are unlikely to be representative (Lévêque et al., 1993). A further complication
is due to the fact that ray theoretical sensitivities are distributed along infinitesimally thin rays. The
regularisation in ray tomography smears the sensitivity into a region around the ray path. The width of
this region is mostly chosen as a function of data coverage, and it may therefore be thinner than the actual
influence zone of a wave with a finite frequency content. Thus, the apparent resolution in ray tomography
may be higher than the resolution that is physically possible. This phenomenon becomes most apparent
in the form of the central slice theorem (Cormack, 1963) which ensures perfect resolution in the case of
sufficient ray coverage.
In the light of those difficulties, we can currently not make a quantitative and objective statement concerning
the comparative resolution capabilities of our full waveform tomography. We conjecture, however, that the
advantages of our approach will become more apparent as the frequency band broadens and as the amount
of exploitable information in individual seismograms increases.
We suggest to make a clear distinction between realistic and well-resolved. The major factors that determine
the resolution of a tomographic model are the data coverage, the data quality and the frequency band
width. Given a specific data set, the model can be made more realistic by more accurately accounting
for the true physics of wave propagation. At this stage of its development, more realistic and physically
consistent Earth models are the principal advantage of our full waveform tomographic method. This
improvement is crucial on our way towards a more quantitative interpretation of tomographic images in
terms of geodynamic processes (Bunge & Davies, 2001; Schuberth et al., 2009a,b).
Regularisation: The regularisation in our waveform inversion differs from the regularisation in linearised
tomographies where it is needed to improve the conditioning of the partial derivative matrix. We most
explicitly regularise our inversion through the choice of the inversion grid, the design of the pre-conditioner
and the termination of the misfit minimisation after a finite number of iterations. The inversion grid −
consistent of blocks that are 1◦×1◦×10 km wide − is intended to prevent the occurrence of smaller-scale
features that we would subjectively classify as not being trustworthy. Through the specific design of our
pre-conditioner (see section 8.3.3) we regularise by adding the a priori information that heterogeneities
are not confined to small volumes around the sources and receivers. A similar effect can be achieved by
convolving the Fréchet kernels with a smooting operator, at the cost of loosing the detailed structure of the
kernels. The regularisation introduced by the termination of the inversion after a relatively small number
of iterations is currently not quantifiable. This is because we lack information about the behaviour of the
optimisation algorithm as the number of iterations tends to infinity. We conjecture that a more explicit
regularisation, e.g. through convolutional smoothing, may then become necessary to prevent instabilities.
8.8 Conclusions and Outlook
We have been able to demonstrate the feasibility of 3-D full waveform inversion on continental scales. Our
approach rests on the interplay of several components that have specifically been designed for this purpose:
a spectral-element solver that combines accuracy, speed and algorithmic simplicity; long-wavelength equiv-
alent crustal models that allow us to increase the numerical grid size; an accuracy-adaptive integration
scheme for the regular and adjoint wavefields; time-frequency misfits that extract as much useful informa-
tion as possible and a rapidly converging conjugate-gradient algorithm with an empirical pre-conditioner.
The numerical solution of the elastic wave ensures that the tomographic images are free from artefacts that
can be introduced by simplifying approximations of seismic wave propagation in strongly heterogeneous
media. Our results agree with earlier studies on length scales greater than 500 km. Both long and short
wavelength structures can be interpreted in terms of regional tectonic processes.
While full waveform tomography is now in principle feasible, there are several important problems that
need to be solved in the years to come: Most importantly, we need to develop strategies to better assess
the resolution of non-linear tomographic problems that are too expensive to be solved probabilistically.
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Closely related are questions concerning the still somewhat conjectural higher resolution of full waveform
inversion as compared to classical ray tomography. We must furthermore find quantitative estimates of
waveform errors in order to evaluate the robustness of the full waveform tomographic images. To ensure
that waveform differences are solely due to structure, inversions for potentially finite sources will need to
be incorporated into future full waveform tomographies.
We finally wish to note that full waveform inversion is not an automatic procedure, and certainly not a
black box that can be applied at will. From our experience with real-data applications, semi-automatic
waveform inversions are likely to result in unreasonable Earth models, a slow convergence of the optimisa-
tion scheme or both. A successful application requires a balancing of different types of waveforms based
on physical insight, careful inspection of waveform differences after each iteration and intelligent guidance
of the inversion scheme. In this sense, the optimisation algorithm described in section 8.3.3 should not be
taken as a dogma from which no deviations through human intervention are allowed.
9
Full waveform inversion for radially anisotropic
structure: New insights into present and past states of
the Australasian upper mantle
In the previous chapter we derived a 3D tomographic model of the Australasian upper mantle from vertical-
component waveforms. While the results are encouraging, the neglect of horizontal-component waveforms
is contradictory to the philosophy of full waveform tomography: We wish to exploit as much waveform
information as is possible or as is physically reasonable.
Including horizontal-component waveforms in our inversion scheme is, in principle, straightforward. It
requires us, however, to allow for radial anisotropy, because three-component data can rarely be explained
with an isotropic model.
The inference of radial anisotropy opens new perspectives for the interpretation of the tomographic images.
This is because radially anisotropy is at least partly due to the lattice preferred orientation (LPO) of strongly
anisotropic upper-mantle minerals such as olivine and orthopyroxene. Since large-scale LPO results from
large-scale strain patterns, we can link radial anisotropy to deformation. Knowledge of anisotropic structure
thus complements knowledge of isotropic structure from which we infer the thermochamical state of the
upper mantle.
In the following paragraphs, we thus extend the methodology described in the previous chapters to include
horizontal-component data. Our method allows us to explain 30 s waveforms in detail, and it yields
tomographic images with unprecedented resolution. In the course of 19 conjugate-gradient iterations the
total number of exploited waveforms increases from 2200 to nearly 3000. The final model, AMSAN.19,
therefore explains many data that were not initially included in the inversion. This is strong evidence for
the effectiveness of the inversion scheme and the physical consistency of the tomographic model.
AMSAN.19 confirms long-wavelength heterogeneities found in previous studies, and it allows us to draw the
following inferences concerning the past and present states of the Australian upper mantle and the formation
of seismic anisotropy: (1) Small-scale neutral to low-velocity patches beneath central Australia are likely to
be related to localised Paleozoic intraplate deformation. (2) Increasing seismic velocities between the Moho
and 150 km depth are found beneath parts of Proterozoic Australia, suggesting thermochemical variations
related to the formation and fragmentation of a Centralian Superbasin. (3) Radial anisotropy above 150
depth reveals a clear ocean-continent dichotomy: We find strong vSH > vSV beneath the Coral and Tasman
Seas. The anisotropy is strongest at the top of the inferred asthenospheric flow channel, where strain is
expected to be largest. Radial anisotropy beneath the continent is weaker but more variable. Localised
patches with vSH < vSV appear, in accord with small-scale intraplate deformation. (4) The ocean-continent
dichotomy disappears gradually between 150 − 250 km depth, where the continental lithospheric mantle
and the oceanic asthenosphere pass into the underlying convecting mantle. (5) Significant anisotropy exists
below 250 km depth. Its character can be explained by sublithospheric small-scale convection and a change
in olivine’s dominant glide system.
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Figure 9.1: Comparison of three-component recordings at station CAN for an event that occurred near the
island of Sumbawa. Observed waveforms are shown as black lines and synthetic waveforms as red lines. The
synthetic waveforms were computed using model AMSV.11, that was derived from vertical-component data
only. While the vertical-component waveform can be explained well, the horizontal-component synthetics
arrive about 10 s too late.
9.1 The need for radial anisotropy: Observation of the Love-
Rayleigh discrepancy
Before we introduce radial anisotropy in our model of the Australasian upper mantle, we need to justify
that it is indeed required. For this we consider figure 9.1. It shows a comparison of three-component
recordings at station CAN for an earthquake that occurred near the island of Sumbawa. The synthetics
were computed using model AMSV.11, that was derived from vertical-component data only. While the
vertical-component seismogram can be explained well, the horizontal-component synthetics arrive about
10 s too late. This is one example for the very general observation that the SV model AMSV.11 can
not explain horizontal-component data. Horizontal-component synthetics computed with AMSV.11 arrive
almost always too late, indicating that the model is too slow. Increasing the S wave velocity in AMSV.11
could improve the fit of the horizontal-component waveforms, at the prize, however, of a significantly
reduced fit to the vertical-component waveforms.
The observation that one single S velocity model can not explain three-component seismograms is com-
monly referred to as Love-Rayleigh discrepancy. It can be resolved by introducing anisotropy with a radial
symmetry axis. This type of anisotropy is also known as polarisation anisotropy or under the unfortunate
name transverse isotropy.
A medium with radial anisotropy is fully described by 5 elastic parameters, and it allows for distinct SV
and SH velocities. Based on our observation from figure 9.1, we can already anticipate that the SH wave
speed, vSH, will almost always be larger than the SV wave speed, vSV.
9.2 Setup of the waveform inversion
9.2.1 Model parameterisation
Our elastic model is parameterised in terms of density, ρ, the wave speeds of vertically and horizontally
polarised S waves, vSV and vSH, the wave speeds of horizontally and vertically travelling P waves, vPH and
vPV, and the parameter η described in detail by Takeuchi & Saito (1972). The data used in this study
are mostly sensitive to variations in vSV and vSH. Sensitivity with respect to vPH and vPV is small, and
sensitivity with respect to ρ and η is negligible. This implies that vPH, vPV, ρ and η can hardly be resolved.
Therefore, following Nettles & Dziewonski (2008), we set the variations of vPH and vPV to 0.5 times the
variations of vSH and vSV. We furthermore disregard lateral variations in ρ and set η = 1, consistent with
the isotropic initial model (figure 9.2). The restrictions imposed on the variations of the parameters ρ,
η, vPH and vPV are to some degree subjective. Their small sensitivities, however, ensure that they have a
negligible influence on the lateral variations of vSH and vSV (Nettles & Dziewonski, 2008).
As basis functions we use blocks that extend 1◦ × 1◦ laterally and 10 km vertically. This choice roughly
reflects the expected resolution of the tomographic images.
9.2.2 Misfit minimisation and initial models
We iteratively minimise the cummulative phase misfit using a pre-conditioned conjugate gradient method
(Fichtner et al., 2009b). The gradients of the phase misfit with respect to vSH and vSV are computed via
the adjoint method (e.g. Tarantola, 1988; Tromp et al., 2005; Fichtner et al., 2006a).
To ensure the fast convergence of the iterative inversion, we implement a 3D initial model that contains the
long-wavelength features of the Australasian upper mantle. For both the initial SH and SV wave speeds we
use a smoothed version of the model by Fishwick et al. (2005). We set the initial P wave speed variations
to 0.5 times the initial S wave speed variations. This is consistent with results from refracted body wave
studies (Kaiho & Kennett, 2000). As elastic 1D reference model we use the isotropic version of PREM
(Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) with the 220 km discontinuity replaced by a gradient, to avoid biases in
the 3D tomographic images. We display the elastic 1D reference and 3D initial models in the left panels
of figure 9.2.
To minimise the effect of undiscovered 3D anelastic structure on the tomographic images, we implement
a 3D Q model (Abdulah, 2007), shown in the right panels of figure 9.2. It features a weakly attenuative
continental lithosphere, strong attenuation beneath the Coral Sea and a pronounced low-Q zone between
220 km and 340 km depth.
9.2.3 Data selection and processing
Our data set comprises 2137 high-quality, three-component recordings from 57 earthquakes that occurred
in the Australasian region between 1993 and 2009. The estimated signal-to-noise ratio in the period range
from 30 s to 150 s exceeds 15. A maximum event magnitude ofMs = 6.9 allows us to neglect finite-source
effects. About 80% of the data were recorded at permanent stations operated by Geoscience Australia,
IRIS and GEOSCOPE. The remaining 20% originate from the SKIPPY, KIMBA, QUOLL and TASMAL
experiments, undertaken by the Australian National University.
From the observed seismograms we manually select waveforms that show a clear correspondence to synthetic
waveforms. Fundamental mode surface waves account for nearly 60% of the selected waveforms. The
remaining 40% are body S waves and higher-mode surface waves. A small fraction of the waveforms is
not clearly identifiable. The ray coverage (figure 9.3), is good throughout the eastern part of the continent
and decreases towards the west.
Our data set differs from those used in previous surface wave studies (e.g. Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996;
Simons et al., 1999, 2002; Debayle & Kennett, 2000a; Yoshizawa & Kennett, 2004; Fishwick et al, 2005)
in that it contains mostly recordings from permanent stations, many of which were not operational prior
to 2006. The improved permanent station coverage allows us to invert a comparatively large number of
high-quality waveforms with dominant periods > 60 s.
For the first iteration, all data are band-pass filtered between 150 s and 300 s. In the course of the inversion
we successively decrease the lower cutoff period to 30 s. This procedure ensures that the quasi-linearity of
the waveform misfit with respect to Earth model perturbations is maintained.
9.3 Results
9.3.1 3D tomographic model
We inverted for the radially anisotropic upper-mantle structure in the Australasian region. The inversion
procedure terminated as the decrease of the cummulative phase misfit from one iteration to the next
dropped below 5%. This was the case after 19 iterations. The threshold of 5% was chosen to prevent
overfitting the data. The resulting 3D model, AMSAN.19, is presented in figures 9.4 to 9.7, where we
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Figure 9.2: Top panels: (a) 1D elastic background model of the P wave speed, α, the S wave speed, β,
and density, ρ. (b) Horizontal slice at 100 km depth through the initial 3D S wave speed model. Bottom
panels: (c) 1D anelastic background model. (d) Horizontal slice at 100 km depth through the 3D anelastic
model. The anelastic model does not change during the waveform inversion.
Figure 9.3: Ray coverage. Epicentres are plotted as green crosses and stations as red stars.
Figure 9.4: Horizontal slices through the relative lateral variations of the isotropic S wave speed, visoS =
2vSH/3 + vSV/3.
show horizontal slices through the isotropic S wave speed, visoS = 2vSH/3 + vSV/3, the radial anisotropy,
(vSH − vSV)/visoS , the SH wave speed, vSH and the SV wave speed, vSV. We defer a detailed discussion of
the tomographic images to section 9.4.
A sufficiently large number of iterations is essential to obtain images that are stable in the sense that they
do not change much when additional iterations are performed. The 19th iteration modifies the SH and
SV models by less than 0.1% of the reference isotropic S wave speed. However, the changes are mostly
above 0.5% during the first 12 iterations. Differences between the SH and SV models after one iteration
and after 19 iterations locally exceed 6%. Iterative changes in the anisotropy are nearly as large.
9.3.2 Spatially filtered tomographic models
In this section we present spatially filtered versions of the tomographic images. Spatial filtering is intended
to aid in the comparison with previously derived models and in the quantification of the characteristic
wavelengths of different heterogeneities. The theoretical background of the spatial filtering technique is
presented in Appendix D.
9.3.3 Resolution estimates
We performed a combined patch recovery and chequerboard test to estimate the spatial resolution of the
full waveform tomography. A major advantage of the spectral-element solutions of the wave equation
is that no approximations are required in the construction of the artificial data. The reconstruction of
the input model therefore provides realistic estimates of the resolution capabilities of the full waveform
tomographic method.
A set of 3-D anomalies in the SH and SV wave speeds is introduced into the 1-D background model (upper
panels in figures 9.11 and 9.12), and synthetic seismograms are computed using the same set of events
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Figure 9.5: Horizontal slices through the lateral variations of the anisotropy, (vSH − vSV)/visoS .
Figure 9.6: Horizontal slices through the lateral variations of the SH wave speed, vSH relative to the
reference isotropic S wave speed.
Figure 9.7: Horizontal slices through the lateral variations of the SV wave speed, vSV relative to the
reference isotropic S wave speed.
and stations as in the real-data inversion. In order to obtain conservative resolution estimates, we do not
use a 3-D initial model.
Around 100 km depth, the input model consists of a high-velocity patch located in central and western
Australia. This is intended to mimic the high velocities of the Precambrian lithosphere. A chequerboard
with a dominant lateral wavelength of about 3◦ is superimposed on the high-velocity patch. At depth below
200 km, the input model is composed of longer-wavelength heterogeneities, thus reflection our expectation
that lateral resolution decreases with increasing depth.
Both the long- and short-wavelength features of the input model are well recovered by the full waveform
tomographic method. For most of central and eastern Australia and the adjacent Tasman and Coral Seas
we estimate that the resolution lengths are around 3◦ laterally and 40 km vertically, above 200 km depth.
Below 200 km depth the estimated resolution lengths are around 7◦ laterally and 60 km vertically. We
note that structures outside the area covered by rays can be recovered to some degree. This is the case,
for example, beneath the South Australian Basin and north of the Solomon Islands. We nevertheless
recommend not to interpret structures in such regions, because the assessment of their reliability may
require a more detailed resolution analysis.
9.3.4 Waveform fit
Examples of the achieved waveform fit are displayed in figure 9.13 for a variety of source-receiver ge-
ometries. Model AMSAN.19 explains the waveforms of the major seismic phases, including higher- and
fundamental-mode surface waves and long-period body waves. The fit is good for periods above and
including 30 s, where the influence of crustal scattering is small. We point out that complete waveforms
− and not only aspects of them, such as dispersion curves − can be modelled accurately.
AMSAN.19 provides an amplitude fit that is significantly better than for the initial model, even though
no information on absolute amplitudes was used in the inversion. This observation suggests (1) that the
time-frequency phase misfit and the amplitude misfit are rather strongly related and (2) that lateral con-
trasts are imaged accurately.
In the course of the iteration, the synthetic waveforms become increasingly similar to the observed wave-
forms. This allows us to successively include waveforms that were initially not usable due to excessive
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Figure 9.11: Input model (top) and recovered model (bottom) at 100 km depth.
Figure 9.12: Input model (top) and recovered model (bottom) at 250 km depth.
dissimilarities between data and synthetics. The total number of exploited waveforms increases from about
2200 in the first iteration to nearly 3000 in iteration 19. The final model can thus explain data that have
initially not been included in the inversion. This is strong evidence for the effectiveness of the inversion
scheme and the physical consistency of the tomographic model.
9.3.5 Comparison with previous models
Previous efforts to image the Australasian upper-mantle structure include the studies of Zielhuis & van
der Hilst (1996), Simons et al. (1999, 2002), Debayle & Kennett (2000a,b), Yoshizawa & Kennett (2004)
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Figure 9.13: Exemplary waveform comparisons for a variety of source-receiver geometries. Black solid
lines are data, black dashed lines are synthetics for the initial model (figure 9.2) and red solid lines are
synthetics for the final model (figures 9.4 to 9.7). The dominant period is 30 s. A time scale is plotted in
the upper-right corner. Identifiable phases are marked for reference (Lf/h = fundamental/higher mode Love
wave, Rf/h = fundamental/higher mode Rayleigh wave, SS= surface-reflected S wave). While significant
discrepancies exist between data and the initial synthetics, the final synthetics accurately explain both the
phases and the amplitudes of the observations.
and Fishwick et al. (2005). While earlier models were essentially based on data from temporary arrays, we
mostly use recordings from permanent stations with a broader instrument response that were not opera-
tional prior to 2006. The positive effects of using permanent stations are the improved overall data quality,
the increased coverage in western Australia and the possibility to exploit a larger number of waveforms with
periods above 60 s. In contrast to earlier studies, we use all types of seismic waves, including long-period
body waves and multiple surface reflections. This improves the resolution especially below 200 km depth.
Most previous models were derived from vertical-component data, the only exception being the one by
Debayle & Kennett (2000b). The number of recordings is similar in all studies, ranging between 1100
(Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996) and 2250 (Simons et al., 2002).
Methodological differences concern all aspects of seismic tomography. In full waveform tomography, we
solve the elastic wave equation numerically. Accurate synthetic seismograms can thus be computed for
Earth models with realistically large 3D heterogeneities. This constitutes a major improvement with re-
spect to the earlier tomographies where the wave equation was solved using either 1D Earth models or
approximations such as ray theory. The numerical solutions allow us (1) to use 3D initial models, (2) to
improve the tomographic images iteratively, (3) to exploit complete waveforms and (4) to include data
that are not identifyable in terms of the classical seismic phases.
With the exception of the work by Yoshizawa & Kennett (2004), all previous tomographies of the Aus-
tralasian region worked under the simplifying assumption that sensitivity is spread along a ray connecting
source and receiver. A further improvement of full waveform tomography is thus the computation of 3D
sensitivity kernels based on adjoint techniques (e.g. Tarantola, 1988; Tromp et al., 2005; Fichtner et
al., 2006a). The kernels correctly account for all propagation effects of finite-frequency waves in a 3D
heterogeneous Earth. This leads to an improved resolution of the tomographic images (e.g. Yoshizawa &
Kennett, 2004; Peter et al., 2009).
On length scales larger than about 1000 km and above 200 km depth, our results for the SV velocity
variations, agree well with most SV models found previously. The long-wavelength heterogeneities reflect
the thermochemical differences between the three major elements of the Australasian upper mantle: (1)
the seismically fast Precambrian lithospheric mantle of central and western Australia, (2) the seismically
slow Phanerozoic lithospheric mantle in eastern Australia and (3) the seismically slow uppermost mantle
under the Coral and Tasman Seas.
A tomographic study of the radial anisotropy in the Australasian region was performed by Debayle &
Kennett (2000). Global studies of radial anisotropy include those of Montagner (2002), Panning & Ro-
manowicz (2006) and Nettles & Dziewonski (2008). Below 100 km depth, the amplitude and the geometry
of the long-wavelength anisotropy in AMSAN.19 are most similar to the model of Nettles & Dziewonski
(2008). At depths of 100-200 km, the anisotropy is largest under the Coral and Tasman Seas, with a clear
vSH > vSV signature. Its strength decreases with depth, and it becomes comparable to the anisotropy under
the continent around 230 km. While the anisotropy under the Coral and Tasman Seas is positive above
250 km, it is locally negative under Precambrian Australia.
The setup of our tomographic problem and the approach taken by Nettles & Dziewonski (2008) share
several important details: The models are parameterised in terms of vSH and vSV, the crustal models are
variants of crust2.0 (Bassin et al., 2000), the initial models are isotropic versions of PREM without the
220 km discontinuity and the tomographic images are improved iteratively. We therefore conjecture that
notable long-wavelength discrepancies between the anisotropy of AMSAN.19, the regional model of De-
bayle & Kennett (2000) and the global models of Montagner (2002) and Panning & Romanowicz (2006)
are to a large degree the result of methodological differences.
Bozdağ & Trampert (2008) demonstrated that crustal corrections influence the inferred upper mantle
anisotropy. Previous studies computed crustal corrections from either crust2.0 (Bassin et al., 2000; Pan-
ning & Romanowicz, 2006; Nettles & Dziewonski, 2008) or 3SMAC (Nataf & Ricard, 1995; Debayle &
Kennett, 2000; Montagner, 2002). Full Waveform Tomography, however, does not require crustal correc-
tions. This is because numerical solutions of the elastic wave equation are accurate also in the presence
of a laterally varying crust. The different treatment of the crust is a likely explanation for the differences
between AMSAN.19 and the model of Nettles & Dziewonski (2008) around 75 km depth.
The iterative improvement of the tomographic images strongly affects the radial anisotropy. Its amplitude
tends to decrease with a growing number of iterations. Apparent anisotropy is thus increasingly well ex-
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Figure 9.14: Map of major geologic feature in the study area, adapted from Myers et al. (1996). Present
hotspot locations, indicated by filled circles, are from McDougall and Duncan (1988).
plained by isotropic structure as the inversion proceeds. This effect, also noted by Nettles & Dziewonski
(2008), may partly explain the large anisotropy found by Debayle & Kennett (2000).
Further methodological contributions to long-wavelength differences of the tomographically inferred radial
anisotropy include the choices of the initial model and the parameterisation. These factors are still poorly
understood, and the different approaches taken in this study and by Debayle & Kennett (2000), Montagner
(2002), Panning & Romanowicz (2006) and Nettles & Dziewonski (2008), can all be justified.
9.4 Discussion
To facilitate the interpretation of the tomographic images, we display a map of the principal surface-geologic
features of the Australasian region in figure 9.14. Unless stated otherwise, we will refer to the relative
difference between the SH and SV wave speeds, (vSH − vSV)/visoS , simply as anisotropy. Thus, positive
anisotropy implies vSH > vSV, and negative anisotropy means vSV > vSH.
9.4.1 Isotropic S velocity structure
General features
Our model of the isotropic S wave speed (figure 9.4) confirms the major geologic inferences already drawn
from previous SV models (e.g. Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996; Simons et al., 1999; Debayle & Kennett,
2000a; Fishwick et al., 2005). We briefly summarise these inferences without further interpretation and
then focus on features that have received less attention: (1) The Coral and Tasman Seas are characterised
by a pronounced low-velocity zone, centred around 140 km depth. A similar low-velocity zone is not
present under continental Australia. (2) A low-velocity band extends along the eastern continental margin
down to at least 200 km depth. (3) The seismological sub-continental lithospheric mantle is confined to
depths above ≈ 250 km, where the velocity perturbations exceed 5%. (4) The Tasman Line (figure 9.14),
separating Precambrian from Phanerozoic Australia, is mostly located west of the transition from low to
fast wave speeds in the uppermost mantle. (5) A region of high wave speeds under the Arafura and Timor
Seas is evidence for a northward continuation of the North Australian craton.
Localised slow wavespeeds beneath Proterozoic Australia
AMSAN.19 reveals localised zero to slightly negative velocity perturbations down to 120 km depth under
Proterozoic central Australia, but it does not confirm the strongly negative perturbations found by Fish-
wick & Reading (2008). The nearly zero velocity perturbations are in contrast to the elevated velocities
beneath other Proterozoic units such as the Kimberley Block and the MacArthur Basin. Their location
directly under the Amadeus Basin suggests a relation to the most recent tectonic events in that region:
the intraplate Petermann (550-535 Ma) and Alice Springs (400-300 Ma) orogenies. The resulting uplifts
of the Musgrave and Arunta Blocks by several tens of kilometres (e.g. Sandiford & Hand, 1998) may have
lead to thermochemical variations in the uppermost mantle that are responsible for seismic velocities that
are lower than the Proterozoic average of around +5%.
S velocity increase in the upper lithospheric mantle
In our model we find increasing S velocities between the Moho and 150 km depth in continental Australia
and along the convergent margins extending from the Banda Arc to the San Cristobal Trench (figure 9.15).
This observation is particularly intriguing in continental Australia. There, the positive velocity gradients
are located where the North, South and West Australian cratons amalgamated in the Mesoproterozoic and
where a Centralian Superbasin existed between 1000 and 750 Ma (Myers et al., 1996). Positive velocity
gradients are, however, weak or absent in the Kimberley, Yilgarn and Pilbara cratons.
Increasing velocities were found in previous studies (e.g. Paulssen, 1987; Levshin et al., 2007; Lebedev et al.,
2009). They are, however, not expected in a continental lithospheric mantle with approximately constant
composition, where continuously rising temperatures imply decreasing seismic velocities. There are two
plausible contributions to the positive velocity gradient: (1) Hales (1969) associated a velocity jump around
80 km depth under the central United States − the Hales discontinuity − with the transition from spinel to
garnet peridotite. Klemme (2004) demonstrated that the presence of Cr causes the spinel-garnet transition
to be diffuse and shifted to greater depth. Our model is consistent with a spinel-garnet transition around
110±20 km, but limited depth resolution precludes a precise determination of its sharpness. Exceptionally
high Cr contents, evidenced by western Australian xenoliths (Jaques et al., 1990), may be responsible
for diffuse or absent positive velocity gradients beneath the Yilgarn, Pilbara and Kimberley cratons. (2)
Sedimentation and intraplate deformation of the Centralian Superbasin and its later fragments led to a
redistribution of heat producing elements, mostly K, Th and U. The resulting temperature perturbations
at depths around the Moho (e.g. Cull & Conley, 1983; Sandiford & Hand, 1998) may also contribute
to the anomalous S velocity profiles beneath much of Proterozoic Australia. At 100 km depth, regions
with positive velocity gradients exhibit S wave speeds that are on average 3.5% lower than in the Yilgarn,
Pilbara and Kimberley cratons. This implies temperatures that are at most 250◦C (Goes et al., 2000;
Cammarano et al., 2003) higher, which is within a physically plausible range.
The clear association between positive velocity gradients below the Moho and the location of the Centralian
Superbasin suggests that lateral variations of velocity gradients in the upper continental lithosphere may
be used in future studies as additional constraints on is thermochemical state.
Micro-continents and hotspot tracks in the Tasman Sea:
Above 150 km depth, a north-south trending band of neutral velocities appears beneath the Tasman Sea,
in agreement with the results by Fishwick et al. (2008). It approximately follows the micro-continental
Lord Howe Rise and the Lord Howe and Tasmanid hotspot tracks (e.g. McDougall & Duncan, 1988;
Sutherland, 2003). The neutral-velocity band is thus likely to be related to the comparatively high velocities
of continental lithosphere and the extraction of heat by hotspot volcanism. We note, however, that
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Figure 9.15: The central figure shows the change of the isotropic S wave speed, visoS from 70 km to 150
km depth. Greenish colours indicate velocity increase and blue a velocity decrease with increasing depth.
A selection of visoS profiles for a variety of tectonic regions is plotted above and below the central figure.
The velocity increase reaches 0.25 km/s over 80 km depth beneath the Amadeus Basin.
pronounced low-velocity patches are not visible in the vicinity of the present-day locations of the Tasmanid
and Lord Howe hotspots (figure 9.14).
A band of neutral to fast velocities also appears beneath the micro-continental Norfolk ridge, linking the
North Island of New Zealand to New Caledonia. While neutral velocities above 150 km depth may be
explained by the presence of continental lithosphere, the origin of fast velocities below 200 km depth is
unknown.
Adelaide rift:
We observe lower than average wave speeds localised around the Proterozoic to Early Paleozoic Adelaide
rift in South Australia. The low wave speeds coincide with a region of elevated seismicity (Leonhard,
2008) and with the South Australian Heat Flow Anomaly, where surface heat flow exceeds the Proterozoic
average of ≈ 50 mWm−2 by more than 40 mWm−2. Neumann et al. (2000) argue that the anomalously
high heat flow mainly results from the enrichment of U and Th in Proterozoic granites. Our results suggest
that locally elevated temperatures in the upper mantle may also contribute to the heat flow anomaly and
to the ongoing tectonic activity in the Flinders Ranges (Stewart, 1976).
Relation to Helium isotope ratios in volcanics of the Indonesian archipelago
The relative abundance of the helium isotopes 3He and 4He is frequently used to infer the origin of magmas
(e.g. Craig & Lupton, 1976; Anderson, 1993). While 3He, also called primordial helium, was essentially
created in the first minutes of the universe, 4He is constantly being produced by the radioactive decay
of U and Th. In most circum-Pacific volcanics, the 3He/4He ratio is around 8 (relative to the 3He/4He
ratio of air), which is close to the one found in mid-ocean-ridge basalts. The only notable exception are
the 3He/4He ratios in the Banda arc that are mostly below 3 (Hilton & Craig, 1989; Poreda & Craig,
1989). This unusual abundance of radiogenic 4He indicates that continental material is being recycled in
the Banda arc volcanoes.
Our tomographic images confirm very well that continental material extending northwards from the North
Australian craton are likely to be incorporated in Banda arc volcanics (figure 9.16). The recycling of
continental material must occur at depths greater than 150 km, i.e., below the rheological boundary layer
(e.g. Sleep, 2003; James et al., 2004). This is because a northward extension of high-wave-speed material
is not present in the uppermost lithosphere.
We note that the transition from high 3He/4He ratios in the Sunda arc to low 3He/4He ratios in the Banda
arc coincides surprisingly well with the transition from lower to higher wave speeds around 200 km depth
(figure 9.16).
9.4.2 Origin and interpretation of radial seismic anisotropy
There are two contributions to observed seismic anisotropy: First, mineralogic seismic anisotropy (MSA)
is the result of the coherent lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of anisotropic minerals over length scales
that exceed the resolution length. The LPO of the most abundant and most anisotropic upper-mantle
mineral, olivine, causes both azimuthal and polarisation anisotropy. The radial MSA in the tomographic
images is the mineralogical polarisation anisotropy averaged over the azimuths covered in a specific region.
Second, structural seismic anisotropy (SSA) is induced by heterogeneities with length scales that can not
be resolved. Classical examples are thin layers (e.g. Backus, 1962) and coherently aligned melt pockets
(e.g. Mainprice, 1997).
MSA and SSA can not be distinguished seismologically, but the influence of SSA on the tomographic images
can be reduced by increasing the tomographic resolution. Full waveform tomography is an important step
in this direction.
The geodynamic interpretation of seismic anisotropy is based on its relation to flow in the Earth. Horizontal
(vertical) flow causes preferentially horizontal (vertical) alignment of small-scale heterogeneities and thus
leads to positive (negative) radial SSA. The development of MSA in the presence of flow depends mostly
on the relation between shear strain and the LPO formation of olivine. Under uppermost mantle conditions
and for shear strains exceeding about 50%, the [100] axis of olivine lies nearly parallel to the flow direction
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Figure 9.16: Horizontal slices through the isotropic S wave speed at 75 km and 200 km depth. Superim-
posed are the 3He/4He ratios as measured by Hilton & Craig (1989).
(Zhang & Karato, 1995). This causes a vSH > vSV signature, i.e. positive radial anisotropy, for shear waves
travelling parallel to the flow plane. SSA and MSA add constructively in this case.
The standard interpretation of positive (negative) radial anisotropy in terms of horizontal (vertical) flow
is not justified under conditions where departures from the alignment of the [100] axis in the direction
of shear are known to occur. These include pressures above 8 GPa (≈ 250 km depth, Mainprice et al.,
2005, Raterron et al., 2009) and large water contents (& 200 ppm, Jung & Karato, 2001, Katayama et al.,
2004). The determination of the precise LPO-MSA relation for the full range of possible mantle conditions
is an active area of research. The following interpretations are thus preliminary to some degree.
9.4.3 Tectonic and mineralogic interpretation of radial anisotropy
Seismic anisotropy in the Australasian region depends strongly on depth, thus reflecting the various geody-
namic and mineralogic mechanisms responsible for its formation. In the interest of readability, we proceed
with our interpretation from shallower to deeper depth levels:
Seismic anisotropy above 150 km depth
The anisotropy above 150 km depth (figure 9.5) reveals a clear ocean-continent dichotomy: Anisotropy
beneath the Coral and Tasman Seas is generally positive, ranging between +3% and +7%. The maximum
oceanic rms anisotropy, +6%, occurs around 70 km depth (figure 9.17, left). The location of the oceanic
rms peak is thus significantly shallower than the centre of the asthenospheric low-velocity channel that
oscillates around 150 km depth, in accord with previous studies (e.g. Zielhuis & van der Hilst, 1996;
Fichtner et al., 2009). This observation is nevertheless consistent with LPO induced by asthenospheric
flow, when the largest shear strains occur at the top and bottom boundaries of a flow channel.
Anisotropy in the rigid continental lithosphere represents past deformation rather than being dynamically
supported by present-day mantle flow. It is weaker but more variable than under the Coral and Tasman
Seas. We explain the small rms anisotropy (figure 9.17) with the low strain in a stable continent and with
the reduced mobility of olivine at temperatures below ≈ 1100◦C. Strong variations in the anisotropy of
the Australian continental lithosphere are supported by SKS splitting studies (Clitheroe & van der Hilst,
1998). The comparatively short spatial wavelengths of continental anisotropy are in agreement with modes
of lithospheric deformation where strain localises in narrow regions, as during the Paleozoic intraplate
orogenies in central Australia (e.g. Sandiford & Hand, 1998). Areas of strong negative radial anisotropy
indicate vertically oriented structures, that can, however, hardly be assigned to specific tectonic events.
The rms anisotropy decreases by 30% in the interval from 70−150 km depth. The similariry of this decrease
beneath both the continent and the adjacent seas leads us to conjecture that it largely results from changes
in the preferred olivine glide systems (Mainprice et al., 2005) and/or the increasing contribution of diffusion
creep (Karato, 1992).
Anisotropic transition zone between 150 km and 250 km depth
The interval from about 150−250 km depth marks an anisotropic transition zone (ATZ) where the ocean-
continent dichotomy is gradually replaced by an anisotropic signature that is similar beneath continental
Australia and the Coral and Tasman Seas. This observation is in qualitative accord with the results of
Nettles & Dziewonski (2008).
Under the Coral and Tasman Seas the rms anisotropy drops from 5% to 2.5% within the ATZ. Patches
of negative anisotropy appear, leading to a reduction of the mean anisotropy from 2% to 0.5% (figure
9.17). Beneath the continent, the rms anisotropy oscillates around 2.7% within the ATZ. It attains a weak
maximum at 200 km depth. The mean anisotropy, however, drops from 1% to 0.5%, again indicating that
regions with negative anisotropy gain importance. Studies of azimuthal anisotropy (Debayle & Kennett,
2000; Simons et al., 2002) confirm that the general character of anisotropy changes around 150 km depth.
The ATZ, as observed seismologically, is the combined effect of mineralogical, chemical and rheological
transitions that are not entirely separable. Around 200 km depth, the depleted and rigid continental
lithosphere passes into the fertile and convecting upper mantle. The deformation gradient, i.e. strain,
is likely to be responsible for the maximum rms anisotropy that we observe at 200 km depth beneath
the continent (figure 9.17). Strongly deformed or "sheared" xenoliths are believed to originate from this
rheological boundary layer (e.g. James et al., 2004). Our tomographic images indicate, that the oceanic
asthenosphere terminates in the lower half of the ATZ. Strain in the associated rheological boundary layer
is a likely explanation of the slight deflection in the oceanic rms anisotropy curve (figure 9.17) near 200 km
depth. The effect is, however, not as pronounced as between the continental lithosphere and the convecting
upper mantle.
Anisotropy below 250 depth
Radial anisotropy in AMSAN.19 continues to be present at depths below 250 km, with a horizontally
averaged rms value around 3%. No obvious difference between anisotropy beneath the continent and the
Coral and Tasman Seas exists. We do not observe a broad region of positive anisotropy under continental
Australia that may be expected to result from asthenospheric flow (e.g. Gung et al., 2003). This is in
agreement with the absence of a low-velocity layer beneath the continent in AMSAN.19 and previous
models (e.g. Debayle & Kennett, 2000; Simons et al., 2002; Fichtner et al., 2009).
Anisotropy at depths exceeding 250 km has frequently been observed (e.g. Alsina & Snieder, 1995;
Trampert & van Heijst, 2002; Panning & Romanowicz, 2006). This is in contrast to the results of
Gaherty & Jordan (1995) who found upper-mantle models for Australia where anisotropy is confined to
the uppermost 252 ± 5 km. They associated the abrupt disappearance of anisotropy with the Lehmann
discontinuity (Lehmann, 1961) that Karato (1992) explained with the transition from dislocation to diffusion
creep. Our results, however, suggest, that anisotropy below 250 km may only appear to be absent when
averaged over too long distances, because deep anisotropy has wavelengths below 500 km. Anisotropy on
length scales exceeding 2000 km is below 0.7%. Deep anisotropy as found in AMSAN.19 is consistent with
results of recent high-pressure experiments on olivine where dislocation creep continues to be dominant
to depth of 330 km (Mainprice et al., 2005; Raterron et al., 2009). The dislocation-to-diffusion creep
transition must be sufficiently smooth to locally allow for > 2% rms anisotropy below 250 km depth.
While the rms anisotropy stabilises around 2% in the uppermost mantle, the mean anisotropy drops below
0 near 300 km depth, indicating the prevalence of regions with negative radial anisotropy. There are two
plausible contributions to this observation: (1) As demonstrated by Raterron et al. (2009), the dominant
slide systems of olivine change near 250 km depth, leading to the preferential alignment of the [001] axis
in the shear direction. The resulting radial anisotropy would be negative in the presence of horizontal flow
(Mainprice et al., 2005). (2) Small-scale sublithospheric convection (SSC) in the form of localised cold
downwellings can provide the strain necessary for LPO formation. SSC was shown to develop preferentially
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Figure 9.17: Horizontal averages of the rms (top) and mean (bottom) radial anisotropy, (vSH−vSV)/visoS as
a function of depth. The averages are over the continenal (blue solid curve) and oceanic (red solid curve)
regions with non-zero ray coverage. Dashed arrows are qualitative indicators of the different contributions
that lead to increasing (upward pointing) or decreasing (downward pointing) anisotropy beneath the con-
tinent (blue) and the ocean (red). Black arrows mark the approximate depth intervals of the continental
lithosphere, the oceanic asthenosphere, the anisotropic transition zone (ATZ), the region where sheared
xenoliths originate, and the region where small-scale convection and the alignment of olivine’s [001] in the
direction of shear are expected.
along passive continental margins and in regions where the thickness of the continental lithosphere varies
strongly (e.g. O’Neill et al., 2003). Cold downwellings below 250 km depth tend to align the olivine
[001] axis near vertically, thus generating positive radial anisotropy (Mainprice et al., 2005; Raterron et
al., 2009). The expected SSC signature − fast velocities in conjunction with positive anisotropy near a
continent boundary− can be found along the north-western continental margin of Australia. Our hypothesis
that SSC operates beneath north-western Australia is supported by the scatter of xenolith geotherms (e.g.
Jaques et al., 1990) that Sleep (2003) associated with short-wavelength temperature perturbations caused
by local downwellings.
9.5 Conclusions
We have developed and successfully applied the first continental-scale full waveform tomography for radially
anisotropic upper-mantle structure. The principal advantages of our approach are the accurate simulation
of elastic wave propagation through realistic 3D models, the extraction of full waveform information, the
iterative improvement of the Earth model and the absence of crustal corrections.
We conjecture that long-wavelength discrepancies between images of radial anisotropy are mostly due to
methodological differences. This becomes most apparent in the dependence of radial anisotropy on the
number of iterations. With an increasing number of iterations, apparent anisotropy can be explained in-
creasingly well by isotropic structure. Linearised inversions may therefore overestimate anisotropy. More
research on this topic is certainly required.
Our model reveals neutral to low-velocity patches beneath central Australia, possibly related to localised
intraplate deformation. Increasing seismic velocities between the Moho and 150 km depth indicate ther-
mochemical variations caused by the formation and fragmentation of a Centralian Superbasin. Radial
anisotropy above 150 km depth reveals a clear ocean-continent dichotomy, with strong vsh > vsv beneath
the Coral and Tasman Seas and a more variable and weaker anisotropy beneath continental Australia. The
dichotomy disappears between 150 − 250 km depth, where the continental lithosphere and the oceanic
asthenosphere pass into the convecting mantle. Significant anisotropy persists below 250 km depth. It is
consistent with sublithospheric small-scale convection and a change in the dominant glide system of olivine.
More quantitative interpretations of the tomographic models depend on progress made in the geodynamic
modelling of seismic observables (Becker et al., 2008; Schuberth et al., 2009a,b).
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Part III
The structural inverse problem II:
Sensitivity densities for rotational
ground motion measurements - A
new tool for the imaging of crustal
structures?
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Summary
The following paragraphs are concerned with the derivation and analysis of sensi-
tivity densities for two quantities derived from rotational ground motion measure-
ments: the rms amplitude Aω of the rotation seismogram ω = 12∇ × u, and the
apparent shear wave speed βa = 12Av/Aω, where Av denotes the rms amplitude
of the velocity seismogram. In the case of a plane S wave in a homogeneous
and isotropic medium, βa coincides with the true shear wave speed β. Based
on analytical and numerical examples we demonstrate that the βa kernels attain
large absolute values only in the vicinity of the receiver but not in the vicinity
of the source. This effect is pronounced in the case of both body S waves and
surface waves (Love+Rayleigh). Moreover, the βa kernels are dominated by the
higher Fresnel zones while reaching only small absolute values in the first Fresnel
zone. This implies (1) that measurements of βa are to first order independent
of the Earth structure near the source, (2) that such measurements may be used
for one-station local shear wave speed tomography, and (3) that comparatively
low-frequency signals can be used in order to invert for small-scale structures.
The sensitivity densities corresponding to the rotation amplitude measurement Aω
resemble those for the velocity amplitude measurements Av. It is therefore the
combination of Aω with Av - and not one of them alone - that is likely to provide
additional constraints on the Earth’s structure near the receiver.
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10
Introduction
In the course of the last decade direct measurements of seismically induced rotational ground motion
have become feasible and reliable (e.g. Nigbor, 1994; Pancha et al., 2000; Igel et al., 2005, 2007).
Theoretical seismologists (e.g., Aki & Richards, 2002) have argued for decades that in addition to the
classical recording of translational motions, rotations should also be measured, since only then a complete
description of the motion of a measurement point is possible. Moreover, the mechanical characteristics of
inertial seismometers necessitate knowledge of rotational ground motions. Seismometers are particularly
sensitive to rotations about horizontal axes, i.e. to tilt. This is one of the reasons why it is difficult to
integrate acceleration or velocity recordings (e.g., Trifunac & Todorovska, 2001; Grazier 2005; Pillet &
Virieux, 2007).
The analyses of broadband rotational and translational ground motions (Igel et al. ,2005, 2007) have
indicated that even single station observations allow us to access information about the subsurface velocity
structure, for example through the derivation of phase-velocities either in the time- or frequency domain
(Suryanto, 2006; Ferreira & Igel, 2008). This raises the question whether such joint observations can
be used to further constrain the Earth structure. The primary goals of this paper therefore are 1) to
propose suitable measurements that can be derived from rotational and translational observations, and 2)
to illustrate their sensitivity to Earth’s structure using the adjoint method.
Our focus will be on two quantities derived from the rotation seismogram ω = 12∇× u, where u denotes
a synthetic or an observed displacement field: 1) the rotation amplitude |ω| and 2) the ratio |u˙|/|ω|. The
latter is a particularly attractive quantity in the context of structural inversion. Its unit is that of a velocity,
suggesting that it yields very direct information about the Earth’s wave speed structure. In fact, if we let
u(xr, t) denote a displacement field recorded in a homogeneous and isotropic medium over time t at the
location x = xr, then the assumption that u(x, t) is a plane shear wave directly yields
|u˙(xr)|
|ω(xr)| = 2β = 2
√
µ
ρ
.
 10.1
In realistic Earth models, 12 |u˙(xr, t)|/|ω(xr, t)| is more appropriately referred to as apparent shear wave
speed. It generally depends on the types of waves considered and on their frequency content, suggesting
that different parts of the Earth can be sampled and that such measurements may be used to infer infor-
mation about the Earth’s structure.
The following sections are concerned with the derivation and analysis of sensitivity densities for rotation
amplitudes and apparent shear wave speed measurements - the emphasis being on the latter. Such sensi-
tivity densities are an essential ingredient of linearised inversions and inversions based on gradient methods.
Moreover, they provide general information on the possible origins of discrepancies between observed data
and synthetics.
Prior to the actual derivation of sensitivity densities we will introduce slightly modified definitions of the
rotation amplitude and the apparent shear wave speed. They are intended to better reflect the actual
measurement process. The subsequent theoretical developments will result in a simple recipe for the com-
putation of sensitivity densities. This recipe will then be applied to several special cases including S waves
in a homogeneous medium, S waves in a radially symmetric Earth model and surface waves recorded at
regional distances.
Throughout the following paragraphs the sensitivity densities refer to the S wave velocity β. Classical
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arrival time tomographies (e.g. Aki et al., 1977 and many followers) usually favour the S wave slowness
β−1 as parameter because its perturbations need not be linearised. In our case, however, the necessity to
linearise perturbations of β does not arise as we will demonstrate later.
It should be noted that a relation similar to the one in equation (10.1) can be found by dividing accelera-
tion amplitudes and rotation rate amplitudes. This may be more convenient in practice because rotation
rates are the output of current rotation sensors based on optical principles (e.g., Nigbor, 1994; Takeo,
1998; Schreiber et al., 2006). However, as we shall see later, acceleration measurements would lead to
expressions for sensitivities involving fourth-order time derivatives of the seismic displacement field, which
are numerically undesirable quantities.
11
Theory
11.1 Definition and interpretation of the apparent shear wave
speed
So far, we loosely referred to the quantity 12 |u˙(xr, t)|/|ω(xr, t)| as the apparent shear wave speed because
it has the unit of a velocity and coincides with the shear wave speed in the case of a homogeneous,
unbounded and isotropic medium. In practice however, neither the pure determination of |ω| nor of
the ratio 12 |u˙(xr, t)|/|ω(xr, t)| are particularly useful. Both filtering and averaging are often necessary
operations that suppress the influence of noise and lead to more stable measurements. Moreover, one
may wish to window the seismograms and isolate certain seismic phases or parts of a surface wave train,
for example. In order to accommodate such processing steps in the formal measurement, we define the
apparent shear wave speed in terms of the rms amplitudes of the filtered and windowed velocity and rotation
signals:
βa(xr) :=
1
2
Av(xr)
Aω(xr)
,
 11.1
where Av and Aω are defined as
Av :=
√∫
R
[F ∗ (Wv)]2 dt , Aω :=
√∫
R
[F ∗ (Wω)]2 dt .
 11.2
The symbols F and W denote a convolution filter and a time window, respectively. Analogously, we shall
from here on consider Aω instead of |ω|, noting that they are identical in the case that W = F = 1.
One should strictly separate two aspects of βa: 1) the interpretation of its numerical value and 2) its use
as an observable for structural inverse problems. Interpreting βa in terms of a true shear wave speed is
possible only when plane shear waves such as pure S or Love waves are considered. Then βa may yield
direct information about the subsurface structure. Whether the analysed part of the seismogram is indeed
a pure shear wave or not is less important in the context of structural inverse problems. The apparent shear
wave speed is an observable, regardless of its intuitive interpretation. Special care must be taken when
ω = 0 because the apparent shear wave speed βa is then not defined. One could in principle solve this
problem by using β−1a instead, at least when v 6= 0. Still, sensitivity kernels of βa would not exist because
Aω is not differentiable at the point ω = 0. In practice, ω may never truly vanish due to the presence of
seismic noise. However, the values of βa are not meaningful anyway when the rotation amplitude drops
below the noise level.
Throughout most of this paper we will restrict our attention to cases where pure shear motions are observed.
An exception is section ?? where we analyse sensitivity densities for βa measurements from surface waves
composed of both Love and Rayleigh waves.
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11.2 Sensitivity densities in the context of the adjoint method
Our procedure for determining sensitivity kernels for synthetically computed apparent shear wave speeds,
βa, is based on the adjoint method (e.g. Lions, 1968; Chavent et al., 1975) because it leads to elegant
expressions in an uncomplicated way and because its numerical implementation is straightforward. Al-
ternatively, the sensitivity kernels could be derived using the Born approximation. In order to establish
a consistent notation, but also in the interest of completeness, we shall re-derive or at least state some
well-known results concerning the adjoint method in the context of elastic wave propagation. They may
for example be found in one or the other form in Tarantola (1988), Tromp et al. (2005) or Fichtner et al.
(2006).
We assume that u(x, t) is an elastic displacement field which is related to a set of model parameters p(x)
and an external force density f(x, t) via L(u,p) = f , where L represents the wave equation operator.
More explicitly one may write
L(u,p) = ρ(x) ∂2t u(x, t)−∇ ·
∫ t
−∞
C(x, t− τ) : ∇u(x, τ) dτ = f(x, t) .
 11.3
The symbol : denotes the double scalar product, i.e., (C : ∇u)ij = Cijkl∂kul. The model parameters p
comprise the mass density ρ and the rate of relaxation tensor C. We represent the process of measuring the
wave field u or extracting information from it through an objective function E(u), which we assume to be
expressable in the form of a time integral E(u) =
∫
²(u) dt, with an adequately chosen function ². Given
u as a function of time at the receiver position x = xr, E(u) may for example return cross-correlation
time shifts (e.g. Luo & Schuster, 1991) or rms amplitudes (Dahlen & Baig, 2002) of seismic phases. The
objective of the adjoint method is to provide an expression for the Fréchet kernel δpE, i.e., the volumetric
density of the functional derivative of E with respect to the model parameters p. In its most general form,
this expression is
δpE =
∫
R
u† · ∂pL(u,p) dt ,
 11.4
where ∂pL denotes the partial derivative of the operator L with respect to the model parameters. The
adjoint field u† is defined through the adjoint wave equation
L†(u†,p) = ρ(x) ∂2t u
†(x, t)−∇ ·
∫ t
−∞
C(x, τ − t) : ∇u†(x, τ) dτ = −∂u²(t) δ(x− xr)
 11.5
and its subsidiary conditions. Note that (11.5) is still of the wave equation type. The external force density
is proportional to the derivative of ² with respect to the observed wave field u, and it acts at the receiver
location xr. In the case of an isotropic and non-dissipative medium described in terms of the mass density
ρ and the Lamé parameters µ and λ, the three Fréchet kernels are
δρE = −
∫
R
∂tu† ·∂tu dt , δµE =
∫
R
(∇u†) : [(∇u)+(∇u)T ] dt , δλE =
∫
R
(∇·u†)(∇·u) dt .
 11.6
Expressions for Fréchet kernels with respect to the S wave speed β or the P wave speed α can then be
derived from equations 11.6. A special case of outstanding importance arises when E(u) is equal to the i
component of the displacement field, ui(xr, τ), that is when ²(u) = δ(t− τ)ei · u(xr, t). The right-hand
side of the adjoint equation 11.5 then becomes −ei δ(t − τ)δ(x − xr), implying that the corresponding
adjoint field u† is the negative adjoint Green’s function with source location xr and source time τ , that is
u†(x, t) = −g†i (xr, τ ;x, t). Therefore we have
δp ui(xr, τ) = −
∫
R
g†i (x
r, τ ;x, t) · ∂pL[u(x, t)] dt .
 11.7
We now proceed with our actual problem which is the derivation of Fréchet kernels for apparent S wave
speed measurements. The definition 11.1 directly yields
1
βa
δββa = δβ lnβa =
1
Av
δβAv − 1
Aω
δβAω = δβ lnAv − δβ lnAω .
 11.8
Letting βa, Av and Aω play the roles of objective functions, we can rewrite equation 11.8 using the adjoint
method terminology:
δβ lnβa =
∫
R
ψv · ∂βL(u,p) dt−
∫
R
ψω · ∂βL(u,p) dt =:
∫
R
ψβa · ∂βL(u,p) dt ,
 11.9
where ψv and ψω are the adjoint fields for Av and Aω, respectively. For convenience, we incorporated the
scaling factors A−1v and A−1ω into the definitions of the adjoint fields. The key element of equation 11.9
is the difference of the adjoint fields ψβa := ψv − ψω. We will demonstrate in a later section that this
difference - and therefore the sensitivity kernel δβ lnβa - is large in the vicinity of the receiver but small in
the source region.
Before, however, we will derive general expressions for the adjoint fields ψv and ψω. The analysis will be
kept general in the sense that we will not consider derivatives with respect to one particular parameter but
with respect to any possible parameter. The numerical examples will then focus on sensitivity densities
with respect to the shear wave speed β.
11.3 The adjoint field for velocity amplitude measurements
The relative functional derivative of Av with respect to the model parameters p, denoted by A−1v DpAv, is
1
Av
DpAv =
1
A2v
∫
R
[F ∗ (Wv)] · [F ∗ (W Dp v)] dt = 1
A2v
∫
R
(Fu˙i)Dpu˙i dt .
 11.10
For notational brevity we defined the composite filter F in equation (11.10) as
(Fu˙i)(xr, t) :=W (t)
∫ ∞
−∞
[∫ ∞
−∞
F (τ2 − τ1)W (τ1)u˙i(xr, τ1) dτ1
]
F (τ2 − t) dτ2 .
 11.11
The term in square brackets is the convolution filter F (t) applied to the windowed velocity seismogram
(Wu˙i)(t). In the frequency domain, the action of F (t) corresponds to a multiplication with Fˆ (ω) =
|Fˆ (ω)|eiφ. This operation is then followed by a convolution with F (−t), that is by a multiplication with
|Fˆ (ω)|e−iφ in the frequency domain. Hence, the double integral acts as a zero phase filter on Wu˙i. This
ensures that the second application of the window W - in front of the double integral in 11.11 - indeed
affects the signal of interest. Equation 11.10 can be re-written in terms of sensitivity densities:
1
Av
DpAv =
∫
G⊂R3
p′
1
Av
δpAv dG =
1
A2v
∫
R
(Fu˙i)Dpu˙i dt =
∫
G⊂R3
p′
1
A2v
∫
R
(Fu˙i) δpu˙i dt dG ,
 11.12
where p′ is the differentiation direction. The symbols G and dG denote the computational domain and the
corresponding volume element, respectively. Using the expression for δpui (equation 11.7) we now deduce
that the sensitivity density A−1v δpAv = δp lnAv can be written as
δp lnAv =− 1
A2v
∫
R2
(Fu˙i)(xr, t) ∂tg
†
i (x
r, t;x, t′) · ∂pL[u(x, t′)] dt′dt
=
1
A2v
∫
R2
∂t(Fu˙i)(xr, t)g
†
i (x
r, t;x, t′) · ∂pL[u(x, t′)] dt′dt .
 11.13
Then defining the adjoint field ψv to be
ψv(x, t′) :=
1
A2v
∫
R
∂t(Fu˙i)(xr, t)g
†
i (x
r, t;x, t′) dt
 11.14
gives the desired canonical form
δp lnAv =
∫
R
ψv(x, t′) · ∂pL[u(x, t′)] dt′ .
 11.15
Equation (11.14) implies thatψv can equally be obtained as the solution of the adjoint equation L†(ψv,p) =
fv where the adjoint source fv is given by
fv(x, t′) =
1
A2v
∂t(Fu˙i)(xr, t′) δ(x− xr) .
 11.16
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11.4 The adjoint field for rotation amplitude measurements
We now repeat the steps that led to the expression of the adjoint source for velocity amplitude measure-
ments, ψv, in order to obtain the corresponding expression for rotation amplitude measurements: Differen-
tiating the windowed and filtered rms amplitude of the rotational ground motion Aω =
√∫
R[F ∗ (Wω)]2 dt
with respect to the model parameters p yields
1
Aω
DpAω =
1
A2ω
∫
R
[F ∗ (Wω)] · [F ∗ (W Dpω)] dt = 1
A2ω
∫
R
(Fωi)Dpωi dt .
 11.17
Since ω and u are related through ωi(xr, t) = 12²ijk
∂
∂xrj
uk(xr, t), we have
δpωi(xr, t) =
1
2
²ijk
∂
∂xrj
δpuk(xr, t) = −12²ijk
∫
R
∂
∂xrj
g†k(x
r, t;x, t′) · ∂pL[u(x, t′)] dt′ .
 11.18
We then substitute 11.18 into the expression for A−1ω δpAω = δp lnAω which follows from equation (11.17)
and find
δp lnAω = − 12A2ω
²ijk
∫
R
∫
R
(Fωi)(xr, t)
∂
∂xrj
g†k(x
r, t;x, t′) · ∂pL[u(x, t′)] dt′ dt .
 11.19
The canonical form
δp lnAω =
∫
R
ψω(x, t′) · ∂pL[u(x, t′)] dt′
 11.20
can then be obtained by defining the adjoint field ψω as follows:
ψω(x, t′) := − 1
2A2ω
²ijk
∫
R
(Fωi)(xr, t)
∂
∂xrj
g†k(x
r, t;x, t′) dt .
 11.21
It is again possible to compute the adjoint field ψω by solving an adjoint equation of the form L†(ψω,p) =
fω. From equation 11.21 we deduce that the components fωk of the adjoint source f
ω are
fωk (x, t
′) =
1
2A2ω
²ijk (Fωi)(xr, t′)
∂
∂xj
δ(x− xr) .
 11.22
It is interesting to note that fω can be written in terms of a moment density m, that is in the form
fω = −∇ ·m. The components mkj of the moment density are
mkj = − 12A2ω
²ijk (Fωi)(xr, t′) δ(x− xr) .
 11.23
Unlike realistic moment densities, corresponding for example to slip on a fault plane, m is anti-symmetric.
This highlights the fact that the adjoint field is a purely mathematical construction which is potentially
unphysical. It follows from the anti-symmetry of m that the adjoint source fω does not radiate far-field P
waves. Therefore, the interaction of the forward field u and the adjoint field ψω (see equation 11.20) is
primarily limited to the interaction of S waves and the near-field terms.
12
Case studies
12.1 Homogeneous, unbounded and isotropic medium
If one wishes to derive some general properties of the βa kernels then there are only two options: One may
simplify the forward problem using for example ray theory while keeping the Earth model realistic (e.g.,
Yomogida, 1992; Dahlen & Baig, 2002), or one may simplify the Earth model while using exact solutions
of the wave equation. Here we shall adopt a variant of the latter approach by considering a homogeneous,
unbounded and isotropic medium. While this is unrealistic, it still allows us to deduce some fundamental
characteristics of the βa kernels that will reappear in more complicated cases that we will treat numerically.
We assume that the incident wave is an S wave. Since the adjoint P wave propagates at the P velocity α,
it interacts with the forward S wave only inside a sphere around the receiver. The radius of this sphere is
Rp = λpα/(α−β), where λp is the wavelength of the P wave. The adjoint S wave, however, interacts with
the forward S wave throughout the entire volume that is filled by the Fresnel zones. Thus, it contributes
significantly more to the derivatives of Av and Aω than the adjoint P wave. Accepting that the Fréchet
kernels will not be exact in the sphere of radius Rp around the receiver, we will neglect the adjoint P wave.
Also, the near-field terms of the adjoint wave field are disregarded because they only contribute in the
immediate vicinity of the receiver. Both, the adjoint P wave and the near-field terms will automatically be
included in the numerical examples that we present in the following sections. The n-component of the S
wave contribution of the adjoint Green’s function g†i (x
r, t;x, t′) is
(g†i )n(x
r, t;x, t′) =
δin − γri γrn
4piρβ2|x− xr| δ(t
′ − t+ |x− xr|/β) ,
 12.1
with γri := (xi − xri )/|x− xr|. Substituting equation 12.1 into equation 11.14 yields an expression for the
adjoint wavefield ψv:
ψvn(x, t
′) =
δin − γri (x)γrn(x)
4piρβ2A2v|x− xr|
∂t′(Fu˙i)(xr, t′ + |x− xr|/β) .
 12.2
The corresponding expression for ψωn is
ψωn (x, t
′) =
²ijnγ
r
j
8piρβ3A2ω|x− xr|
∂t′(Fωi)(xr, t′ + |x− xr|/β) ,
 12.3
where we used ∂∂xj |x− xr| = γrj and ²ijkγrj γrk = 0. Under the assumption that the receiver at x = xr is
far away from the source at x = 0, we obtain the following expression for ωi:
ωi(xr, t′ + |x− xr|/β) = −12²ipq
γp(xr)
β
u˙q(xr, t′ + |x− xr|/β) ,
 12.4
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where γp(x) := xp/|x| is the direction cosine measured from the source located at the coordinate origin.
Combining equations 12.3 and 12.4 yields
ψωn (x, t
′) = −²ijn²ipqγ
r
j (x)γp(x
r)
16piρβ4A2ω|x− xr|
∂t′(Fu˙q)(xr, t′ + |x− xr|/β)
=
γri (x)γn(x
r)− γrj (x)γj(xr) δni
4piρβ2A2ω|x− xr|
∂t′(Fu˙i)(xr, t′ + |x− xr|/β) .
 12.5
The adjoint field ψβa is equal to the difference ψv −ψω:
ψβan (x, t
′) =
δin − γri (x)γrn(x)− γri (x)γn(xr) + γrj (x)γj(xr)δni
4piρβ2A2v|x− xr|
∂t′(Fu˙i)(xr, t′+ |x−xr|/β) .
 12.6
The radiation pattern contribution to the amplitude of the adjoint field ψβa can be estimated using some
basic geometrical relations that are illustrated in figure 12.1:
Figure 12.1: Source-receiver geometry. The source is located at the origin 0 and the receiver is at xr.
The point where the kernel is computed is denoted by x.
|ψβan | ∝ |δin[1 + γrj (x)γj(xr)]u¨i − [γri (x)γrn(x) + γri (x)γn(xr)]u¨i]|
≤ |1− cos θ||u¨|+ | sin θ||γrn(x) + γn(xr)||u¨|
= |1− cos θ||u¨|+
√
2| sin θ|√1− cos θ|u¨| ..= 3
2
θ2|u¨| .
 12.7
The symbol ..= denotes ’correct to second order in θ’. According to relation 12.7 the adjoint field does
not radiate towards the source. Moreover, in the vicinity of the source, that is for small |x|, we find
θ ≤ |x|/|x− xr| and therefore
|ψβa(x, t′)| ≤ 3|x|
2|u¨|
8piρβ2A2v|x− xr|2
.
 12.8
Relation 12.8 implies that the adjoint field tends to zero as we approach the source. The convergence is
quadratic in |x|. Since |u| itself is proportional to 1/|x| it follows from equation 11.4 that the sensitivity
kernel δp lnβa is proportional to |x|, where p denotes any model parameter, possibly β. In symbols:
δp lnβa ∝ |x| → lim|x|→0 δp lnβa = 0 .
 12.9
The sensitivity kernel δp lnβa vanishes as we approach the source. An consequence of equation 12.9
is that the apparent shear wave speed βa is only weakly affected by Earth structure near the source.
Sensitivity densities of βa with respect to any model parameter, e.g. β, Q or the (anisotropic) elastic
tensor components cijkl, exhibit this behaviour, at least in this simple medium. This is a clear contrast
to sensitivity kernels of other quantities such as cross-correlation time shifts (Marquering et al., 1999,
Dahlen et al., 2000), rms amplitudes (Dahlen et al., 2002) or rotation amplitudes. The mathematical
reason for this behaviour of the apparent shear wave speed kernels is that the kernels δp lnAv and δp lnAω
become increasingly similar as the distance from the source decreases. Note that this statement strictly
holds only when all components of ω are taken into account. Some of the components may be naturally
zero, for example when Love waves in a stratified medium are analyzed. Disregarding, however, non-zero
components of ω will generally lead to sensitivity kernels that do have significant contributions further
away from the receiver.
Note that the result from equation 12.9 is still valid when both the adjoint P wave and the adjoint near-
field terms are included. Their contribution to the Fréchet kernels is confined to a small region around the
receiver. In the following section the kernels will be computed numerically in a more realistic Earth model.
The adjoint P wave and near-field terms will automatically be included. This will allow us to study the
structure of the Fréchet kernels near the receiver. We will, moreover, be able to assess whether the kernels
still vanish as we approach the source.
12.2 S waves from a deep earthquake recorded at regional dis-
tances
As we pass from an oversimplified to a more realistic Earth model, analytic solutions become unavailable.
In what follows, the solutions of the wave equation will therefore be computed numerically (Oeser et al.,
2006) using a spectral element method, described in Fichtner & Igel (2008).
The kernel gallery that we shall compile in the course of the next sections is intended to serve multiple
purposes. Firstly, it aims at providing physical intuition which is the foundation of any application of the
sensitivity kernels - to inverse problems, for example. Secondly, we shall confirm some of the results that
we found for the case of the homogeneous, isotropic and unbounded medium.
In our first numerical example we consider S waves originating from a 300 km deep source that are recorded
at an epicentral distance of 650 km. The source time function is a low-pass filtered Heaviside function with
a cutoff period of 10 s, and the Earth model is ak135 (Kennett et al., 1995). Slices through the rotation
amplitude kernels δβ lnAω and the apparent shear wave speed kernels δβ lnβa are shown in figure 12.2.
Both sensitivity kernels attain comparatively large absolute values in the immediate vicinity of the receiver
(figure 12.2a). While their shapes - though not their actual values - are similar at the surface, they become
increasingly dissimilar with increasing distance from the receiver (figure 12.2b). The vertical slices in figure
12.2c give the best general impression of the kernel characteristics. They confirm that the apparent shear
speed sensitivity is small - in fact, as good as negligible - in the vicinity of the source.
The velocity amplitude kernels δβ lnAv are not displayed because they resemble the rotation amplitude
kernels to an extent that makes them hard to distinguish visually. This implies that velocity amplitude
and rotation amplitude measurements yield similar information about the Earth’s structure. It is the
combination of Aω and Av that potentially provides additional constraints in the vicinity of the receiver.
The width of all sensitivity kernels depends strongly on the frequency content of the analyzed waves. In
general, lower frequency signals generate broader kernels while the kernels corresponding to higher frequency
signals are slimmer. This effect is clearly visible in figure 12.3 where the cutoff period is chosen to be 20
s instead of 10 s as in figure 12.2. The broadening with respect to the higher frequency kernels is most
significant near the surface.
12.3 Surface waves from a shallow source
The geometric setup of our next example is similar to the previous one, the only exception being that the
source is now located at the depth of 10 km. Therefore, the synthetic seismograms are dominated by large-
amplitude surface waves (figure 12.4). We set the moment tensor components to Mxy = Mxz = 1 · 1019
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Figure 12.2: Slices through the rotation amplitude kernels δβ lnAω and the apparent shear wave speed
kernels δβ lnβa in the one-dimensional Earth model ak135 (Kennett et al., 1995). The source is located at
the depth of 300 km (star) and the direct S wave is recorded at an epicentral distance of 650 km (triangle).
The cutoff period of the signal is 10 s. a) Horizontal slices at the surface through the rotation amplitude
kernel δβ lnAω (top) and the apparent shear wave speed kernel δβ lnAω (below). Both kernels attain their
largest values directly at the receiver position. b) As a) but at the depth of 100 km. c) Vertical slices
through δβ lnAω (top) and δβ lnβa (below). The absolute values of the βa kernel decrease away from
the receiver, so that βa measurements are most sensitive to the Earth structure near the receiver and less
sensitive to structures at greater distances - at least correct to first order.
Figure 12.3: Slices through the apparent shear wave speed kernel δβ lnβa for a cutoff period of 20 s. Left:
Horizontal slice at the surface. The geometry of the kernel is similar to the 10 s version in figure 12.2 a) but
has a significantly wider lateral extension. Centre: Horizontal slice at the depth of 100 km. The geometry
of the kernel differs from the one of the 10 s kernel. Right: Vertical slice parallel to the source-receiver
line. The kernel is concentrated near the receiver, whereas its absolute values decrease towards the source.
Figure 12.4: Left: Surface wave displacements at ∆ = 1500 km. Centre: Rotational motion at ∆ = 1500
km. Right: Time-dependent ratio 12 |v(xr, t)|/|ω(xr, t)| computed with sliding windows that are 10 s, 25
s and 50 s wide. The bold vertical line indicates the value of βa for the complete surface wave train.
Nm and Mxx = Myy = Mzz = Myz = 0. Consequently, both Love and Rayleigh waves are recorded
along the x-axis (see figure 12.2 for the geometry of the model). In realistic applications this will almost
always be the case, firstly because of lateral heterogeneities and secondly because of source localisation
and orientation errors.
This has immediate consequences on the interpretability of the ratio βa = 12 Av/Aω: If we analysed only
a single-mode Love wave, then βa would equal the phase velocity corresponding to that particular Love
wave mode. However, this statement does not hold when Rayleigh waves are involved as well. Already in
the classical single-layer model, βa becomes a complicated function that is generally different from β. We
omit the analytic formula for βa in the single-layer model, also because it is of little practical relevance.
Instead, we compute βa for the complete surface wave train and with sliding windows for a station at an
epicentral distance of ∆ = 1500 km in our numerical model:
The left column of figure 12.4 shows dispersed Love waves (y-component) arriving around 350 s, followed
by the Rayleigh waves on the x- and z-components. The corresponding rotational motion recordings are
plotted in the middle column. There is no rotational motion in x-direction due to our particular choice
of the source orientation. We now determine apparent shear wave speeds in two different ways: First, we
compute βa for the complete surface wave train between 350 s and 550 s. The result, βa = 2830 km/s,
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is represented by the bold lines in the right column of figure 12.4. Secondly, we compute apparent shear
waves speeds for the seismograms windowed by sliding tapers that are 10 s, 25 s and 50 s wide. (Examples
with real data can be found in Igel et al., 2005, 2007). The resulting apparent shear wave speeds β(10)a ,
β
(25)
a and β
(50)
a correspond to the thin lines in the right column of figure 12.4. From 350 s to 400 s the
seismograms are dominated by the Love waves. Consequently, the time dependent β(10)a , β
(25)
a and β
(50)
a
attain values that are close to the phase velocity of a 20 s Love wave propagating along continental paths,
i.e. ≈ 4 km/s. Between 450 s and 500 s the Rayleigh wave becomes dominant and one might intuitively
expect that the time-dependent apparent shear wave speeds should increase because Rayleigh waves do
not only depend on β but also on the much larger P wave speed α. This, however, is not the case. Instead,
β
(10)
a , β
(25)
a and β
(50)
a collectively drop below the mean value of 2830 km/s, mainly because ωy attains
comparatively large values after 450 s.
One possible explanation for this observation is the dispersion of the surface wave train. Due to the
dispersion the sliding windows always sample a certain frequency band [ω0 −∆ω, ω0 +∆ω]. Making the
plane wave approximation together with the assumption that the z-component of the displacement for
ω ∈ [ω0 −∆ω, ω0 +∆ω] can be represented as
uz(x, t) =
∫ ω0+∆ω
ω0−∆ω
cos(ωt− k(ω)x) dω ,
 12.10
gives the well-known result (e.g., Lay & Wallace, 1995)
uz(x, t) = ∆ω sinc[∆ω(t− k′0x)/2] cos(ω0t− k0x) .
 12.11
This equation is valid when the linear term of the Taylor expansion k(ω) = k(ω0)+ k′(ω0)(ω−ω0)+ ... =
k0+ k′0(ω−ω0)+ ... is dominant. The y-component of the rotational motion, ωy, is proportional to ∂xuz,
for which we find
∂xuz(x, t) = −12∆ω
2k′0 sinc
′[∆ω(t− k′0x)] cos(ω0t− k0x)+∆ωk0 sinc[∆ω(t− k′0x)] sin(ω0t− k0x) . 12.12
The first summand in equation 12.12 is proportional to k′0 = cg(ω0)
−1, where cg denotes the group velocity.
This summand is mostly small because of ∆ω2, but it can nevertheless have a contribution when cg is
comparable to c0∆ω/ω0, i.e., when
cg(ω0) ≈ c(ω0)∆ω
ω0
.
 12.13
This can be the case under the following circumstances: 1) The band width ∆ω is comparable to the
centre frequency ω0 and/or 2) the group velocity is small. In our particular example both factors play a
role because the high amplitudes of ωy appear in the latest arrivals (small cg) for which the frequency is
relatively high.
Despite the fact that βa, for the entire wave train or for sliding windows, is not always directly interpretable
as S wave speed, it is a physically valid measurement. In general, this measurement, i.e., the particular
value that it yields, depends on the Earth’s structure. Therefore we can compute the corresponding sensi-
tivity kernels. Some of the results are displayed in figure 12.5.
Part a) of figure 12.5 shows horizontal slices through the rotation amplitude kernel δβ lnAω and through the
corresponding apparent shear velocity kernel δβ lnβa for the station at an epicentral distance of ∆ = 1500
km. While δβ lnAω fills the space between source and receiver, the apparent S velocity kernel is restricted
to the immediate vicinity of the receiver. This result is similar to the one obtained for body S waves, and
it corroborates the hypothesis that this phenomenon is independent of the type of seismic waves that one
uses for the analysis.
Figure 12.5: a) Horizontal slices at 10 km depth through the rotation amplitude kernel δβ lnAω (top) and
the corresponding apparent shear speed kernel δβ lnβa (below). The epicentral distance is ∆ = 1500 km.
b) The same as a) but for a shorter epicentral distance of ∆ = 650 km.
Note that the epicentral distance of 1500 km is much larger than the one chosen for the body S waves
in section on S body waves (650 km). In fact, reducing the epicentral distance in the surface wave case
to 650 km leads to substantial contributions to the βa kernel between source and receiver, as can be
seen in figure 12.5b. A rigourous and quantitative analysis of this observation is beyond the scope of this
paper. Nevertheless, it can be explained qualitatively: The behaviour of the kernel δβ lnβa depends on
the characteristics of the adjoint wave field ψβa = ψv − ψω and therefore on the differences between
ψv and ψω. In the case of body waves, the difference ψv − ψω decays as 1/r away from the receiver.
However, when surface waves are considered, the geometric spreading of the adjoint field away from the re-
ceiver is proportional to 1/
√
r. Therefore, differences between ψv and ψω are carried much further into the
source region. As figure 12.5 indicates, this effect can be compensated by increasing the epicentral distance.
The characteristics of δβ lnβa at greater depth are illustrated in figure 12.6 which shows vertical slices
through the source-receiver line. The images have different colour scales in order to emphasise the relative
amplitudes of the kernel in different regions. Contributions along the source-receiver path are almost
entirely absent. The sensitivity of βa to the S wave speed β is restricted to the immediate vicinity of the
receiver and to depths of less than 50 km.
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Figure 12.6: Vertical slices through δβ lnβa along the source-receiver line. The image is plotted with
different colour scales in order to emphasise the different amplitudes of the kernel in the source and
receiver regions.
13
Final remarks and thoughts
13.1 Possible setups of inverse problems using βa measurements
The ultimate purpose of the βa and Aω kernels is to facilitate the solution of structural inverse problems in
which the apparent shear wave speed or the rotation amplitude serve as observables. While the analysis and
the solution of such an inverse problem are beyond the scope of this paper, we still want to outline three
of its possible formulations in order to highlight how the sensitivity kernels may be used in practice. Our
focus will be on apparent shear speed measurements. The corresponding expressions for rotation amplitude
measurements are easily obtained by replacing βa by Aω.
Formulation 1 - Linearized inverse problem: It is in principle possible to use observations of βa in the
context of a linearised inverse problem which is conceptually similar to the one encountered in classical ray
tomography (e.g. Aki et al., 1977). The components di of the n-dimensional data vector d are defined as
the relative differences between the observations β(0)a,i and their corresponding synthetic values βa,i, that is
di := (βa,i − β(0)a,i )/βa,i , i = 1, ..., n .
 13.1
Different index values i may for example denote various events, seismic phases, stations, dominant fre-
quencies or combinations of them. Under the assumption that βa,i is linearisable around the parameter p
- not necessarily the S wave speed β - we may write
di = (βa,i − β(0)a,i )/βa,i = [βa,i(p)− βa,i(p(0))]/βa,i(p) = [βa,i(p)− βa,i(p+ δp)]/βa,i(p)
.= −
∫
G
(δp lnβa,i) δp dG ,
 13.2
where p(0) denotes the ’true’ parameter, and G the spatial domain where the wave field and the kernel
δp lnβa,i are defined. Even though p is usually an infinite-dimensional function, such as a shear wave speed
or density distribution, it needs to be expressed in terms of a finite-dimensional basis in order to make
the problem computationally tractable. By letting hk(x), k = 1, ...,m denote the basis elements, we can
express p(x) and δp(x) as
p(x) =
m∑
j=1
pjhj(x) , δp(x) =
m∑
j=1
δpjhj(x) .
 13.3
Equation 13.2 then transforms to
di =
m∑
j=1
δpj
[
−
∫
G
(δp lnβa,i)hj dG
]
,
 13.4
or in matrix notation
d = A δp , Aij := −
∫
G
(δp lnβa,i)hj dG .
 13.5
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This linear tomographic system, or a regularised version of it, may then be solved using standard iterative
techniques. (See for example Nolet (1993) for an overview.)
Formulation 2 - Non-linear inverse problem and gradient methods: In the case that βa,i is not
sufficiently well linearisable, it is preferable to view the inverse problem as an iterative minimisation of a
non-linear misfit function E(βa,i). One may, for example, choose the quadratic function
E(βa,i) =
1
2
n∑
i=1
(βa,i − β(0)a,i )2 .
 13.6
The gradient of E with respect to the model parameters pj - required by the method of steepest descent
and its variants - is then given by
dE
dpj
=
n∑
i=1
(βa,i − β(0)a,i )
dβa,i
dpj
,
 13.7
where the gradient of βa,i is expressable through the kernel δpβa,i:
dβa,i
dpj
=
∫
G
hj δpβa,i dG = −βa,iAij (no summation over i) .
 13.8
Formulation 3 - Non-linear inverse problem and Monte Carlo minimisation: Monte Carlo methods
offer an alternative to the minimisation of the misfit E by means of gradient methods, especially when
the problem is highly non-linear. Since Monte Carlo methods generally do not require information on the
gradient of E the sensitivity kernels are not used directly. They may, however, be of indirect use because
they potentially provide information on where random perturbations of a test model are most effective. In
that sense, gradient information may be used for the benefit of a more economic random model generation.
13.2 Discussion
We have demonstrated that sensitivity densities for apparent shear speed measurements become negligibly
small in regions that are far from the receiver. This property is reminiscent of SKS splitting kernels
(Sieminski et al., 2008) and it suggests that βa may be used for the estimation of local Earth structure. In
addition to being comparatively small near the source, δβ lnβa generally possesses another characteristic
feature, namely that contributions in the higher Fresnel zones are enhanced at the expense of suppressed
contributions in the first Fresnel zones. (We employ the term Fresnel zone in the interest of greater clarity
even though the considered signals are usually quasi-period and not strictly periodic.) There are several
implications arising from this phenomenon: 1) Higher Fresnel zones are generally thinner than the first
Fresnel zone. It follows that for a given dominant frequency ν, βa measurements yield more information
on small-scale structures than measurements of the rms amplitudes Av and Aω or measurements of cross-
correlation time shifts (e.g. Dahlen et al., 2000). In the inverse problem context this means that one may
- and probably must - generally work with comparatively low frequencies when βa measurements are used
as data. Otherwise, the βa measurement will be sensitive to very small scale structure that one may not
be able to resolve. 2) The shape of δβ lnβa is rather susceptible to wave form changes. This is not the
case for kernels that attain large values in the first Fresnel zone - rotation and velocity amplitude kernels
are two examples. Consequently, small changes in the Earth model will lead to changes in the βa kernels
that are larger than in the Av or Aω kernels. Carefully incorporating already known 3D Earth structure
into the computation of the synthetic seismograms is therefore essential when βa measurements are to be
used for structural inversions. 3) As mentioned in the previous section on the possible setups of inverse
problems, sensitivity densities are often not used directly. Instead, they are multiplied by a basis function
hj and integrated over the computational domain (see equation 13.8). This procedure is meaningful only
when the scale of the principal features of the sensitivity densities is comparable to the characteristic length
scale of the basis function. Hence, if we wish to exploit the comparatively large values of δβ lnβa in the
receiver region then the characteristic length scale of hj should be small. On the other hand, when we use
rotation or amplitude measurements only, then the characteristic length scale of hj can be larger because
the dominant feature of the corresponding kernels is the broad first Fresnel zone. 4) Usually, the gradient
of an objective functional with respect to the model parameters (again see equation 13.8) is multiplied by
a covariance matrix - either to yield the direction of steepest ascent or to deliberately smooth the final
model. Just as the characteristic length scale of hj the correlation length of the covariance matrix should
also be chosen to be smaller for βa measurements than for measurements of Av or Aω, for example.
The choice of the basis functions hj is of outstanding importance, especially in the framework of linearised
inversion. In conventional ray-based traveltime tomography, the basis functions must be chosen such that
the matrix A in equation 13.5 is non-singular or at least as well-conditioned as possible. The intuitive
interpretation of this requirement is that there be a generally good azimuthal ray coverage in the region
of interest. Whether suitable basis functions exist in the case of apparent shear speed measurement, and
whether a similar intuitive interpretation exists, still needs further investigations.
In contrast to the βa kernels, sensitivity densities for rotation amplitude measurements generally reach
large absolute values everywhere around the geometric ray path. Their large-scale structure very much
resembles the one of sensitivity densities for velocity amplitude measurements. It is therefore likely that
measurements of Aω alone yield similar information on Earth structure as measurements of Av alone - at
least in the context of linearised or gradient method based inversion. It is the combined measurement of
Aω and Av, i.e., the measurement of βa, that can potentially make a difference.
So far we limited our attention to the sensitivity of βa, with respect to β. Sensitivity of βa with respect
to the P wave speed, α, is generally small because the velocity amplitudes and rotation amplitudes of S
body waves and surface waves are only weakly affected by P wave speed variations. The same is true for
sensitivity with respect to density.
The natural complement of the apparent S wave speed βa is the analogously defined apparent P wave
speed αa. Indeed, when u(x, t) is a plane P wave in a homogeneous, isotropic and unbounded medium
then |u˙|/|s| = |u˙|/|∇ · u| = α, where α is the P wave speed and s = ∇ · u. It is therefore meaningful to
define
αa := AvA−1s , A
2
s :=
∫ ∞
−∞
[F ∗ (Ws)]2 dt ,
 13.9
in an arbitrary medium. The subscript s in equation 13.9 refers to the divergence s of the displacement
field. The analysis of the corresponding sensitivity densities δα lnαa is beyond the scope of this paper.
Still, we remark that the adjoint source for the kernel δp lnAs is
fs(x, t) =
1
A2s
(Fs)(xr, t) ei
∂
∂xi
δ(x− xr) ,
 13.10
meaning that it is dipolar - as is the adjoint source for δp lnAω. We may therefore at least hypothesise
that δα lnαa may also vanish near the source.
Finally, we wish to address the feasibility of a structural inversion using βa from a purely computational
point of view. While such an inversion is clearly more expensive than a traveltime tomography based on
the ray method, its computational costs are still moderate - at least compared to full waveform inversion
(e.g. Gauthier et al., 1986) or wave equation traveltime inversion (e.g. Luo & Schuster, 1991; Tromp
et al., 2005). There are three reasons for this: 1) As already discussed, βa is sensitive to small-scale
structures even when low frequencies are used. Hence, one can choose a broader numerical grid for the
computation of the synthetic seismograms. 2) The kernels δβ lnβa are small far from the source. It is
therefore unnecessary to propagate the adjoint wave field all the way back to the source. 3) When lateral
variations in the Earth model are small, then one may reduce the computational costs by using a combined-
method approach. The forward wave field can be propagated in a 1-D model with an inexpensive method
until it comes close to the receiver. From there on a purely numerical method is used that can handle 3-D
media. The applicability of this approach need to be assessed for each pareticular 3-D Earth model.
13.3 Conclusions
This study was motivated by the recent high-quality and consistent observations of rotational ground
motions using ring laser technology. The joint processing of rotational and translational motions indicated
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that information on the subsurface velocity structure might be recoverable even with observations at a
single measurement point. This is in contrast to the common requirement in seismology to have access to
information from distributed stations (arrays, networks) in order to derive wave field characteristics such
as phase velocities, and phase delays relating to subsurface structure.
Our theoretical analysis based upon the adjoint methodology reveals some interesting properties that might
one day enable a new type of seismic tomography: 1) sensitivities of rotational motions alone have very
similar shapes as well-known sensitivities of measurements derived from translations (e.g, travel times,
amplitudes); 2) the sensitivity of the newly introduced measurement "apparent shear wave speed" is
essentially based on the difference of sensitivities due to translations and rotations and is highly localized
below the receiver position; 3) Because of the specific form of the sensitivity kernels structures well below
the analyzed wavelengths might be recoverable; 4) The concentration of sensitivity close to the receiver
might allow the use of efficient hybrid modelling schemes in tomographic inversion schemes.
Our results indicate that additional observations of rotational ground motions are indeed beneficial and may
allow estimation of the structure below the receiver on lengths scales that partly depend on the analyzed
frequencies. While in principle rotational ground motions can be estimated from appropriately sized arrays
and such arrays would offer similar (and additional) information content, it is important to note that array-
derived rotations are very sensitive to 1) noise in the data, 2) variations in coupling properties within the
array, 3) non-planarity of wavefronts, and 4) local structural heterogeneities. In addition, the array size
makes the accuracy of the results frequency dependent, and in particular one would derive rotations with
sensors that are contaminated by rotations.
Further studies are necessary to understand the relevance of these concepts in different situations (e.g.,
local, regional, global scale, or reservoir conditions) and to develop tomographic inversion schemes based
on joint measurements of rotations and translations.
Part IV
The source inverse problem:
Insights into the kinematics of a
volcanic caldera drop: Probabilistic
finite-source inversion of the 1996
Bárdarbunga, Iceland, earthquake
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Summary
The accurate modelling and prediction of volcanic eruptions depends critically on
information concerning the interaction between the caldera and the underlying
magma chamber. Knowledge concerning the kinematics of a caldera in the course
of an eruption is therefore essential. Here we provide detailed seismological con-
straints on the kinematics of a volcanic caldera drop and the geometry of a caldera
ring fault. For this we performed a finite-source inversion of the September 29,
1996 Bárdarbunga, Iceland, earthquake that was caused by caldera subsidence. Our
methodology is based on spectral-element simulations of seismic wave propagation
through a realistic model of the Icelandic crust and upper mantle. A particularly
robust feature is the initiation of the rupture in the north-western part of the ring
fault that is about 10 km in diameter. From there it spread to the other fault seg-
ments within about 3 s. Without invoking super-shear propagation sensu stricto,
we can explain this unusually fast rupture propagation by the triggering of fault
segments through P waves that propagated across the caldera. Our results favour
outward-dipping fault segments in the western half of the ring fault, while the
eastern half is preferentially inward-dipping. This variability may reflect structural
heterogeneities or an irregular magma chamber geometry. The individual segments
of the caldera ring fault radiated approximately equal amounts of energy. This
indicates that the caldera dropped coherently as one single block.
The work presented here is intended to aid in the design of realistic models of
magma chamber and caldera dynamics.
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14
Introduction
Observational constraints on caldera kinematics are essential for the design of realistic models of volcano
dynamics and thus for the assessment of volcanic hazard (e.g. Druitt & Sparks, 1984; Martí et al., 2000;
Geyer et al., 2006; Folch & Martí, 2009).
In recent years, much progress was made in our understanding of the geometrical features of volcanic
calderas and their relation to rheology and magma chamber properties. Geshi et al. (2002) directly
observed the formation of an outward-dipping caldera ring fault after the eruption of Miyakejima Volcano,
Japan. Rymer et al. (1998) report a natural cross-section at Masaya Volcano, Nicaragua, where outward-
dipping faults are exposed. Branney (1995) explores ice-melt collapse pits, mining subsidence structures
and calderas, concluding that reverse faults are likely to form during collapse. Near-surface inward-dipping
faults form subsequently due to peripheral extension and scarp collapse, though accounting for only a
small portion of the total downward movement. Seismologic evidence for reverse ring faults is provided
by hypocentre distributions in several volcanic areas. These include Mt. St. Helens, USA (Scandone &
Malone, 1985), Rabaul, Papua New Guinea (Mori & McKee, 1987), Pinatubo, Philippines (Mori et al.,
1996) and Mammoth Mountain, USA (Prejean et al., 2003). Analogue models of caldera collapse confirm
the formation of outward-dipping reverse faults in the central part of the caldera followed by the gravity-
driven appearance of peripheral normal faults (e.g. Roche et al., 2000; Acocella, 2007).
While the geometrical features of calderas have been studied in detail, there are still few constraints on the
kinematics of the actual caldera drop. The principal objective of this study therefore is to fill this gap using
seismic data. For this we analyse broadband seismograms recorded by the temporary Iceland HOTSPOT
seismic experiment stations (Foulger et al., 2001) in order to infer the finite source rupture process of the
September 29, 1996, Bárdarbunga earthquake that was caused by a sudden caldera subsidence along a
pre-existing ring fault. By means of a probabilistic source inversion we obtain information on the rupture
time and relative magnitude distributions along the ring fault, as well as on the inclination of different fault
segments.
Bárdarbunga volcano, located under the Vatnajökull glacier in SE Iceland, has long been recognised as
the source of anomalous non-double-couple (NDC) earthquakes (Ekström, 1994). The most recent NDC
event at Bárdarbunga occurred on September 29, 1996, one day before a major subglacial fissure eruption.
A detailed waveform analysis of this Mw = 5.6 earthquake revealed that its point source moment tensor
is characterised by a dominant compensated linear vector dipole and a small double-couple component
(Nettles & Ekström,1998). Tkalc˘ić et al. (2009) found an insignificant isotropic component that is
unusual for large volcanic events. A likely tectonic explanation for the anomalous nature of the Bárdarbunga
events, including the one in 1996, involves the drop of the volcanic caldera along an outward-dipping ring
fault structure (Ekström, 1994; Nettles & Ekström, 1998). This interpretation is supported by aftershock
locations (Konstantinou et al., 2000) and the frequent observation of outward-dipping ring faults associated
with caldera subsidence.
This paper is organised as follows: We start with the description of a three-dimensional (3D) model of
the Icelandic crust and uppermost mantle, which is an essential ingredient of a successful seismic source
inversion. Using vertical-component recordings of an ML ≈ 3.3 aftershock, we then verify the accuracy of
the structural model. That finite-source effects can indeed be observed in the waveforms of the mainshock
follows from a point-source moment tensor inversion that can not simultaneously explain the data in
different frequency bands. In a probabilistic finite source inversion we then obtain marginal probability
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distributions for the parameters rupture time, relative magnitude and subfault inclination angle. In the
final paragraphs we discuss the results and their implications for the kinematics of a volcanic caldera drop.
15
The structural model
15.1 Model construction
A kinematic source inversion requires that waveform differences between the observed and synthetic seis-
mograms be dominated by finite-source effects. The synthetic seismograms therefore need to be computed
with an accurate structural model (Graves & Wald, 2001). Such models have become available thanks
to extensive studies of the Icelandic crust and upper mantle during the past decades (e.g. Båth, 1960;
Tryggvason, 1962; Foulger et al., 2001; Allen et al., 2002). In this study we use a 3D model that is based
on a spline interpolation of vertical profiles that were determined from receiver functions and surface wave
dispersion data (Du & Foulger, 2001; Du et al., 2002; Du & Foulger, 2004). The profiles were shown to
be consistent with data from explosion seismology (Staples et al., 1997; Darbyshire et al., 1998; Foulger
et al., 2003). In figure 15.1 we show the depth of the lower-crustal discontinuity (Moho) in the 3D model.
We compute synthetic seismograms using a spectral-element discretisation of the elastic wave equation
(Fichtner & Igel, 2008). The average grid spacing is 1.4 km, so that the complexities of the Icelandic crust
can be accounted for correctly.
The combination of a well constrained structural model and highly accurate numerical simulations allows
us to exploit the maximum amount of waveform information. This is a significant advantage over studies
where either long-period regional surface waves (e.g. Konstantinou, 2003; Tkalc˘ić et al. 2009) or far-field
P waves (Nettles & Ekström, 1998) were used. Long-period (T > 20s) regional surface waves can be
matched by a wide range of source mechanisms, especially in the case of shallow sources (Dziewonski et
al., 1981). The inverse problem is therefore highly non-unique. Teleseismic body waves do not contain any
near-field waveforms that are crucial for the correct determination of finite-source processes.
15.2 Verification of the structural model using aftershock data
To assess the quality of the structural model, we perform a moment tensor inversion for an ML ≈ 3.3
aftershock that occurred on October 1, 1996, in the northern part of the caldera fault. The relatively small
magnitude of the aftershock justifies the point-source approximation. The results of the inversion allow us
to estimate the extent to which the misfit between the observed and the synthetic seismograms is due to
inaccuracies of the implemented velocity structure.
We base the moment tensor inversion on a Simulated Annealing algorithm (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) that
minimises the L1 distance between data and synthetics. The choice of the L1 norm − as opposed to the
L2 norm − reduces the influence of small time shifts between data and synthetics and therefore leads to
more robust results. As data we use vertical-component recordings of 18 HOTSPOT stations, the locations
of which are visualised in figure 15.1. For this part of our study, we disregard horizontal-component data
due to their low signal-to-noise ratio.
In this and all subsequent inversions, the data weighting is done as follows: (1) The weights are inversely
proportional to the epicentral distance. This reduces the effects of unknown Earth structure and emphasises
the near-field radiation. (2) We subdivide Iceland into 6 azimuthal sectors originating at the epicentre.
The weights are then inversely porportional to the number of stations in each sector. This minimises the
effect of the uneven azimuthal station coverage.
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Figure 15.1: Map showing the locations of the HOTSPOT seismic stations used in this study. The depth
of the lower crustal discontinuity (Moho) as inferred by Du & Foulger (2001), Du et al. (2002) and Du &
Foulger (2004) is shown below. The locations of Bárdarbunga and Grimsvötn volcanos are also displayed.
The outer curves represent the central volcanoes and the inner curves mark the outlines of the calderas.
To reduce the inherent non-uniqueness of a shallow-source moment tensor inversion (Dziewonski et al.,
1981) we simultaneously consider 3 frequency bands, centred around 0.10 Hz, 0.15 Hz and 0.20 Hz,
respectively. We found empirically that the simultaneous use of multiple frequency bands and relatively
high frequencies strongly decreases the linear dependence of the Greens functions. Data with frequencies
lower than 0.10 Hz do not add significant additional constraints on the moment tensor. Waveforms with
frequencies higher than 0.20 Hz had to be excluded due to the micro-seismic noise. All 3 frequency bands
were equally weighted in the inversion. Since the amplitudes of the seismic waveforms depend strongly on
near-receiver structure, e.g. soil or ice, we only inverted normalised seismograms. Thus, we recover the
source orientation but not the source magnitude.
The achieved waveform fit for the 0.20 Hz data is summarised in figure 15.2. The waveforms within and
prior to the surface wave train are well recovered. Exceptions are the early smaller-amplitude arrivals at
stations HOT15 and HOT29. This may be due to noise contamination. Similar arrivals at HOT13, HOT18
and HOT24 are, however, well modelled. For the data in the frequency bands around 0.15 Hz and 0.10
Hz, shown in figures 15.3 and 15.4, we obtain waveform fits of equally good quality. The optimal moment
tensor solution for the aftershock data is visualised in the lower-right corners of figures 15.2 to 15.4. Its
CLVD component is 41%, meaning that the source is predominantly, but not exclusively, a double couple.
This might be interpreted as slip along the caldera fault that was too small to activate the complete ring
structure.
The fact that the details of the observed waveforms can be explained by a simple point source, indicates that
the structural model is appropriate for vertical-component waveforms at frequencies below and including
0.20 Hz. A similar statement concerning horizontal-component recordings is currently not possible due to
the low signal-to-noise ratio of the aftershock data.
Figure 15.2: Waveform comparison for the aftershock in the frequency band around 5 s. The data are
plotted as solid curves and the synthetics as dashed curves. The optimal moment tensor from the joint
inversion in the three frequency bands is plotted on the lower right corner.
Figure 15.3: Waveform comparison for the aftershock in the frequency band around 7.5 s. The data are
plotted as solid curves and the synthetics as dashed curves. The optimal moment tensor from the joint
inversion in the three frequency bands is plotted on the lower right corner.
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Figure 15.4: Waveform comparison for the aftershock in the frequency band around 10 s. The data are
plotted as solid curves and the synthetics as dashed curves. The optimal moment tensor from the joint
inversion in the three frequency bands is plotted on the lower right corner.
16
Finite-source inversion
16.1 The detectability of finite source effects
We repeat the moment tensor inversion outlined in the previous section for the mainshock data. Since it
is to be expected that the source duration is on the order of the shortest period considered (5 s, Nettles
& Ekström (1998)) we simultaneously invert for the moment rate function. The moment rate function is
parameterised in terms of Lagrange polynomials with the collocation points located at the Gauss-Lobatto-
Legendre (GLL) points. This produces a smoothly varying polynomial that does not suffer from Runge’s
phenomenon. We choose the polynomial degree 7 and set the values at the first and last collocation
points to zero. Thus, there are 7 free parameters for the source time function: the Lagrange polynomial
coefficients for the 6 internal collocation points plus the variable interval length. These parameters are also
found through Simulated Annealing.
The waveform fits resulting from the combined multi-frequency moment tensor plus moment rate function
inversion are shown in figure 16.1 for the 0.20 Hz data. In general, the discrepancies between data and
synthetics are larger than for the aftershock, despite the larger number of free parameters involved in the
inversion. The optimal moment tensor solution, shown in the lower-right corner of figure 16.1, is close
to the Centroid Moment Tensor solution and to that of the previous studies using regional waveforms an
the deviatoric decomposition of the moment tensor (Nettles & Ekström, 1998; Tkalc˘ić et al., 2009). Its
CLVD component accounts for 71% of the total moment. From different runs of the Simulated Annealing
algorithm we found that the moment rate function is not as well constrained as the moment tensor. We
found source durations between 3 s and 8 s that explained the data equally well. The optimal moment
rate function is displayed in figure 16.4. Its duration is 4.3 s but more than 90% of the total moment are
released during the first 3.5 s.
Since the structural model is accurate, we attribute the discrepancies between the mainshock data and
the point-source synthetics to finite-source effects. This suggests that a finite-source inversion can indeed
yield information about the kinematics of the Bárdarbunga caldera drop.
16.2 Probabilistic finite source inversion
The solutions of kinematic source inversions are known to be highly non-unique due to the limited amount
of data and the presence of noise (e.g. Monelli & Mai, 2008). For this reason we decided to implement a
probabilistic inversion that is based on a random exploration of the model parameter space (e.g. Tarantola,
2005).
16.2.1 Inversion setup
Finite fault parameterisation
Our finite fault model contains a deliberately small number of parameters. This facilitates the identification
of the essential aspects of the rupture process, and it permits a sufficiently dense sampling of the parameter
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Figure 16.1: Waveform comparison for the mainshock in the frequency band around 5 s. The synthetics for
the optimal point-source moment tensor are plotted as dashed curves and the data as solid curves. Since
the structural model is accurate, the disagreement between observed and synthetic waveforms indicates
the influence of finite-source effects. The optimal moment tensor from the joint inversion in the three
frequency bands is plotted on the lower right corner.
Figure 16.2: The same as figure 16.1 but for the period band around 7.5 s.
Figure 16.3: The same as figure 16.1 but for the period band around 10 s.
Figure 16.4: Normalised moment rate function of the mainshock. The optimal source duration is 4.3 s.
The vertical lines and black dots indicate the GLL points and the values ascribed to them.
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space.
We subdivide the ring fault into 10 regularly spaced subfaults, as is common in finite source studies (e.g.
Hartzell & Heaton, 1983; Cotton & Campillo, 1995). The surface trace of the fault is inferred from
satellite images (ASTER Volcano Archive, http://ava.jpl.nasa.gov), gravity anomalies (Gudmundsson &
Högnadóttir, 2007) and the distribution of aftershock hypocentres (Konstantinou et al., 2000; Icelandic
Meteorological Office).
We set the depth of each fault segment to 2 km, acknowledging that the true depth extent of the rupture
is neither known from independent sources nor resolvable by our data. The lack of vertical resolution on
the fault results in uncertain estimates of the displacement along the fault segments. This is because
the seismic waveforms mostly depend on the moment magnitudes of the individual segments, i.e. on the
product of the displacement and the subfault area that ruptured. For this reason we decided to effectively
invert for the subfault moment magnitudes. They are less affected by the unknown subfault depth extent,
but still indicate the amount of elastic energy radiated from the individual segments.
Since analogue experiments (e.g. Roche et al., 2001; Cole et al., 2005) indicate that ring fault structures
may not be strictly outward dipping, we allow the inclination of the fault segments to attain values of
−15◦ (inward dipping), 0◦ or +15◦ (outward dipping). This discretisation is intended to cover the range
of inclination angles observed in field studies and analogue experiments. While a finer discretisation is
technically possible, this would not be meaningful due to the limited resolution with respect to the subfault
dip. The rupture process on each subfault is specified by a local rupture time and a local displacement
that we assume to be downwards along the fault. We fix the rise time on each segment to 1 s, instead of
keeping it variable. This restriction of the model space can be justified by two arguments: (1) The rise
time is generally smaller than the total source duration of about 5 s (Nettles & Ekström, 1998; section
16.1), and (2) the shortest period used in the inversion is also 5 s, so that variations of the rise time do not
affect the waveforms sufficiently much to be detectable. For each subfault we compute numerical Greens
functions that are then combined with a specific parameter set to yield synthetic displacement velocities
at the receiver sites (Cotton & Campillo, 1995).
Prior and marginal probability densities
As prior probability density functions (PDFs) we use Gaussian probability densities of order 1 that are
induced by the L1 norm (Tarantola, 2005). This choice is again motivated by the relative robustness of
the L1 norm. To obtain interpretable results, we compute marginal PDFs via a Monte Carlo integration
that is based on 10 million randomly generated finite fault models.
Data
For the finite source inversion we use three-component data. Since we were able to confirm the accuracy of
the structural model only for vertical-component waveforms, we exclude horizontal-component waveforms
where the influence of noise is visibly too high and where the moment tensor inversion indicates that
the structural model may be too inaccurate. This selection process is, unavoidably, subjective. The data
weighting is done as follows: (1) Weights are inversely proportional to the epicentral distance and designed
to compensate for the uneven azimuthal coverage. (2) Horizontal-component data that are not excluded
from the inversion are down-weighted by a factor of 0.3 relative to the vertical-component data. This
is because the horizontal components are generally noisier and more difficult to model accurately. (3)
Where they are clearly identifiable, body waves are up-weighted by a factor of 2 in order to reduce the
non-uniqueness of the finite source inversion. (4) Data from the three frequency bands already used for
the moment tensor inversion are weighted equally. This also improves the resolution of the rupture models,
as was shown by Mendoza & Hartzell (1988).
Since current tomographic models generally do not predict the amplitudes of seismic waves (Tibuleac
et al., 2003; Bozdağ & Trampert, 2009), we normalised all observed and synthetic seismograms to a
maximum amplitude of 1. This normalisation implies that we can only invert for the relative magnitude
of an individual subfault rupture with respect to the magnitudes on the other subfault ruptures. We thus
obtain information about the relative energies radiated from the fault segments.
16.2.2 Results
In figures 16.5 to 16.7 we present the marginal probability densities for the parameters rupture time,
relative magnitude and inclination angle on the different subfaults. The probability densities are shown
in the form of histograms, where the height of each bar indicates the probability that a given parameter
falls into the interval covered by the width of that bar. Gray bars in the histograms indicate the most
probable model, the synthetic waveforms of which are plotted in figure 16.8 together with the observed
waveforms. As an interpretative aid, we also show the probability distributions as gray scale images plotted
in circular form in the centres of figures 16.5 to 16.7. Light colours represent high probabilities and dark
colours low probabilities. In the following paragraphs, we focus on the principal properties of the probability
distributions. A more detailed analysis is possible but hard to justify given the uncertain influence of noise
and possible inaccuracies of the structural model.
The PDFs for the rupture time, shown in figure 16.5, indicate that the rupture is likely to have initiated in
the north-western part of the ring fault. This is where the PDFs attain a well-defined maximum between
1 s and 2 s prior to the reference time. Towards the eastern part of the ring fault the most likely rupture
times are around 1 s later than the reference time, but the maxima are less pronounced. We infer that the
rupture spread around the ring fault in possibly less than 3 s. This is in agreement with an estimated total
source duration of about 5 s.
The PDFs for the relative magnitudes (figure 16.6) show little variation between the individual fault
segments. The maxima are clearly defined and collectively located between 10% and 15% of the total
magnitude. This indicates that each subfault radiated approximately the same amount of seismic energy.
There is, moreover, no obvious relation between the rupture time and the relative magnitude.
Figure 16.7 suggests that the constraints on the subfault inclination are weaker than the constraints on the
rupture time and the relative magnitude. This is because the probabilities for the three different inclination
angles do not deviate much from the value 0.33. There is, nevertheless, a clear preference for outward-
dipping segments in the eastern part and inward-dipping or vertical segments in the western part of the
ring fault.
The parameters of the most probable model, visualised in the form of gray bars in the histograms of figures
16.5 to 16.7, are mostly close to the maximum likelyhood values. This suggests that the global PDF
is dominated by a single maximum rather than being strongly multimodal. The most probable rupture
scenario is characterised by (1) the initiation in the north-western part of the ring fault, (2) the radiation
of about 10% of the total elastic energy by each of the segments and (3) a subfault inclination that
is outward-dipping in the western part and vertical in the eastern part of the ring fault. Figure 16.8
summarises the waveform fit generated by the most likely model in the frequency band around 0.2 Hz.
Notable discrepancies between the observed and synthetic waveforms are mostly limited to the early parts
of the wavetrains. An improvement relative to the optimal point source (figure 16.1) is clearly visible.
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Figure 16.5: Marginal probability distributions for the rupture time on the individual fault segments. The
height of a bar in the histograms indicates the probability that the rupture time on a given segment falls
into the interval covered by the width of that bar. The circular image in the centre shows the marginal
probability densities as gray scale distributions. The rupture is likely to have initiated on the north-western
segments. It spread to the remaining parts of the ring fault within probably less than 3 s. The rupture
times for the most probable finite source model are represented by gray columns.
Figure 16.6: Marginal probability densities for the relative magnitudes of the ring fault segments. Each
of the 10 subfaults released about 10% of the total elastic energy. The relative magnitudes for the most
probable finite source model are shown as gray columns.
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Figure 16.7: Marginal probability densities for the subfault inclination angle. There is evidence that the
western part of the ring fault is outward dipping while the inclination angle of the eastern part of the ring
fault is probably closer to 0◦. The subfault inclination angle for the most probable finite source model are
shown as gray columns.
Figure 16.8: Waveform comparison between the observed waveforms (solid curves) and the synthetic
waveforms (dashed curves) for the most likely model, the source parameters of which are given in figures
16.5 to 16.7. The dominant period is 5 s.
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17
Final remarks and thoughts
17.1 Discussion
We performed a kinematic source inversion for the September 29, 1996, Bárdarbunga earthquake. Our
method is based on (1) the discretisation of the caldera ring fault, (2) the computation of numerical Greens
functions for a 3D model of the Icelandic crust and uppermost mantle, and (3) a random exploration of
the model space that yields marginal probability density functions for the finite rupture parameters. In the
following paragraphs we discuss technical details of the inversion and we interpret the results in terms of
the kinematics of the caldera drop at Bárdarbunga volcano.
The best resolved feature of the finite source inversion is the initiation of the rupture in the north-western
part of the ring fault (figure 16.5). This is in agreement with the hypocentre location. From the initiation
point, the rupture spread to the remaining fault segments within about 3 s. The rupture on a specific fault
segment can thus not have been triggered exclusively by the rupture on neighbouring fault segments. This
is because the propagation speed along the ring fault of about 6 km/s would be close to or in excess of
the P wave speed in the upper crust which is about 5.5 km/s. The most plausible explanation for this
phenomenon is that the rupture on different fault segments was not caused by the rupture propagation
along the ring fault but by the propagation of seismic P waves across the caldera. We therefore do not
require super-shear rupture in the classical sense, as it has been observed on planar faults (e.g. Bouchon &
Vallée, 2003; Dunham & Archuleta, 2004). Tkalc˘ić et al. (2005) and Dreger et al. (2005) also formulated
this hypothesis on the basis of a forward modelling study where various caldera geometries were tested and
finite difference modelling in composite 1D models was used to produce synthetic data.
The probability density functions for the relative magnitudes on the fault segments, shown in figure 16.6,
suggest that the subfaults radiated nearly equal amounts of seismic energy. We therefore hypothesise
that the caldera dropped uniformly as one coherent block. It appears unlikely that the caldera subsided
asymmetrically. Similar relative magnitudes moreover indicate that there are no locked fault segments.
The inclination angle of the subfault segments is less well constrained than the rupture times and relative
magnitudes. There is nevertheless a clear preference for outward-dipping segments in the western and
inward-dipping or vertical segments in the eastern part of the ring fault. Our results indicate that the
geometry of the fault is more complex than a simple outward-dipping cone. Since the rupture is likely
to have occurred on a pre-existing ring fault, its current shape reflects the conditions at the time of its
formation. Factors contributing to the ring fault irregularity include an irregularly shaped magma chamber,
an anisotropic stress field or structural heterogeneities.
The assumption that the rupture occurred on one single ring fault is necessary in order to keep the number
of free parameters sufficiently small for the limited amount of available data. While this simplification can
be justified with Occam’s razor, analogue experiments indicate that multiple faults may develop when the
geometry of the magma chamber is complex (Acocella et al., 2001) or when the aspect ratio of the magma
chamber roof (height/width) is greater than 1 (Roche et al., 2000). At least a high roof aspect ratio can
be excluded based on gravity data (Gudmundsson & Högnadóttir, 2007). The lack of information on the
fault geometry, especially at depth, is a general dilemma in finite source inversion that may only in the
future be overcome with the help of more detailed geological observations and more abundant seismic data.
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A particularity of the 1996 Bárdarbunga event is the occurrence of the major eruption after the September
29 earthquake. This apparent contradiction to a caldera drop induced by underpressure in the magma
chamber, allowed Konstantinou et al. (2003) to argue for pre-eruptive fluid injection as a likely source
mechanism. Their hypothesis is, however, inconsistent with the locations of aftershocks along the caldera
rim. Nettles and Ekström (1998) proposed a modified version of a caldera drop where the inflation of a
shallow magma chamber may cause rupture on ring faults below the chamber. While this scenario seems
possible, we note that a caldera drop prior to the major eruption is consistent with petro-chemical data
and a classical geometry where the ring fault is located above the magma chamber. Martí et al. (2000)
demonstrated that the eruption of only a few percent of the total magma chamber content may trigger a
caldera collapse. The same conclusion was reached by Druitt & Sparks (1984). A minor subglacial eruption
under the 400 m to 600 m thick ice sheet would, however, not have been observable at the surface. There
is, thus, no observational evidence against a small-scale eruption prior to the caldera drop that caused the
September 29 earthquake. The caldera drop could then have increased the pressure inside the chamber
from magmastatic to lithostatic, thus inducing the principal eruption (Martí et al., 2000). Additional
caldera subsidence in the course of the principal eruption occurred through smaller earthquakes along the
ríng fault structure.
It is, in this context, important to note that the finite source inversion of the Bárdarbunga earthquake
captures an episode of a longer cycle that involves repeated caldera uplift and possibly more than one
modes of caldera subsidence. Deformation processes occurring on either longer time scales or along smaller
fault segments can not be constrained with the currently available data.
17.2 Conclusions
The accurate modelling and prediction of volcanic eruptions depends critically on information concerning
the interaction between the caldera and the underlying magma chamber. Knowledge concerning the kine-
matics of a caldera in the course of an eruption is therefore essential. Uplift and subsidence of a volcanic
caldera occur on different time scales; and for time scales from around 0.1 s to several tens of seconds,
seismology provides efficient analysis tools.
We have shown that seismic data from a sufficiently dense broadband network can be used to constrain
the kinematics of a volcanic caldera drop. This is intended to aid in the future design of realistic models
of volcano dynamics that are then required to satisfy the constraints imposed by finite seismic source
inversions.
The use of highly accurate numerical simulations of seismic wave propagation through realistically het-
erogeneous Earth models is an essential ingredient of the finite-source inversion presented above. This is
because the Icelandic crust and upper mantle are complex and because finite-source effects are small when
the epicentral distance exceeds the characteristic length scale of the source, which is about 10 km in our
case.
Further progress in our understanding of caldera kinematics will therefore depend on the installation of
seismic stations in the closer vicinity of volcanic centres, more accurate structural models and larger com-
putational resources that allow us to account for structural complexities in the simulation of seismic wave
propagation.
For future studies we envision a direct link between seismologically constrained caldera movement, volcanic
edifice deformation and magma chamber processes. The work presented here is a first step towards this
goal.
Part V
Appendices
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A
Orthogonal polynomials, interpolation and integration
This appendix gives a brief introduction to the mathematical foundations of the spectral-element method.
It is far from being exhaustive but sufficient for our purposes. For more complete treatments the reader is
referred to Quarteroni et al. (2000), Karniadakis & Sherwin (2005), Pozrikidis (2005) or Allaire (2007).
A.1 Orthogonal polynomials
We consider a family of polynomials, pn(x), with n = 1, 2, ... and where pn(x) is of degree n. The
polynomials are said to be orthogonal when any of their mutual projections satisfies the condition
b∫
a
w(x)pn(x)pm(x) dx = Anδnm .
 A.1
The symbol w(x) denotes a positive weighting function, and Ai is a normalisation constant. Each in-
tegration weight together with particular integration limits uniquely determines a family of orthogonal
polynomials. The two families that are most relevant in the context of the spectral-element method are
the Legendre polynomials and the Lobatto polynomials.
Legendre polynomials, denoted by Ln(x), are orthogonal with respect to the flat integration weight
w(x) = 1 and the integration interval [−1, 1]. In symbols:
1∫
−1
Ln(x)Lm(x) dx = Anδnm .
 A.2
The Legendre polynomials are explicitly given by
Ln(x) =
1
2nn!
dn
dxn
(x2 − 1)n ,
 A.3
and they can be shown to satisfy the Legendre differential equation
d
dx
[(x2 − 1) d
dx
Ln(x)] = n(n+ 1)Ln(x) .
 A.4
Lobatto polynomials, Lon(x), are defined in terms of the Legendre polynomials:
Lon(x) :=
d
dx
Ln+1(x) .
 A.5
Thus, the Lobatto polynomials satisfy the differential equation
d
dx
[(x2 − 1)Lon−1(x)] = n(n+ 1)Ln(x) .
 A.6
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The Lobatto polynomials are the family that is orthogonal with respect to the integration weight w(x) =
(1− x2) and the integration interval [−1, 1]:
1∫
−1
(1− x2)Lon(x)Lom(x) dx = Anδnm .
 A.7
In the following sections we will see that the roots of the Lobatto polynomials play an important role in
polynomial interpolation and numerical quadrature.
A.2 Function interpolation
A.2.1 Interpolating polynomial
Finite-element methods in general and the spectral-element method in particular use interpolating functions
for the representation of continuous functions that are known exactly only on a finite set of collocation
points or grid points. The properties of a finite-element method depend strongly on the interpolation
scheme.
Let f(x) be a function that is known at N + 1 data points xi, where i = 1, 2, ..., N + 1. We want to
interpolate the function at an arbitrary point x ∈ [x1, xN+1]. For this, we replace f(x) by an interpolating
function g(x) that satisfies the N + 1 interpolation or matching conditions
g(xi) = f(xi) ,
 A.8
for i = 1, 2, ..., N + 1. The properties of the interpolating function are chosen in accordance with the
requirements of a particular application. The most straightforward choice of an interpolating function g(x)
is the polynomial of degree N ,
PN (x) = a1xN + a2xN−1 + ...+ aNx+ aN+1 .
 A.9
Applying the interpolation condition (A.8) to the representation of the N th degree polynomial (A.9) gives
as set of N + 1 linear equations for the polynomial coefficients a1, a2, ..., aN+1:
1 1 ... 1 1
x1 x2 ... xN xN+1
... ... ... ... ...
xN−11 x
N−1
2 ... x
N−1
N x
N−1
N+1
xN1 x
N
2 ... x
N
N x
N
N+1

T 
aN+1
aN
...
a2
a1
 =

f(x1)
f(x2)
...
f(xN )
f(xN+1) .

 A.10
The (N+1)×(N+1) matrix on the left-hand side of equation (A.10) is the Vandermonde matrix, denoted
by V . Computing the solution of the system (A.10) we find
ai =
detVi
detV
.
 A.11
The symbol Vi denotes the Vandermonde matrix where the ith row has been replaced by the right-hand
side of equation (A.10). By induction one can show that the Vandermonde determinant is explicitly given
by
detV =
N∏
i=1
N∏
j=i+1
(xi − xj) .
 A.12
Thus, when the collocation points xi are mutually distinct, the Vandermonde matrix is nonsingular, and
the interpolation problem is well posed.
When the Vandermonde determinant is small, small variations in the right-hand side of equation (A.10)
will result in large changes of the polynomial coefficients ai and in large changes of the interpolated values
between the collocation points. This implies that numerical errors, e.g. discretisation errors, will have
a smaller effect when the Vandermonde determinant is large. The collocation points that maximise the
Vandermonde matrix are called Fekete points (see section A.2.4).
A.2.2 Lagrange interpolation
Lagrange interpolation allows us to find an interpolating polynomial without explicitly computing the
coefficients of the monomials in equation (A.9). For this we introduce the family of N th degree Lagrange
polynomials
`
(N)
i (x) :=
N+1∏
k=1,k 6=i
x− xk
xi − xk , i = 1, 2, ..., N + 1 .
 A.13
The Lagrange polynomials satisfy the cardinal interpolation property
`
(N)
i (xj) = δij .
 A.14
With the definition (A.13) the interpolating polynomial, PN (x), takes the form
PN (x) =
N+1∑
i=1
f(xi)`
(N)
i (x) .
 A.15
The Lagrange interpolation is, by construction, exact when f(x) is a polynomial of degree ≤ N . Choosing,
as a special case, f(x) = (x− a)m, where a is a constant and m = 0, 1, ..., N , gives
(x− a)m =
N+1∑
i=1
(xi − a)m`(N)i (x) .
 A.16
For m = 0 we obtain the first Cauchy relation
1 =
N+1∑
i=1
`
(N)
i (x) ,
 A.17
and for a = x the second Cauchy relation
0 =
N+1∑
i=1
(xi − x)m`(N)i (x) .
 A.18
The Cauchy relations (A.17) and (A.18) will play an important role in the following paragraphs. As an
alternative to the definition (A.13), we can represent the Lagrange polynomials in term of the generating
polynomial
ΦN+1(x) :=
N+1∏
i=1
(x− xi) = (x− x1)(x− x2) · ... · (x− xN+1) .
 A.19
Differentiating (A.19) and substituting the result into (A.13), gives the identity
`
(N)
i (x) =
1
(x− xi)
ΦN+1(x)
Φ˙N+1(xi)
.
 A.20
The dot in equation (A.19) denotes a differentiation with respect to the independent variable x. Equation
(A.20) can be used to derive expressions for the derivatives of the Lagrange polynomials, ˙`(N)i , at the
collocation points xj :
˙`(N)
i (xj) =

1
(xj−xi)
Φ˙N+1(xj)
Φ˙N+1(xi)
if xi 6= xj
Φ¨N+1(xi)
2Φ˙N+1(xi)
if xi = xj .
 A.21
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For our discussion of interpolation errors and Fekete points we will need a representation of the Lagrange
polynomials in terms of the Vandermonde matrix. For this, we set a = 0 in equation (A.16) and obtain a
set of N + 1 equations − one for each m = 0, 1, ..., N :
1 1 ... 1 1
x1 x2 ... xN xN+1
... ... ... ... ...
xN−11 x
N−1
2 ... x
N−1
N x
N−1
N+1
xN1 x
N
2 ... x
N
N x
N
N+1


`
(N)
1 (x)
`
(N)
2 (x)
...
`
(N)
N (x)
`
(N)
N+1(x)
 =

1
x
...
xN−1
xN .

 A.22
Applying Cramer’s rule to the linear system (A.22) gives explicit expressions for the Lagrange polynomials:
`
(N)
i (x) =
detV (xi = x)
detV
.
 A.23
Having introduced the basic concepts of polynomial interpolation, we will now consider suitable choices of
the collocation points xi.
A.2.3 Lobatto interpolation
In section (A.2.1) we already mentioned that it is desirable to use Fekete points as collocation points
for polynomial interpolation. To systematically derive Fekete points, we first have to introduce Lobatto
interpolation as a special case of Lagrange interpolation.
Without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to the interval [−1, 1]. For a given set of collocation
points xi, with i = 1, 2, ..., N + 1, the Lagrange polynomials satisfy the cardinal interpolation property
`
(N)
i (xj) = δij . In addition to this mandatory condition we shall now require that the collocation point
distribution is such that the N − 1 optional conditions
˙`(N)
i (xi) = 0 ,
 A.24
are satisfied for i = 2, 3, ..., N , i.e. for the internal nodes. Property (A.24) ensures that the Lagrange
polynomial `(N)i (x) reaches a local maximum value of 1 at the internal collocation point xi. Interestingly,
this additional requirement uniquely specifies the internal grid points as the roots of the Lobatto polynomial
LoN−1(x).
To prove this statement, we first note that condition (A.24) together with equation (A.21) implies that
the second derivative of the generating polynomial, ΦN+1(x) vanishes at the node points xi, with i =
2, 3, ..., N :
Φ¨N+1(xi) = 0 ,
 A.25
Since Φ¨(x) is a polynomial of degree N − 1 that vanishes at the internal node points, just as ΦN+1(x)
itself, we must have
Φ¨N+1(x) = c
ΦN+1(x)
(x− 1)(x+ 1) = −c
ΦN+1(x)
(1− x2) ,
 A.26
where c is a constant. The coefficient of the highest-power monomial xN+1 is equal to 1. This implies
c = N(N + 1), and therefore
(1− x2)Φ¨N+1(x) +N(N + 1)ΦN+1(x) = 0 .
 A.27
The generating polynomial satisfies the differential equation (A.27). From equations (A.4) and (A.5) we
infer that the solution of (A.27) is
ΦN+1(x) = a (x2 − 1) L˙N (x) = a (x2 − 1)LoN−1(x) ,
 A.28
where a is a normalisation constant. Thus, the collocation points that satisfy the optional condition (A.24)
are the roots of the completed Lobatto polynomial
LocN−1(x) := (1− x2)LoN−1(x) .
 A.29
They are commonly referred to as Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre points (GLL points). Using the GLL points
for polynomial interpolation has an important consequence: The absolute values of the corresponding
Lagrange polynomials are smaller or equal to 1; in symbols:
|`(N)i (x)| ≤ 1 , x ∈ [−1, 1] .
 A.30
This property is interesting in the context of Runge’s phenomenon, because it means that this undesirable
effect in high-order interpolation with evenly spaced collocation points can be avoided with Lobatto inter-
polation. We will formalise this statement in the sections on Fekete points (A.2.4) and the interpolation
error (A.2.5). To prove relation (A.30) we consider the 2N -degree polynomial
Q2N (x) := (`
(N)
1 (x))
2 + (`(N)2 (x))
2 + ...+ (`(N)N+1(x))
2 − 1 .
 A.31
The cardinal interpolation property ensures that
Q2N (xi) = 0 , i = 1, 2, ..., N + 1 .
 A.32
Evaluating the derivative of Q2N (x) at the internal collocation points, gives
Q˙2N (xj) = 2
N+1∑
i=1
˙`(N)
i (xj)`
(N)
i (xj) ,
 A.33
and in the light of the optional condition (A.24)
Q˙2N (xj) = 0 , j = 2, 3, ..., N .
 A.34
Equations (A.32) and (A.34) imply that the internal collocation points are double roots of Q2N (x). We
can therefore express Q2N (x) in terms of the generating polynomial, ΦN+1(x) as follows:
Q2N (x) = d
Φ2N+1(x)
(x+ 1)(x− 1) = −d
Φ2N+1(x)
(1− x2) ,
 A.35
where d is a constant. Substituting (A.28) into (A.35) yields
Q2N (x) = −b (1− x2)Lo2N−1(x) ,
 A.36
with a new constant b. To determine b, we evaluate Q2N at the collocation point x = 1:
Q˙2N (1) = 2 ˙`
(N)
N+1(1) =
Φ¨N+1(1)
Φ˙N (1)
.
 A.37
Again substituting a (x2 − 1)LoN−1(x) for ΦN+1(x), gives
Q˙2N (1) =
∂2x[(x
2 − 1)LoN−1(x)]
∂x[(x2 − 1)LoN−1(x)] |x=1 .
 A.38
The differential equation (A.6) satisfied by the Legendre and Lobatto polynomials, allows us to simplify
(A.38):
Q˙2N (1) =
LoN−1(1)
LN (1)
.
 A.39
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The Legendre polynomials are normalised such that LN (1) = 1, and for the Lobatto polynomials evaluated
at x = 1 we infer from (A.6)
N(N +1)LN (1) = N(N +1) = 2xLoN−1(x)|x=1+(x2−1) ∂xLoN−1(x)|x=1 = 2LoN−1(1) .
 A.40
Thus, we have
Q˙2N (1) =
1
2
N(N + 1) .
 A.41
Directly differentiating (A.36) yields
Q˙2N (1) = 2b Lo2N−1(1) =
1
2
bN2(N + 1)2 ,
 A.42
and therefore
b =
1
N(N + 1)
.
 A.43
Combining (A.36) and (A.43) gives the final expression of Q2N (x) in terms of the generating polynomial:
Q2N (x) = − 1− x
2
N(N + 1)
Lo2N−1(x) .
 A.44
Equation (A.44) implies Q2N (x) ≤ 0 and therefore
N+1∑
i=1
[`(N)i (x)]
2 ≤ 1 .
 A.45
Thus, the relation |`(N)i (x)| ≤ 1 holds for each individual `(N)i (x).
A.2.4 Fekete points
Fekete points are the collocation points that maximise the Vandermonde determinant (see section A.2.1).
Taking the Fekete points as collocation points ensures that small variations of the f(xi) − due for example
to numerical inaccuracies or measurement errors − result in the smallest possible variations of the interpo-
lated values between the grid points. In this paragraph we demonstrate that the GLL points are the Fekete
points of the Vandermonde determinant. The grid points x1 = −1 and xN+1 = 1 are assumed fixed.
The argument is very simple: Inside the interval [−1, 1] the Lagrange polynomials are smaller than or equal
to 1 (relation A.30), given that the internal collocation points are the zeros of LoN−1(x). The cardinal
interpolation property ensures that `(N)i (xi) = 1. Therefore, the Lagrange polynomial `
(N)
i (x), with i
between 2 and N − 1, reaches a local maximum at x = xi. Thus, we have ˙`(N)i (xi) = 0. (This is just the
optional condition (A.24).) Using the expression of the Lagrange polynomials in terms of the Vandermonde
determinant (equation A.23), yields
d
dx
`
(N)
i (x)|x=xi =
d
dx
det V (xi = x)
det V
|x=xi =
1
det V
d
dxi
det V = 0 , i = 2, 3, ..., N − 1 ,
 A.46
and therefore
d
dxi
V = 0 , i = 2, 3, ..., N − 1 .
 A.47
Since the internal collocation points are local maxima, we also have
0 >
d2
dx2
`
(N)
i (x)|x=xi =
d2
dx2
det V (xi = x)
det V
|x=xi =
1
det V
d2
dx2i
det V , i = 2, 3, ..., N−1 ,
 A.48
and
d2
dx2i
det V < 0 , i = 2, 3, ..., N − 1 .
 A.49
Relations (A.47) and (A.49) imply that the zeros of LoN−1(x) are indeed the Fekete points. The maximum
of the Vandermonde matrix is global, but a proof of this statement is clearly beyond the scope of this brief
overview (see Szegö, 1975).
A.2.5 Interpolation error
We consider the max norm of the interpolation error e(x):
||e(x)||∞ := max
x∈[a,b]
|f(x)− PN (f, x)| .
 A.50
In equation (A.50) the dependence of the interpolating polynomial PN on the function f(x) is made explicit
through the notation PN = PN (f, x). Of all N th degree polynomials approximating the function f(x),
there is an optimal polynomial P optN (f, x) such that ||e(x)||∞ is minimal. This minimal value of ||e(x)||∞
is the minimax error, denoted by ²N . The optimal polynomial P
opt
N (f, x) is not necessarily an interpolating
polynomial. The max norm ||e(x)||∞ is related to the minimax error ²N through the relation
||e(x)||∞ = ||PN (f, x)− f(x)||∞ = ||PN (f, x)− P optN (f, x) + P optN (f, x)− f(x)||∞
≤ ||PN (f, x)− P optN (f, x)||∞ + ||P optN (f, x)− f(x)||∞
= ||PN (f, x)− P optN (f, x)||∞ + ²N .
 A.51
The first summand can be transformed as follows:
||PN (f, x)− P optN (f, x)||∞ = ||PN (f, x)− PN (P optN , x)||∞ ≤ ||PN ||∞||f(x)− P optN (f, x)||∞
= ||PN ||∞²N .
 A.52
In equation (A.52) PN is interpreted as an operator that acts on the function f(x). For a fixed set of
collocation points, PN is linear in f(x) because the polynomial coefficients are linear functions of the data
values f(xi). Combining (A.51) and (A.52) gives
||e(x)||∞ ≤ (1 + ||PN ||∞) ²N .
 A.53
The max norm of the interpolation operator, ||PN ||∞, can be expressed in terms of the Lagrange polyno-
mials:
||PN ||∞ = sup
f
||PN (f, x)||∞
||f(x)||∞ = supf
||∑N+1i=1 f(xi)`(N)i (x)||∞
||f(x)||∞
= sup
f
maxx∈[a,b] |
∑N+1
i=1 f(xi)`
(N)
i (x)|
maxx∈[a,b] |f(x)| ≤ maxx∈[a,b] |
N+1∑
i=1
`
(N)
i (x)|
≤ max
x∈[a,b]
N+1∑
i=1
|`(N)i (x)| .
 A.54
The function
LN (x) :=
N+1∑
i=1
|`(N)i (x)| ,
 A.55
is the Lebesque function and its max norm, denoted by ΛN , is the Lebesque constant. Using this termi-
nology, equation (A.53) can be transformed to
||e(x)||∞ ≤ (1 + ΛN ) ²N .
 A.56
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Relation (A.56) reveals that there are two separate contributions to the interpolation error: (1) The minimax
error ²N depends only on the smoothness of the function f(x). Smooth functions produce smaller minimax
errors than rough functions. We will not further consider the influence of ²N because we have no freedom
of choice concerning the function that we need to interpolate. (2) The Lebesque constant, ΛN , depends
only on the locations of the collocation points. It is desirable to choose the collocation points such that
ΛN is minimised.
The dependence of the Lebesque constant on the polynomial order has received much attention in the
literature. (See Hesthaven (1998b) for a summary of important results.) When the collocation points are
equidistant, the associated Lebesque constant, ΛequiN , can be shown to exhibit the asymptotic behaviour
ΛequiN ∼
2N
N log N
.
 A.57
This renders high-order polynomial interpolation with equidistant nodes practically useless. That the
Lebesque constant can not be made arbitrarily small is the content of Erdö’s theorem. It states that
ΛN >
2
pi
log(N + 1)− c ,
 A.58
where c is a positive constant. This holds for any set of collocation points. A nearly logarithmic growth of
ΛN can be achieved when the roots of the Chebyshev polynomials are used as collocation points. For the
GLL points we infer from equation (A.30) that
(
ΛGLLN
)2
=
(
N+1∑
i=1
|`(N)i (x)|
)2
≤
N+1∑
i=1
|`(N)i (x)|2 ≤ N + 1 ,
 A.59
and therefore
ΛGLLN ≤
√
N + 1 .
 A.60
The estimate (A.60) seems to be too pessimistic in practice. Based on numerical experiments, Hesthaven
(1998b) conjectures that ΛGLLN is bounded as
ΛGLLN ≤
2
pi
log(N + 1) + 0.685 .
 A.61
Thus, the Lebesque constant associated with the GLL points is nearly optimal.
A.3 Numerical integration
The following paragraphs are concerned with the derivation of numerical quadrature formulas that are used
in the context of the spectral-element method. The general strategy is to replace the function that we
wish to integrate, f(x), by an interpolating polynomial and to solve the resulting integral analytically.
A.3.1 Exact numerical integration and the Gaussian integration quadra-
ture
We consider the weighted integral of a (2N + 1)-degree polynomial Q2N+1
b∫
a
w(x)Q2N+1(x) dx ,
 A.62
where w(x) is a positive weighting function. Without loss of generality, we can write Q2N+1 as the sum
of an N th degree interpolating polynomial PN (x) and a polynomial of degree 2N + 1:
Q2N+1(x) = PN (x) +RN (x) (x− x1)(x− x2) · ... · (x− xN+1) .
 A.63
The collocation points are x1, x2, ..., xN+1 and RN (x) is an N th degree polynomial. The integration error
incurred by replacing the (2N + 1)-degree polynomial Q2N+1 by the N th degree polynomial PN (x) is
² =
b∫
a
w(x)Q2N+1(x) dx−
b∫
a
w(x)PN (x) dx =
b∫
a
w(x)RN (t) (x−x1)(x−x2)·...·(x−xN+1) dx .
 A.64
The integration error is equal to zero when the N + 1 collocation points xi are the roots of the (N + 1)-
degree orthogonal polynomial pN+1(x) that corresponds to the integration weight w(x). To prove this
assertion, we note that pN+1(x) is proportional to (x − x1)(x − x2) · ... · (x − xN+1) when each xi is a
root of pN+1(x). Therefore, we have
(x− x1)(x− x2) · ... · (x− xN+1) = c pN+1(x) ,
 A.65
where c is a constant. The N th degree polynomial RN (x) can be expressed through the orthogonal
polynomials up to degree N :
RN (x) =
N∑
i=1
cipi(x) .
 A.66
The numbers ci, with i = 1, 2, ..., N , are the expansion coefficients. Combining equations (A.64) to (A.66)
and using the orthogonality of the polynomials pi(x), yields
² =
N∑
i=1
c
b∫
a
cipi(x)pN+1(x) dx = 0 .
 A.67
Thus, we can integrate a (2N + 1)-degree polynomial exactly with only N + 1 collocation points, given
that the collocation points are the roots of the (N + 1) orthogonal polynomial that corresponds to the
integration weight w(x).
In the case where f(x) is any function, not necessarily a polynomial, we can construct working formulas
that approximate the integral. For this, we replace f(x) by its interpolating polynomial
PN (x) =
N+1∑
i=1
f(xi)`
(N)
i (x) ,
 A.68
and introduce this approximation into the weighted integral,
b∫
a
w(x)f(x) dx ≈
b∫
a
w(x)PN (x) dx =
N+1∑
i=1
wif(xi) .
 A.69
The integration weights, wi, are independent of f(x):
wi =
b∫
a
w(x)`(N)i (x) dx .
 A.70
Even when f(x) is not a polynomial, the collocation points should be the roots of an orthogonal polynomial,
simply because f(x) is likely to be closer to a (2N+1)-degree polynomial than to anN th degree polynomial.
A.3.2 Gauss-Legendre-Lobatto integration quadrature
A disadvantage of the Gauss quadrature − especially in the context of the spectral-element method −
is that the roots of orthogonal polynomials are generally located inside the integration interval [a, b] but
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never directly on its boundaries. Explicitly imposing the requirement that two collocation points coincide
with the boundaries leads to Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) quadrature formulas.
In the interest of simplicity we consider the integration interval [−1, 1] and the flat weighting function
w(x) = 1. The integral over a (2N − 1)-degree polynomial Q2N−1 is then
1∫
−1
Q2N−1(x) dx .
 A.71
Following the developments of the previous section, we decompose Q2N−1 into an interpolating polynomial
of degree N and a polynomial of degree 2N − 1:
Q2N−1(x) = PN (x) +RN−2(x) (x+ 1)(x− x2) · ... · (x− xN )(x− 1) .
 A.72
The collocation points −1 and 1 are now imposed explicitly. For the integration error we find
² = −
1∫
−1
(1− x2)RN−2(x) (x− x2)(x− x3) · ... · (x− xN ) dx .
 A.73
To make ² vanish, we need to choose the N−1 internal collocation points x2, x3, ..., xN such that they are
the roots of the (N −1)-degree orthogonal polynomial that corresponds to the integration weight (1−x2),
i.e. to the Lobatto polynomial LoN−1. Thus, a polynomial of degree 2N − 1 can be integrated exactly
when replaced by the N th degree interpolating polynomial PN (x). The collocation points are −1, 1 and
the N − 1 roots of the Lobatto polynomial LoN−1.
In the case of an arbitrary function f(x), we approximate the integral over f(x) with the integral over the
interpolating polynomial PN (x):
1∫
−1
f(x) dx ≈
1∫
−1
PN (x) dx =
N+1∑
i=1
wif(xi) ,
 A.74
The integration weights, wi, are
wi =
1∫
−1
`
(N)
i (x) dx .
 A.75
The following table summarises the collocation points and integration weights for the Lobatto quadrature
and the polynomial degrees that are most frequently used in spectral-element simulations: 4, 5 and 6.
polynomial degree collocation points integration weights
4 0 0.7111111111
±0.6546536707 0.5444444444
±1 0.1
5 ±0.2852315164 0.5548583770
±0.7650553239 0.3784749562
±1 0.0666666666
6 0 0.4876190476
±0.4688487934 0.4317453812
±0.8302238962 0.2768260473
±1 0.0476190476
Table A.1: Collocation points and integration weights for the Lobatto quadrature and the polynomial
degrees 4, 5 and 6.
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B
Reciprocity Relations
B.1 Temporal Reciprocity
The term temporal reciprocity refers to a set of symmetry relations concerning the time variable of Green’s
functions. The Green’s function gn(ξ0, τ0,x, t) of the elastic wave equation is defined to be the solution
of equation (??) with the special right-hand side f(x, t) = enδ(x− ξ0)δ(t− τ0) and homogeneous initial
conditions, i.e.,
ρ(x) ∂2t gn(ξ0, τ0,x, t)−∇ ·
t∫
τ=−∞
Ξ(x, t− τ) : ∇gn(ξ0, τ0,x, τ) dτ = enδ(x− ξ0)δ(t− τ0) ,
 B.1
with g1(x) = g2(x) = 0. Analogously, one can define an associated Green’s function g†n(ξ
†
0, τ
†
0 ,x, t) as
the solution of
ρ(x) ∂2t g
†
n(ξ
†
0, τ
†
0 ,x, t)−∇ ·
∞∫
τ=t
Ξ(x, τ − t) : ∇g†n(ξ†0, τ †0 ,x, τ) dτ = enδ(x− ξ†0)δ(t− τ †0 ) ,
 B.2
with g†1(x) = g
†
2(x) = 0. We shall now derive a relation between gn and g
†
n, which holds when both the
source time and the source location of gn and g†n coincide, i.e., for ξ
†
0 = ξ0 and τ
†
0 = τ0.
Substituting t→ −t, τ → −τ and τ0 → −τ0 in equation (B.2) gives
ρ(x) ∂2t g
†
n(ξ0,−τ0,x,−t)−∇·
t∫
τ=−∞
Ξ(x, t−τ) : ∇g†n(ξ0,−τ0,x,−τ) dτ = enδ(x−ξ0)δ(t−τ0) .
 B.3
A comparison of equation (B.3) with equation (B.1) reveals that gn(ξ0, τ0,x, t) and g†n(ξ0,−τ0,x,−t)
satisfy the same integro-differential equation. Hence, the two functions will be identical if they satisfy
identical subsidiary conditions.
Since we have
b†2(x,−t) = T†[g†n(ξ0,−τ0,x, t),x,−t]|x∈Γ2
= T[g†n(ξ0,−τ0,x,−t),x, t]|x∈Γ2
 B.4
and
b†1(x, t) = T[gn(ξ0, τ0,x, t),x, t] ,
 B.5
the first condition for gn(ξ0, τ0,x, t) = g†n(ξ0,−τ0,x,−t) is
b†2(x,−t) = b2(x, t) .
 B.6a
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Furthermore, we require
b†1(x,−t) = b1(x, t) ,
 B.6b
d†(x,−t) = d(x, t) .
 B.6c
All the remaining subsidiary conditions are time-invariant and therefore do not lead to any further restric-
tions. Hence, if conditions (B.6a) to (B.6c) are satisfied, we have
gn(ξ0, τ0,x, t) = g
†
n(ξ0,−τ0,x,−t) .
 B.7
A special case are entirely time-independent subsidiary conditions, which in addition to (B.7) give
gn(ξ0, τ0,x, t) = gn(ξ0, 0,x, t− τ0) ,
 B.8
g†n(ξ0, τ0,x, t) = g
†
n(ξ0, 0,x, t− τ0) .
 B.9
B.2 Spatial Reciprocity
Based on the machinery developed so far, it is relatively straightforward to derive spatial reciprocity relations.
For this, we consider the equations
L(u, ρ,Ξ;x, t) = f(x, t) ,
 B.10
and
L†(u†, ρ,Ξ;x, t) = f†(x, t) ,
 B.11
where u and u† satisfy the homogeneous subsidiary conditions Ls(u) = 0 and L†s(u†) = 0. Then we have
〈u†,L(u, ρ,Ξ)〉U − 〈u,L†(u†, ρ,Ξ)〉U = 〈u†, f〉U − 〈u, f†〉U .
 B.12
Since u and u† are chosen such that L† is the transpose of L, the left-hand side of equation (B.12)
vanishes, meaning that we are left with
〈u†, f〉U = 〈u, f†〉U .
 B.13
Now choosing the external force densities to be
f(x, t) := enδ(x− ξ0)δ(t− τ0) ,
 B.14
and
f†(x, t) := emδ(x− ξ†0)δ(t− τ †0 ) ,
 B.15
leads, by definition, to
u(x, t) = gn(ξ0, τ0;x, t) ,
 B.16
and
u†(x, t) = gm(ξ
†
0, τ
†
0 ;x, t) .
 B.17
Inserting equations (B.14) to (B.17) into identity (B.13), yields
en · g†m(ξ†0, τ †0 ; ξ0, τ0) = em · gn(ξ0, τ0; ξ†0, τ †0 ) .
 B.18
This reciprocity relation requires homogeneous subsidiary conditions. Therefore, temporal reciprocity holds
as well, and we find
en · gm(ξ†0, τ0; ξ0, τ †0 ) = em · gn(ξ0, τ0; ξ†0, τ †0 ) ,
 B.19
and
en · g†m(ξ†0, τ †0 ; ξ0, τ0) = em · g†n(ξ0, τ †0 ; ξ†0, τ0) .
 B.20
In order to derive the symmetry relations (B.18) to (B.20), we merely required the existence of a transposed
operator L†. Hence, the concept of spatial and temporal reciprocity is not restricted to elastic waves.
C
Supplementary material on time-frequency misfits
C.1 The relations from section 3
We demonstrate the relations needed for the derivations of the adjoint source functions in section 7.3.
First, we consider the sensitivity density of the time-frequency domain signal u˜i with respect to the model
parameters, δpu˜i. For the sensitivity density of the time domain signal ui(τ) we have
δpui(xr, τ) = −
∫
R
g†i (x
r, τ ;x, t′) · ∂pL[u(t′)] dt′ ,
 C.1
which is essentially a repetition of equation (7.15). Then based on the definition of u˜i, equation (7.1), we
find
δpu˜i(xr, t, ω) =
1√
2pi
∫
R
δpui(xr, τ)h∗(τ − t) e−iωτ dτ .
 C.2
Introducing (C.1) into (C.2) yields the desired result:
δpu˜i(xr, t, ω) = − 1√
2pi
∫
R2
g†i (x
r, τ ;x, t′) · ∂pL[u(t′)]h∗(τ − t) e−iωτ dτ dt′ .
 C.3
Now, we try to find an expression for Dp|u˜i| in which we can make use of (C.3). For this expression,
we differentiate |u˜i|2 with respect to the model parameters p, omitting in the notation the differentiation
direction, as usual.
Dp|u˜i|2 = Dp(u˜iu˜∗i ) = 2|u˜i|Dp|u˜i| = u˜iDpu˜∗i + u˜∗i Dpu˜i .
 C.4
Solving for Dp|u˜i| yields
Dp|u˜i| = 12
(
u˜i
|u˜i| Dpu˜
∗
i +
u˜∗i
|u˜i| Dpu˜i
)
= Re
(
u˜i
|u˜i| Dpu˜
∗
i
)
.
 C.5
C.2 Some results from time-frequency analysis
We will briefly review some of the principal definitions and results of time-frequency analysis. Most of the
proofs are not entirely mathematically rigorous in order to keep the treatment readable. Throughout the
text we work with the following definition of the Fourier transform of a function f :
f˜(ω) = F [f ](ω) =
1√
2pi
∫
R
f(t)e−iωt dt .
 C.6
The corresponding inverse Fourier transform is
f(t) = F−1[f˜ ](t) =
1√
2pi
∫
R
f˜(ω)eiωt dω .
 C.7
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For two functions f and g we obtain Parseval’s relation by combining equations (C.6) and (C.7):
(f˜ , g˜) =
∫
R
f˜(ω)g˜∗(ω) dω =
1
2pi
∫
R
[∫
R
f(t)e−iωt dt
] [∫
R
g∗(τ)eiωτ dτ
]
=
1
2pi
∫
R
∫
R
f(t)g∗(τ)
∫
R
eiω(τ−t) dω dt dτ
=
∫
R
∫
R
f(t)g∗(τ) δ(τ − t) dτ dt =
∫
R
f(t)g∗(t) dt = (f, g) .
 C.8
Plancherel’s formula follows immediately by setting f = g: ||f˜ ||2 = ||f ||2. Now, we define the windowed
Fourier transform of a function f as the regular Fourier transform of f(y)h∗(y − t), where h is a sliding
window. In symbols:
f˜h(t, ω) = Fh[f ](t, ω) =
1√
2pi
∫
R
f(τ)h∗(τ − t)e−iωτ dτ .
 C.9
By defining a time shift operator Tt through Tth(τ) = h(τ − t), we can express Fh in terms of F ,
Fh[f ](t, ω) = F [fTth∗](ω). Making use of Parseval’s relation for the Fourier transform (C.8) we can then
derive a similar result for the windowed Fourier transform:
||h||−22 (f˜h, g˜h) = ||h||−22
∫
R2
Fh[f ](t, ω)F ∗h [g](t, ω) dt dω
= ||h||−22
∫
R2
F [fTth∗](ω)F ∗[gTth∗](ω) dt dω
= ||h||−22
∫
R2
f(τ)h∗(τ − t)g∗(τ)h(τ − t) dτ, dt
= ||h||−22
∫
R2
f(τ)g∗(τ)|h(τ − t)|2 dt dτ =
∫
R
f(τ)g∗(τ) dτ = (f, g) .
 C.10
Setting f = g gives an analog of Plancherel’s formula: ||h||−12 ||f˜h||2 = ||f ||2. From (C.10) we can derive
an expression for the inverse of the windowed Fourier transform. For this, we write∫
R
f(t)g∗(t) dt = ||h||−22
∫
R2
Fh[f ](τ, ω)F ∗h [g](τ, ω) dτ dω
=
1√
2pi||h||2
∫
R2
Fh[f ](τ, ω)
∫
R
g∗(t)h(t− τ)eiωt dt dτ dω
=
1√
2pi||h||2
∫
R
[∫
R2
Fh[f ](τ, ω)h(t− τ)eiωt dτ dω
]
g∗(t) dt .
 C.11
Since g can be any function, we deduce
f(t) = F−1h [f˜h](t) =
1√
2pi||h||2
∫
R2
Fh[f ](τ, ω)h(t− τ)eiωt dω dτ .
 C.12
Another interesting result can be derived by invoking Parseval’s relation, defining gω,t(τ) = h(τ − t)eiωτ
gives
Fh[f ](t, ω) =
1√
2pi
∫
R
f(τ)g∗ω,t(τ) dτ =
1√
2pi
∫
R
f˜(ν)g˜∗ω,t(ν) dν .
 C.13
For the interpretation of (C.13) we consider a fixed point (ω, t) in the time-frequency space. The time
frequency representation Fh[f ] can now be generated in two complimentary ways: (1) by integrating over
the time representation f(τ) multiplied by the time window g∗ω,t(τ) shifted by t or (2) by integrating over
the frequency representation f˜(ν) multiplied by the frequency window g˜∗ω,t(ν) shifted by ω. A narrow time
window, i.e., a high time resolution, will usually lead to a broad frequency window and therefore to a low
frequency resolution. Analogously, a low time resolution will result in a high frequency resolution. This
trade-off depends strongly on the choice of the sliding time window h in the definition of Fh (C.9). The
trade-off can be quantified with the well-known uncertainty principle, that we state here without proof:
∆g˜∆g ≥ 12 ||gω,t||2 =
1
2
||h||2 ,
 C.14
The symbols ∆g˜ and ∆g denote the variances of the frequency window g˜ω,t and the time window gω,t,
respectively. An effective window function h should allow us to increase the time resolution (reduce ∆g)
while reducing the frequency resolution (increase ∆g˜) as little as possible. The optimal choice for h is the
Gaussian
hσ(t) = (piσ2)−1/4e−x
2/2σ2 ,
 C.15
which generates an equal sign in the uncertainty principle (C.14) and its L2 norm is 1, i.e., ||hσ||2 = 1,∀σ.
We omit the lengthly but straightforward derivations of these results. For h = hσ the windowed Fourier
transform is termed the Gabor transform. In order to simplify the notation, we introduce the symbolisms
Fhσ = G and G[f ](t, ω) = f˜(t, ω). The dependence of G and f˜(t, ω) on σ is implicit.
We close this short review with the expressions for the Gabor transform pair because its of outstanding
importance for the analysis in section 7.3:
f˜(t, ω) = G[f ](t, ω) =
1√
2pi
∫
R
f(τ)h∗σ(τ − t)e−iωτ dτ ,
 C.16a
f(t) = G−1[f˜ ](t) =
1√
2pi
∫
R2
f˜(τ, ω)hσ(t− τ)eiωt dω dτ .
 C.16b
C.3 Adjoint source time functions for measurements of cross-
correlation time shifts and rms amplitude differences
C.3.1 Measurements of cross-correlation time shifts
We closely follow the concept introduced by Luo & Schuster (1991). The cross-correlation time shift ∆t
is defined as the time where the cross-correlation function
c(u0i , ui)(τ) =
1√
2pi
∫
R
u0i (t)ui(t+ τ) dt
 C.17
attains its global maximum. This implies that ∆t satisfies the necessary condition
∂τ c(u0i , ui)(τ)|τ=∆t =
1√
2pi
∫
R
u0i (t)u˙i(t+∆t) dt = 0 .
 C.18
Equation (C.18) implicity defines ∆t, at least when there is only one maximum. Invoking the implicit
function differentiation yields the sensitivity density δp∆t:
δp∆t = −δpc˙(∆t)
c¨(∆t)
= −
∫
R u
0
i (τ −∆t) δpu˙i(τ) dτ∫
R u
0
i (τ −∆t) u¨i(τ) dτ
.
 C.19
Under the assumption that u0i and ui are purely time-shifted and not otherwise distorted with respect to
each other, we can interchange u0i (τ −∆t) and ui(τ) in (C.19). For the sensitivity kernel δp∆t we then
have
δp∆t = −||v0i ||−22
∫
R
u˙i(τ) δpui(τ) dτ .
 C.20
The sensitivity kernel δpui(τ) can be expressed in terms of the adjoint Green’s function (7.18):
δp∆t = ||v0i ||−22
∫
R2
u˙i(τ)
[
g†i (x
r, τ ;x, t) · ∂pL(u(x, t))
]
dt dτ .
 C.21
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Equation (C.21) defines the adjoint field u†cc,t for measurements of cross-correlation time shifts on the ith
component of the data and synthetics:
u†cc,i(x, t) = ||v0i ||−22
∫
R
u˙i(τ)g
†
i (x
r, τ ;x, t) dτ ,
 C.22
and the corresponding adjoint source time function:
s†cc,i(τ) =
u˙i(τ)
||v0i ||22
.
 C.23
C.3.2 Measurements of rms amplitude differences
In the case of the rms amplitude misfit E2rms = ∆A2/(A0)2 with ∆A = A − A0 (see equation 7.45),
we follow essentially the same steps as in the previous paragraph on cross-correlation time shifts. For the
Fréchet kernel of Erms we have
δpErms = δp
√
∆A2
(A0)2
=
sign∆A
A0
δpA =
sign∆A
AA0
∫
R
ui(τ) δpui(τ) dτ .
 C.24
Substituting (7.18) into (C.24) yields
δpErms =
∫
R
u†rms,i(x, t) ∂pL[u(x, t)] dt , u
†
rms,i(x, t) = −
sign∆A
AA0
∫
R
ui(τ)g
†
i (x
r, τ ;x, t) dτ .
 C.25
This defines the corresponding adjoint source time function srms,i:
srms,i(τ) = − sign∆A||ui||2||u0i ||2
ui(τ) .
 C.26
D
Filtering of tomographic images
The spatial filtering of regional tomographic images is a two-step process that involves (1) the representation
of the images in terms of spherical splines and (2) the application of a spherical convolution. We essentially
follow Horbach (2008) who followed Freeden et al. (1998).
D.1 Spherical spline expansion
We start with a physical quantitiy md, e.g. the SV or SH wave speed, that is defined at discrete points
ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξN that lie within a section Ωs of the unit sphere Ω. In our specific case, this section comprises
the Australasian region. The discretely defined quantity m can be interpolated using a spherical spline of
the form
m(x) =
N∑
k=1
µkKh(x, ξk) , x, ξ1, ..., ξN ∈ Ωs ⊂ Ω ,
 D.1
where Kh is a spline basis function, conveniently chosen to be an Abel-Poisson kernel:
Kh(x, ξk) =
1
4pi
1− h2
[1 + h2 − 2h(x · ξk)]3/2
.
 D.2
The parameter h is chosen depending on the typical distance between the collocation points ξk. We
empirically found the value h = 0.97 to be well suited for our problem. Figure D.1 (left) shows an Abel-
Poisson kernel with h = 0.97, collocated near the south-western tip of Papua New Guinea. The spline
coefficients, µk, are found through the solution of the linear system of equations that arises from the
interpolation condition
md(ξi) = m(ξi) =
N∑
k=1
µkKh(ξi, ξk) , i = 1, ..., N.
 D.3
To achieve a nearly equidistant grid spacing on the section Ωs of the unit sphere Ω, we proceed as follows:
First, we successively subdivide the triangular faces of a regular icosahedron, shown in the centre of figure
D.1, into smaller equilateral triangles. The corner points of the triangles are then projected onto the unit
sphere. Finally, we eliminate all points that do not fall into our region of interest, which is the Australian
region, Ωs.
We use a 5-fold subdivision of the icosahedral faces. The resulting average distance between the collocation
points is then 238 km. This is about the lateral resolution that we expect in the best resolved regions in
eastern Australia and the Coral and Tasman Seas. There is no loss in detail when the tomographic images,
originally parameterised by blocks, are expanded into a spherical spline.
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Figure D.1: Left: Abel-Poisson kernel with h = 0.97 collocated near the south-eastern tip of Papua New
Guinea. Centre: A regular icosahedron. Right: Projections onto the unit sphere of triangles that resulted
from a 5-fold subdivision of the regular icosahedron are plotted in red. The 1048 spherical spline collocation
points within our region of interest are marked by black dots. The spacing between the collocation points
is 222± 41 km.
D.2 Filtering through spherical convolution
In analogy to standard time series analysis, we can now filter a tomographic image by convolving its
spherical spline representation, m(x) with a filter function φ ∈ L2[−1, 1],
(m ∗ φ)(x) =
∫
Ω
m(ξ)φ(ξ · x) d3ξ .
 D.4
Equation (D.4) is called the spherical convolution of m with φ. This spherical convolution can also be
expressed in terms of the Legendre coefficients φn of φ and the spherical harmonic coefficients mnj of m,
(m ∗ φ)(x) =
∞∑
n=0
2n+1∑
j=1
φnmnj Ynj(x) .
 D.5
The functions Ynj are the spherical harmonics of degree n and order j. Equation (D.5) shows that the
Legendre coefficients of φ are weights of the spherical harmonic coefficients of m. A filter function φ with
continuously decreasing Legendre coefficients thus acts as a low-pass filter.
The Abel-Poisson scaling functions φ(a) with
φ(a)(t) =
1
4pi
1− p2
(1 + p2 − 2pt)3/2 , p = e
−2−a ,
 D.6
are a particularly convenient family of filter functions when the function that we wish to filter is a spherical
spline. We call the positive integer a the scale of φ(a). The Legendre coefficients φ(a)n of φ(a) are e−n 2
−a
.
This means that the Abel-Poisson scaling functions are generally low-pass filters, and that the integer
parameter a controls the filter characteristics of φ(a) in the following way: Small values of a give low-pass
filters that suppress all but the longest wavelengths. Larger values of a tend to preserve more of the
short-wavelength structure. As a → ∞, the filters φ(a) effectively act as delta functions, meaning that
they leave the original function m unchanged.
The combination of spherical splines and Abel-Poisson scaling functions allows us to compute the spherical
convolution (D.4) without explicitly solving either the surface integral or the infinite sum (D.5). If fact,
we have
(m ∗ φ)(x) =
N∑
k=1
µkKh′(x, ξk) , h
′ = h e−2
−a
.
 D.7
Figure D.2: Filter characteristics of the Abel-Poisson scaling functions for different scales a, ranging from
5 to 9. The curves indicate the factors by which features of a given spatial wavelength are damped. The
red lines mark the corner wavelengths of the different filters, defined as the wavelength where the filter
characteristics reach the value 0.5. Note the optical illusion.
The filtering is thus achieved by simply replacing the parameter h in the original spherical spline of equation
(D.1) with the modified parameter h′ = h e−2
−a
.
Figure D.2 shows the filter characteristics of the Abel-Poisson scaling functions for different values of the
scale a1. Scales 9 and 8 mostly eliminate spatial wavelengths below 113 km and 225 km, respectively.
Scale 5 essentially suppresses spatial wavelengths shorter than about 2000 km.
1Note that figure D.2 contains an interesting optical illusion: The red lines, marking the corner wavelength of the
filters, seem to terminate at progressively lower levels. In fact, however, they all terminate at 0.5.
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